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FOREWQRD

Final regulations dealing witAfe State, caAtinuing',planning
process policies and procedures (4 R 130) and the preparation
of State and designated areawide water quality management plans
40 CFR 131) were published in the Federal Register on November 28,
1975. Regulations for obtaining grants for planning (40 CFR Part 35
Subpart A) were also published on November 28.'

These regulations require that the States assume responsibility
for preparation of water quality management plans for the entire
Stater-directly in nondesignated areas and indirectly in designated
areas through coordination with areawide agencies. In addjtion,

the regulations set forth the required elements which State and
designated areawide agencies are to include in their water quality
management programs.

The guidelines are intended to assist State and designated
areawide agencies in developing implementable water quality
management programs consistent with the requirements set forth
in the regulations. While it is not possible for EPA to provide
answers to all the water quality problems that should be resolved,
these guidelines descry be the overall factors which should be
taken into account and proyide a framework for'agencjesto use in
developing their water quality management programs.

This dry is scheduled to be reVised as a propriaV and
published as final during the summer of 1976. Any comments or
suggested revisions should be addressed to the Planning Assistance
and Policy Branch, Water Planning Division (WH-554), 'Office of ',

Water and Hazardous Materials, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C. 20460.

e

,7z/,,/e.ei/i-if
e %

Mark A. Pisano
Director

Water Planning Division
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1.1 Purpose -

The purp04 of these..guidelines is to assist the States insetting
up a management program and instituttonal arrangements"to integrate
water quality' and other resouree managerfldrit decisions. The central
purpose of this management program is the development and.iMplementation
of State Water Quality Management Plans so that the longer range goals
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments' of 1972 can be
Met. To achieve these goals, it will be ne!essa'ry to develop a watei,
quality_ management process at the State and local level that assufes

,

continuous Planciing for and implementation of pollution control measures.
These,ouiAline§ preApt a suggested framework for developing water.
gUality management plans. The management plans should be directed to
meet two principal,parldates of the Federal Water.PollUtion Control Act
Amendments of 1972:' (T) the determination of effluent limitations ,

hAded to meet appliCable water quality 'standards, including:the requirement
` to at least maintain existing wAer quality (Section '303); and, 42)

development of State and areawide management programs to implement abate-
ment measures for all pollutant sources(Section 20g)..

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

1.2 Applicability

These guidelines are directed toward State agencies responsible for
developing a continuing planning process and State or areawide agencies'*
responsible for developing State Water'Quality Management Plans.' Since
the, States may delegate their responsibiTlties to local, regional; sub-
state, interstate,land federal agencies.to develop and implement part of
their water programs, these guidelines also apply to these other governmental
entities.

1.3 liming

All. States have developed a continuing-planning process consistent
with Section 303(e.) of the Act, As part of the process, the States sub-'
miited Phase I Water Qua71ity Management Plans by July 1, 1975 (or have
been given an additional extension of up to one year by the EPA Regional
Administrator to submit such plans): Pha'e I plans are directed toward
setting out effluent limitatiOns needed by point sourcesto meet existing'
State water quality standards.

. .

*Agencies that have been designated and have.received plannipg grants
prior, to July 1, 4975; should continue to follow the,Guidelines for
Areawide Waste Treatment Management Planning, August 1975, and'tTleir
approved project control plans.

3-1
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These guidelings pertain to the second phase.2of implementation of
the effluent limitation& and water quality standards requirements of the
Act. In Phase II, States must consider revisions to water qualtty _!
standards' to tthieve .the'national water quality goal specified in Sec-
tion 101(a)(2).of the Act. Plans to meet these goals must be.developed
and should consider all available means to meet Water qualify standards
includiAg effluent limttati,ons for point sources and managedent'of
nonpoint sources.

,

While Phase II planning is a logical outgrowth. of existing State
Water Quality Management Plans, the Tong-terd goals to be achieved
through Phase II plans and the complexity ofrespltiing pollution problems
.frow both point and nonpoint sources may require a State to amend its
existing management program to ensure proper coordination among the
various components of its water program. Deci4iopy regarding organizational
responsibility for completjng Phase II Plans should be contained in the
State/EPA Agreement (9130.11) including the proposed'designation of
areawide planning agencies to undertake certain'elements of Phase I
Plans. An even greater need may-exist to consider how the State's
management program for water quAlty can be'complemented by'and support
other resource management programs'in the State. In addition to organiza-
tional and program management revisions to the State's continuing planning
process, the'State Water Quality Management Plans themselves may require
substantial, changes to meet the longer term goals of the Act, and to
develop' abatement programs for all pollutant sources.

a

The timetable of some of the more important dates in Phase II is as .

follows:

t

November 28, 1975

January,27, 1061

- April 26, 1976

- f Aprlil 26, 1976

t.

.60

1

1-2

Promulgation of 40 CFR Pirtsi
90, 131

lAentification of areas
eligible for designation.
under Section 208(a)(2)-(4)

Continuing planning process
revisions submitted to Regional
Administrator (by this date
Governors should have indicated
final determinationof areas to
be designated under Section
20$(a)(2)-(4))

Complete documentation of
areawide planning area designa-
tions to be submitted to
Regional Administrator



- '1976)
a 1

:November 1,' 1978

- November 1, 1978
4

Plans Flue here extenvions hay
Phase 1 Water Quail* Management,

w
.

been granted

-- State WQM Plans due for final
submission (inclodyig portions.
of State WQM PlaWdetegated
toareawide oriothe planning
agencies)

Gqyernors designate management
agencfes to implement the plans

1.4 ObjectiVes
/

The overallobjective of the Act is to "restore and maintain the-

chemical, physical, and bioog4cal integrity of the Nation's waters"

(Section 10)(a)). To aChieve this objective, "it is the national goal'

that wherever attainable, An interim goal of water quality which provides

for the protection and propagation of fish., shellfolsh, and wildlife and

provides for recreation dnand on the wafer be Ithievediby July 1, 1983"

(Section 101(8)(2)). To enable Meeting the Act's objectives, "it is ttle

national policy that areawide west treatment management processes

be developed and implemented to a sure adequate control of sources of

pollutants in each State" (Sects n 101(a)(5))%

The objective of the State 's continuing planning proCess is to

establish a Management program and arrive at impleMentation detisions

con fined in State Water Quality Mmagement Plans and other plans prepared

pur§uant to the Act to meet the 1983`watir quality goal, wherever
attainable. %

1.5 Output Resuirements

The, equired outputs of the State continuing planning process are

summarized in 40 CFR S130.10(a)-(c). Guidance on how to develop a con-

tinuing planning process to meet these rdquirements is presented in

Chapter 2.

4
.

The required outputs of State Water Quality Minagement Plans are

stated in Part 131.11(a) -(p). An interpretation of specific outputs

that might be needed te.me
The States and other agenc
pursuant to Parts 130. and
procedures best suit their
Chapters 3 through 14 resta
prdvide some possible appro
Management Plans.

r

t these requirements is fbund in C apter 3.

es carrying ooh planning responsibilities
31 are encouraged to use whatever plinning ,

needs. The planning procedures discussed in

to the requirements of Parts 130 and 131 and

aches'for developing State Water Quality

1-3
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1.6 Overview-of the Continuing Planning Process and State Water Quality
Management,Plan Development i

. The following is a summary -(tvith simplified examples) of how the
State might develop its continuing planning process and Water Quality
Management Program: .

I.'
0 it,

. k

A. ContinUing Planning,Process 4

Developing a continuing planning process entails a series of
steps in which information is gathered on existing water quality
programs and decisions are made regarding how,to adapt existing
programs to the longerterm objectiVes of the,Act. These steps.

-might be conducted as follows:

,

1. 'Process Design,

The first step is the determination of the agency to be
,responsible for developing the continuing planning process.
Once this ageng is chosen by the Governor, it should develop an
overall design of a process to meet the-requirements of 40 CFR
Part 130., Thit Involves definition of how the State's existing
water program will be modified to meet Phase II requirements.
The initial process desigh will'be-further refined as each
component of the process(described below) is developed in

.

greater detail..

N

Example: The Governor hdi designated the State water quality
agency to be responsible for the States continuing plannthg
process. The State water quality agency has begun to array.a
description 9f the existing water program, its elements, and
their relationships against a listing of changes needed to Meet
the revised requiYements for a continuing planning process_ 'The

State agency has separated its process design into the following
functional headings:" inputs to the process (including existing
programs related'to water quality, public particiPation, and
intergovernmental input); development of a State Strategy to
meet Phase II requirements; development of a State/EPA Agreement
(includihg ateaviide planning area designation and planning delega-
tions); preparation of water quality management plans; and revision
of standards. The State agency has assigned personnel to further
develop each of these Components of the process.'

1

10
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2. 'CZfine.InpuU to the Process
.

The next step -in developing the continuing'planning process
is to defi*e the relationship among existing water program
activities and between water programs, and Other .environmental

and resource manageMent programs. At this step,'the mechanisms)
by. which local gove(rnment and the general public will, participate

in formulating and carrying out the State's water program should

'also be defined.

o

Example: The State has first classified its water program

into the following categories: (1) program management, (2) stand-

ards setting, (3) plan development - analytic phase (this referS

to water quality analyses and setting of efflUent limits tOmeet

standard), and (4) plan implementation mechanisms (these would
include Section 402 permits, detailed facility planning and
construction grants, and regulatory programs and implementing

agencies required by Section'208). The interrelation of these

aspects of the State's water program has been defined. The

State Water 'Quality Management Plan provides the basic framework,

for setting water quality goals and making decisions which are

implemented through the permit.program,and provides design
parameters for further facility planning and construction grants.

For each of the aboie water program cat Ories, the to

agency has identified the pi-ograms that s uld be coor inated

with particular activities. For exampl , majOr environmental .

and resource management programs such s the air and solid waste

prbgrams, Coastal Zone Management Pr.gram,HUD 701 Program, and

Federal land.mana,gement activities" hould,be coordinated with

the water quality program at the agq of program design.

. In terms of standards setting, there may be special relation-

,
ships with other programs Of t involve designation of land and

water for particul *r uses., e ., the Coastal Zone Management

Program, Wild and Scenic Rive ct, Federal land management

activities,` etc. Plan deVelopm nt and implementation should be.

coordinated with corresponding phases of otbe environmental

and resource management programs. 0,

'In order to seek involvemett of the public as a whole in Its

water program, the State has developed a public -participation

program which consists of seminars and meetings on the State's.

overall management program and more extensivedinteractioN with

the public in each area in.which water cAlity Management pjans

are developed.

.

4 1-5
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Finally, tilt State has developed.a Policy Advisory '

Committee with representation ofIgca elected off10.141s. This.
;- Board oversees the,StatOs management program. Stmi1gr lohl :. ,

. - advisory grpups have been.. sat up,for each planning area within

.

0the State.
-, t. : I ?.. ,,-

1 .4

3. State/ Strategy , t ...,.. ...',: ,

r

' , i ...t. 11:.

. li, ' \ t ...` . i ' .

. The State,Strategy,,Should inditatejte State's general
approach to solving waterqqality..problffis and resource heeds
to carry put the approach4

-.111, ,

, ,. + i. :.4. ---'. T

o

1 1.4

. Example: The State has indicated two general water'quality
Proble4 situations: (1) complex pollution problems in urban
areas involving many pollution parameters ajd mny categories

iOf sources and (2) specific problems involving Tdrs-seP number

of pollution parameters and readi'y identifiable categories of
pollution sources. The State has indicated that the complek .rn

problem require integrated planning forall,pol)utiop sources. .

Because of the important role of local government-9n resolving
complex pollution-problems, Ite State intends to designate.these
areas as areawideplanning argas under Section 268(a).(2)-(4) -

of the Act. The State will conduct planning and implementation
activities in other areas of the Sta . The resource needs for

irille
.

a

A

planning th thesearesis are also ind
. ...

4.. Preparation of State/EPA Agreement

.-

This state of the process involves determinihg Speqific
planning areas and tasks, agencies responsible for the tasks,
including designation of areawide planning areas and agencies,_
and a timetable for planning.

Example: The State has already designated three urban areas
for areawide planning. -16wever, it was necessary in the State/
EPA Agreement to spell out a more precise division of retponsiT .

bilities lor monitoing, wasteload allocation development and
review -by the State,.coordinOion with urther facility planning,
,andNmanrother planning relatioriships.--T State proposes to
designate two more areas for areawide pia ning and has indiCated in
the State/EPA Agreement the planning task that would.becarried
out bythe State and designated agencies i -such areas. The State
has also indicated the planning tasks to be carried out by the
State water quality agency with'the cooperatAion' of Other State and
Federal agencies.

..

"No

1 -6
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' no e . Revision of Standards
.

. )

.....

. The State should indicate where present stream use classifi% .,

.* . cations may requfrie revisfonto"protect existing fnstream water
quality and where it is proposed that designated uses be

upgraded to meet longer term Waterquality" goals. In each case,
. appropriate criteria shtilld.be developed to be included in:standards' .
' revisions, and the prOposed-revisions should.be evaluated through the

, i

, process of developing State Water Quality Management Plan's -W-

10

implement,the standards. .

4 Example: The State has proposed to include toxics and phos-
phorus under its standardsefOr:waters supporting.warm water fisheries
and to increase the stringncy-of the standard for total disso ved
solids it waters tlavified as cold water fisheries to provid
greater prbtection etrout during spawning. ,rn addition, t

has chosen a design condition for wet weather flows and wil
a"monitaring program to determine whether:standards are bei vio-

lated under wet weather flows. Furthermore, the State has propo4fd
that high quality waters in certain parts of the State- be maintained
at existing water quality levels and has proposed standards reflec- ,

tve of these levels. ,To meet longer term ater.quality objectives;
the State ha4kgroposed for "certain areas the ,State all upgrading -

of designated uses from waters that'provi e maintenance of certain
fisheries to waters that support propaga cm of this fishery, as
well as body contact recreation.

6. Preparation of State Water QualitY Management Programs

Responsibilities for preparing State Water Quality l nagement..

Plans shquldbe indicated t tlf State/EPA Agreement. fter
portions-of the ,5tate Water qallity Management Plan are completed,
implementtgg agencies,sho414 be designated to carry out the -

.plan,
.

,

Example: Celtain portions of the State Water Quality
'Management Plan have been completed **existing designated
,areawide planning, agencies. The State hes designated,implementing-
agencies pursuant to Section 2084)(2) to' carry out these plan

elements. f)

7. Planning ProcessReview and'Revision

States, are required to review their continuing planning process
annually, and make revisions if necessary.

e

1-7
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*Exam le: The State has reviewed its4xisting planning,

process, escription and revised the process description in
accordance with the changes needed.to meet Phase II requirements.t

- The State ks held public hearings on the revised process
. description.

B. State Water Quality Management Program Development
R 1

!.4 44 Ihd,This gaideligesuggests'asequence of steps which may be followed
to deplop the plan elemehts rbquired in Part 131 regulations. The

,

follffing is a*simplified version of -these steps 'accpmpanied by - `

Ape examples of how the Stepp might apply to typical pollution
4IProbiems in UrbanIZed'portionS of a State:,

1. identify Problems In Meeting 1983, Goals of the'Act

'The pollution problems should be identified in terms of .

their relative impact on water quality'. Similarly,'existilig
institutional problems impeding solution of water quality
problems should be identified.

Example: To meet the 1983 goals of water suitable for
fishing and swimming may require ,high levels of abatement for
municipal and industrials point sources as well as nonpoint
sources. Municipal and industrial point sources may present

-,. the worst problem under low flow stream onditions. It may be
necessary to provide higher than nations base level treatment
for these sources in'order to meet water uality Standards. ,In
the process of upgrading treatment for existing municipal

.

sewage treatment plants and constructing new plants, the location
of discharge noints, is an important variable affecting water

Treatment'plant collection systems also influence
where development wilNctur, which affects nonpoint source
runoff. Finally, the,design of treatment systems will need to
include options for utilizing or,disposing of the residual by-
product of the' treatment process.

r

Even after the point source problem has been,tolved, it is
' likely that rainfall-related sources of pollution such as u7-ban

runoff may cause severe stress on aquatic life due to the he&vy
metals and toxic substances washed into the stream.

J.

14.
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In terms of institutional,problems, the fragment and

small treatment' works authorities in the area would halve to

join together to upgrade.treatment levels to meet the 1983

goals. In addition, a management agency or,,agencies may need

to be designated to_establish a nonpoint source and residual

waste management program,, including local adoption of ordinances

-to require "best management practices" for various nonpoint

source pollution generating activitifs.
1/4 .

g. Identify Constraints and-Ociorities

'Both technical and management constraints on meeting 1983

Water quality goals should beidentified. -Priorities for

solving water quality prOblems should be established.
1

Example: From a technical standpoint, there may be reaches

of streams in the area that cannot meet the'1983'goal. The

goal may.not be attainable, ;if a technological solution, for

example, dredging sludge deposits from a river, would cause as

many long term water quality problem's as allowing the deposits

to be naturally flushed out of the river over time. The development

of State Water Quality' Management Plans should provide info.rmation

to help the State determine its policy on revision of water

quality standards. A management constraint may be a lack of

financial capatity to 1gal with, a-ldng.standing problem such as

drainage from abaridonedliiines. Priorities should focus'on

problems that can be most effectively solved within existing

technological and economic capabilities. For example, renovating

urban stormwater systems may be a low priority due to-the high

capital costs. On the other hand, establishing a treatment .

works program may be a very high priority. The State Water. 0

Quality Management Plan should specify a number of interim

outputs such as service areas and treatment leyels to provide*

an areawide perspective in further facilities Planning.

3. Identify Possible ielutions toTroblems

All reasonable regulatory and management control methods

to reduce pollution to an acceptable level should be identified.

410

1 -9
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Example: Based.on the State's existing and proposed water'qual ty standarOsocdetermination
should be made of the levelsof pollutant loading to-streams that would not violate water.

-quality "standards.' To meet the pollutant loading,constraints.foe industrial and municipal-sources, it may benecessOy to:-
consider larger regional treatment plants or pretreatment of.

. industrial -wastes prior-to discharge to a municipal facility.However; the technical, solution of a large regiondl treatmentplatimpst also be feasible fromfan institutional standpoint:
ThiPkouTd require preliminary analysis of management agencyM
and institutional arraogements (forimplementing_a particular
technical solution,. Similarly, in the case of nonpoint so,'ces,
the overall feasibility of manag g a particular pt.oblem should
be investigated before th0 details of possible management
practices are developed. 'For exampleifimproved street .
sweeping is thought to be an option for-mitigating impact ofurban stormwater, thearaotitality of changing parking schedules
should 'e assessed fralh the outset. The regulatory meaSgresfor establishing "best mapagdMent practices" for other 46hpoint
sources should also be identified. 1: authority for regulating.
certain-acthvities (agricultural pract'ces'or mining) may not
exist at the local level, and would therefore, not be.feasible.unless enabling legislation were passed.

t
,.4, Develop Alternative Plans to Meet Statutory Requirements

Alternative.technical abattment methods for municipal and
industrial wastes, stormwater, nonpointoources and residual
waste, for both new and existing sditrces should'be combined
-into areawide plans. Comparable alternatives for the implemen-
tation of the - technical options through establishing waste.'
management.programs and regulatory programs should be identified.

Example: The technical aiternatives'for ounicipal and
industrial wastes might include options for, regionalizatiomof
treatment for municipal and industrial wastes, separate systems,
or upgrading existing municipal systems. Waste treatment cape-cifies of these alternatives should correspond to the projected
land development pattern in the area. The residual waste disposal
options would vary depending on the thoice of treatment systems.
Alternative management programs for construction, operation, and:c maintenance of the treatment works Would have to be- developed avid
include consideration of the financial arrangements for the localshare of construction, the financing of operatibm andmintenance,

1-1,0 ;
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and cost recovery and user changes,. These assessments need

only be as specific as the degr40*of detail.adertaken in the
State Water Quality Management Plan. 'The design parameters for
facilityplanning developed in the State Water Quality Management'
Plan should be foltowed in detailed facility plahning prior-to

award of construction grants.

Technical alternatives for managing nonpoint sources might
include a series of alternative designs for attenuating the
runoff from new urbAnized areas, as well as alternative manage- ,

ment practicesfor Wsting nonpoint sources in categories such
as agricultUre or mining. The management programs for implementing
the design criteria for new stormwater and drainage system's would
require proper /enabling legislation, an agency capable of supervis-
ing the.const1uctfon of new drainage systems, and adequate incentives
such as tax advantages for adopting the management practices.'

Analyze alternative plans

The a rnatives should be-evaluated according to the criteria

of mi zing overall costs, maintaining environmental, Social,
and economic values, and assuring adequate management authority,.
financial capacity,,and implementation feasibility in meeting water

quality and carrying out the'requiremenft of Sections 303(e),
11,.208(b)(2) and (c)(2) of the Act.

Example: To meet Water quality goals, the least cost strategy
for abating municipal sources may involvea large regional treatment
plant. This option would allow establishing a regional approach to
sludge welization through land, application. Thus, this option
would be environmentally and economically deSirable. However,:the

option would involve constructing sewer interceptors through un-
deVeloped land, whichi_unless land use controls were strictly
applied,-could induce fil4ttpler development This option would
involve the greatest institutional change; since it.would require
creating authority for regional financing of treatment.

For existing nonpoint sources such as urban stormwater,
street sweeping might be less costly than attempting to treat

stormwater. However, altering parking regulations to allow
better sanitation would be disruptive to transportation. The

alternative of separating some existing combined storm and
'sanitary sewers could be atcompliaked in the course'of upgrading
treatment'plants, andomight,be threast,cbst solution for
combined sewer overflow.

Adopting design standards for new drainage systems would

, help prbtect future water quality. -The'costs of thelt measures
Could-be offset through tax breaks. The feasibility of implement-

; -ing these design standards would depend on adequate staffing
of the agencies res7nsible for supervising their enforcement.

a
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6. Selection of a Plan

The selection should belis'ased upon systematic comparison'of
the alternatives.

Example: Through a process of,putIlic involvpment in the
planning process, there should be'general faMiliarity with
options for meeting water quality goals. Having identified the
least cost plan'(where cost includes economic, social and
environmental considerations), the units'of government Involved
in recommending plan approval might also consider compatibility

- of the various alternative plans with other' community

-T.---P146-Approval and Program ImpleMentation

Plan review and approval will be based on whether the plan
demonstrates that the 1983 water quality goals specified in
Section 101fa)(2) will be met and that the plan meets the
reqUirements of Part 1,31 regulations. The Golefnor must.designate
'management agency(s) having adequate authdrity and'capability
to'carry out the plan.

Example: The plan demonstrates that the combined measures
for abating point and nonpoint.sources will be adequate for
meeting standards. However( to the extent that some of the
cause-and-effect relationships between nonPoint source ploblems
and water quality cannot be documented,- the approval of the
plan shduld be contingent 60 development of plan performance
assessment including en ongoing monitoring program. The management
program meets, the recgirements of the Act for waste treatment,
and regulatory programs. HOwever, 'some of the regulatory -

measures needed to implement the plan are in the form of legislativek
proposals before, local governments in the area. The plan
,approval,should 'be baSed-on.the condition that the regul4tory
'Measures will-become law within a given time Period. The State .

should monitor the pft4ress'of implementation and recommend or
enact alternative measures if the, original regulatory proposals

, are not adopted locally.

$. Periodic Updating of the'Plan

. A specific procedure4hould be defined for monitoring plan
effects and developing-annual revisions to the plan.

'
Example: The procedure fdr plan updating i's that instream

,. mbnipeng will 4e carried_oUt brthe management agency(s) to .

determine needecfplah revision. The-State will monitor progress-'./)." of the'anadement program ode recommend specifAc actions needed
. to.assure meeting water quality 'standards.

.
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.CHAPTER 2

"
'CONTINUING PLANNING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT: AND APPROVAL

2.1 Purpose .

ti

, -

The pupdse o'f the State's continuing p lanning process' is to .set
manaqenient program and procedures to carry out illpr quality -plarining .and
implementation requirements.of the Act. These rilfuirements, include standards
Setting.and revision (4303(1)), preparation of State yater ?uality ManageRent
Pans (S303(e) ler.nd 3208T, 'areawide planning and implgientatiori (11208);,anuat, .
assessment and projection of water'', qual i ty (S305(ipn clean lakes (S314(a)),

e.F deral /State estimate 'of 'pub' ttly owned treatment works' heeds ;,(5516(b' ) , and- .

. datefor ..the Federal report On water quality (5104(a)(5)).
.

t

The continuing planning, process. ls the State's. martbgeinent approach for
organizing V* acti'vities that are undertaken -to complete theie requirements,
as well as coordinating these activitil'es,with other-,:programs uhdertaken 41 .

_,

the State. In order to -oroanize-aricLcoordiriate water ciuiV-tY !planning. and
implementation activities; procedures ,a,fe needed to carry but 'the/following'
functions:

,

*- - , . "
. .1

, , , .,, ,

,, . - ,%, .

ota . . 'identify water qualit)', prbt)lms -4.... s:. 7 ; /

. , establish the, goalsand standards, for water.quality,Ootectitn.-,
del i nee te 'organ i tational and program respo ibi I i ti es, and tnte'r-
rel a tionshj os forplarining and' irsplealentint:solutions...to protrl

. establish the relationship ti etyiew ,water quality Inanastemen't and; other -,, ..

State.prograrhs and "p611ci-es ''." ,. . -..- . ,
.. .

- ,- . i .' ,.
, -,i

. establish prfOri ti es,- and' resource_ c'Ornmittnents for water quill ty , ,
program activities. . :-V ... ,, : .- , ., ,- '-

Amended ,requlations on the 'conXinu'ing planning prOcess .(46,CFR pant 130)
requite the State to describ,e the elements to . e inaTuded." in ,the proces,s>..-by
which the State carries otit the lir`ev,ioutjy di esed fUnotiqns .*. However0.0e
structure of "these required element's, theiil ti inq and iliterrelatioris', are.tb .

tie determined argthe distrietidn of the:State': T e pAirpote of the process e'

is to organize, the State 's 'water ,qual i ty: managetrient,. actiyi tie's. Ln

general , the simpl er i the proqess' by., which 11,eetlsien4 ,are made,t.OhemOrre,
. efficient the process, will be.' Thus. the Iiir-ocess' shokstd haVe -the .tewesl, .

possible number of steps, and relationships to .c.:1171-3( out the basic functiOns
described above t, -; ,

..
,

s,
., - -,

1. . ...

^I . . :....
. .*, ') t

° ,
I
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.
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2.2 Major Steps in De4lopinq the Process Desfriptionv ."

.
.

*
,

Part 130.10(a):(c) specifies'the general output rquieements,for a

. ,

continuing planning proce.ss. The,State's'approach to meet each of these
,general requirements should be described i,n its continuing'planning process'submission. In order to provide a framework, for discussion bf the cOn-
tinuing'planning process, these required eleMeAs can be arranged into the
following major steps leading to the development of the overall' process
description:

.. - ',
, .

. ,

. Process f#esign
. . ,

. Provision for Inputs to the Process (coordination with other plan-
ninactivAties, public participation, intergovernmental inpu,t)
Preparation of the Annial State Strategy .

Preparation of the State/EPA Agreement*r
. Preparationof the State Water Quality Management Plan
. Revision of Water Quality Standards ,

. OutputS7 Description ofAbove Process Elements
.Process Adoption Old Approval;'Program ImpleMentatIon ,

e

These majr steps of the process are depicted b tVhe following chart

11

(Table 2.1) roughly iti chrOnOlogical order and proceed from the general to
the specifit. The chart does not depict all the interactionsbetween the
steps,.-ftor does'it depict the timing cycle °Of the various stages of the
process. These features of the process should be defined by the 'States in
their process submission. (A format for describing each of therocess
elements is provided in Table 2.3).

.

.
2.3 Det,...9d Guidance on Required Process Elements -

. This detailed guidance wil discuss each requirement of Part130
according to the framework d icted in Table 2.1. In cases,in: which the

. elements listed in Table 2.1 have further subheadings in Part 130, each
of the aubheadings will also be referenced and disc4ssed in the guidance.

/r`
,

A. `Process Design
,

'
.

.

III,Process design sKouldrbe the first stage of -the continuing plan-
ning process. At this stage,/an agenfils chosen ta, be responsible
for defining the elements of t e process, including inputs, their, .

.,.

relationships, and tithing, developing the process, procedures
for revision of theyroces and elements of the process should also ,bp specified. Process-development includes definition of the'
follow.41g:' ,

\

,
a

' 4
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Table 2.1 State Continuin Planning Process

Major Steps and Process Elements

A.
\

Process Design .

1. State Agency Responsible fot Coordinating
Continuing, Planning Process and State

WQM Plans

2.. Statement of,Planning.Authority
3. Sreliminary.Description of Process

Reguirements
4. Review and _RAO n Procedures

B. ProcessI.Inputs
1. Public ONO0Wortion
2. Intergovern al Cooperation and

Coordination
3. 'Program Coordination

a. Water Program gelationships
b. Coordlitation with other Local, State,

and Federal Progra1s

. Preparation of Annual State

Strate.

D. State/EPA Agreement (including Delineation
Of Planning Areas and Planning Pesponsibil-

. ittes)

1. Segment ClissNication; Listing of Basins
or Approved Planning Areas and Segthents

2. Designation of Areawide Planning Areas

anq Agencies
,3.._Delegation Of Planning Responsibilities
4 Annual Preparation /Revision of Agreement

.1

E. Review/Revision,of Water Quality

Standards and Definition of Antidegradation

Policy

F. Preparatiorof State Water. Quality

Manmement -Plan's ,'

101.:Requirements for State WQMTlan'
Preparation

2. -Review and Certification of Plans
for Areawide Planning Areas

3. Designation_of. Management Agencies

to Implement Plans ':

1

G. Outputs: Description of gate

Continuing,Planntn Process

N.. Planning Process Adoption and Approval

'Procedures

1. Planning Process Adoption

Submission

3. Review and Approval. '

21
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1. State Planning Agency Responsible for coordinating'the
Continui PlannTn. 'Process and Stott WI Plans I
Ukitalat1310JMUNIW

A single agency is to be designated by the Governor.to be
responsible for developing and sudinitting the,continuing planning
process, receiving Input to the process, and making appropridte
arrangements with other agencies wh+Chkwill have planning responsi.:
bili'ty for developing portions of the State WQM Plan.

. Description of Agency

In describing the lead State agency responsible for the
continuing planning process and the State WQM Plan, information
such as the name of agency,structure, functions, and budget
should be presented.

. .
2. Statement of Planning. Authority; Statement that implementation

Authority Exists or Will Be Sought (3130.10tc)(11))

The planning authority of the agency chosen to be responsible
for the continuing' planning process should be clearly established
in.State statute. This agency does not have to possess implementing
authority, but will kiVe to identify managenint agencies that do
have such authority to carry oft appropriate portions of a State
WQM Plan. At the time that a State agency is designated to carry
out the continuing planning process, an investigation should be
initiated of what general authority is' needed on the part of the l"
State or other levels of government to implement a State. WQM Plan.
Where enabling legislation is needed to establish the authority-at
the State or substate level to establish water pollution manageMent
and regulatory programs, the continuing planning process submission
should specify how such implementing authority will be obtained.

. Description of Planning Authority and Needed Implementation
. Authority

The continuing planning process submission should describe
'the following aspects of needed authority for planning and
implementing State WQM Plans:

2-4
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- existing a thority for water quality plannihg . .

.- water poll tion problems for which adequate authority at,

State /local level exists to implement solutions
. -.water pollutioti problems for whfch existing State/local

authority.to resolve problems is unclear or insufficient
.

- legislation to be sought at the State/local level, to proVide

adequate authority to resolve problems

As.spfcific /elements of State WQM Plans are develpod,
. , . ,

'a more pecific delineatipn of existing ana needed ,

authority will be possible This information should be

included in the detignati of management agencies (S130.15)

400
upon completion of the St ti WQM Plan.

3. Preliminary Description f Process Requirements (S130.10(a4(c))
lei ,

At this Age in the pr cess, the overall structure of the -/

elements of the process, their input, relationships and timing and

revision procedures should be determined. When all the elements- 44.

of the process have been coMpleted,'a description of the process

caikbe prepared following the format suggested in Chapter 2.3.G. .

4. .Review and Revision of Process (5130.43)

The design of the continuing planning prOcess should includ

specification of procedures for review and revision of the prollss

The process submission should include procedures for revising the

following major process elements by incorporating results of the

State WOM Plan:

Process Design

- State Strategy
- State/EPA Agreement ,

V

It is not-necessary to annually revise the entire continuing

planning'process design in order to incorporate new substantive

information such as a revised'State Strategy. It is only necessary

to incorporate the revised substantive material in tie structure

set up for continuing Planning.

2-5
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B. Process InpLits
4

The next step in developing,a management.program for relating water
quglity and o eh resource management *grams is to define the'mechanisms
bylwhichithe-general publiC and local elected officials will participatein the mana4cment 'program. Another iriifiial step in the management program
is to define existing water program relationships, and define otherpro-'
grams Oat 'eve an impact/en water quality. After describing the existing
pro*ams affeCting waterluality and existing forms of public participa-.tion and intergovernmental

participation, modifiCations to these program
and institutional arrangements should be proposed is part of the State's
revised continuing planning process. .

-

Public Participation-

Aequirements of the Act(8130.10(a)(1))

Appropriate means for public participation must be provide&
at the major stages of the continufng planning process. One of-these
majoOttages which must include public participation is the State/
EPA Agreement on level of detail and timing of the State WQM Plan.
This.element of the continuing planning process is especially important
to the public, since it defines the strategy and work plan of tasks
that the State will accomplish in implementing Sections303 and 208.
and other sections of the Act. Contact should be established as soon
as possible with interested members ofthe public for the purpose of
formulating(a program of public participation to be carried out in the
State WQM' planning process: Appropriate forms of public partici-
pation mutt also be used in formulating.the design of the con-
tfnuing planning process as a whole. irizAct's requirements
concerning'public participation are di ssed in detail in Chap-
ter 4,. in which guidance is also presented on how to structure a
program of public participation to meet theserequireMents.

4 4;

. Institutional-Altirnatives in Setting Up Public Participation'
Programs .

Since the State is resposible for the continuing planning
.process and the StateWQM Planoit is also responsiOle for carry-
ing out requirements for publico participation. However, since it
is possible that certain planntng activities will be delegated by
the State wateroollution control agencyto sub-state levels of
government, designated areawide planning agencies, another State
agency,or to Federal agencies, it is logical that public,participa-
tion in planning should also be made- the fesponsibility of the
agencies delegated the planning function. A problem might arise,
however, if accountability to the public for various eleMInts of
planning were divided.among many agencies and units of government.
It is thus necessary for one agency in each planning area--either

2-6
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the State agency, or a designated ereawide planning agency -=to be

ultimately responsibleto,the public for all public participation

`activities. In determining the State/EPA Agreement, the State

agency should design a public participation program as described

above, and specify which agencies would be responsible to carry,
out given participation activities within the larger program.

In order to make the. channels of communication with the public

very clear, the State should designate one person in the State

agency to be responsiblelor the public participation program with-

in the State.

2. Intergovernmental Operation and Coordination (3130.10(a)l2)),

(S130.16)

. Adequate Input from Local and Regional, Units of Government

8130.16

Il

_- ,
.

'In order to mandge water iluality,planning and implementation
activities for4the State, the agency responsible for the continu-
ing planning process should.seek the advice of affected local and

regional governments. This consultatiod is especially important

in eveloping the State Strategy, State/EPA Agreement, and carrying

out he State WQM planning responsibilities. This consultation isNt
.also esseptial in making decisions concerning designation of area

wide agencie to undertake the 208 planning responsibilities with-

in the overaT1 State WQM Plan. Finally, consultation is needed to

provide..coordination between areas with designated 2i8 planning
agencies-, other agencies.to Which planning activities, of the State

WQM Plan have been delegated, and the State agency responsible for

the Continuing planning process. . . .,

. Institutional Arrangements'Nq130.16(b))

In addition to providing means-for consultation between valious

levels of government, and in order to provide policy direction for

the continuing planning process, the State should encourage coorai-

nation between various levels of government in water quality plan-

ning and implementation activities. The State should rely wherever

possiblte'on existing local, regional, State, Federal, and interstate,

units of government for carrying out th'e State WQM Plan. 'Further

guidance og selection of these agencies and the importance df

intergoverntnental cooperation in plan implefientation is provided.

in Ch. 9.

2-7
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. Polity Advisory Committee (S130.16(c)) * . * . -t%4

The purpose of an advisory grdup is -to critique and aid plan-
nqps in determining the best means to deal with water quality prob-

. lems. The.particular procddures for setting up an advisory group
a, and making use of its yiews are left to the dis&etion of the State -

agency responslble fors the continuing planning process. The State
i'should exercise discretion and imagination n'settteglup advisory

committee structures and procedures that best contrilfute to develop-1
ing implement- le water quality plans.

In order o clearly delineate xesponsibi4ities for receiving
input from advisory committees, the lead State agency responsible

N ' for the State WQM Plan should develop a list of advisory groups,
( including proposed membership).* the time.it establishes Dr
revises the State/EPA Agreement and delegates planning responsi-
bilities.

A policy advisory committee, including majority representation of
locallpelected officials*, affected Federal agencies and other-
interested organizations, including appropriate State agencies, js to
be created. It Will also be desirable to include representatives of
the general public on the policy advisory committee. While th4
regulations only require one advisory group, it is strongly recommended

\ that at ,least one advisory-group be established for each planning area.
Representatives frft Federal land managing agencies should be included-
-on such committees where Federal lands constitute a significant part
of the,planning area. The:advisory committee-should meet with the
Agency responsible for. the State WQM Plan in order to discuss and make
recommendations bi each of the following overall steps of planning:
review of the EPA/State Agreement-, establishment of objectives
analysis of problems, anal9sis of 'abatement measures and controls
donsideration of Ofernatives, ind plan selection.

Each, advisory group should make any recommendations it feels appro-.

priate to the planning agency responsible for the State WQM Plan in
its area. The planning agency director should inform the advisory
group of his actions with the advisory group recommendations.

. Policy Advisory Committee in DeStpited Areawide Planning Areas
(5130.16(d)}

In compliance with Section 304(j) of P.L. 92-600, the Admin-
. istrator of the Environmental Protection Agency has entered into
an agreement with the Secretaries of the Departments of Agri-
culture, Army, and Interior.- Notice of Final Agreements was
,published in the Federal Register, Vol. 38, No. 225,
ovember 230 1973.

* thept where the Regional Administrator at the request of the State
agrees to a lesser percentage of representation.

,
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As a result-of-this agreement, the ,planning-agency,must create
an advisory committee, with representatives,of the Departments of
Agriculture, Interior., and Army invited to participate. Each

Department may of may not participate es it deems appropriate.
This requirement provides fur-coordination of the programs auth-
orized under other Federal lawswith water quality planning.

Provisions should also be made torinclusion of representatives
of the general public on an Areawide Policy Advisory Committee.
The membership may be further expanded as considered appropriate
by'EPA and the State. 'A special effort should be made to include-

representatives of agencies responsible for other environmental
programs being conducted in the planning Area..

Interstate'And International Cooperation (8130.16(e))

The advice of affected-adjacent States and Nations is necessary
in conducting the continuing planning process. Glipsultafion

between the State agency responsible for thontinuing planning "
prOCess and other affected States .could take.place'through exist-
inTorganizatjons such as interstate basin commissions. Inter-

. national consultation should be undertaken through the U.S.
Department ofState. Where State WQM Plans are developed for

interstate or international waters, an exchange of draft plans
and comments on such drafts should be arranged between the appro-
priate parties.

. 3. Program Coordination (S130.10(a)(3))

. a, Water Program Relationships

The State's water program is composed of a number of acti-
vities all which be coordinated to produce effective
water quality managgwe t decisions..- The following. program
relationships should be defined in the continuing planning
process:

(1) ,,Relationship to Monitoring and Suryeillance Program

. State Monitoring-Program (1130:30(a))'
.

The minimum requirements for a State monitoring6
strategy-and program are described in.40 CFA, Subpart B,
Appendix A. ,T6ese regulations should be consulted in
preparing the toitinuing planning process descriptiOn.
so that the State's witdring strategy and program

L
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,

,

may, to coordinated with other program elements such.as
the preparation of State wpm Plans, the revision of
water quality standards, and implementation of an anti-
degradation policy-,

'

. Stream Monitoring'Needs for State WQM Plan Preparation
(3130.30(b))

In general, monitoring information is nedbed
following elements of a State WQM Plan: .

- water quality assessment
and segment classifica-
tion (5131.11(W), includ-
ing nonpoint source
assessment (8131%11(d)) .-

- inventories and projec-
tions (8131.11(c))

, water quality standards

I

411

N
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for the

This element'of the
plan should be initially
based on existing data..

Monitoring should, how-
ever, be undertaken to
clarify gaps in existing
data, especially for wet
weather flow condjtions,
and parameters that might
be included in revised
water quality standards.

Information on waste
discharge from municipal

- and industrial sources
is to be based on NPDES./
data and compliance
monitoring.. -

Monitoring programs
should be established

to determine exist-
ing water quality where
data is insufficient

to determine t(ie levels
of water quality to .

:bemaintainedithrough
.411e State's avgde4ra-
dation policy.. Infor-
mation on historic
water quality is'also
needed to help determine
natural background
levels of pollution.



- total maximum daily Additlpal monitoring
loads (8131.11(f)) information may be

needed.to determine
whether a.segment is
in fact water quality.
limited. Next,.data on

4110- the rate of poll nt .

loading of si ficant

point sour ischargers
Oh

aqd esti ates of nonpoint
source waste load rates
to the segment.may be
needed to determine the

/ total maximum daily load
and relative contribution
of point and nonpoiqt
sources to a segmthikt under

.both ctcy weather and wet

weather flow-conditions.
Sufficier1 data is needed
to enable reliable use of
moda-1-s. The models would.
then be used to establish
point source waste load
allocations.

The State should develop and describe its method for
meeting each of the above needs. ,

. Groundwater Monitoring Needs for State WQM Plan
Preparation (8130.30(c))

The State agency or othern;pgencies delegated planning 40,
responsibilities should define'those areas where ground-,
water problems exist or may exist in the future. The

following criteria should be considered in determining
areaslihere groundwater problems may ekfst:

(.

- previous detection of conoentratj.an of pollutants
in groundwater above the U.S. Public'Health Service
or appropriate State recommended standards for
drinking water.

- presence of one or more of the following problems #

or,activities (where these activities have caused
significant problems in the past under similar
conditions): waste disposal areas including land
fills, land disposa of sewage or _sludge, waste
lagoons, deep well injection actilities, subsurface

2-11,
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excavation, leaching to groundwater froM sur-
face irrigation, pumping ofgroundwater in excess

v 'of-natural recharge, leakage from underground.
transmission *lines or septic tankt or' concentrated
animal feeding operations, anticipated new activi-
ties or problems, such as one omore of those
discussed above.' Prior to a new activity which is
suspected to cause'an increase in groundwater pol- °
lutant concentrations the State should conduct a
background-survey to determineexisting,ground-
water quality Prior-to initiation of new poten-
tially polluting activities. The State should ,"
also determine whether authority. exists, and '

attempt to pill authority, to require persOns
conducting such activities to conduct background ,

. surveys of 'groundwater quality.'

The State should'develop appropriate criteria for
deteilmining where, it will' undertake groundwater monitoring
and describe the methods ,to be used to meet grdundwater
monitoring needs to support State' WQM Plan development.

(2) Municipal Facititles CS13D.34(b)), (S130,31)

Relationship between St ate W M Planning and Section 201
Facility PTannin (Si

Pursuant to P.a;t 131.1(h), the State WQM Plan is to
include'certain elements of planning for municiparcol-
lection and treatment systems. Guidance on this element,
ofothe State WOM Plan is presented in Ch. 13.6 and Ch8.
The followinrfttility-planning outputs should bersumma-
rized in State WQM Plans'forapy facilities expected to
receive a construction grant award during the five years
following initial plan approval:

delineation of service areas and population to be
served .

.

- preliminary estimate of Municipal wastewater floWS
over Ihe twenty year planning period

- preli4Oinery identification of alternative treatment
,systems

preliminary specification of infiltration/inflow
problems-and' sible solutions; preliminary speci-

1
01 fiCa tion of s edisposal or utilization,options -

- preliminary co estimates for collection, treatment,
infiltration/inflowitorrection and sludge utilization
or disposal .

..- kpposed program for financing above measures
- preljenary determination of which alternatives are

likely to be most cost- effective,

t
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These outputS are to utilize approved 201 and 268 plans
where available. WherethesaAmitfults_have_not been or will
not be developed through 201 or 208 planning, they are
to-be Aevelopegoas part of the State WQM-Plan.

, r
iw

.;eConsistency of Approved State WQM Plan Outputs with
. Facilities program (1130.31(a), (b))

After the State has approved the municipal facility
element pursuant-to-1131.11(h), further Step. 1, 2,
and 3 facilities grants are to be consistent with the
approved facility outputs: Further-facility/planning
and construction grants may only be made to the manage- -

ment agency(s) designated pursuant to 1131e11(o) to imple-
ment the facility portion of the State WQM Plan. The .

Regional Admitristrator is given the resPonsibility for
making the consistency determination,

. rhcomplete Municipal Assessment--Relationship with
Facilities. Program (1130:31(a), (b))

Where the municipal facility outputs required under
Part 131.11(h) are not completeand.approved, the*
RegionalAdministrator may elect to delay approving a
facilities planning'or construction grant until an
adequate assessment of the needs and priokties of the
area has, been developed.

Timing of °Facillties Assessment (1130.31(d))

Because the facilities outputs required in 813%11(h)
are critical for maintaining an integrated Oleogram for
facilities planning and constructionthese outputs
should be timed, in accordance with construction priciri-
ties in the State. TheEPA/State Agreement should be
closely coordinated with the State's facilitieskorograM.

(3) State Participation in NPDES Program (S130.32(a), (6), (0)

The State's participation in the NPDES program is con.
tingent upon Having an approved continuing planning rocttss
In addition to process-approval, the- various activities
tlie continuing planning process must be carried out accord-

iNg to statutory time schedules. Once the-pian or portions
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.
, 1

of the State 'WQM Plan are Oproyed, point source permits
must be consistent with these plans.- See Chapter 3.10 for,
the procedure for State WQM Plan adoption.

,

4111P

Timing of State WAM; Plan Completion and Permits
I

..,

t

The completion o the State WQM Plan is needed in

, .

eil

vater quality limit 'Segments to provide wasteload
allocati9ns for disChargers reiuiring permits. Every
effort should be made to completewater quality analyses
and wasteload allocL_Ions for those areas of the State

. where fit is expected that higher than base level con-
trols 011 be needed to meet water quality, standards.'
Schedules for completing these analyses should be phased
4coording to the-timing of NPDES hermit renewal as well

# as construction grants. ,Mighspriority should also be
fplaced on Completing-water quality analyses in areas 4

where majb nevoindpstriarlocation is expected. These P

,timing considerations should be carefully-considered, ii* '''

in'developingthe5tate/EP greement. . .,,,,,,,
'.. ..gr.

.

. .,
, ./. .(4) Designated 208 Areawide Wa e Treatment

' Planning Program-Re1atigpsh.ONS130.33(a)Y
, ;

, The State is, responsible fon developing the total
4State WOM Plan. The principal components of the planare:

11

i

. Water Quality analysis Program '.;

. . ,

-, Water Quality Assessments (including nonpoint,
source assessment) and Segment C,lassifications . :

- Invenfories'and Projection of Dischargers_ --
- Revision of Standards_ ___ -----

-- Total Maxiffium DWy Loads .
.

- WasttroadAllocOions 1,
. . .. ,

'-
(Note: These requirements stem from Sections 303,
305(b),tand 314 of the Act.)

1

a IN
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Water Quality IMplementatton Program"

- Municipal and Industrial Treatment Works program*

- Urban Stormwater Management Prdgram 2,

- Residual WaSte Management Program -.

- Nonpbint Source Management Pre4ram
- 'Target Abaient Dates :
- Regulatory Program

.

- Management Agency(s) and Illstlitutional Arrangements

to 34pervise and Finance Plan Implementation

(Note: These latter requirements stem primarily from
Section 208 of the Act..) a ilk.

Thejirst set,of elements' provides technical direction for
*the State WQM Plan in the form of water qUality goals and evalua-
tion of permissible levels of pollutant loading .in receiving
waters, while the second set of elements involves a deterina-
tion of particular' abatement measures, regulatory controls,
and financial and management arrangements to Melt the water,

quality goals. These two sets of plan elemenWare logically
ante fated.

The State may designate areawide planning agencies to

car out the latter elements and provide much of the analysis

nee by the State to finalize the former elements. In areas

whi e hot designated as areawide planning areas,.the entire

Sta a M Plan for that area is to be completed -by the.State.

Nev he.less, the State may delegate (if these agencies agree)

portions of planning to sub-state or Federal agencies.

In the State PA Agreement for each area, the State must
identify thy .egency responsible for each444hese planning

elefnents.

Coordination:of reawfile ()Tannin and State

ve o ment tll.M101015-itoictleillei
'Since the designated areawide planning agencies will

play a key roletin completing the State WQM plan, they
should be consulted, by the State agency responsible for
the continuing planning process in the formulation of
the process and especially in the State'Strategy and

EPA/State.Agreement. The EPA/State Agreement it the

This refers to the requirements of 5131.11(h), (1) The relationship---1-

between facility planning outputs developed in the State WQM Plan and

completion o3 the Step 1 facility planning requirements is discussed in

Chapter 1.6 and Chapter 8. .
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basis for establishing the precise division of
responsibilities for the various elements of the
State WQM Plan. since the watersqualtt analysis
elements of the State WQM Plan are .critical to
completing designated areawide plans, the EPA/State

.

Agreement must specif,#-how the State will ensure
completion of these elements in {phase with the needs
of designated areawide agencies in time io meet the 1983 water
qyaity goal and should indicate the milestones that the/State
will use to Monitor the progOess of planning conducted,by

,' areawide planning agencies. The Stote/EPA Agreement should
also specify how areawide planning will be cOOrdinated for

.

interstate waters.

Due to time and resourct constraints, the State may
delegate some of the analytic elements of the State WQM
Plan (inventories and projections, maximum dajkloads,
wasteload allocations,'schedules of compliancl'OrtO

' designated agencies for-completion, subject to State
4- . review. Whatever divisioh of responsibilities is

established between the'State and designatedareawide
plat-ling agencies, the plan elements developed area-
wide agencies should be reviewed for consistency with
the State WQM Plan and incorporated into the State WQM
Plan after review and certification as specified in

`8131.20(f).' Guidance on determination o: consistency
of designated areawide plans with the State WQM Plan is
*Ind in Chapter 3.10. In the case of nonpoint source
planning, the State has the option under Section 208(b)(4)
of Rre-empting the nonpoint source planning and implementa-.
tion in-designated areas. In order to present the mini-
,mum of uncertainty to the designated'area'plapning -process,
the State should establish its intentions regarding Ron-
Point source planning in the State/EPA Agreement:

b. Coordination with Other Local, State, and Federal Planning
Programs (S130 34)

.

.

Water quality management is affected by policies, concerning'
land use, regional developmeht, and many planning activities
carrid out in a State. Information concerning these ppiicies
and plans is needed as an input to the State continuing planning
process and State WQM Plan. The effect of ti4se policies and
plans on attaining water quality objectives should be evaluated.
In addition, it .is *necessary to consider the impact that the
water quality management plan may have on other plans and policies
of the State. The following guidance suggests some ofthe program ;

relationships that should be defined i'rt the States continuing

2-16
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4

planning process submission. (Guidance on techniques for 4

coordinating water quality and other planning activities is
further discussed in Chapter 12.)' .

(1) Relationship with EPA Solid Waste Programs

,Section 208(b)(2)(C) calls for regulatory programs over
all dischargersoerwell as processes to control disposition
of residual waste'and 44119sal of pollutants on land or in
subsurface excavations.-The Specific coverage of these
elements of State WQM Plans is.discussed further in Chapter 3.
Thus, solid waste and sludge disposal regulation for water
quality/Protection is needed in a State WQM Plan. The Solid
Waste Disposal Act as amended authorizes the preparation yf
State solid wite management plans. These plans provide for
locational decisions and management of land dilposal of f-tolid
wastes. In developing programs for dealing with water pollu-
tion from solid waste and residual disposal, State plans for
solid waste management should,e examined for recommended
organizational and technological solutions pertaining to the
effected area."- State solid waste management officials and
local agendies with primary responsibility for reguTkting
and implementing solid waste management controls have exper-
tise'in this area and should be consulted when developing a

,,,management program. The effects of the management program
shouldbe considered and appropriate measures taken in coop-
eration with local agencies to ensure compatibility between
the water quality management provisions, and solid waste
'management within the area.

(2)-NRelationship with EPA Air Quality Programs

. State Implementation Plan
S

.All Statei are required under the Clean Air Act, to
develop and implement State Implementation Plans (SIP's)
which will meet and maintain the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards 1NAAQS): Measures and procedures that
Wouldbe included in the SIP are:

- Stationary Source Review
- New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
- Federal Motor Vehicle Control Program (FMVCP)

Transportation Controls
- Air Quality Maintenance Planning

2-17
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Matey of the control strateaies developed under the SIP will
affect land use and development decisions-. For example, trans-
portationi controls involving4Mass transit require certain popula-
tion deneitiesto bi effective. The State should make sure that
population, projections and control strategies de9eloped,under the
SIP Are consistent with those for the State WQM Plan. Tassure
consistency, the State should encourage fr@quent communication

and exchange of information between the agencies responsible for
the two plans, provide for integration of data requirements and

s plan elements when practicable, and resolve Conflicts in policy
which may develop between the two plans.

. Air Quality Maintenance Plannipg

Air Duality Maintenance Planning (AQMP) is a part of the SIP
that is required for areas where it has been determlped that
the NAAQS will be exceeded within the subsequent 1019ear pe'ciod.-
The State must submit aoplan containing stricter control measures
that will ensure the maintenance of the standards.
The plan is updated at least every 5 years.. In many areas)
AQM areas overlap or are essentially the. same as designated

. .

areas, in which case the planning for the AQM area should be closely
coordinated with the areawide planning. If the planning
boundaries for the State WQM Plan include planning area(t) with
boundaries similar to that of an AQM area, plaAning within the-
planning area(s) should be closely coordinatalfwith theplanning for
the AQMP. Representatives of,the AQM planning agency should be on
advisory groups, and there should be periodic reporting and exchange
of information between the-agencies designated to do the State'WQM
Plan witfiiri, a planning area(s) and the planning agencies responsible
for the AQMP.

(3) Relationship wit rograms under the ,Safe Drinking Waterjct

A number of important relationships exist between programs.under
the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and the Preparation of State WQM
Plans. While exact program relationships are still being defined by
EPA, the States should describe existing areas of overlap between
their watelksupply programs and State WQM Plan. The States Should
seek the advice of EPA Regional Offices concerning future relation:

ships with programs authorized under the Safe Drain ing Water Act.

The following are some of the major program r lationships
between water Supply and.Woater quality planning that should be
defined:
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. Water quality standards and - The State should define in its water
drinking water standards,.. quality standards revision process

iwrsuant to 5130.17, how water quality
standards policy will be coordinated
with existing and proposed State law
regarding drinking water or water
intake standards.

. Siting of public water supply - The State should define how regula-
systems. tory programs over location of waste

discharginj facilities pursuant to
Section 208(b)(2)(C) of the Act will

"be coordinated with existing or pro..-
posed State law regarding location
of public water supply facilities.

I

Protection of aqu ifer recharge- The State should define how point and
areas nonpoint source regulatory programs

to be undertaken pursuant to Section
208(b)(2).(0of the Act will be coor-
dinated with existing-kr proposed
State law protecting soTe-iource
aquifers or aquifer' recharge areas.

. UndergroUbd injection of - The State should indicate hoW regulatory
pollutants programs for deep well injection or

0 - subsurface disposal of pollutdnts re-
quired pursuant.to Sect4on's 208(b)(2)(C)
and 208(b),(2)(K) of the Act will be
coordinated with other existing or pro-
posed State law concerning protection_
of water supply.

(4) Relationship with Level B Studies

. ram Coordination \,_

/ . N

ection 209 of the FWPCAA authorizes the preparation of Level B '

"pla s for all basins in the United States., These plans are to ana-
lyz water and related land resources management problems and serve

as basis for recommendation, to Congress of. priorities for "inves-
ti ation, planning, and construction of,prolects,"' (42 U.S.C. 1962(b)). 1

.,./' ...,

In order to 'Minimize collection of new data in preparation of ,

evel B plan, maximum utilization shduld be made of on-going-State
nning programs. A portion of State input to Level B studies can

s

vided through these programs, bil(only if complementarities
ntified. States should work. to coordinate their State WQM

Plan Vth anyleve) B planning occurring within their State,- and
.

a

pl

b-

are i
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g provide the agencies responstble for Level B planning with needed
water quality inputs In addition,,the States should,work with
the LeVel B planning agefacy to assure that adequate attention is
given to water quality objectives, expecially in areas with major
nonpoiht source pollution problems.

Level B plans can assist State WQM Plan efforts'by facilitating
_interstate consistency in development and application of nonpoint"
source control measures, and Iv providing a mectianismAso identify
responsibilities of Federal agencies (through their involvement in
Level B planning) to eliminate or ameliorate point.and nonpoint

Asource pollution.

. Specific Program Relationships (8130.34(c))

Where Level B studies are being conducted or have been completed,
outputs of these studies should be incorporated-into the State WQM
Plan. These outputs are listed in Part 130.34(0(1)-(7). Guidance .

on incorporating these outputs into the State WQM Plan is discussed
below:

- Existing and Projected Water Withdraw 3s and Consumptive
Demand

This information should be related to municipal'and industrial
wastewater flow, projections (8131.11(c) of the State WQM'Plan)
especially where availability of water i/t.a liiiiiting factor in
future development of an area. Information on, future surfack and
groundwater supply should be.related to water quality (including
Salt water intrusion and salinity) assessmen and pollution
control needs in the State WQM Plan.

- Water Supply Facilities, Effects on Wa er Quality '

.

Where water supply facilities are projected, an analysis of..
their effect on water quality should be included in the State
WQM Plan. The analysis should include assessment of.the impact
of water treatment processes (and associated residuals) on
instream water quality.

- Water Development Measures, Watershed Management

The water quality.impact of eAting and proposed hydroldgic
modifications and manftement measures (dams, impoundments,.levees,
channelization) should be included in the water quality analysis
conducted-in the State WQM Plan where such development? have a
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substantial impact on water'quality and pollution".con ol needs:-

c ,

- Wild and-Scenic Rivers

'Where proposals are made in Level B studies f r Wild, and
Scenic Rivers.designation, or where.smchkiesign tfons have been

-,411ade, the State should develop appropriate wa r quality stand-
ards (includiwantidegradation policy) and implementation
measures in the State WQM Plan, in-order to protect the rivers
that are so designated.

- Energy Development

Where energy development affecting water quality or'quOtity
is projected, appropriate pollution,control considerations should
be-incorporated into the State WQM Plan.

Future Lev Studies 5130.34(d) )

Where Le 1 B studies have not been initiated to the extent that
inf rmation is available, an analysis of the effects of the foregoing
w er development and conservation projects on water quality should
LI developed in, the State WQM Plan as an input to future Level
studies. 4

(5) Relationship with Other State"and Federal Programs

A number of Federal agencies are involved in "Sroghms which are
related tp the State WQM Plan. These may be classed as either grant
programs or management and technical assistance programs. Examples
of the former are the HUD 7Q1 program, the Coastal Zone Management
program under NOAA, and DOT transOortation plans. -Examples.of the
latter are the activities of the Army COrps of Engineers, the Soil
Conservation Service and the Forest Service. Other, planning and
implementation activities may be carried op at the State level,,in addition,
to those ifunded;through Federal programs. Included among these would
be theprograms of State soil and water conservation agencies, natural,
resources departments, fish and wildlife agencies, agricultural
departments etc. .

Since the planning efforts of these various programs may have
direct interrelationships with the planning done for the State WQM
Plan, especially in the area of land use, steps should be taken to
ensure that there is consistency between the plans. Coastal Zone
Management Plans, for example,- determine permissible and,priority land
and water uses-for coastal areas of a state. HUD, 701 Plans similarly
include a land use eleMent. Such land use policies must be consistent
with the maintenance of water quality and nonpoint source controls which
would affect land use. Guidance on techniques for plan coordination
may be found in Chapter 12.
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In addition to.planning efforts, other Federal agoncies,are
directly involved in programs within the States which xelate to,
the State WQM Plan. Many of the Corps of Engineers activities,
-for example, can have a significant effect on water quality. In

addition, the Corps provides technical assistance which can be of
use to a State preparing a State WQM Plan. Coe,way this is done
is through the Corps'cUrban Studies Program which is concerned
with'urban water resources problems, including. wastewater manage-'
ment. In addition, the Corps is specifically directed to provide
technical assistance for areawide planning (Section 08(h) FWPCA)..
EPA and the Corps have° developed an agreemeht which specifies the
coordinating and funding policy regarding thii.assistance.

Other Federal land and water managing.agencies such as'the
Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of Reclamation should be
contacted by the State in order to work out specific arrangeMent
-for deVeloplpg water quality management plans for Federal lands.

Other-Federarprograms can also, be of use to the States:in
preparing their State WQM Plan. The Soil Conservation Service of
the Department of Agriculture can provide technical assistance in
the assessment and control of nonpoint sources, especially those
resulting from uses which can cause soil erosion.--In .

SCS administered programs are imhemented through loca-Soil'and
Water Conservation Districts. These conservation districts, which
are legalsubd4visiont of state government establtsped under.state
law, have the responsibility for planning and carr ing out erosion
control and relatedconservation programs. With the assistance
of their cooperating agencies, they can help provide information,
on nonpbint source control techniques, provide techpltal assistance
in planning for utilization of such techniques, and assist in inf.-

plementation ofthe measures: In spore states, the distrtcts have
plin.approval and other responsibilities in connection with manytoey
State and local sediment control programs.

I
The Forest Service, as land managert, needs to establish cooper-

ative planning relationships with each State that has U.S. forest
lands. The State should 'develop specific agreEmentt with the Forest
Service on-how to relate its watershed manage nt pr rack to the 40 Ai'
State WQM Plan. EPA can assist in establishin the netessary rela-
tionships. -The Forest Service does provide to hnical'ane-financial
assistance to the States for the administratio of State and private
forest lands. These program should be coord acted with,the State

.

Nk.

r.

WQM Plan.

. .

Other Department of Agricult pro, arts 'include the.Auicul-
tural Conservation Program administered by the Agricultural Stab-
ilization and Conservation Service which can supply cost-sharing
assistance for many of the Best Management Practices that elay be
necessary-to control runoff and reduce sedimentation from farms.
Technical assistance for this prograg is given by the Soil Con-
servation Service and Forest Service.
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.In-summary, the State should determine' the relationship between water
quality and other PlanOlig prOrams within the State, erisUre consistency,
between. the plans, and work with Federal progfamsto make use of their
tehnical expertise.

+

(6) Planning Requirements for Federal Properties, FaciliiieS,
or Activities 1130.35

I
c,

$ '
Compliance with State-andocal Pollution Control aequrements
5130.35(a)

.. ak. a
The State 1Plolds ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the

MOM Plans are prepared and implemented throughout the State.

Federal facilities and in some cases large holdings of federal
lands are found ffi Ra- 'cally all States.- Pollution control

' r'

- -- 313 of the Act, Exedut -Drder 11752 and 40 CFA Part 1311.35. ,
Ilf

requiremehts;for fediY acilities and-lands arF.stated in Section ,

The Executive Order requires compliance by federal facilities ."

, with Federal, State, interstate, and local substantive standards
and.limitetfons dealing with th4control of environmental pollu-
ti6n. State water quality staderds,geffluent limitations and
discharge permits are oq swed,as,substantive iirements.,
Compliance with other r quirements including land use regOjfements
or best management practices are not specifically cited.as
substantive requirements. Thus FederAl agencies are.required to
meet State water.quality standards,but,are given latitude to
define their approachato meeting thee standards.

*
.

- .
-

Point sources are subject to NPDES permits. For Federal.sources
EPA is the permittincrauthority. For non; Federal tourcdtan
Federal landS, the State issues the'permits,after EPA approves the .'

State's permit program. Under oNcectiti'Ve Ordei- 11752,. the Federal
. Land Manager (FLM4-determihes,4Ratris a-Federal or non-Federal
, source on his lands:, The agency.with State water quality manage- : I.

ment point-source planning responsibilities for Federal facilities
or lands iliould work'with theFLM to delineate which typeSmpf

.

sources are Federal and w ich are-not. In.general Fedellltources
should be those' pa t fi y 'the FederSl.agencY br in.behalf of its
mission.. Non-Fiberal sources would include effluents froM actigit-
ies carried out on Fdderal lands- under 'lease or permit (timber
harvesting,-mining,_recrekional cabins, ski ladle" et.).

. .

Where meeting the 'S'ubstantive Tequiremehis of State water qualiti,
Standards.will reqUire landflmantgement controls, as may be the case 4
'with nonpoint sourte,pollutjon,.these controls would be cesidered
procedural for the.purposes 6f Executive Order Y1752.

, l'bus, the
FLM wOuldt ntible'for development and enforcement of such .

Sntrols.

However, uch cofttrols woult have tab.e!at least as

C4

d

42
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stringent as'State/local controls for-adjacent.lands with similar',
kinds of problems and characteristics in order to-provide needed .

levels of pollution abatement. ,
/ ,

'

,, -

. Federal-State Cooperation.in Plan be pment iS130.35(b)-(d))
.

Federal lands are an area of overl pping responsibility since
the State is responsible for developing,nonpoint source abatement
measures to proteMwater-quality and the FLM isAlsponsible,for ..

meeting water quality standards following this plan ory other
'.effective approach In order to avoid duplication of planning, it
is EPA policy to encoyrage the development of-cooperative agree-
ments,between the St4te and Appropriate FLM. Such agreements
should outline the responsibilities of both the'State,and the FLM
in developing and implementing the controls necessary to meet water
quality standards on federal lands including partfcipation of the
FLM on the. St Water Quality Policy Advisary Committee, and other-''
policy adviso cOmgjttees'far Planning areas within the State, .

Aevelopmentof BestIManegethent Pract4ces, an establishment of. any
necessary implementing, operating, or regula ry programs. If no
agreement can be Preached the differences wil be mediated by EPA

..-and, if necessary, by the Office ofeManag and Budget.
,

'NI . . '.4111

,A11,expenditures necessary to plan, for an P1 eks6t paint and'
nonpointsburce controls for°Federal sources re'to'be intioded 0-

e in, the budget of the FLM. Under the provisions qf'Section 313
.... -of the Act, no exemptions shall be .granted due to lack .of appro-.

priation available. This'doee not preclude contractual: arfige-
ments betweeftthe.State and the

A
FLM foetedhnicalplaneNg

assistance.
,

,
1 -

'',
#J 4

a- C.. Preparation of Annual State Strategy
It

1 Purpose Z

. i
. '

'Thy State Strategy is the mapagement device used to,d14kne'water.
quality problems.Statewide, prioritize the control-of those problaito 4

_schedule the 'corkectiveemeasures to be takenf.and'generally project the
resources needed to accomplish the tasks., Thus the State Strategy

.. f

provides direction for preparing the Anhual.State 106 Program.
.4 .

. ,

6, 2. -fielationship to National, Program Guidance.(S110.20(a))
,

, ,.

,Prior ta.theilevelopment of the State°$/ritegy, each State W1l1...be
ided with t tight* Strategy and- National Operating Guidance.

*" eveloped b . Irh. 'two documents set out the basic o)jectives and

&

-rar.wa "1

S
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priorities of the National Program and'should give the States enough
information to construct their own individual Strategy, integrating
the essential requirements of the National Program,, while incorporat-
ing more localized State needs. ,The Regional Offices will assist the
States in producing the proper balance.'

3. Contents of Strategy:

- Inputoto Strategy

In gathering the informationngeded,to dpvelop an annual State
Stritegythe.following information shouldbe consulted: ,

-, completed or ongoing State WQM Plaps
- inputs for development of Statp WQM Plans (described in Ch. 3.5)
- other planning activities. related to-water quality and water

resources (descrbed'in CFI'. 2.3.B)
lb

Problem Assessment (S130.20(a7(1))

The first'stevin the development of the State Strategy is the
consolidation of available water quality data to assess water quality

3, problems 5tatewide The blestNay pp aggregate the data is by stream
segment. ,The quality of the waters o segment should be defined
at stream monitoring stations within tRat segment.' Each^stgment
should be analyzed on the basis of the criteria set forth in approved

. water quality ftandards to atcertain the segment's ability'to provide
for a balanced population of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and for
recreational activities. The State may find that present water
quality:tonditions could be more appropriately analyzed at the basin
or sub-basin levels. However, for consistency at both the national

. and Stake levels, each State should attempt to aggregate water
quality data at-the 'segment level-.

The tate's annual water-qua;ity inventory report (305(b) Report)
requirei Much,of -the same 'water quality assessment data as the State
Strategy: Since the.305(b) 400rt is intended tope far more com-

- prehensive-than the Strategy's problem assessment, the relevant
aspects of the 305(b) report should,be used to constitute the problem

t
.

he development of the 305(b) report
Oich

should be consulted. After
assessment.. EPA ,has previously provild the States with guidelines for

the water quality assessments required under $131.11(b) and (ill) have
been developed, this informatton should be used In preparation of the
Annual State Strategy as well as the 305(b) report.

41.
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Priority and Ranking '(8130.20(a)(2))

Based on the water quality assessment, each segment Within the
State should be rankedrin order of priority. This may have been
done previously in Phase I Plans. From the water quality rrianage-

mvit plans completed in the past two years, a6Tfrom routine or
intensive monitoririp adjvities, the State may be in a position
to more accurately assess problem segmedts, and to some degree, amend
the originaLranking. Generally, water'quality limited segments
should receive a higher rank than effluent limited segments. The
complex.nature ofa water quality limited segment may require a ,

longer time frame required to control pollution in these segments:

The water quality assessment should yield most of the informa-
tion needed -to rank the segments. However, extent of pollution
problem may not. necessarily be the only,factor used for purposes
of ranking segments. Preservation of high quality waters, the .

size of the P6pulation being affected by, a pollution problem, or
other appropriate criteria may be used also. There is no specified

'weighting which any of the/chosen criteria should receive except
that the State-should generally consider control of its wprst
pollution problems first.1

The ranking ofmkegmentSShould'be used together With the muhi-
cipal treatment wdEks inventory develmed"pursuant to 8131.11(c) .

to formulate the State's psoiject pn4ority :list required .

.N.4

Project priorities should refl'ct bot of pollution
problems in differ egm n S e.g. segmt ranking) and the
severity of pollution problems qaused by, m ni;i6tp4Afacilities (e.g.

municipal inventory ranking). .

,,

- Approach to Solving Problems _(8130*4)f31)
44

After the State has ,completed the'ranking-of each4segment, another
required step is development of an OverviewAlithe State's approach
to solving its water quality problems,'

-01w. . 0

IThe overview should hi6hlight orill_the, most signiflcankpollutipn'
problems and the State approach to'sqving them. This pformitfan
should be readily available from7cOmpldted water,quality mageMent
plans, or where there are nohe-compteted, from ambient monitBring
data. The overview is .intended to fpcuiconcern on the type of
pollution problems which gederally'exisi in etch basin or-geographic
area of the State. tvi

«

In developing its overview, t11e State should decide which basins,
or geographic areas exhibit pollution problems of most immediate
.concern and which areas will reicei" the major concentration. For.

.
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example, municipal point.source controls may suffice, or a difficult
nonpoint source problem May dictate intense research and additional
monitoring. As nonpoint problems are'exceedingly difficult to
control, the State should construct a-realistic Tong-term strategy
utilizing all available water quality data.

,
.

- SchedUlingof Progral% (8130.20(a)(5))

After basic problem identification has been cited, basin or
?geographic priorities listed, and a general approach to alleviating

' the problems conceptualized, the State must describe
program activities to implement the general scheme.

a

,A crucial aspect of scheduling program activities is their timing.
Each water segment should, have the various activities coordinated in
proper sequence. Any facilities planning, permitting, construction,
monitoring, or enforcementshould be planned so that the actions taken
may be mutually reinforced. Planning ,should generally be tbmpleted

, prior to other actions being taken. Municipal construction (grant
award) should_be closely coordinated!ith any permit activities. Any
necessary action which the State plans, call for over the next five

.1 'years should be clearly spelled out with proper phasing indicated.
TOs.provides a mechansim bywhiCh.the State can better assess, the
oblebtlAs necessary to upgrade water quality 4n each s gment and
ascertain the resources needed to implement ,these varfo activities.

- Program Resource Needs (S130.20ta)(4))

'necessary element in a definition of water quality problemi
and solutions is an estimate of the resources that will rpsyquired

bg oto implement corrective actions. Such estimates should-nsitent
with a State's :Water Quality Management Plan, and cover a time frame'
of sufficient durgion to .indicate a relationship between planned
actions and resourolpUtilization.: Once determined, these resources
estimates wi 1 provide a basis for continuous program planning and
.budget juSt ation.

Each States requi d'to prepare and update annually a year-by-.
year, five (5 year est 'ate of the resources needed to conduct the
State program. 'Thes stimates should be detailed by major program
element f9r the financial and man-year resource requirements for each
year. Greater d;tail may be appropriate for the first year resource
estimates. A description of the method or methods used to determine ,

estimate ,arid projections over the five year period should be included
to the_relRIOnship of futUee resource requirements to future
achi nts.
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t_'
Since the result of this resburce estimation is important in

effective program planning and'budget justification, the
'methodology uted:should be' sufficiently rigorous to assure a
meaningful statement pf need. EPA will pro de guidance on
alternative methpds for preparation of these esource estimates
and projections. 4

, Monitoring Strategy (S130.20(a)(5))'.

- Refer to the discussion-of mai-toting found in Chit 2.3.B.3.

4. Submission of Strategy (8130.20(b))
#

The annual State Strategy should be submitted as part of the
ContinuingliManning prpcess annual program 'submission (see Ch. 2.3.H).
Both the annual State Strategy And any revisions to the continuing
planning process should be submitted with the Section 106 Program
Submission.

D. Preparation of State/EPA Agreement Including Delineation of
Planing Areas and Planning Responsibilities

Based on the information in the State Strategy, a specific agreement
on plann-irg. responsibilities APO tasks is needed in order to carry out

, the State WQM Plan. This agreement must be submitted within 150 days
after' the effective date of the Part 130 egulations as part of the
State's continuing planning proCtss submitsion. agreement is to be

4e reviewed annually and revised if necessary,as part of the annual planning
process review (8130.43):

In order to specify the planning tasks and responsibilities in the
State/EPA Agreement, the State should determine the areas where various
forms of planning are needed and the agencies that Oght be delegated
planning responsibilities in these areas. The following are some of the
steps leading to development of the Agreement:

1. Se ment Classification; Listin' and Ma's of Plannin
. Areas and e ments.

The continuing planning process submistionmust delineate
Planning boOndaries,'including segments within those boundaries,
where Wile planning,activities required in Part 131 are to take place.
It must be recognVed that 'this delineation.of planning areas depends
on accurate assessment of water quality problems and segment classi-
fication. However at the time of submission of_the revised continu-
ing planning process, it may riot bepo'tsible to\gefinitively classify
effluent limited and Ater quality segments due fathe following factors:

4
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- lack of definition of water quality, standards to achieve the
)983 goals

inadequate data on the high f low-wet weather probleft caused
by nonpoint sources

. Segment Classification

The initial delineation of-segments should be based on best
available information and may require further refinement% However,

..the following segment delineation could probably be made notwithstand- 4,
ing the lack of information concerning the factors discussed above:

- Where segments are nowclassified as water quality limited,
due primarily to point sources for which effluent limitations
for 1977 and 1983 do not differ to a very large degree (example:
municipal treatment requirements), the probability is that the
segment will remain water quality limited.

- Where increase A waste loadibisfexpected to exceed the
assimilative.capacity of the stream after application of effluent
limitations required by 1983, the segment` should be classified
as wager.quality limited.

- Where a segment is now water quality'limited, with substantial
nonp i t source or stormwater discharges,/ft should be tentatively
cla is d as water quality limited. 'r

-. Waters which are above standards and in whichno degradation
will be allowed should be tlassffied as water quality limited.

- Where the existing classification is effluent limited and
antidegradation policy will not be applied, assuming no large

/ nonpoint source problems, and assuming a moderate amount of
growth, the segment may bra tentatively classified as effluent
limited.

. Areas where the State intends to ert1fy'pursuant to S130.11(b)
that no pollution problems exist, or Will exist over the planning
period, could be classified as effluent limited.

. Planning Area Selection

The tentative segment classification will indicate where differ-
ent levels of water quality exist in the State. Based on,this.

47
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informAign, planning areas * be delineated for carrying Out'
the State'. WQM Plan.

The revised'Part 130 regulations'provide flexibility in the
'.choice of planning area. Thtfollowing are approaches to delineate

planing areas, that may be used singly or in combination:

- hydrologic boundaries -- Certain of the requ irements of the
Statd WQM Plan (segment classjfication, calculation of total
maximum dailNilloads) should generally be carried put according
to hydrologieunits.

- political boundaries -- Political units may be, used as plan-
.

ning areas for carrying outthe requirements Of the State
WQM lan with respect to develOpmentioflibatement measures.

Under 'ther of these apOroacheS, the Statecan be diOded
geographic llY into mutually exclusive planning areas. However,
it is poss le to interpret planning area as referred to in 5130.11,
to mean any rea for which planning,for particular problems is
conducted. Under this latter interOretation,it is possible for
one form of water pollution problem to overlap with areas having
other forms of water pollution. The .ftate may delineate

both mutually exclusive and overlapping areas and subareas.
However, some requirements, sucheas the water quality analyses
and determination ofmaximum allowable pollutant loads need to
be conducted for single, mutually exclusive, areas of the State.
the following are factors to consieer in determining whether to
delineate areas for various formA of planning:
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- Area versus category approach

Once water quality analyses including calculation of total
maximum daily loads and wasteload Allocations have been develop-
ed, there are two basic alternatives for developing abatement,
strategies to eet these wasteload constraints within given
planning areas'.

1 The area approach involves simultaneous development of
alternative abatement measures for all sources within the pnn-
fling area. To carry out this approach-requires developing
estimates of pollution generation for each unit of land in the
planning area and consideration of alternative abatement measures
for such units. This approach depends on developing a great
deal of information on the problems of aarea before considering
abatement alternatives. The advantage of the approach is that
by developing a *comprehensive analysis of all the problems of
an area, it is possible to consider the cost effectiveness .of
alternatives between abatement of various point and nonpoint
sources-. This approach is presented in greater depth in Ch. 6.

The category approach involves delineating subareas within a
'44nning area where particular forms of pollution or pollution

generating activity occur, and ddveloping abatement measures for
4Fach of these pollution sources, one at a time. The leVel of
abatement for each' source should be based on the water quality
analysi (conducted on a hydrologic basis). This approach enables
.focusing on priority problems and developingoimmediate solutions
withoutlhaving'to consider the interaction and cost effectiveness
tradeoffs among all the, abatement alternatives. = kinder this 1

approach it is possible that one geographic area will be in a
.planning subarea.for various form of pollution. It is also
possible f9r the subareas to overlap. Planning procedures based
on this approach are further discussed in Ch. 3.6.

- Areas where planning is not required

Whichever of the above approaches (or combination of approaches)
for planning area delineation is , it is possible that there
will be areas where the State c. pursuant to 8130.11(b) -

that,no pollution problems exit (see discussion of this certifi-
cation procedure on page 205). hile it is conceivable that
the State would delineate these a as along political jurisdic-
tions, it could even choose those areas where no particular form .

of pollution exists" to be delineated along hydrologic boundaries.
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In addition to technical considerations, institutional
factors should be kept in mind in deteraning how to delineate
planning areas. . Part 130 regulations require institutional
coordination including adequate intergovernmental input,
public participation, and coordination with other planning
activities. In addition, a State/EPA Agreement on level of
detail and timing should be developed for each planning area.
This places practical limitations in the approach of having
overlapping planning areas. Consequently, where complei
water quality problems and institutional constraints exist
to Statewide planning, the area level planning approach is

'probably more feasible.

2. Designation of Areawide Planning Areas and AirciesvDescription
of Existing and Proposed Designations (3130.13); (131.10(e),In)

Where the State chooses,to delegate majorplanning responsibilities
for development of the State WQM Plan to a single representative agency,
the State shouldcontider designating the area as Mn areawide'planning
area pursuant to Section 208(a (2)-(4). Guidance on the procedures and
criteria for designating such areas will be contained in a separate
handbook entitled "Area and Agency Designation Handbook." This hand-
book will be available through the EPA Regional Offices. Thi; handbook
indicates the information to be submitted to EPA in describing proposed
areawide plannillg agency designations. ,

3. Delegation of Planning Re4onsibiliiies (3130.10(c)(9), 3130.14)

Planning Responsibilities (3130.14(a))

As part of the work plan established in the EPA/State Agreement
on level of detail and timing, and the delineation of planning
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lier
areas discuesecrabove, each agency having responsibility to carry
out an element of the werktplan within a given planning area should
be so designat d. Consistent with the alternatives for planning
area delineatio ,planning responsibilities may be delineated on an
area basis (exa le: all elf the approved planning area or basin)
or on a category or problem basis (example: municipal facilities,
or a given nonpoint source category within an approved planning
area). However, certain tasks such as the bas4, water quality
analysis are not easily divisible and should generally be carried
out by a single agency.

Whatever division of planning tasks is followed in a planning
area, the State remains responsible for the integration of these
activities and is responsible for ensuring that all the elements of
the planning are coordinated and consistent. The State is also
responsible-for ensuring that public participation, intergovern='
mental input in the form of advisory group activities, and other
coordination functions are carried out in each planning area.
Because these coordination activities should be closely related to
the planning tasks, if the State has delegated the major planning
tasks to another agency, the State may also choose to delegate
its supervisory and coordination functions as a lead agency in the
approved planning area This lead agency would then be responsible
to carry'out the publi articipation program, the coordination .

with advisory groups and interagency coordination activities. The
lead agency in the approved planning area could also undertake the
day to day supervision of the work plan for the area and the
updating of the work plan. It must be emphasized, neverthelest,
that any delegation of the State's functions in planning, including
supervisory and coordination functions, does not modify the res-
ponsibility of the State to ensure that the requirements of the
Act are carried out.

.As indicated below, work plans shoOld be drawn Lje for each
approved planning area. Within each planning area all the'tasks
needed fbr completing the State WON Plan should be assigned to a
specific agency, and the subarea in which the tasks are to be
carried out should be delinefted. The lead agency in the approved
planning area having supervisor Y and coordination responsibilities
should also be designated' The lead agency should be assigned the
to 4s of public participation, coordination with advisory grOups
of local offitials andlinteragehdy coordination.

. Consultation withj.ocal }y Elected Officials and Local
Organizations 30.14-

The State should dgrelop appropriate mechanisms for consulting
with locally elected officials and local organizations for purposes
of determining planning_responsibilities. The public participation
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and intergovernmental cooperation procedures developed in ere,
continuing planning process lsee Ch. 2.3.B) should be used for
consultation concerning delegation of planning responsibilities.

. Description of Delegated Planning Agency(s) SS130.14(c),(d))
4/,

In describing planning agincies 'which have been deitgated to.under7
take State WQM planning responsibilities,,the agency's name, address, -
name of director, planning responsibilities and geog.raph -ic coverage,

and other pertinent information should be included as part of
the information furnished in the State/EPA Agreement. In

addition, the agency designated to undertake State WQM Plan
responsibflities should furnish information demonstrating its/
interestand.capa Wity to undertake the planning responsibilities.
This information ld consist of:

- citation of the agency's planning authority
- information on the agency's experience in related planning
.- intergovernmental agreements to undertake planning
-- policy statements or resolutions of affected governments
- information on the availability of budget and staff to
undertake planning

- any other information-that the State might regard as
necessary to indicate willingness to undertake planning

. Nonpoint Source Planning Responsibilities

In the State/EPA Agreement that is initially submitted, the
State should explicitly make its intentions known regarding
nonpoint source.planning and regulatory responsibilities in ft

areas where 208 planning agencies have been designated or where the
State intends to designasuch areas. If the State intends to
undertake nonpoint source planning and regulatory activities in
arear:already designated for 208 planning it should notify the
responsible agencies in writing and also so notify the EPA
Regional Administrator. The State should request the EPA Region-
al Administrator to appropriately modify the areawide planning
project work plan. The State should indicate its concurrence
with any areawide planning project work plans when it develops
the State/EPA 'Agreement.

. Additional Delegation to Planning Agencies (3130.14(e)) -

Additionilrplanning agency delegations may be made through the
continuing planning process revision procedure.
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4. State/EPA Agreeme for each Approved Planning Area (5130.11(a))

The State/EPA agreement on level of detail and timing of.Sta.te
WQM Plan preparation is, in effect, a work program for the State
WQM planning effort. An agreement should be drawn, up for each
approved planning area*, indicating the f011owing information:

- boundary of planning area and subareas where specific forms
of planning may be needed. (same as chosen pursuant to
S130.10(c)(2))

6
level of detail of plan elements or outputs

- planning tasks to be accomplished to produce the elements of

a State WQM Plan

- logical relationships and interdependencies between tasks
1

- planning agency responsible and timing of each task

- lead planning agency responsible for coordinating planning
withIn the planning area.

The level of detail of planning will depend on'the types of
problems encountered in the planning area and priorities for resolving
these problems. Further guidance on determining level of detail of
the elements of 6,State WQM Plan is contained in Ch. -3.

Certiffca that no Water Quality or Source Control Problem
exists (5130.11(b))

As indicated above, the entire State should be divided into
planning areas within which subareas having particular problems
may be delineated for particular forms of planning. In the event -

that a particulariitater quality paraMeter for which a numerical
standard exists Is-not being exceeded, or that particular types
of pollut4on sources or'activities do not exist (and'will not
exist over the 20 year planning period), the State may certify
that planning for these water quality problems and/orources is
not necessary. These-certif4cations must be made for each
planning area where the water quality problems do not exist- and'

must indicate:

*. Proposed or approved work plans in designated planning areas maybe used to
satisfy the requirement fora State/EPA Agreement if the State so chooses.
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- the water quality sprameter(s) not being efteeded
0,

, -

- activities or.sources of polflution which do not require
planning consideration . ,

. et- 'geogtaphic extent (if appropriate) of areas where problems .

.

do not exist, related to approved planning areas , -I.

- - documentation supporting the certification (for example:

_,

t;) water quality data, population,and employment projections,
hydrologic or geologic information)

-.the certificat4bns should be submitted as part of the qiate/EPA.
Agreethent, which is to be Submitted 150 days after the effective -
date of the Part 130 regulation.

d. .

. Phasingf Planning (S130.140)

Th,, Agreement must providg a sequence for phasing of 5131 plan.
preparation for completion by November'1, 1978 at the appropriate
level of detail and in sufficient' time to'mee the 1983 national
water quality goal specified in Section 101(a)(2) of the Act. ThOL
level of detail of each plan element should be such that upon compTe-
tjon of the element implethentation of needed control measures can
proceed expeditiously. However, as indicated in the guidance on State
WQM Plan development (Ch. 3.3) in some cases, where uncertainty Gists
regarding the existence of a past water quality problem or where
implementation cannot be undertaken within the mext five years, the
level of detail of plan elements may consist of an assessment of
control needs. ;

. The following important dates should be kept in mind:
0

- November 28, 1975 -- final Parts 130, 131 promulgation
t.,

Japary47, 1976 -- Identification of areas eligible for
designation under Section 208(a)2)-(4)

- April 26, 1976 -- Continuing pla-nning process revisions
to be submitted by State to Regional
Administrator

April 26, 19761- -- Complete documentation of areawide
planning area designations to be sub-
mitted to Regional Administrator

.

- May 26, 1976 -- Regional Administrator to approve/
. conditionally approve/disapprove

continuing planning process

- July 1, 411k76 -- Phase I Water Quality Management Plan?;
-7\ due where extensions have been granted.

11.
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a. . September, 1976 .--E.4ennual Report to Congress on.MFiCip.;,1:, - lk Septeger 1978 *eds. , .
. '

E, RevieW/Reviiion of Water Quality Standards. ndDefinition
Antidegradatiolicy' ,

- ',July 1977 -)

December 1971'
4

'November i, 1978'----

.

March 1, 1979.

WithirPa
4

.given planning

provide appropriate timing
As the aboyqscheduielfidi-ca
of the Stat

ing'the Stat

RecommUde revisions of water-quality
. .

standards due

Stcond round of NPDES errmits

'State WQM Plans due for final submissiton
to Regional Administrator'

Regional AdministrAtorto approve/
conditionally approve/disapprove State
WQM Play and Implementation-Program

N,

he State/EPA Agreement should

various eledents'Qf a State WQM Plan.
he planning period for pr paration

M Nan is som what,more than 2 years (be pofinalfz- ,
A,Agreement and submission of,plans).

*,

441110.
t. EPA policy on the, eview and-revision of water quality stAndards, is. ,

°-, stated in 11a0..F. Det iled guidance Interpreting how tomeet the require,-
. ments of S130,17 i§ cont fined in'Ch. 5. The fellTowing js an ovrviewof

the steps that thg?State would .need to,foll.pw to carry:nut the-policy .

I.xpressed in S1110%N:
-.

,

1-. Develop Standards Revision Policy S130.10(b)(1), (2)

, . . ,

.

8 Redommendation for revision of standards are needed for two general
.iituatiolis: first, to adequately, protect existing instream beneficial.
u ,s (incluehg high Aua3ity. waters:for which 'existing standards are

411# str lit enough) and second, to propose upgrading ofexisting
esignat use Classification§ in order toachievvthe.1983 goals.'

'
I
In either-of theeirituations. the recommended:standaeds'Should

include the 6116w4nTbasicleharaciaristics:
.

,
. I(', .

.-

ApProprietebdneficia) uses should be indicated and categoraed

4 l 1 4

Bengficial uses would include, public water Supply, propagation of
ish,. Mellfisfi and wifdlife,'recreation, agricultural watery tupOly,

, .

'
.

0'
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,4,

industrial water supply, and other uses of water including
naVigation. The currently designated'useAust'be maintained :4
withliwited exceptions. The existing water quality supporting
these beneficial uses would,have to be maintained, protect d, or
improved. These uses should:be consistentAiththe gsperilloiyare
andqust provide for protection of' public'health.% Taus ses '

that only benfit particular user's shouldnot be chosen unless these
uses do not preclude uses sought by thgenerel public.

. Adequate criteria to support the uses should be included

.

.

Both narrative and numerical criteria should)* specified at
allivelneeded to protect the beneficial uses. The criteria.
shltild cover those pollutant substances that represent a

gerfous existing or pptential problemtin A water bddy and
that would requirtplimitation in order, to protect beneficial

-,k .uses. The values cOsien for, numerical criteria,should be consis
tent with those redmmended in the EPA Document Quality Criteria .

for Water, to be publishedpurstant to Section 304(a) of the Act.

. Anti-degradation Policy should be establi shed and Implemented -

The'State should determine how existing high quality waters
will be protectiOrthyough implementation.of appropriate point
and nonpoirit sodrece controls to be specified -in the State WQM
Plan. If the State eihooses toallow somexdeteriOration of :.

: existing water quality (where existing waters are at a level
abOve that necessary to provide minimum protection of beneficial1!
uses), it must meet the procedural requittments indicated in
Part 4130.17(e) as well.as the substantiverequiremenIt_of other
Fedgral lawprotecting existing water uses on Federal ands*
Thfspecific,beneficial uses.and necessary criteria to protect
these beneficial uses should be indicated for waters tO e

covered bythe.State'sdInti-degradation policy and imp
tioh program.

* Other Federal laws that may protect existing instream viater quality
. inci'ae, but are not limited to: ' ,

(c) The Endingerg0 Species Act
AgOr(ii) The liffrTne Mammal Act-

el(iit),TheiWiJderness Acts. .

. (iv) The CoastalZone Managemat Act
(v) The Safe 'Drinking Water Act .`k

(vi) TWIN6tional Hittoric Preservation Act
. (Vii).11/FWild and Scenic Rivers Act .

(viii) The organic actsod execueiye orders creating
) Federal land' aging agencies..

,'--

,

.
,
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. Other technical and procedural requirements

In addition to the basic characteristic described above, the
tctommendation.for standards revision should conform with the

ailed technical and procedural guidance on standards revision
contained in ehapter 5.

2. Determine Relationship Between Standards Revision Process t.
and State WQM Plan Development

6 order to carry out, water quality analysis and develop imple-
mentatior measures, it ts necessary to have a clear set of planning

41i objectives. The State water quality standards as revised (or proposed)
l consistent with 3130.17 will provide the primary set of planning goals.

1 In revising standards it is also importint to understand the impli-
cation of a-particular policy in terms of the implementing actions
required.' Because standard& revision and plan developjnent are two
irfterdependent processes that should be carried out
,frame, 4t is necessary to makdApme simplifying ass
to. initiate each process witholIrdepending entirely
the other praess. Once standards policies have bee

the same tiny
ons in order
he results of

proposed and

'implementing actions foy these general policies evaluated, it is
possible to further refine both.the standards policies and implement- .

ing.actions.

The planning proces.can make recommendations for revisions to State
water quality standards 'Where necessary. The States are not required to
adopt these recommendations.. If they are rejected, the plan must then be
modified tote,consittent with the established State water quality stand-
ards. Table 2.2 outlines the general procedures for carrying out both
thestandards revision and plan development process.

-1. Determine Schedule for Standards Revisf7S:130.1040(5))

The continuing planning'process submission should incl4de a schedule'
fdr carrying out the standards revision prOcess described $bove.. The

schedule should Adicate the following milestones:

Tiring for State 4ansmitta..1 of recommended standards revision I

. .icy consistent with 8130.17 to planning agency(s) developing
State WOM Plan

,,,

. . - Timing of planning agency(s) evaluation of proposed or adopted
% standards eevillipn s. J

' .

- Timing-of public hearingi on proposed or adopted staliards revision

Timing for State formal adodtiOn revlsons"to proposed standards,
recommended by the planning process. % r

In" general the State.sifOuld attempt to tievelop a standards revision
policy consistent with 313047 as soon as possible, in order to provide

. planning objectives.to a'encj(s) developing the State WQM Plan. Sufficielt
'r time shguld be alloted for the State to conduct the'procedures required
under State law for standards revision. Adopted revisions of standards '

mustbe submitted to the -EPA Regional Administrator by duly 1, 1977.
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Table 2.2. Refetionship of Water Quality Standards and Water.

Oiatity Management Plans .

I. Standards Revision
Process

-"o

A. Development of State .

Standards PoliCy to
Retain Existing Desig-
nated Beneficial Uses
and Protect Existing

Instream Beneficial )
Uses at 1983 -Boil

Levels Consistent with
40 CFR 130.17 '

* 111 r
1. Determine whetHer 1. Proposed upgraded

present use c)assi- uses that will
fictions are result in achieve -

appropriate 4o ment of 1983 goal
- retain existing levels whirever

421anated bene-

1

attainable
uses -and

protect existing
instream beneficfal
uses (including
policies of anti -

degradation) %.

4, ,

2. Determine (on a pre-
liminary basis)-the
criteria needed to
protect existing
designated and in--
stream beneficial .'
uses. (Administra-
tor's Quality
Criteria for Water
should be the basic

tareference)

3. Provide recommended 3. Provide recommended
Standards revision Standards revision
policy for existing policy for upgrqqing
designated and,in- - uses to planning
stream beneficial 'agencies

1 .

uset to planning
agencies

1

II. State MOM Plan
:bevel° nt

ess
Development of State

'Standards Policy to
Upgrade Existing Use
Classification to
Levels Coalistent
with 40 CFR 130:17., " .

-

2. Determine (on a
preliminary basis)
the criteria needed
to protect proposed
upgraded uses

411

4. Re-evaluate
feasib4lity of
maintaining
existing desig-
natediand instream
beneficial uses

4. Re-evaluate
"feasibility of

upgrading use <
classification

.

5. If necessary, the
plan recommends

revisions to the
state water quality
standards proposed
or adopte4d)

6. If a state accepts
the plan recommenda-
tions, then the state
can initiate or com-
plete formal standards
revision process re-
quirements to include
reonnendations ,

41)

S f

1. Initial plan
development based
on 60 mainte-
nance of existing
designated and
instream'
beneficial uses

)-and anti-degra-
dation policy and
(b) attainment
of upgraded uses

2. Develop alter-
native plans
to achieve
the proposed
on adopted
standards

3. iftermine
e environmental,

social and
economic im-
pact of proposed
alternatives
to, achieve

the proposed
or adopted,
standards

6. If a state re-
jects the plan
lecoem*ndetions,
'hen the $'
must be modi-
fled to conform ;-

to established
standard policy

7. Complete formal /
w plan adoption /'

process
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. .

F. Preparation of State Water Quality Management-Provrams

tr

, The continuing.planning rocess. stages described above are primarily.

organizational and management stages. The State WQM Plank on the other
hand is the vehicle for detamdlaing the actions to.be taken to meet .

water quality goals'. .

. .

1. Requirements foOrtf;?.4r tion,of State WQM PlanSt(S130.100)(4), (5)).

The continuing planning process submission should indicate how the
State intends to complete e_requirements for State WQM.,1414s,- including

standards revision and a idegradation policy. The State/EP! Agreement
should serve as the basis indicating the State's approach for meet-
ing the State WQM Plans requirements.' Guidance on meeting these -

requirements is presented in the chapters that follow.

2; Review and Certification ofTlans for-Areawide Planning Areas

Procadures for review and certification of 'areawide plans pursuant
to 5131.20(f) i s d us ed 111-Ch. 3.10. ,

3. Designation of Management Agencies (S130.15)

. Timing of Designations (8130.15(a))

fkle requirement that the tontinuinl planning process identify
management agencies.(3130.151 should be fulfilled when specific-
elemett of the State KIM Plan have yeloped and proposed

for implementation. Agencies,to implement, elements of the State

WQM Plan should be indjcated in completing elements (n).and ,(o)
of 40 CFR Part 131.11.

. Designation Prior to5tate WQM Plan Completion (3130.15(c))

The timing requirements fir various eletents of the S ate WQM
Plan have been discussed in Ch. 2.3.D. Management agent es should
be designated for each part-of the State WQM Plan which can be
implemented as a discreteplan element. The designation'should be
timed to coincide with the completion of the corresponding elemdht.

A,detailed discussioh of the legal authority, financial capa-
billty, and managerial and institutional capabilities of operating'
and implementing agencies is discussed in Chapters 9-11.

wi+ 4
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Procures for designating implementing and cperatiaagencies
, .

are dis ussed in Ch. 3.10 as part of the procedures for, review/
apps of'State WQM Plans.. - - ..

G. Outputs: Description of State Continuing Planning
Process" S1 .10(a)-(c) , .4

,

1
After each of the major steps in developing the continuing plann44

procets have been completed; a,description of the overall process should
be prepared. The description should cover each of the process` elempnts ..

required under S130.10(a)-(c).
A,.

i
,

.

. -
1. Optimal Format for Continuing Planning Process Submission

For purposes of simplifying the descriptiOn tf these protess ele-.
merits, the continuing planning process sOmission might, where appro-
priate, describe the following characteristjcs of the. process elements:

.Purpose purpoie of element including description of how the
,element meets statutory requirements

procedures Oocedures that the State will' o parry -out
each element in the Continuing Ong Process
(including revision of a ent)

inputs/ w inputs to the elements, oiAputs, and relationships

.
-

outputs of inputs arrd outputs to other nts

. timing of the element :

. support g documents -- any specific supporting information
required in Part 130

'

For example, taking the general requirement of the process des-
cription which calls for a description of public participation in
the Continuing ,Planning Procas*(S130.10(a)(1)), the State might
answer the following question- in developing this part of is process
description:, ;

. purpose

. procedures

What is the purpose of Publicpardcipation at
various stages of the process?, . .

-- How is an effective program-of public' participa-

tion structured with respect to the varrous
stages of planning? What forms or techniques of
public participation,are used? What institutional
,arrangements are used?

2-44
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. inputs/ -- In what manner 's information gathered through

outputs . public articipation used as an input to deasion.

mak . How is he public kept aware of the

resu is or' outpu s of decisions 'in the process:

. timihq -- When do the v public bartfc46tian activities
occur ?', How mu me is given to the pub c to

rekpc4,4 to decisions made in the process?

. supporting documents -- Any additional' documents needed to

describe the 'States program for public

partiCipation.

A'completed continuing planning process description could thus be
organized around the characteristics of ea* element'ofithe process

suggested by thip format. A summary of.the elprocess desption could
be displayed in /a table-such as the following (see Table:3),. The

States should be encouraged to develop whatever outline for describing

their planning process that seems most appropr te. The significance

of the format suggested above and the format f a summery of the

timprocess descriptib In s that the State should att pt to develop a very

simple reference document which ould serve as an index for'anyone
interested in the State's water program to understand the why in.which
the program.Yas managed; its program elements, their relationshipi,

.timing, and Interaction with other activities.

H. Plann4ng Process Adoption and Approval Procedures

'1. PlanhinliProcesi,Adoption (4130.40(a))
A

All Stites. will be required to revise parts ofheir continuing
Planning .process in order tp incorporate substantiveothanges in the

processes such as the State/ERA Agreement on carrying out State#OM

Plans. All 'States will ,also, need toPrefowmulate tfieirtontinuing 's

planning.orocess in order to cdmply with the revised requirements of

40 CFR Part 130. Submission of the Continuing Planning. Process

descript4bn or elements of the.process requiring revision ts.reguired

150.days after the effective date of 4ILCFR Parts 130/131 regulations

In order to meet this'time schedule, the planning process-description

should be formally adopted by the Stateafter appropriatetpublic

participation before the 150 day period expires.

Form 1 adoption. of the process entails certification by the

State ag ncy having authority over water ouelty planning and imple-

mentatio that the process will be followed as, the management and

deiision eking framework for all activities'of that agency;

t-43,
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a
Table 2.3 Optional Format for.summary.of

bescription pf State Continuing_Planning Pro

Elements of Process'

.

Process Design

1., State Agency.ResponsIble for

Coordinating Continuing Planning
.Process and State WQM- Plans

2. Statement of Planning Authority
3, Preliminary-Description pf

Process Requirements
4. Review and Revision Procedures

Requiremints.
of Part 130

ription of

5130.10

cit7i)

8130.43

B. Process Inputs
, 5130.10

(a)(1)

-,

1.

2.

3.

Public,Participation
Intergovernmental Cooperation .

and Coordination .

Program Coordination
a. Water Program Relationships
b. Coordination wittilgther Local,

State. 06 Federe*Programs

(a)(2),(c (10) ,

a (1).( )(8)

.
.

C. Preparation of Annual $tate
, 5130.10

(b)(4)
' A

Strategy

0, State/EPA Agreement (including

5130.10

)(

1c)(3
c)(7

''

, ,

.

Delineation of Planning Areas and
Planning Responsibilities)
1, Segment Classification; Listing of

Basins or Approved'Planning Areas
and Segments

2. Designation of Areawide Planning'
Areas and Agencies

3. Delegation of Planning Responsi-
bilities

4. Annual Preparationeevisionpoir,
_Agreement

/c)(7)
(c)(9)

i

-

(c)(4)*
.

.

E. Review Revision of Water Quality 3130.10,

iltgl
(3/ .

,
Jan aids and Definition of
AntideoradatiOn\policy ,

f. Preparation of State Water Quality
Management Plans 5130.10

rements for State WQM (a)(4)
eparation (al(S)

2. Review and Certification of Plans
for Areawide Planning Areas '(b) 43)

4 .

3. Designation of Management Agencies

___IalmOlement_Plams SL3C1.1.5

-;"

416

G. Outputs; Descriptionlnf

see above)

___....

State Continuing Planning Process

)l. Planning Process Adoption and Approval
rProcedures

.

77-7TiOrig Process Adoption 5130.40
2. Submtelien 11301,40
3_,_ Review and Approval 5130.41-42 ,

f
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2. Submiss $.1 0.40 b

,After the State water quality agency has adopted the description
of the planning process, the Governor or his designee is required to
submit the adopted process to the Regional Admiriistratbr within 1S0

days after the effective date of 40 CFR Pacts 130/131 revised regula-.

tions.

/The Governor or his designee is'required to notify the Regional

Administrator by letter of the process submision and furnish a
description of the process itself. This guideline has been developed

to facilitate preparattOn of the process description. The description

could follow the format suggested in Table 2.3.or any other format

suiteee for describing the continuing planning process.
A

,
OP 3. Review and Approval (S130.41)

The Regional, Administrator is require to 'approve, conditionally
approve, or disapprove the planning process within 30 days of its

submission by the Governor.

Full Approval 3 4

The Regional Administrator is required to approve a planning
process description (and so notify the Govqrnor by letter) if

the process meets the requirements of the Act and 40 CFR Part 130

revised.

l . Conditional Approval or Disapproval V
In the event that the Regiomet Adtrator finds that the

process is defidient in providing the elements required in a

continuing planning process, he may specify in a letterNto the
Governor particular deficiencies and a schedule for resubmitting

the elements of the process Ibundidefictent.

Jlie Regional Administrator may,disapproye the entire.process

if it ts'-found grossly deficient does not reasonably demon-

strate a coherent management app to completing the substantive

elements of a StatkWQM Plan by -the statutory deadline. If the

process is disappraeC, specific deficiencies and a schedule for

resubmission should be set out in the letter,of notification to

the Governor. IP_Nk

. Withdrawal 'of Approvalq$130.42)

Any plans deyeloped under the process that do not meet the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 131 should be viewed by the Regional

4
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orb .

Administrator-as indication of a pOssib41 deficiency in the
management approach (e.g., the continuirl planning process) used
by the State to develop State WQM Plans.

If the Regional Administrator finds deficiencies in State 14QM
Plans or portions of the plans', he should-initiate an inquiry
into the cause'bf the deficiency and ascertain -which elements of
the continuing planning ,process were not carried out as planned,
and what changes might be needed to make the process operate more
efficiently:.

.After conducting an investigation-of the causes of State WQM
Plan deficiency And the relationship of such deficiencies to the
State's continuing planning, process, the Regional, Adipinistrator
may disapprove the continuing planning process. by formally notify-.
ing the.Governor of the affected State, and indicating the specific
remedy for correcting, the ind(bqUacy of the process and a schedule
for corrective action. II

4.. Review and Revision (5130.431

The State's procedure for review and revision of its continuing
planning process should be specified in its continuing planning
Process description as suggested in Ch. 2.3.A.

43.

.4

L.,
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,CHAPTER 3

State Water Quality
--Y

Management,Plan:Development
4c.

3.1 Scope and Purpose

State andareawide WQM Plans are required in all areas of each State.
The pOpep of these plans is to develop a management program to implement
requireme, for water quality standtirds establishment and revision (8303(c)),

identification of areas where effluent limitations are not sufficient to
meet standards and establishment of total maximum daily loads of poll as
((3,303(d)), implementation of water quality standards (8303(e)), aneti7ovarry

out the planning and management requirements of 8208 statewide. -

3.2 Program Objectives

A. Principal Objective

The overall objective the Acts is toltrestore and maintain the.

chemical, physical, and iological integrity of the Nation's waters"

(Section 101(a)). To hieve this objective, "it is the national

goal that wherever attainable, an interim goal of water quality
which provides for ffie protection and propagation of fish, shellfish,
and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on the water be

achieyed,by July 1, 1983" (Section 101(a)(2)). To enable meeting f 4

the Act's objectives, "it is the national policy that areawide waste
treatment management planning processes be developed and implemented
to assure adequate control of sources of pollutants in each State" .

(Section 101(a)(5)).

Thus the objective of the State WQM Plan'is. to define vater
quality standards-fa implement the goals of the Act, detehnine

allowable standards pursuant to Section 303, to develop
plans for pollution abatement as required in Section 208(b)(2),

and finally to select management agency(s) to implement the plan

as specified in Section 208(c)(2). ii

B. Complementary Objectives

' To complement the water quality goals of Section'101(0(2), provisions

of Title II of the.Act provide for additional aspects of Neater quality

prOtection such as:,

- Water conservation and resource utilipti6n through,wastewater
reuse or recycling;

,
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- Management of residual waste;

0
,

- Multiple use of wastewater treatment systems and associated
lands for such _purposes 'as water supply, recreation, aesthetics,
and fish and wildlife habitats;

- Protection of ground water qualift.

And other-water-related goals of the` planning area, such as provston
lof adequate water supply and programs for land or water resource.manage-
e nt should be identified for consideration in development of the plans.
hesi related goals should be recognized in the planning process and

should be incorporated into the plan to the extent that their achieve-
ment would not reduce the cost-effectiveness of the'water quality
management measures.

Finally, the results of the planning process should be coordinated
,
with oilier plans for the area,,such as those discussed in Ch. ;. 4p

:
3.3 Program Content

A. Major Program Components and Requirement Elements

The required elements of State WQM Plans provide the basis for
icontinuing planning andoefanagement program for Water pollution
abatement. These elqments form two majo'r.components for a
water quality plannint-and management prodtam: analysis and
action. The,analytic component of the program incorporates the follow-

,

ing elements:

o Water Quality Analysis Program',

- Planning Bdendaries;,

- Water Quality Assessments (incl4ding nonpoint source assessment)
and Segment Classifications;

,

Inventories "pd-Projections of Discharges;
- Revision of Standards; -

. c ,

- Total Maximum Daily Loads;
- Wastelipd Allocations.

6

e
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The implementation component of the-program includes the following ,

elements: ; -

!

. Water Quality Implementation Program

- Municipal and Industrial Treatment Works Program;

- Urban Stormwater Management ProgriM;

- .Residual Waste Management Program;'

- Nonpoint'Source Management Program;

- Target Abatement Dates and Schedules of Compliance;.

- Regulatory Program;.

- Management Program -- ManagementAgency(s) and Institutional°

Arrangements to Supervise and Finance Plan Implementation.

In addition to these program components, the State gOlan is required

to include an environmental assessment, covering both the analytic

and implementation.aspects of the plan.

, B. Planning Responsibilities

The State is responsible for developing the total StateWQM Plan. The

State may, however, designate 208.planning agencies to carry out some

or all of the Water Quality Implementation Program elements and provide

much of the analysis needed by the State to finalize the Water Qui,lity

' Analysis Program. In areas which are not designated for 208 planning,

the entire State'WQM Plan for that area is to be completed-by the Statb.

Nevertheless, the State may, delegate (if these agencies agree). portions

of the planning to substate or'Federal ,agencies. In the State/EPA

Agreement for each area, the State mUst identify the agency-Avsponsible

for each of these planning elements.

C. Level of Detail of Plan Elements

The regulation is very specific in descr,ibing many of the plan

elements. -In other cases, the'regulation has been written to provide

latitude for interpreting these elements. To provide a common interpreta-

tion for these elements, criteria should be applied to deterMine that the

requirements are met. A summary of the criteria for meeting the-require-

ments of the regulation is found in Table 3.1 (p. 3 -56ff). These

criteria provide "tests" regarding the ldvel of detail, factors to be

considered, and overall justification used in meeting'each requirement -

of the regulation. The "tests" should not be viewed at a SubstitUte fOr

the requirements of the relation itself, but as a means for interpret--
ing how to meet the requirements.'

In general, the criteria for meeting the requirementstf.the regula-

tion indicate that each element of the plan be deVeloped in suffiOent

detail to enable implementation of that element. However, there Tay

.67
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a valid reason for not proceeding immediately to develop a particular
-element of the lan at the ldvel of detail indicated in Table 3.1.
Where it islot early understood that a parilcular water quality
problem exists, or here it is not expected that a control project can
be undertaken to correct a problem inthe next five years, the Water

. Quality Implementation Program -- elements (h) - (o) (see Table 3.1) of the
, plan cat be developed in less detail,than stated in Table 3.1. In all cases,

the Water Quality Analysis Program -- element ia) - (g).should,be
developed at the level.of detail indicated in Table 3.1, since these.
elements 'provide the basts for- developing the implementation measures.
The level of detail of the envir nmental assessment will naturally'
6e dependenton the level of de ail of the implementation prograM.

In cases fn which elemets (h) -,(o) are #bt-developed at the
-14val-ef-diiiil indicated in Table 3.1, an assessment of passible control
measures, regulatory programs, and financial and management arrdhgements
corresponding to that element should be undertaken. The decision on .

where the required elements caa be completed at the level of detail,
suggested in Table 3.1 must be included in the State/EPA Agreement.
Table '3.2 indicates the level of detail to which elements (h) - (o)
should be.developed where an assessment is sufficient.

D. Planning Methods

Because water quality problems and priorities in managing these
problems will vary in different areas of the State, the elements of
the State WQM Plan that deal with abatement of different source, of
pollution (1h) - (m) in Table 3.1) may be developed through different
metads of analysis'depending on the magnitude of the problem.
Depending on, the method of analysi% used to develop these elements,
greater or lesser complexity will arise in assessing how to implement
the ''abatement measures (elements (n) - (o) and selecting among alternatives

%*.(element (p)).

4
. In complex urban-industrial areas, the requirements of Section 208

and 303 should be developed through a planning process that considers
the interagpiOn of-all sources of pollution and management approaches
for abatement of these sources. The EPA Guidelines for Areawide Waste
Treatment Management (Augiat 1975) should be followed in vteas where,
208 planning has already been initiated pursuant to 40 CFR Part 35
InteriwGraqtRegulations.

/ 1

,___The-gUidantpresented imthis doCument recommends alternative
,planning_method depending on'the nature of pollution problems. For
complex problem areas these guidelines'recommend a planning approach'
which is conceptually the same as that recommended in the Guidelines .

for Areawide Waste-Treatment Management Planning.

. 4P
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11
Category of Plan Elements*

' Abatement meadre elements

(e.g., .element (h,),. ),

.4* b); (k), (1), (m))

# .

it2

Assessment for

Water Qualfty Implepeotttion Program

4 is

4 061 ofjOetail of AssetSment

desdrfption otexiitineabatement
measurit and their adequacy and .

effectiveness

7.

.4

regulatory programs elements
10., _element (n)

AIL

management agency and '
financial arrangement
elements (e. g . ,

element (o)) ''I
6

proCedure t4 develop specifications' :

for needed abatement measures,.
'`proposed date of development orsuch
specifications and abatement rile awes

.0!

. . .
a description and evaluation of
.existing regulatory programs and :41/4...,2>

an 'indication of-whether authority ,

. exists to implement needs0 obate-
Mment Measures . .

. . .

r:. . .

41. plprocedures an
do

timing! for develop- A-

' ing 'needed regO1 a tory. program -.i..

,V

0 indication of agency(s) having
jurisdiction to deal with roblem
-

generalized cost estimate or

e correcting problem . ,
9

ftocedujg and timing for identify:-
ink nedlleMatlagement agency(s)
and financial arrangement to .

implement abatement measures

I
4 : *it

!These elementt,afe found in Table 3.1 The,elements can be donvenienfiy .

arranged into t categories shown above', ea, of. which would<be
needed in develgping:An effective implementation program for aliy form of

pollution, No distinction' in level of detail of the analytic requirements

'(Elements (a) y in Table 3:1) should made:
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3.4'Planning Criteria

'f

.

The_ State WQM Plans,will be-400th by Sta es,inci'EPA in terms of
.1 ,

or

their.ability to achieve thelAannffig oblectiyes n a given area. The
Act elsco'provides certain "criteria for ebosing among the'means for
achieving thgs9 objectivest.

4

,))

.

The-following criteria should be utedin.the planning process, ip
plan selection, an w 1 be appl)ed by the States and EPA in plAA review

. y iand:Approval:.
.

. .

4,-
"44'46 : -.A Cost- Effectiveness

1

4.

, The Federal. ater Pollution Control Act speci fits cost-effectivenes4
as the criteria for*the planning and development of wasteWater manage-
ment programs,Jn particular as those *grams relate to municipal
treatment works'and controlsuof combined sewer overflows and stonm
server discharges.

EPA has defined cost-effectivepess analysis as a'systematic
comparison of alternatives to identify the soluti n which minimizesd
total ets to society over time to reliably meet given goals and
.objectives.. Since,Section 208(b)(2)(e) specifies-that-the-plasi
should document_the economic, social, and environmental impact of. -2
p aKimplementation, the 3ocal economic impact (in addition' to resource'

ts) must be included in the total costs to society. Thus the
tot 1 costs to tdaiety to be minimized should include:.

- resource costs;
41.

- economic costs;
- social, costs;

0111)

-:,environmeotal costs;

4 .

(In,lhe case of State WQM Plans, effectiveness eefers ta.N.,OV
-meeting the 1983 goals of the Act while providing for the highest,
'practical degree of-technicalreliabilitfin the pollution control
altennitivesthat is chaser.

, .

,

B. Im0100entation Feasibility
. A

.
.

Explicit cetteutilitfar determin'ing adequacy of the managment,,,
provisions for carrying out. wa§te treatment management areigt
pr 'bvided in the Act. This gui'deline sets 'forth the.f011owITg cri-
ter4g, further elaborated in Ch. 9;-for evaluating implementation

) feasillilitY 9f tie management provisions of a plan: %

. I

f
0 t ; r 6 .

1
.1' . .
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I

- -adequate egal authority;

- adequ financial capacity;
-. prac, cability;

-.1managerial,capacity;-

- .public accountability. -'

AP
PubliCAcCeptance

Since the success of a State.WQM Plan depends on its acceptance

by affected units of government, the acceptability of the, plan to

theveneral public and elected officials in a planning area shoul4

-also be reguded as a basic planning criterion. The application

of this criterion in the planning process is further discussed in

Ch. 4.

3.5 Planning Sequence

Art ,Purpose

The purpose of the planning process is-to systematically evaluate

. alternative means of achievingyater quality goals and to formulate a

plan that can be implemented by'a management agency. The planning

process should integrate technical needs for pollution abatement and
p

management arrangements capable of implementing the abatement measures, .

and provide for public participation in plan development.
4

In order to develop each of the components of a State wq141140.--

(1) Water Quality Analysis Program, and(2) water Quality Implementa-

tion Program -- two forms of planning.are necessary: technical

analysis and management/institutional analysis. The,planming process

chn thus be'dimided into technical and management planning, each of

which is concerned with_ anafysis and action, but which normally rely

on different sets of planning expertise.

....,

g:The technical planning portion of the plannili process involves

identifying the prioi1ty water quality problemt of the area, recog-

nizing any constraints in dealing with,the problems, and developing

alternatives to achieve water quality goals. Thejklternative plans_

may then be evaluated according to the planning cflteria discussed

in this chapter.
Al 4-.

I

4: 71
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c

MonageMent planning, which concerns seleCtiOn of a management ,

* agency or agenciei and development of appropriate institutional
arrangements for elan -implementation, should.be conducted cow--

.

currently and7in coordination wit$technical planning. Management
'planning sholOd ibintifrwater quality management problems, and
analyze the capabilitpof existing agencies and'arqvgements to' A
caingiout the regUlatorx,andmanagement requirementrof SOction 208.Institutional probleft,fack of authority, Orlack of fipancial

-.

capacity for NeetinOectlan 208 requirements should be identified. . ,

Alternativereans.to acquli-e;proper autivirity, fi ancial capacity, and
effective institutional arraegementi'lorplan tmp ementation shout4 be
developed. Finally,' alternative management agency s)-and institutional'
arrangements should be evaluAted,and a single alternative selected according
to criteria discussed 'in thtsighapter. . .' '

'Developing thernativestedhical and management plans and selection of
a State WQM Plan require public participation throughout the,planniAg
process. Publit participation requlrements And means for ensuring-4
adequate participation at-each stage in the planning process are Oltussed
in Ch. 4.

,
,

, ,

. \

r

8: Planning Flow Chart
0

Table 3.3. is-a flow chart depicting a series of steps to develop.
a State WQM Plan. , Some'of the steps are needed td.complete required
plan elements* and are so denoted in text actOmpanying the charti- ,

The.chart so eludes many optional "kenning-steps which may p ve"
helpful developing a erent plan to meet the requirements,

1

teria or -tests' t40- detewining the factors,
idered and overall justification used in .

Table 3..1 incliides

and information to be co

Aeeting each requirement of the regulition. The guidanCe presented
to-Allis chapter on each plan element ismtated to the criteria found
in jabler3.1..BothlWe criteria and gOdance sections follow the
outline of the regulation except where noted. otherwise:

3.6 Technical Planning

A. purpose

The purpose of technical, planning is to develop a coordinated
water quality Management strategx to meet.1983 water quality goals.
The strategy may be. a.00mbloation of: (1) municipal .wastewater
-treatment systemt, (2),industr4l wastewater pretreatment or a
treatment, (3).residual waste management, (4) urban* stormwster
managememt, and 15) nonpoint source, management. Implementation

$
Venoted urtheatcoMpany1ng text as Element (a), (br, (c), ett.,
corresponding to 40 CFR Part-31.11

s_ 378
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-3.6 TECHNICAL PLANNING

A. (Ls Text)

E. Inputs

Information.from 303(e), basin

Plana and Facilities Plins

2. Information from UPDES Permit

Related Water Managemant

Information
4. Coals-other than Water Quality

S. Techasal Information p

DI, Chanel elanning Approach.

Choose Approach rand level

0i Detail) fo4Relating
Water Quality Constraints

.

- L t? 4_barallt_reasUrts

112. Category Approar.h'

ft.a Establish Catelptiea

a

TABLE 3.3

now clatt -irate ihltet9malitY Mi4sement

fi

' A C. Conduct Water Quality Analysis

roalsinTsseast *

3.) MANAGEMENT PLANNING'

A. pre Tote'

"..'

2.b.Allocari-tond
Reduotions.frb,
Step C.6 to saga

Category

-B. ralft Char.& istic of Management

Agency(s) and ItToottina41.A.Grantl-

man: io tateRaquiremen s of thOtAct-T---

1. Ragulatory Program

2. Implementing and Operating

,Agencias

,

61/

1., Establish Planning Boundary

2. Spactly Water Quality Staxiderds
and Antidegradation POlicy

3 Assess Problems and Classify

Sapient. (preliminary)
4. !stunts Existing/Projeeted

Wastaloads

S. Estimate Itairtseam

' Load (MAL)

ht,

-

E. Develop Abatement Plans'

1

I.Ares Approach.
- ; ',Develop Alteriarivd

Area Subplani to.Miet
-Eligibly Load Reductions/

Effluent Limitations

\t-
)r-T.--Classify Segments-1

a Effluent Limited
t

.

2.ClitegnrY AVProah-
',Develop Alternative Control:

for each,Category of Sources
to meet Load Seductions/

Effinanl_Ligitgyinne

I Determine Applicable
Affluent Limitations

di

Conduct Analysis of:

VP

1. Existing and RequireeLegal Authority
2.. basting and Required Financial

Arrangements
3. Potential, of Existing Institutions

to Perfoill'tWe Required ?unctions

.

dV

Scrum .
Subplan0

a

ter Quality
nt----k J

I

. I Select T,,

Eligible -Sets

of Waste Load
Seductions to

- bcmiteWa-_

2 ,Test Sets

Waste Load
Reductions
for Consisb-

,0=4 with
'St and

(Step S) .

COn4L'''Subplans into

'Altesnativs Areavida,

a !!V_______

.

__yet

D. Development of 4a-tern/Uwe
Management Plane

1. Review and Asset! Broad

Management Options
E. Develop Alternative

Management Plana

3. Assess Alternatives to
Determine Consistency
with Sechnicallrlans

4. Screen Alternatives in
terms of Implementatia
Feasibility .

4
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3.8 COMRINED PLAVAIMATION AND SELECTION

A. Combine Alternative Technical
Plana that Meet tteodards wit
Alternative Menagenent naas
Coranaresponding to Technical

Compile Information on
Alternative Arearide Plans
I. Contribution to Water
. Qitality and Other Related

Waiter Management Goals of
z the Area
'2. Technical kaliibility
.3. Monetary Coats
4. 'Environmental Effects

3. Akotemdc and Social Effect
6. Lamentation Feasibility

, 7: Public Acceptability

,

'me

-
fr

'4.

4

Sc

Camaro Aljernative Plana
Select Final Plan
1. Effects of Alternative

Plane
2. Vary Alternalpse if

. Necessary for Final
-Selection

3. Prepare Environmental

Aisesamant of Selectee'.
nen

t. Include

Provisions for
Performance

Assessment. Plan
LOGieloa and Up-
dating

3.31 PLAN OUTPUTS

A.

B.

c.
D.

Interie Outputs

Re4uired Elenengie of State Water Quality Management Plans:

(a) Planning
(b) Water quality as nt and segment

classification
(c) Inventories and projections
(d) Ronpoint sourceopasesemenc
(e) Water quality standards
(f) Total maximum daily loadal
(g Point source load allocations)
(h Municipal facilities needs

.

1 Not e

Provisions fot Performance Assesedent, P Revision and UpdatingCondensed Re on Outpute,Full Report on Planning Process

(1)
(k)

Nompoint source control need*
Residual vests control needs;
land kisposal needs
(Irby and,industrial stormwster 4
needs

Schedules of compliance
Regulatory programs,

Implementing and operating agencies
Environmental; social, economic
impact

3.10 SulmusION

A. Adoption
B. Certification
C. Submission

0. Review /Approval
Revision

C

.

I

of these abatement measures, is to be achieved through regUlatory

measures sich as local ordinances and state legislation, capital

constructs r1 of wastewater treatment facilities and through improved

management of,stormwater systems;

I
Since technical planning will be shaped% the particular

problems of an area,, the planning procedures in this gdlideltne are

offered primarily as an organizational framdork for. planning.

Emphasis accorded each part of ple.fraMework will be largely a

matter of planning judgment. In developing a wailer planning

°management strategy, however, particular attention should be paid

to pollution controls Other than traditional, capital intensive

structural methods.

The technical planning process should be designed so as to

place the greatest emphasis on water ouality problems that are

solvable with existing technology and sources of funding. The water

quality problems that should receive the greatest priority

initially are municipal and industrial point source problems,

and .nonpoint source problems that oa"n be deal through

better management practices and future sto ater systems that

can be better designed. Lower priority s ould be placed on non-

point source and stormwater problems tha require large capital

s ould be placed onw
investmeVfor their solution. For ear type of water quality

problem, ever, priority attention'

gpgulatbry approaches which will help prevent problems from

occurri4g and thereby lessen the neea for remedial pollution

abatement.

40* ,

J

B. Inputs

1. Information' from 303(eJ BasinPlar and Facilities Plans

Availible in ormation frpm Phase I 303(e) basin'plans and

fatilities plan provide the basic inputs for planning. Facilities

plans under T e of the Act, or precedlkg facility plans under

18 CFR and Se ion (c) of the Water Quality Act of 1965, should be.

coordjnated with State WQM Plans as,statedin Ch. 2.

.

2. 'Information from NPDES Permits
N

Information on 'dischOlges into navigablb water.available,

.throUgh the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

should/6e oonSulted. Terms and conditions of any permits already

issued to dischargers shouldrbe accounted for ih formulating pollu-

tion control strategies for.the second round of permits.

.3-11
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3)1/Related Water Management Informatfoh

Much of the information necessary for develo ing an'-effective
State WQM Plan'may be available from related er management/
programs and studies. Those which loy be espec ally useful ihclude:

, .

',- Basin Studles u nder the Water Resources Planning Act;

- Urban Studies Of the'U. S. Army Corps of Engineers;

- Flood Plain Information Studies of the U. S. Geological
Survey and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers;

- State and Local Water Supply ,Studies and data.,

4. Goal's Other than Water Quality

While the State WQM Plan is concerned with water quality, selection
.14

of the final plan may affect other communitygoals. It is therefore
important to'establish an understaOding of community goals and plans,
especially with respect to housing, economic development, transporta-
tion, education, recreation, °V* environmental goal,s, e4. The
relationship between these g is and water quality and other environ-
mental goals should be u stoo from the outset of theitplanning
process. Public participation in he planning prows is an effective
way of defining the relations etween-community 'lbals.

5'. 'Technical 'Information

A bibliography of technical,studies related to the various parts
of this guideline is provided at the end of this document.

C. Conduct Water Qualii, Analysis

1. Establish Planning Boundaries,- Element (a)
4

Ch. 2 provides guidance on initial selecticof planning areas.
Adjustments to initial, planning bountariesmay be desirable in
order to encompass areas having particular water quality problems
or tn order to-be coordinated with other planning activities in an
area. However, modifcation of planning boundaries necessitates-

! change in the State /EPA Agreeent.

1
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;5 2. Specify Water Quality Standards and Antidegradation Policy - - .

Element (e) , .

la'
.. ,

z?,

' r A

a. Overview of Standards Revision Process

Recommenaatioh for revision of standards is heeded for two

general situations: first, to adequately protect existing
beneficial uses (including high quality waters for which eiist-
ing standards are not stringent enough),, and second, to propose,
upgrading of existing use classifications in order to achieve
the 1983 goal in Section 101(,x)(2) of the Act, wherever attainable.

In either of these situations, the recommended standards should
include the following basic characteristics:

1) Appropriate Beneficial. Uses Should Be Indicated and Categorize]:

41 Benefjcial uses would include water supply, propagation of
fish,'Slpllfish and wildlife, recreation, agricultural,
inaustrlal, and-other use of water, lieluding navigation.

"Me existing'water qaali4psupporting these beneficial uses
would have tobe maihpinkl, protedted, or improved. these

uses should be consistent with overall public health and the

general welfare as opposed to particular needs for water use
which might preclude enjoyment of other uses sought by the
public in general. .

2) Adequate Criteria To Support the Uses Should Be Included
in the Standards:

Both narrAtA4 and numerical criteria should be specified
at a level neede to protect the existing and proposed beneficial

uses. The criteria should cover as many.pollutant substances

as are present or potentially present in a stream, and would

require limitation in order to protect beneficial uses. The

values chosen for numerical criteria shouldbe consistent with
those recommended in the EPA document, Quality Criteria for Water,
published pursuant to Section 304(a) of the Act.

3) Antidegrada,tion Policy:

The State should determine how existing wkter-quality will
be protectedithrough implementation of appropriate point and

7 honpoint source controls to be specified in the State

WQM Plan; Ifthe State chooses to allow some deterioration

3-13
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of existing water quality, ft must meet the requirements indicated
in Part 130.17 as well as the subttantive requirements of Federal
law protecting existing water uses on Federal lands. The specific'
beneficial uses and necessary criteria to protect these beneficial
uses should be indicated for waters to be covered by the State's,
antidegradation policy and implementation program.

4) Other Technical and Procedural Requirements:

In addition to the basic characteristics described above, the
recommendation for standards revision and the development of an
antidegradation policy should conform with the detailed technical
and procedural guidance on standards revision' containeein'th. 5. ,

.

b. Rel&ionship between Standards Revision Process and State WQM Plan
Development

General proCedures for carrying out both the standards revision
and plan development process are presen in Ch. 2.3.E and Table 2.2.
The State is responsible for ,determini the schedule, interastions,
and\planning responsibilities under t se procedures in tht State/EPA
Agreement. It is 'essential that the st three standards revision
steps described-for bothprotecting pisting beneficial des and A

upgrading uses.be completed as expeditiously as possible in order to
provide planning targets for the State WQM Planning Process. It should
be possible to complete these basic steps without necessarily completing
all the tech9ical conditiOns of the standards revision process.

In preparing the prowed implementation plans for the standards
policy, information and analysis on the costs and impacts of the,
standards policies should be developed. This information should enable
refining the choices to be made regarding the stringency of anti-
degradation policy and the feasibility of upgrading use classifications
in order to attain the 1983 goal.

3. Assess Water Quality Problems and Classify Segments - Elements),

a. Purpose of Water Quality Assessment"

Once the boundaries of a.planning area have been established, a
water quality asses-sMent'shoUld be performed td start the planning
cycle. As more,information becres available, the cycle should be
repeated annual,ly and.the assessment revised if necessary. Much of
the initial assessment may be done on a preliminary basis. The-maik

3 -14'
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purpote of the assessment is to act 'as a first step to begin the
area's Phase.II Planning and also to act as a preliminary indication -to
of the type and extent of the planning which will be necessary.

The water quality assessment and segment classification will
provide inputs to all phases of the planning process iii general,
and specific inputs to several elements Of the St to WQM Rim The

t'-'

assessment should provide the description.pf wate quality called

for in Section 305(b) of the Act. Thwassessmen should also'

Adentify point and nonpoint source problem areas which should receive
detailed analyses and waste load allocations. It will further provide
inputs to the State Strategy and possible revisions to the State-EPA
Agreement on timing and level of detail (3130.11): .

.

The assessment and classification mrgcess will be discussed in
the form of the following suggested steps to meet the requitement
of elements (b) and-(d):

1) Obtain Water Quality Data

The assessment shoAd be based on all existing,rater quality
data for the planning area. Sources for thisintrmation may'
include EPA's STORET System, Phase I State WQM plans,the U.'S.
Geological Survey,'the Soil Conservation Needs Inventory, Bureau
of Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation, and the U. S. Foeest
Service. EPA haspublished a nonpoint source control users
handbook which provides additional information fdr nonpoint source
data. Water quality data should be broken dir according to types
of receiving water. .

Surface waters max be classified as free flowing streams, tidal
rivers, estuaries, coastal zones, lakes, and reseevoirs.: Ground-
water represents a separate category.

2) Compare Existing Water Quality to PhaseII State Water- Quality

Phase II State WQM Plans are to-be based en resting the'1983 goals
of the Act. These goals will be reTlected in Phase II Water Quality
Standards. ,(See guidance -on standards revision, 'element (e) in
Cti. 3.6.C.2.). -

A

MIV
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Initial assessments may be conducted prior ;p revision and
adoption of these standards. In this case, water qualftY should
be comperee-to EPA's Quality Criteria for-Water doeument,prepared
pursuant to Section 304(a) of, the Act. This document lists
criteria which describe various, levels of quality for varying
uses and habitats. The appropriate criteria should be:selected
on the basis of lOcal conditions.

In 'comparing existing water qyalityldata to water quality
standards, the need for additional information will undoubtedly
arise. This need may involve uata for varyin4 flow conditions
(dry weather`, wet weather, ice cover, etc.), data for NPSrelated
criteria (sediment, nutrients, salinity, etc.), or simply'dditiOnal
data to increase the reliability,of.decisions made for critical.
areas; Requests for additional data should be prioritized and--

. traRsmtted to Statemonitbring program personnel (S130.30). Based
on-immediately available data, comparisons between existing water
'qualify, and-the levels.of water quality needed to meet the 1483 goals
should be-made wherever possible.. ,

, .
.

3) Identify Existing and Potential Water Quality Problvor Areas

ter quality problant must'be identified: Theylshould be described
in erms,of.xisting or,potential violations of water quality sten- '

dards, Approriate 3011(a) Criteria may-be used'in determininT problem.
yeas. Potential problem areas should also be identified on the basis
of near violetjqns during nonceitiCalperiods; trends in historical
water quality.dala, and areas of projected:development or growth
*(element (c)). The provisions oighthe State antidegradation policy

.

#eleillent(e)) apply to all waters f the State, but existing and
potential problem areas should 1)e identified for immediate action.:

4

4).Specify Water-Quality Standards Parameters which Are Violated

. For each segment where water, quality standards are vio4ted, or
expected-to be violated, the violated parameters (including thermal)
should be identified.. The severity of theproblem should be estimated
from the degree and frequency"....giolationaPand the loss of desired

- beneficial uses. . _ , .
.....

...r' .

.5)Identily the Category of Sources which Co
1!
ntribute'to Vioattons

Point sources contributing to any existing or potentia.I water
quality standard violation should be identified augynicipal or ,

:' industrial.- Industrial sources'should be further. identified by.
industrial- category. Contributing nonpoint sources (intluding ;

upstream areaS.contributing to the build-up of the nonpoinf source-'
problem) shetild be identified by category and sub-category where

I
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411,` necessary. The categories should be consistent w4'41 those

identified in the State-EPA Agtleement on timing and level of etail

(t130.11). This step in'the assessment process should provi e
inputs to revisions of the agreement as new problems are ide tified
and otherS are found to be less severhan anticipated.

6) Identify Specific Sources Contribuing to Violations
,AS

4
-.. ,

The assessment shOUld identify'specifft point spumes and limited
geographit areas or owner/operators for nonpoint 4ources, which .

.

contribute to existing or potential Water quality standtrds

The sources should be classified accordingitothe flow condition
under whichAhey'Occudi.

°a
- continuing or seasonal point source

(example: industrial,purce discharging continuously or on -
'a seasonal basis)

..-. intermittent poiq- source

(examplef. storm and combined sewers discharge after rainfall)

. . 4
- nonpoint source

(example: runoff froMagriculture, silviculture, construction,
and mining) .

;
. . .

Point source descriptiorishould be consistent with the source.
inventory produced under element (c).

. ,
7) DeterTine Segments Requiring Eftiuent Controls More Stringent Van,

. Base Eevels

Some segments. with existing or potential water'quality standards'
violations will require controls more string pt than BPWTT and BAT
to preVent water quality standards violations. On a peeTTMinary
basis, thbse segments should be tdentified fir further analysis and
classified as waterquality segments. Analyses performed in conges-
tion withtPhdse I Plans should -give good preliminary. information, -but
it should be emphasized that et1 water quality standards criteria
should be considered, including those relfted to. nonpoint sources.'
Subsequent analyses performed to determine maximum daily loads
(element (f)) may indicate that the segment.is actually effluent
limited and that itithoult be reclassified.

a
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8) Determine Needs for Further Planning
S.

At this stage in planning, the need for more detail 'd planning
should be idetermined based on the folloWing distinctio

-410

- Those 'areas-wher4 it iS expected-that the effiue# .1,iMitations
'for point souries required by July 1, 1983 (BA POT) will not
be sufficient to -meet the 1983 water 'quality goals will require
getailed punning for both,point and nonpoint sources-: For
,point sources, waste load allocations will be necessary- -see
eleinent (g), For nonpoint sourtes,.,a gross alIotment'for exist-

, ing nonpoint source pollution loads will needto be established,-
. see' element (f). Detti led. planning and establishment nonpoint
." source =control' needs (element (j)).will also be necessary. cc

..- .. r
- All other areas will require application at the effluerft limita-

dont for.point-soarces required *by July 1, a983 -(BAT/BRITT).t ,
_ - Where the Sleits.has' established,.a porky of IntidegradatAon, . ,

. higher levels of abatementjhan BATOPWTT, as well. as Be Manage-
ment Practices, for net., non dint sources may be required. Powever, -
if the. State certifies, pursuant' 813C1.11,0that no nonpoint source -

°' problems will exist over the planni period, the requirement for
nonpoint source planning for new so rces' will not- apply;

ri 4--.

These determinqions may° result' in- a .near to revise the 'State/EPA
-. Agreernen.(8130.11.) regarding the phasing and level of getipil of planning.*

T-

atimate'ExistA/Proected Wastel&ads - Eleilint tc) .

-

...m..0..,

, . ._
A'
. . iwia.

.
Municipal and Indu's'trial Iiivento ,

i

The inventories-and grojections Should serve as a starting point
. ,;,for consideration of point. salt-6e dischargeesk'hnking. They_shoud be
,;,W sufficient detail to allow decision makers and the public necessary

,informatioh oh t relative loadingr rankings, and restrictions ,ion
.1 sources. 'rive ories 011 also-be utilized in the' development of the

lannual State .S rategy: Therefore; it may be appropriate to, include 3

,,,sources with-no loading, at .in the case of non - overflow lagoons, in
order that the total scope of water pollution control eibfortl for
po=int sources May be realized...., .."

.
' In order to account for -priorities between basins, States may choose

;to stis.Plly the municipal priority list for an entire State, identifying
ithose, facilities Oithin'tiii priority area.

... :,.
)

-3
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b. Existing Land Use Patterns

Existing land, use patterns should be categorized in, such a way

as 46 be able to assign pollutant loadinarto the categories' of

. land use. In the case of point sources of-pollution,Jand use
categories should be based on type ,of,activity (e.g, commercial,

,,

industrial,' residential), In the case of nonOint 'sources, land
use categories may be based on-types of activ ity and also onthe

characteristics of the land on Which the ectivity takes place,(e.g.,,

. . soil, slope, rainfall, coveritete,),.where appropriate, to rid in.

predicting pollutant:l loading. from different lans d uses.

The size units' efland categorized for purposes of predicting
_ polMnfgeneration'should vary depending-on the d gree 'hich

,3the land is developed alt the complexity of the co, der which

pollutants-ire generated'. The size units recommended ed th criteria .,

pfor carrying out requirements ofeeiement'(c) are. for purposes of . '

1
''ke'standardizing projections.'_Where the State r desig4Oted aglincy, has a

different method for classifygng larituse and different data bases, these
marbe used. Official planning agAties should be-consd(lted in obtaining _,

or
, land use ihformation. ,

.

-.
o

.

.-
,

- c. Demographic and Economic Prpjections
...

*
Estimated of the existingvpopulation, employment, and land.use in

the basiashould be assembled as a basis for asse,5sing igisting*patterns

of the genetatflon of pollutantswand as abalis for projecting thl.

amount anespatial distributilmn of 'future AveTteloaa These prddee-

tions should cover the next years in five-year increments. Particular

emphasis should be pl ced n the efiect that iqpiementation of the State

.WQM Plan, local,gro . olicies, plans for attanmenl'and maintenance ,

of air quality, and other egional plaiis for transportation,6splid waste .
Management, water supply, or public investment may have on hlstorlcal
trendsof ptopulations, employment, and land use: , ,

,-

(U. S.Dep rtment of Commerce): They.should be updated.With the most
PopulaTn data are available from the Bureau of Economic Analysit

recent de demographic and economic projecti40 developed by the 'Bureau

--IT:
of Economi Research Service (U.4S. Department of. Agricultu'r'e), and

with-p, tions used.as a basIs for State planning for air quality .

rManagemeni. In general, SERIES E projections developed by BEA, or.
comparable projections developed by'the-State should be used as overall. ''

growth projections for the planning area. The use of any projections
deviate significantly from BEA should be justified. BEA projections

are avail'ablefor States, BEA'economic regions, Mater Resource Council

Relibnsi and, for Standard Metropolitan Areas,' all of,which generally

w
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. include more than a single county. 'If ft is.necessary,toidis-
aggregate, BEA grojections, the assumptions made in the dnaggregation
process should made explicit. Historical trends of county popula-
tion allemployment.data are ava4lable upon request fro* BEA.

,
4U 4

d. Projected Land UsWatterns
.

"'Using the land use categories,preilousiy. developed,/ and based

upon the previous:demCgraphic And economic projections, future land
use chanqesshould be projted. The projections of land'use plan,

4 ning'agencies shoed be colgulted in making these projections.
Assumptions concerning 'the allotation of future population and em- .

ployment to areas undergoing-development should reflect commercial,
,44_ residential, and indystrial land use densities as established in 'c

approved land Use plIns (if such plans exist).
.41, -4,

4

e. Waste Load Projections
91,

.
.

.

.

Based on existing data and projections of population anti employment,
factors of wasteload generation per unit of area or unit of 'activity,

existing wasteloads* should be estimated and future' wasteloads pro-
jected for increments of. five years, covering land areas and sources
sucWas residential, commercial, and industrial. At a minimum,
projections of municipal and industriaii,wasteloads'must be made.

,

Wasteload factors should be basecLon existingwasteload data for
the area. Where it is necessary to project industrial lo4ds-, the- .,

load factors/for industrill activities may be based on existing . !'4 -'
wasteload data for the_area. Where it--is netetwX_to,RrOjectN__ :- ____________

indbstrtal loads, the load factors for induftrial activities may be ...---,--

baied on, standard loading factoriLif specific forecasts Cannot be.-
obtained-fromAndustries plannin to locate in the.area. From the 0 1

wasteload projections,,as well as monitoring information, a materialk,
Wance or the'planning area or each significant pollutant should
be constructed to relate instrea wat r quality to" pollutio genera -:
tion and transport where possible. . ,

.
_

(

4
40 -)

C

'46

" "s

I
*The, wasteload factors used inhe estiOetions should be specific
efough to aid in the development of alternative abatement meas*es.

. For' example, rather than relying on a single loading - factor for 4
agriculture or mining activities: a series of loading factor's that
are sensitive to vafiations,in pollution generatiOn Shand be-
developed for various subcategories of theseactivitim.

4 . .4/

(-4

.\\
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4 While.estimates of existing and,ftbjected nonpoint sOurce:wasteloads ,
are.not required plan elements, it .isik*comellended that estimates of
existing nonpoint source loading bedeyeloped: In the case of hon-

, potntlources, a materials balance may'be,based on averagt factors .

for wasteload geoeratiom per Unit of area.or unit of activity,
depending on the nature,of.the problem. (Refero Ch..7). Gener7.

filly, it is rqt,necessary to attempt to project futurftconpOint
source-loads., since the apOroach taken to nonpoint.tourees.,should,0
to establith)bett manageme;Wractices for new nonpoint source .

extsts. where complex decisions regarding-.
structural $lutionS (stbrnmater, treatment, for example-), are involved.

5. EstiMateMaxinvAllimOble Load - Element (f)
11.

In order:to classify as Water quality or effluent limited, i# may .

be necessary t estfitate the level of pollutant loading that could
be allowed .in .ttre,segment 4thout viol ng_water quality .standards.
This level could then b ompared the hitting and 'projected waste=
loads for the,Segment. ever, the calculation of maximum allowable
daily loads.may.reqpire extensive data collection, analysis, and model-
ing. The 5tatelis only required' to establish maximum alloWable loads,
where What classified the segment as water quality limited. However,
where d'ubt extsts:as to proOer Classification, it js recomMended that
maxiMum allowable loads beiestablished to make classifications.more
definite.,

a. Critical 4onditions for CalCupting.Tatal Maximum Daily Loads

Critice9 or design conditioni arethose stream flow conditions which,
sere-as,theirbass for determiningfif water quality standards can be '

met for eachiparameter. .Stream flaw conditions likely to present the
-greatest stress to lysh, shellfih, and aquatic%wi)ditfe in the- par-

_ ticular arestshoWd-be,chosen ss.crittcal or design:conditions. '

1

-Traditiona) strew; analysis often makes use of a low flow-high
temperature design'condition,(e.T.,, once in 10-year; 7 -day, low flow).-

. This flow condition may. be, appcppriate for. a sipady-state 'stream
'analysis inOolvingconstant cafes of poiiit source pollutant discica4.
-HoweVer,-choice of de§ign flow conditions for point.tour:ce analysis

e .shogld take aCcOunt,olt;such factors as ice cover and seasonal pbint
soUfte.disCharge which may cause more' severe stress on life in the

.(1 stream thanotCurt at low flow.
.

, ' 4( ' 4 .

-
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41,

lietweatherl flow Conditions be pprOpriate for analysis 'of
nonpointand such i;teftfent p nt source,discharges as storm
sewers. Such fetters a§ ihten'Sity Hand duration bf rainfall; time
since priyious rbinfaal, pollutant. cumulation rate&,(including
effect o cumulative p likants on bottom life i'h
streams)And stream,flow_pAleviou to rainfall should be con idered ,
in selectinQ design cohditiOns, r pOint sourde analysis

A range of flow, metercilogical,' an .seasonal condition ould
be considered In c+oosingdesi cond tions. In general, ar-point
sources,; continuous dischargesOsent the worst ppliutioh under
lOw f),ow;'dry weather,conditions... FOrIpollutiRtsetransported'in

runor, critical CondliAlons will be rainfall-related, but, inky.OcCur
under a yariety%of frbw tonNtions.

, - Drx Weather Conditions, -

,An analysis of4he severitybf po.rution prOlerasiociated.
with dry weather conditions should be conducted. ry weather
fldw conditions which are critical for maintaining biological .. ,
life or rgreatisn in or on the waters should be noted, a.design
condftion for drY weather should be chosen, and its average dure-
tion and frequency of occurrence should be specified. In select-
4mg thecriticahwloW flow condition, it should be kept in Mind that
emerge procedureS may be required to meet water quality standards .

whe the design flow condition_is met or exceeded,
, -

..,

t
.'

WeiWeather Conditions
. .

An analysis othe severity of pollution problems associated
with wet weather stream conditions should be conducted. 1\ny wet
weather flow 6on-c.fitions which are .ritical in terms of maintaining
4iolqgical 1-ife or recreation in o 'n the waters should be noted.
&. ...t e' 4
11' design condition-for wet weati: Uldw &conditions should be
chosen, and, its intensity, durati,,,. :n. antecedent conditions
specified .(e.g., 1/2' inch rain per'hour, for .two hours, after
two-weeks,qf dry weather).

1) gelatimAhi3O of laXimum Daily,i_oad to Water Quality Standards

Eachmater quality standards parameter (including thermal)
being violated or expected to be violated in the segment must

,'be identified, and the total maximum daily loads of ,these pollutants
- #

OP
4

a

a

. t
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which may be added-to the water body by all point and nonpoint`
sources violating the staridard at the design condition
mUsrvbedetetmine41:* This ,determination may require use of math-
ematical modeling (see discussion of models below)...

Each 'total load lAmitation must be atileast as stringent as '
necetsary toa-thieve theapplitable'standardeunder the critical
water duality conditions prescHbed by the standards, and any
conditions which should:be antiCipated in the individual situation,
suchas seasonalliast.e-&i,scharges. :It must include provisions for
seasonal variation and for a margin of safety which takes into

1 account any lack/ of knowledge concerning the reraiionship between
1-gffluents and water quali0 it well as any uncertainty. cesultting

om insufficient deta, ikicluding data from.nonpoirit, sources.
re thermal stan4rds7may be vidlated,,thermal loads mustige

separately estimated- as provided in 5131 .11,(f)(2). For all
parameters, tht, antidegradation princip.l applies (see ,C.h.,45 of
these guidelines) a-

2) Seasonal Variation and Margin Of Safety
-

. The purpose of choosing a design conetion folk' establishing
.total maximum dailtloeds is to deterMine a stream flow condition
likely to, cause seve stress on living organisms and to ensure
that ter quality standards ire met even ,under these conditions.

1.Cesigri c'ondilikris should thus represent extremes .in pollutabt
stress on the. sti`j,.. It is .possible, however tat even more
extreme stresses might`occur under more unusuaTiWimaticonclitilons.
Thus, thelhoitt of a design conditio include an estimate
of .the 1-ikelihoMi of more extreme coalitions

, *Because 1:4 the difficulty .of predictiing pollutant' loading under 'wet,
veather condition's at the specific time interval of, the design condition,
it rpali be more practical to estaNishLthe maximum allowable load fOr.rtinoff.
related Pollutants over a longer time period such as a month or year. J
This is only feasible; however,,,for.rion-biodegrading pollUtant 'parameters..)

Nevertheless,,.thelong=term allowab.le load constraint should be sufficiently
stringent so that peak. loading at-high flow periods would not be expected
to violate watertquality.standards. Lonler term -allowable lads may-be
espetially appropriate for bodies !of water in which build7up of pollutants

. may be a problem (40,,Allimpoundments1 Takes, estuaries, dr,problems of
benthic *posits in genera I ) . The long -term alTowable. lead should be such
,that the natUral -f,1Ushing,:capacifY. of-the receiving water is exceeded..

. A

.
.0. '
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Thenirgin of safety, on -the other hand, should reflect
lack of certainty about the characteriitits of stream dissparges.
In the case of point source's; there may be.considerable variatise--"
in the rate of loading 'of the.discbarge. -TKO margin,,Of safety .
should cover the possible cotricfdence of peak lbading from-these
sources. Margins of safetrfor nonpoint sources.should he based
on the degree tb which the MignitudeOf'the existing nonpotht source
can be calculated and the variability of. the of loadintrunder
the.design condition f which loads are estallfsbed. The calcula--
tion of a margin of safety for nonpoint Sourcircannot be baSed on `

',information on variability of individual discOrgii, but rather
should bebased,qn observed variability of gross loading from
nonpoint sources, either in the-particular Area or at documented

' in the literature.

b. Establishing of Thermal Loads I

Same general lguid:nce as for a. above.

c. Proportion of the Maximum Daily. Load for Point and Nonpoint ArceS

For Nth dry'weather and wet weathe flow conditions, the maximum
daily load consistent with meeting wat quality.standards should be
'broken down into the proportion of the load (for each parameter), from
point sources (bog continuous and intermittent), and nonpoint.sourcet.-

. This. breakdown requires knowledgeof.the existing proportion of point 7
and nonpoint loadings inthe segment under the,design7Tow conditions.
-Both pointand,nonpoint source-loadings could be.redmced proportiona4Ty--

,,to a level consistent with the maximum allowable load for all sources.,
However, thereare a variety of procedures that could .be used in, load
allocation. . - P;

f P. tradeoff between these loadings may he necessary tn.orderqto -

' develop the point source .load as under element ,(g) . The'
allotment for poiht-soUrcet should tfa.the)aasis for -calculating ,

individual point source .load allocations,' while the nonpoint source
.1.

'allotment should be"used to determine the'target,levt1 of, nonpoint

1.
source'loading reduction needed for all nonpoint spufcesiw'This..',

4 target reduction for nonpoint sources will provide a guide'in select-
ing the de abatement needed for each Category

.
of existing ..

nonpoint, so enerating-activities and in oosinglest Management
Practices.

.
.

. .r' . . . .

maygros's allotment for nonpoint source's (which- '

Inay cobtribute'substantial AMI0410 of.the conservative substances),
it is necessary to consider to That extent tht loads estaOlished

/
a

I
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..
. .

Under wet weatheronditions will be adequate when.
.,

the flow in the I
stream sub'sides and the conservative substancac rrmain as depositsit.
in the ,stream bed. , . , ..

.

", * 11'.
An allowance, for growth should be made in the alphation. ,The

purpose of alloting -some of the pqllutant load to growth is to ,allow ..
sew municipal and industrial discharges to locate in an area without I .

imposing wasteload restrictions. that areofar more stilingent-than .,..,
those requirg,of existing discharges. . '1

The allowance that may be reserved for future growth should be
calcb3 ated primarily for TAint sour es si-nce it is' not, feasible to
at e t.to reldte individual nonpo 'sourcedischarging 'activities
to specific discharge amounts: Th approach that should be taken
toy w nonpoint source discha ge,,s -further' explained in Ch. 7.
I ng an allowance for 'growth there are a number of important

sideratlons: _._ "_
.,

- The regulatory program requi ed under lenient(n) should specify
under what conditions new,diSchtrges would be allowed to locate .
in an area add include authority to restrict location of dis-

. charges so as to implement the allowance for growth specified 'in the plan.

- An allowa
the polfc

.

wth In wasteloads must =be consistent with
hat the State adopts regarding antidegradation (see

element (e). ,
- -

Use of -Mathzratical Models "in Maximum Allowable
Daily Loads ' ,,c,, ----.- 10'.

f4odeling is .generally 'the appropriate method of ascertaining total
maximumAai..loadCand determining the effects of the'proposed
alternati'Ve alg&I strategiei. The modeling technique selected
depends on the re and comprexit'y of,the problem. The technique . .
'should represent theMiniintim level:pf sophistication needed to provide
for gallteload

.

allocations. -- 0
I

.. . .

I

r

'Re sults o odtling ma reveal` that previous'segment claszifications:
have not bee curate: 'Af Om modeling has been coMpleted, ;,
segment class fications 'should reviewed and .revised if -necessary.,

,,

t_
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Classify Segments

Water bdaies maybe classified as leffluent.limited", *here the
baselevel effluent limitations repuired under the Act are sufficient
to, meet water quality standard's. 'Were higher levelsof abatement would
be needed to meet standards, the water body should be classified 'as "
Niter quality-limited".- Segment classifiCation should be based
comparing the existing And projecteeloads withthe maximum allowable
load. However, lf maximum, allowable loads'have riot been established,

and the segmentlreetskattr quality standards it can be classified as
effluent limited. This classification cannot-be .assured if new waste

' JoadS were introduced to the segment. Tht.develboment of abatement
I" 4' measures fOr various pollutant sources will depend on the Segment Classi

fication.

i..Effluent'Limitat*s Segments
a

In.any segments classified as effluent limited, application of
Best Practicable Treatment is required of all pointsources, other
than publicly-owned treatmectworks Jilly 1,-1977, by which time
owned treatment works are,required.toapplyfeffluent limitations
based onsecondarylreatment. _Ry )01y 1, 1983, point sources
other than publicly oWned treatment works are to utilize Bett
Available Technology (BAT }, while by such time, publicly -opned
treatment works are, tb- Utilize, Best PractiCable Waste Treatment

r Technol6gy (BPWTT),
,

_,In addition to the_requiremen.t.to meet BAT /BPWTT, the State may i

_establish an antidegradation policy in'segnents that can be tlassi- f
fied,as effluent limited bated on the existing disc4arges to the.
segment. An antidegradation policy entails establishing definite
limitations on further deteriorattori of water quality in given stream
segments. .Where, the State'seeks to establish such limits, it should
classify the segment as water'quality limited, since.it,will be
necessary to develop maximumfrallOwable loads and individual load
limitations in order to carry at tholeitidegradation

1).Determine ApplicableEffluent Limitations

Abatement plan's in effluent limited ,segmentp shqold,be based
on the effluent limitations applying to particular4point.sources
n the segment.

.)

`Water Quality Limited Segments

In segments where effluent limitations are ngrWpfficient to meet
water quality standards, an'apalysis Olould be Firried,out to deter-
mine the most costeffective means to reduce waste loads to the'level
required to meet standards. _

/

I
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The analysis shduld be completed for eaCh pollutant which is i6 -.

violation of water quality standards. Each source eontributirtg 0
that pollutant to the segment should be identified and alternative

'remedial measures considered. The final control. strategy for the
segment 'should.reflect a combination of cdntrol methods. Which will meet
water quality standards., .

.

111 t 0

1) Select Eligible Sets of Waste Load-Reductions to.Met 4.

Maximum Daily Load
. .

.

The Maximum daiiyload consists Ara proportidn'allowed for, _

oint sources and arTITiotment for nonpoint;soukes It is not
ecessary to allocate the allqtment for nonpoint sources to par,
titular dischargers., The allotment for nonpotnt sour;es should
be used as an overall guide in selecting abatement measures for

,iuch sources. On the other ,hand, the proportion of the ,total

load that is established for point sokurces-should be allocated to
4ndividual sources. There are many pksible sets of indiYidual
point source.load-allocetions. Alternative allocations should ',

be considered in the-process of developing'pOint source abatement
measures.

, - a) Point Source Load AllocailOon - Element (g)-

, .

,.
11141-) General Procedures for Point Source

;
Load Allocation :

,
. .- .

. . The purpose of waste.16a4 illocattons'is to.formally _.

state the actions necessary to maintain or improve the
( quality:of the affected waters. 'State and iederal water

quality agencies must have waste load 4)locations CO in
.order to estafrfitsy

q
basis for assigning effluent limlta-

tions and issUing ermits to individual, dischargers .

order' to meet water quality standards and.(2).to itentify
I and provide a basis for ranking needs of municipaljtiet

for which planning and possible construe ion of federally-
assisted facilities should be44nitjthed thin'thehext ,

five years. ,,.

, . .

. TA .

A State WQM Plan only prescribe he;.abatement strategy
for individual sources jbnerally.' Whi the,plan does not
determine detailed engirfeering speciica ions. for particular
projects, some knOwledge of alternative facilities and non-
structural alternatives tnd their associated costs is

7
obviously reqUiredto develop feisieled effective allocations'

- whicb implement, the-water quality standards... .

.:.4- , ..f . ,... ..
,. .
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The allekations for each industrial or municipal' dip
charger\ tshould(result in a total effluent allowance. -It'

should be recognized that restrictions,mty xesult in the
discharger being forced to close or reduceits'operation

4

to avoid being subjected to'possible enforcement acti

1/4,

.(tkrough action on a permit o other enfotcement mec iSitf.

tinder State law)'. To .determine feasible lints, the nalysts
should consider generally the alternative technical capa- 4
bilities availab e Ali each discharger.' Where standards -

}re being violated becata0 of point source discharges,
the technicarrequirethents for some point sources may be

' beyond base level effluent limi ttais. In addition,
,

,--4---

.existing information on the trad ffs and total costs , .

among combinations of alternatives for multiple sources
should be reviewed in search of the processeat
all facilities,which will result in t st efficient .-

overall plan for achieving standards when all sources 're'
in operation. Detaileetwideration of technical and
economic trade-offs between alternatives may-be
from 201plans,or in 208 plans for designated areas. -

Ijfo. ation obtained frOliOthe detailed valysi5 in 201
hould be reflected in State WQM0Plans:

a).Coordination with Permits

4

The Section 402National Pollutant Discharge Eliminati
System Permit Program is designed.to ensure that pollutant'
dischargers will not exceed prescribed )dvels. Since no
permits may be issued for point sources which are in con-

. flict With approvedState WQM plans, the permit tystem
Proedes an essential,toolt_for,implementation oflans.

Iflany first-round municlpil permits expire on July 1,

1977, well before the schedul0.completion of-most/plans.
Thus, special efforts max be needed.tO coordinate some 4'

'second-round mUnicipal permits with-ongoing planning.

This coorlination is most impo
scheduled at a facility within 0 of its second-

where construction. isA
he

round permit.,.
. 4,

et;
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In each State, the NPDES agescy is reipOnsible for
drag and issujno enforceableVINPDES perflits. The NPDES
agency.should inform the State and weawide-planning
agencies.of proposed.terms of permit affecting dischargers I(

in their planning,-areas.. (It is the responsibility of each
planning agenO to-inform the NPDES agency of conflicts
b tween draft permits and, ongoing planning.) The NPDES
any should prodeed to draft and issue permttSprioi- to
ap royal of WV-pains. When' early outputs ard!available
from the State or areawide planning agencies,c.the NPDES

agencyshbuld consider them during the drafting:of permits, ..

esbedially_with respectto municipal facilities anticipating
struction during the life of the permit.

The State planning:agency is responsible for developing
waste load allocations foall water'quality limited seg=

nts. (The State may delegate this responsibility to
local agencies:) The State planning agency shoOld also

.1review)drift.permits for dischargers in the State and in- °.
form'the NPDES agency of any conflicts with oflying-planning.

For'all dischirgers within the boundaries of its area,
'designated areawide planning agenties are to:

the
41 .

review all permits drafted by the NPDES agency to
check for consistency with (wooing planning. -This
review may take place prior' o or concurrent with
the normal public participation procedure: on per-
mitconditions;

.

I., .
.

. :
.

inform the NPDES agency if any draft perMit is not
consistent with approired planst.approved parts o . 4
plans, or likely conclusions of the planning process.

/
In additib , all areawide planing agencies-whoe areas

i

include water, uality limited segments (or parts-ofwater
qUalitytlimite segments) fbr whjch-waste load allocations
already exist should review the waste load allocations, and

.transmit the-findtnir of the review to the State and-MA.

. Ill all areawide'planning areas, the designated planning
. .agenciesmay also undertake any of the following tasks, but

only if the State specifically delegates the. responsibility
fdr thee tasks to the areawide agency: :, J .

. revision of existing waste load allocations; 0
.

1.

.. preparation'of waste load allocations were they are
. i . needed but do 'hot already exist.

. '

...

O
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(4b) Coordination with Facilities Planning

(40 CFR Part 35 Sabpart E)

Facilities planning in blves detailed planning directly

related to the.federallY.assistedtonstruction of municipal
waste treatment facilities. Such plans provide for cost
effectiVe and environmentally acceptable municipal waste
treatment or control by,determining the best practiCable'-
alternative waste management system over time, its geo-
graphic coverage,' its service of other area sources,
including industrial sources, andlthe nature and amount of
the plahned discharge (load reduction achieved). .

(. ` 4
The State WQM Flan 10.011-provide the following input

to further facilities planning (also refer to element
(h) in Ch. 3.6):

. service area's

. capacities and population Serve&

. load reduCtion or level of treatment

. type, of treatment

. preliminary cost estimates

.Where detailed factlities planning reveals that inforl-

,

mation from the State WQM Plan does not accurately
reflect particular conditions in an area, the State.
should be consulted so pat these,aspectS of the
State WQM Plan can tie revised whefe necessary. ]

(c) Relation to 208 Areawide Waste Treatment Management A

in Designated Areas'

A

The division of planning responsibility between the 4'
State and designated.20a planningtagencies-js di:scosed in

Ch. 2. The State has ultimate respOnsibtlity for developing
and approving waste load allocatiops but may delegate the
analytic work to other agencies ilocTuding desisinated 208

agencies. Where the 208 duignated agencies are revising
or developing waste load grocatidns,the

State must ensure that these allocations are consistent.

with the total maximum loads for upstream and downstream '

segments in the basin, in which designated 208 'plInning. is

undertaken .

ins
3-30 4.
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,. , ,
(d) Nonpoint Sources'

. .

.' 4 ` ,

. .., .
-

. ,

,,

' .

..
In allocating polluant ioads among.point Sources, the

pollutant contribution from nonpoint sources should be
--.tOnsidered to assure that the combined total Will not ex- . ('

. ceed applicable water quality standards! Such contribution
shoUld.-be.sepaseately entered in the load allocation display.
The long term point sourcetload allocatiooi may depend upon
the'abatement and control alternatives for nonpoint-sources: 4 ,

.
.

. , -40 .'
(e) Accomodation of:Future Growth

. ->e .

. Growth trend iftormation compiled"for the segMent should -

be considered and a determination made as to the load allot-
# menti, 'if any,-to be reserved for future discharges. The

allotment gust ,6e-oensistent with continuing achievement
ofttandards and prevention of significant /oter quality:

_..... degrAdatiliggsee Ch. 5). The growth allotment should be
,..,

Separatelraisplayed in the reportq Mad allocation.
. .,. .

(f) Upstream Contribution

. , A .

The amount oirpAlutants entering the segment from.
upstream should ilk considered when determining whether the

, total of proposed individual point and nonpoint allowances
exceeds the allowable maximumjsee element (f)). For

purposes.of notation and calculation, the estimate of tFis
contribution necessarily involves coordination with planning
for the upst);eam segment. The method of coordination,. level,;
of Certainty regarding the estimated future load, and th .

time 'span covered ifs a:matter of planning 'judgement. -fr

1
matter_

(2)'Load Allocation Techniques
)

.

Load allocation involves planning for many un,certe `suchSlich

abruncertainty.with respect to growth projections; a lack of
knowledge of cause-effect relatiohShips between effluents and
waterquality;',pending decisions with respect to the construction
of reservoirs, withdrawals, and other developments which could
significantly affect thqrassignment of effluent limitairions;
and uncertainty as to thmuality ofiethe data being-employed..
Recommendations on hOw ti al with :these problems of uncertain-,
'ty are as folJows:

. ' .

,

, - -

(a) Gro4th Prdjections:

fli

4

V
% #*

Unanticipated growth occring during the period covered
by the plan could cause waterqUalib) conditions to deter-
iorate. The Oassification ofsometegments may changelrom.,
EfflUent Limitation tb-Water Quality";,or, in Water Quality %

MID

I
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al

,

segments higher levels of technology could be reqUired to
'achieve standards. Since the rate of growth of waste loads
is"controlled by local decisions with respect to annexe-
tion, industrial expansion, connectionpermits, tc.,

the plan's load projections and allocations must be reTiewed
with.the responsible municipalities and industries. The

. regulatory program (see.Cf. 9) should provide regulation over
new waste disCharging.facilitie$ consistent with the State
WQM Plan.

(b) Lack of Cause-Effect KnoWledge

Uncertainty due to.a lackof knowledge of the cause-effect'
relationships among waste loads and water quality must be

,taken lnto.account in the waste load allocation process to
provide a basis for specifyinrtolerance levels for prediction .

errors. Where the cost of errors is relatively small,
factors of safety should be included; where the cost of
errors is large,i' an ongoing monitoring program should be-
developed to improve the quality of the data used in the
waste load allocation process..

(c) Pending Development

'Where there is substantial uncertainty with respect to
pending development decisions, allocations should be made
under both the assumptions that development will.not occur
and that the development will occur, Watbr quality impli-

.

cations of the proposed development should then be brought
to the attention of the decision-makers concergedvwith the
project. ^,

(d) Uncertainty as to the Quality of Data,

High levels of confidence in the data should exist where
the costs ofpossible error are large. Lower confidence
levels can be tolerated where the resulting costs of error are
small.-1(dditional"cdhfirmation odata shouldbe sought
where the costs orloossible error are large.

Because of the variattnns that will'exist in the quality
of information thati'en be used in load allocation, there
are no generally appticOle load allocation decision rules
that should be 'applied in all Situations Ii general though,
Anticipated violations result from one of three si%uations:
pollution primarily from nonpoint sources; pollution pimarigy
from treatment plant effluents after the achteyenient of base
level limitations; or pollution from treatment plant effluents

.3-32
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and nonpoint sources of comparable magnitude. Allocations
under each of these conditions could by as follows:

. Dominant Nonpoint .

Where water quality standards would not be achieved
after the application of Best Available Technology (BAT)
by induStrial and BPWTT by municipal point sources, and

'4 the remaining violations are predominantlq cabled by
nonpoinesourcet, loads should be allocated to point
sources according to BAT/BPWTT treatment limitations,
since water quality would not be significantly im-
proved t.hrbugh the-application of highbr effluent
limitations.. Overall levels of nonpoint source Toad
reduction needed to meet standards should be established
(e.g.; the gross.allotment for nonpoint sources referred
to in element (f)). This allotment shou.ld be used in,
determining Best Management Practices for nonpoint
sources (see Ch. 7). '

. Dominant Point

Where pollution from point sources after the appli- .

cation of BAT/BPWTT is the dominant cause of anticipated
.violations, loads should be allocated to*hieve water
quality standards in a cost - effective manner, including

allocations requiring higher level's of treatment or'
control. .In segments where previously developed plans
are available'and up to date, these plans may be'suffi-
cient to.assign waste loads to individual sources. In

othercsegments, evaluation of alternative load allocatton
strategies is necessary to determine the most cost-
effective strategy for achieving water quality standards.
Waste loads should be allocated.c6nsistentlNith the-

. ,preferred strategy. * A )

. Comparable Point and Nonpoint
.

Where pollution from nonpoint sources After the appli-.
cation of BAT/BPWTT treatgent, and pollution from nonpoint'
sources are of comparable magnitude, the tradeoffs between
overall point and nonpoint load reduction should be con-
sidered, and a'gross allotment for nonpoint, sources
established, as discussed in regard to dominant nonpoint

' areas. .

Evaluation of tradeoffs between point and nonpoint source t
abatement should be carried out only at the level of
detail required to execute the waste load allocation process.

3-33
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The evaluationihould,not reach the level,of engineering,
design,'but should consider the nonstructural alternatives.

. Whatever the cause of water quality problems, the.
following assumptions on ,low flow and wet weather flow
conditions may need to be employed in allocating to/
point sources and establishi,ng-the gross allotTent for
nonpoint sources.

(e) Low Flow ConditiOns i

Continuous or seasonal point source allocatiOns should
generally be made for dry weather low flow-conditions; or
whatever other critical design condition is chosen for es- ,

tablishing maximum allqWable daily lbads.
,

Intetmittent point sources and nonpoint sources that are
rainfall related may not be present unOerloW flow conditi

:

ns.
Therefore, the load allocation to point sources udder low -

flow conditions will be similar to the situation describe -as
- dominant point source above.

' Nevertheless, at low flow there may be nonpoint source
problems-due to in-stream deposits of material accumulated -.

from point and nonpoint sources. To the extent that.he low'
flow water quality problemkis caused by the deposit of mater- ,

fil under h1,01 flaw conditions from nonpoint sources, the
reduction 6,,' this load w411 help alleviate the problem. If,
this is the"case, the point source load allocation options .

may by similar to those described as comparable point and
nonpoint above, 4

,

(f) Wet Weather Flow Conditions

( Continuous or seasonal 'point source-allocations should

first be'establish'edfor low,fTow conditions. These allo-
cationi should be maintained for high 'flow conditions unless
it is possble to write .permit conditions that would a)low
waste loads to vary depending on stream flow.

4w.

,f Assuming a constant load allocation for"point sources
(barged on low flow), the waste load reduction needed to
meet standards Under wet weather4Tiow conditions will have
to be borbe by atiftement of honpoint sources.. In other words,
some of thltvhaintng.portion,of the maximuegaily load for
the stream,after imposition of waste load allocation fort
point sources (based on low flow) will be equivalent to the
gross allotment fOr nonpoint sources. Further guidance on

-how to determine nonpoint source abateMent approaches to meet
this gross allotment is,provided in Ch. 7.

I
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(3) Relationship Between individual Load Allocations and

lk
Maximum-Dafly toad to the Segments

..

,

mayBecause a segpent may encompass considerable stream length,
it is possible that there will be variation in the assimilative
capacity, especially for biodegradable pollutants, depending on
the location of the.discharge points along the segment. In such

cases, mathematical models should e used to determine whether
the pollutont loadings are compa le with meeting water quality

40;standards at tech discharge poi .. In some-casesi the Sum of the

individual discharges may. exceed the maximum allowable daily load.
If this prov0 to be the case, the maximum allowable load should
be revisedto account for the configuration-of discharges that

. may be pro Posed.

(4) Consistency of Growth Assumptions; Implementation of
Allowance for Growth

The growth allowance used in the waste load allocWon,pro-
cess must' pe compatible with the growth projections made under
element (c). A regulatory,program (element (n1 below) should

be developed to assure that any new discharges'introduced into
the area are,within the allowance for. growth of Wasteloads.

"(5) Relationship with Permits

Alter wasteload allocations have been established, the target
abatement dates and schedules of compliance to include-as terms-
in permits should $e described under element (m) below.

2)Test Sets of Wasteload Reductions to.Determine Consistency

The analytic model discussed earlier 'in this chapter should be used
to determine whether wasteload allocations for cont4nuous point sources

enable meeting standards: The choice of etolerance level, and the
rationale for that choice should be explicity stated; /

It is not necessary and probably not feasible to attempt to model
the receiving water impact of the load reductions assigned to inter-
mittent point sdurdes and nonpoint sources, as this may Pequire highly
sophisticated analytic modeling and rit re extensive data requirements,

than can be met duringthe planning riod. It it only necessary to

determipe whether the preditted loa reductions for iptermittent point
and-nonpoint sources enable meeting the single grOs'allotment or
target abatement level-for these sources. 4

Because some proportion of wasteloads may be reserved to allow for
future growth in.the area, it is important that the wasteload alloca-
tion process be undertaken in close coordination With agencies possess-.
irtg land use planning and control authotity. Mana§ement,of new waste-

load/discharges in the area should be carried out through the regulatory
program implementing the plan (see Ch. 9).
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D. ploose Approach Sand Level of Detail).for Relating-Water Quality
'Constraints to Abatement Meoures

After the water quality analysis has been conducted,:it should."be possible
to specify the categories of sources for which detailed control plans are
needed. As explained in Chapter 3.3.C, where it is not clearly established.
that particular problems exist or that implementation measures cant/ be under-
taken in the next five years, the implementation program for these, sources
(eleffients (h)-(o)) cantbe developed in the form of an assessment of control
needs. At this point iethe planning process, decisions cam be made con-
cerning the level of detail in which abatement measures can be made concerning
the level of detail in which abatement. measures will be developed.

'.Maximum.
J..

caTlowabe daily loads (MAL) for each Obllutant parameter and each
'segment provide a totals load Constraint which\can be met through many ..

,postible-combinations of load reductions` from' different sources. There are
.basically two approaches that can be'used to-match up the different possibl4
load reduction sets to the maximum allowable daily load:

,
..

1. Area Approach: Compare the alternative abatempt measures, for the
entire area (I- order to meet the MAL for each parameter to the most.
cost-effective manner.

The area approach may enable an Optimal selection of &itrols. This
approadh is appropriate where many "sources are suspected of contributing
to a particular pollutant parameter. Urban concentrations are likely to
present complex sources of pollutioh. To assign a certain load reduction
at low flow to municipal sources and another to industrial sources without
considering the.most cost.-effective load reduction could lead to an unekop
nomic solution., In fact, the pointtsource load.allocation program normally
does consider alternative reductions by different point sources. *However,
the area approach could also be applied to nonpoint sources. For example;
lead reductions assigned at wet weather flows to stormwater and rural
runoff could be varied in order to chooIe the least cost solution for
reducing the existing sediment problem. The main shortcoming of this
approach is that it requires a great deal of information on the relative
loading from different sources to be available before load reductions can
be-assigned to the sources.

Categarz Approach: Allocate a proportiomtof the MAL for each parameter
to the various source categories, Within a'particular source category,
the most cost-effective combination of controls mould be chosen.

. The category by category approach may be more appropriate where particu-
lar categories of;,sources contribute to violations.of given parameters.
The reduction of the loading of the violated parameter can readi0Ope
assignedo a few categories of sources according to simple allocation

'. _techniques. More guidance on these techniques is presented in CM. 7.
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a. Establish Categories'
A J

In order to isolat particular pollution problems and concentrate'
planning efforts 0 th se problems, it is important to define the

:. spectrum of possible pr blems of which a'particular Category of sources'
is'a part: A Classification system should therefore be developed to

'Over all pollution problems. In the case of mdnicipal,and.industrial
sources,.the classification is straightforward. For runoff. related
sources, a system of classification should be developed based on the
facors that influence pollution generation--both,natural features and
man-made activities. Cllssification of nonpoint sources is further
discussed in Ch. 3.

b.-Allocate Waste Load Reductions from Step C.6. to Each_
Category of Sources

IA number of decisio ,rules can be employed in allocating waste load
reductions to particular, categories and.subcatagories of pollution
sources:

_

J5

1) Proportional Reduction

This approach would involve dividing the allowable load among all
pollution-generating categories* in proportion to the existing extent
of activity Of the various categories. For example, the nonpoint
source allotment would be allocated in proportion to area occupied
by nonpoint source activi'ties'. The pdint source allotment would be
allocated proportion to existing rate of pollutant loading,
'existing dollar production level, or. some ;other equitable basis.
The advantage of this,approach is the stress on equity; the disad-
vantage is that it requires extensive information and relies on an
arbitrary basis for'allocation.

2) Equal Relative Reduction Approach

This approach involyes determining a relative reduction from
existing instream pollutant. loads by all sources to meet the maximum
allowable load for a particular parameter.' This relative reduction
level would be applied in relation to the existing rate of pollution
generation by each category in order to determine load reductions .,

for the category. The advantage of this approach 1's that it is simplei
Ind equitable. The disadvantage is that it may not be very efficiegt
for all, polluters to reduce,their pollution loading by the same pro-
portton.

3) Best Technology Approach
-

This approach 'involves Wetting the degree 'of reduction for each
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category of sources based on-the abatement efficiency of the tedh-
nology for each category. If reduction levels for all source were
determined by this approach, they might not correspond to the max-
tmum daily load for a segment. Upward or downward reyisions in
abatement requiremgpts would need to be made after assessing the
impact of applying the.best technologies for each category of sources:
The.advantage of this approach is that it allocates the burden of
alAanup to those categoWes or sources having thetechnical cape-
13ility to assume the burdeni,.:The disadvantage is that the best
techliology does not necessarily correspond to the pollution abatement
needs of particular areas.

More complex decision rules dombinirig proportional reduction with" ,

specified base levels of reduction for each category co old 4e'foriiiulated.
The principal problem in allocating waste, load reductions, howevr;- is .

the uncertainty inherent in predicting i'he magnitude of pollution prob-
. lems with orewithout control. Methods for predicting pollutiop loading

fin runoff are discussed in Ch. 7. The advantages and limitations of
these methods should be considered in choosing-decision rules for allo-
cating load, reduction to varioys categories of pollutant source's:

.Once decision rules have been shosen for allocating.load.reduction,
reduction levels should be assigned for each parameter to each category
(and sub-category) of sources. It is also possible that the choice /A%
will be made. o allocate load reductions or a category by category basts
only to sources occuring under jet weather flow conditions. This.could
be ccoMplishedby making a "grafts allotment" of the MAL between point
and nonpoint sources and following the area apprpadh to allocate loads
to individual point sources and the category by gategory approach to

.allocate load reduction to nonpgint ources'.
. -

E. Develop Abatement Plans

1. Area Approach

a. Determine Alternative Area Sub-Plans to Meet Eligible Load-
Reductidhs/Effluent Limitations.

Chapters 6-8 provide a framework fdr. developing pollution control
options for point and nonpoint sources. .The alternatives that are
presented as the result of detailed planning foepoint and nonpoint,
sources-are referred to as subplans. Thesesubplans encompass elements
(h)-(m) of the requiied plan elements. These elements are described
on pages 3 -56 ff.

In orderto develop subplans, it is helpful to examine the patterns
of existing and projected wasteJoads by display on land'use maps.
Alternatives for point and nonpoint.sourc control, and means to imple-
ment these controls, may be developed-through an examination of alterni-
tive land use and land management practices. (See Ch. 6.) It shoilld-!
be emphasized that the detailed land use-water quality analysis described
n Ch. §eis'an optional approach for'deyelopment of abatement measures.

. -
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Subplans may be broken,into three major types according to the
category of sources and design Conditions. to which they apply:

i) Continuous or Seasonal 'Point Source Subplans

Continuous point sources:are municipal. treatment works'and indus-
trial point sources. Some industrial .point sources may discharge on
a seasonal basis. Detail on preparing this subplan is pro-vided in'Ch. 8.

2) Iftermittent Point Source Subplans

'Intermittent point sources arse wet weather related'point sources
such a$ combined sewer. overflows. Detail on'preparing this subplan is
provided in Chapters 6, &and 8. .

3) Nonpoint Source. Subplans

Nonpoint sources are primarily wet weather related. Detail on
preparing this subplan is provided in Ch. 7. .

For purposes of comparin.g alternatives, each subplan should furnish
information on the following (this information encompasses some of the
required information for each plan element):

. Wasteload characteristics of each alternative expressed in
appropriate units;

. Total cost of each alternative expressed as its present value
or average equivalent value of capital and operating costs for
the overall alternative and subsystem components;

. Information on the relTabilityof each alternJtive and subsystem
included in each alternative;

. Significant environmental effects of each alternative consistent
with NEPA procedures, including a specific -stgtement on future
developthent impact;

. Contribution of each alternative to other water - related, goals of
the planning area.

b.Screen Subplans

.Control options under each subplan are numerous. Thus, the number of
possible subplans may be so great as to impede consideration of logical
alternatives. Since the only subplans that are viable are those which
the management agency(s) can implement, it is important at this stage to
integrate the results of management planning with those of technical ,

planning. ,

Vitemr&
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c. Combine Subplans into 'Alternative Plans t

. .c 3.C
At this step, viable subplans should be combined into alternative ,

technical plans for final evalUation and selection. This is not
,meant to Oeclude reconsidering qptiohs previously screened out,'"
but merely" d provide a convenient form of organi4ing a vast number of
potential control alternatives into a reasonable number to evaluate..`

4

2."CategOry Approach

a. Develop Alternative Controls for.Each.Category of Sources. N
.

to Meet Load Reductions/Effluent Limitations
4

For each'category to which a'load reduction his beep assigned, -

alternative control plans should be prepared. 'These control plans .

should provide the specific information required under elements
(h)-(l), which are- further discussed below. For purposes of com-
par* alternatives, such control plans should furnish information on. 4 "
the following (this information encompasses some of the required
information for each plan element): *

.....
Ns .04' ' , .,

. Wastel, oad characteristics of each alternative expressed in
appropriate units;

C

. Total cost of ach alternative expressed as.its.present value
. or average eg valent value of capital lnd operating costs for

the overall alternative and subtystem components; lk

. Information on the reliability of each alternative and subsystem

1
. Significant environmental effects of each alternative consistent

with NEPA procedures, including a specific statement on future
development impact;

, Contribution of each alternative to other water-related goals
of tpe planning area. '

These subplans.encompass elements (h)-(mrof the required plan
elements. Guidance on these elements is provided below. It should
be noted, however, that requiremints of the regulation must be met
under both the area approach is well as the categoiv approach.

1.) Municipal Facilities Needs -- Element (h)

Guidance is provided in Chapter 8.1

included in each alternptive;
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2) Industrial Facilities'Needs Element (i)
e
.

Guidance is provided in Chapter/8. 'S-

3) Nonpoint.Source Control Needs -- Element (j)

1

a). Summary, of Needs .

-ii, .
6-

t

.
.

S131.110)(1) calls fora Summary of the nonpoint'source control
needs

I'
of a State. This statement of. needs should be brokenrdown by,

type of nonpoint source problem (the categories established under
element (d)) and panning area or subarea as delineated in element
(a). This summary'should,be based on the analyses and evaluations
discussed in (sb) and (c) below.

b) Nonpoint Source Analysis and Evaluation

For each nonpoint source category, in each planning area,
there should be an analysis of the alternative control measures
from which Best Management Practices could be cblasen. A procedure-
for choosing Best Management Practices is'pftsented in detail in
Ch, 7. The procedure calls for a distinction between new and
existing nonpoint sources ineach category." The distinctton

$ between "existing" and "new" ndapoint source activities Will be
left to the discretion of the State.' .General guidance on how this
distinction could be made in-Practical terms'is presented ifi
Ch. 7. The rationale _far this distinctionis that it is prac-
tically impossible to anticipate the magnitude)of future nonpoint

souwes. Thus, controls far existing.nonpoint sources should be 4
related to a gross allotment forsuch sources, whereas controls
for new nonpoint sources should be set at a. level which would,
protect water quality from fUrther deterioration. "The analyses
of nonpoint source controls should present alternatives for both
new and existing sources. For each alternative, the information
listed in the regulation, and criteria for meeting the regulation Jt

should be presented. Guidance on developing regulatory programs
and.choosing implementing agencies is presented.in Ch. 9.

'c)Nonpoint Source Categories

The nonpoint source categories established in the Act and the
,Part 131 regulations should belsed as a basis for establishing
the categories of nonpoint sources for which planning will be
undertaken. However, since Section 201(c) provides a general man-'
date for 208 planning to "provide control and treatment of all
point and nonpoint,source of pollution, including in place or
,accumulated pollution sources," these categories 1d not'be

2
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. c
interpreted to exclude any nonpoint source-problems. If needed
to carry out the mandate of Section 201(c), additional'categories
or subcategories'of nonpOint sources ihould.be established for,
pirposes of planning. Chapter 7.0rovides guidance on how to
establish nonpoint,source categories for purposes of planning.

4) Residual 4ite Control Needs; Land Disposal Needs -- Element (k)

al Disposal or Utilization of Residuals from TreatmentProcesseq

The municipal and industrjal needs- assessment should include a
preliminary identificatibn of the rbsidual waste disposal or util-
ization option foreach facility:- Further guidance is contained
in Chs. 7 and 8. ';

qt.

b) Land Disposal of Pollutants

The nonpoint source planning prOcess should include establish-
ment of Best Management Prastices for land disposal of pollutants,
for'both existing and new sources in this categor ,1. Refer to
Ch. 7 foh further guidance.

5) Urban and'Industrial Stormwater Systems Needs -- Elemli (1)
.

a) Analysis of Existing Problems

The general procedure for nonpoint source planning is presented
in Ch.-7.

b) Analysis of New Stormwaler Systems

AssuMing that modification. of the existing drainage pattern, is
,categorized as a "new" nonpoint source category by the State, the
procedure for establi hing Best Management Practices for new non=
point sourtes (Ch. 7) should be followed. Guidance on regulatory
programs for implemen controls is found in Ch. 9.

c) COst.Estimates

The cost estimatet should be of a generalized nature since
the assessment of stormwater needs and performance criteria for
new systems will not include detailed engineering designs. The
cost estimates need onlybe detailed eyough to enable.decisions
concerning cost effectiveness of yarious,alternatIves. See.

Ch. 11 for further.information on stormwater abatement cost
estimates.

' .0 /

MO'
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6) Target Abatement Dates (Schedules of Compliance'4,, .Element (m) ,

#
a) Effluent Limitations

.

Effluent limitations mast beeitatlished for
significant point sources in aryliattr.quality tegment.
Limitations must be tet.forthjOirOyentpollutafft discharged,.
by the source. Effluric lielieattons.ektablished in any
current permit must be, at least, as Sitiment as necessary.

-to Mpet the requiremeritSlof4fierct 40 appl-icablg-regula-
tions, dnd, for ar' etets'f6righkerload allocations are
required, theloa _allocatiOis established' for each soura.

The Administrator is publishing_effluent guidelines defining ,

Best Practicable Waste Treatment Technology foe suiolcj.pal facil-
ities and Best Available Technology for various classes and
categories-of industrial point eburces. Copied of the guye-
lines and information regardihg them may be'obtained from
the ,Regional Administrator. StritterAhan base level limita-,
tions must be developed where thelpaselevel restrictions
Would not result in compliance with the source's load
allocati& and with water quality standards,

b) TargetAbatement Dates ati

Targetabatement dates or schedules OT complkAnce must be
determined foe pointSources which are not currently in complianc
with the effluent limiTetions.- If'the State isparticipating in
the NPDES, target dates for the processing of permfts 'for any
source which will not have.been proceSsed at the time of the
State WQM Plan completion must' also be set forth.

. Major milestone dates from the schedules of compliance es-
tablished by current NPDES permits must be included in the
segment analysis. Target-abatement dates must be developed for
all other significant sources and for atii-y source having a perOit

with an incomplete schedule.

Each schedule of compliance Or target abatementdate should
. ref ect stringent performance goals to a sure implementation of

the Ian's required effluent limitations the shortest-prac-
ticable time. However, all dates established by the plan must -

%Pe realistic and feasible. The schedules or targets should
provide for timely implementation of4statutory goals.
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3:7.Maqageilient Planning.

. .4,
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.

Purppsk .

,

0 f
*, 4

.

. The key implementation. hd,enforcement prOvisioni for State WQM'Platis are-
.

i.delineated in Section 208(b)(2)(c)`and (c)(2) of the Act. The Act requites
that authority to carry out the above -provisions. be vested in a designated

_agency or agendies within'aplanning area. The purpose of management plan-
ning is to '.select a'management agency or agencies and to develop appropriate
institutional arrangements through which the plan canbe implemented.
institUtional arrangements are the forMal structure of affected state

* - and local units of government-for planning, and implementing a water
quality management. plan'.

4: 4 .

The A4a clearly specifies the responsibilities and-funet
manage$ent agency(sli. The criteria that should be used to de
the management agency(S) can properly carry out these resp ns

. adequate legal authority
. adequate financial capacity

The Act does not, however, stipulate what institutional drrangments
Should be utilized t6-enable plan implementation. Criteria-for ,evaluating
the adequacy of the management agency(s)'and institutional arrangements
'should be:

Ak . 1

Practicability -- To what extent do.institutional arrangements rely
on exlsting water quality management agencies? _Are the institutional
arrangements politically feasible? ,.

. Managerial Capacity, To what extent do instit tional arrangements
provide for program ov soght including.procedures for resolvingleon-
flicts and cooperating ith otherareawide planning activities?:

, . Public Alouotability TO what extent,do institutional arripeements'
Provide-for decisionmaking process accoUNtable to the arek.electorate?

1. Functions of Management Agencies)
, ) .

.

To ensure plan impTementation,the management agency(s) and the
supporting institutional -areangemnts,need to carry out the follbwieig
funCtions: , . .

. ,

IP
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a. General Management'Program

One of the -most important functions of management agency(s), is
to provide general direction for the implementation of the plan.
The management responsibilities involved in direclting'plan imple-
mentation should include:

program supervision and Coordination, 4.1., ensuring that-the
grogrOR is being iplbrented',. that' the program is being'coordin-

ated witipotherprograts in thearea, and that the performance of
the progFaM is being continuallyjisessel;

. ontinuous planning; e.g., updating the plan and implementation
niechanisms as required by changing. conditions;

. fiscal management, assuring that adequate resources are',
provided to implement the regulatory and waste management programs as
well as to finance the administration and continuous planning funt-

.tions of the management agency(s).
4

b. Regulatory Program

Authority to carry out .the regulatory program mandated in Section .

,208(1)(2)(C) is required. In addition -to authority to regulate
eXisting and new pollution sources, administrative procedures-and
agencieg.responsible for implementing the regulation neet to be
specified.. The regulatory program will be one of the vehicles for enforcL

ing the abatement measures that.have been developed through the tech-
1 planning process. In *ddition to direct regulation,-appropriate
policies should be developed to complement the regulatory program.

c. Waste treatment Program,

The legal authority,and financial capacity needed for operating,
maintaining, and constricting waste treatment works and otherwise
carrying out a planis desgribed in Section 208(c)(2) of the Act. A
waste treatment program includes all the capital -oanstruction res-
ponsibilities to carry out a plan, such as publicly owned treatment
worksas well as all other public.sector programs for abating poTlutilln
which may include residual waste management, stgrmwater management,
and ponpoirtsource management.

:2;.AanaOment,Agency(s) aneirlitutional Arrangements Capable of
mmImPleeng the Plan

gteat variety of local institutions, practices,,and experience
dictates that.a,pragmatic,strategy be followed in selecting management
agency(s) and formulating institutional arrangements. The arrangements
may be comprised of one or more agencies, which may be existing or
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newly created'and local, regional, 'or statewide in jurisdiction, and
mayalso.rely on intergovernmental agreements.\_.

Although care should be taken to ensure that the institutional -

arrangements fit the local situation, excessive fragmentation of auth-
ority and responsibility should be avoided. The greater the number of
agencies involved inimplementing the*plan, the greater the need -to
coordinate between the agencies. The complexity of institutional
arrangement shoUld not prevent, a clear delineation of the decisiom-making
process usedto implement the plan. In particulartsthere should be an
explicit arrangement for ensuring overall supervision and enforcement of
the management plan.

B. Define Characteristics of the Re illator Program and Mlana ement'A enc
and nstitutiona Arrangements to Meet equ rements o t e Act

'The first step in management planning should be to determine the
cal solutioi to water quality problems that have been proposed for the
area. For each technical solution, there should be adequate authority to
implement tne.solution (through regulatory and waste treatment programs),,,_
proper financial arrangements and agency(s) responsible for implementing '
the solution.,'A description should be made of the needed authority, finan-
cial, and management arrangements as required by the At and Part 131
regulations, in terms of the, particular technical solutions proposed for
theplanning area. This description should be based on meeting thepro- .

visions of elements4) and (o) of 40 CFR, Part 131.11 (see pages 3-56 ff).
The description may be arranged under the following headings:

r

- Legal authorit/And financial capacity for:
/".

. General management program;

. Regulatory program;

. Waste treatment program.'

- Management structure and institutional arrangements to carry out
functions.

1. Regulatory Program -- Element (n)

Chapter 9 provides overall guidance on.how to develop regulatory
programs --. from inventorying existing regulations to developing-new
regulatory proposals. The following guidance pertainsto various pro-
visions of the regulation:

C

I
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a. stablishment of Areiwide RegulatoryPrograms (FxAting Sources)
N

In developing.reguTatoryprograms., it.is important to ensure an

':areawide approich; that is, similar problem's should havetimilar;: .

solutions: _This' necessitates coordination between planning dope for.

similar problems. .

Althou
agency fo
management
problems.

This' does not necessarily requi'e a common management
ach problem, there should also be coordination between
genctes that are implemelting controls for similar

To document the need for the regul tory controls that are chosen,
the State Water Quality ManagemOnt Plan hpuld relate" the maximum

allowable pollutant load identified in e &tient (f) to the regulatory

controls' that are chosen to deduce existing lgitels of pollutant load-

ing to a level consistent 4111 the,water quality, goals. Regulatory.

controls should be established for each category of sources. 6

The following characteristiCi of regalatpry programs (for existing

and new seurces)/tre discussed furtherin in C. 9i

-.Nover411 legal authority to regulate the activity (e.g., the

police powers of the State oespecipc enabling law);

- a specific form of regulation fOr existing and new polluting

activities (e.g.,permjt, license, land use control) applicable,

to specified parties under specified conditions;
.

an administrative agency to supervise and enforce implementatiom

of the regulation;

- technical specifications-regarding. the type of abatement measure

reqUired for each source (e.g.,' Best_ Management Practices for
nonpoint sources, residual waste, landdisposal, and new stormwater

syttems.) 4

- adequate due process requirements to safeguard the interests of

the regulated parties (e.g., adequate notice, hearings, appeals.)

b. Pretreatment Regulatory Program

Section 307 of the Act concerns pretreatment requirements governing

.
discharge of pollutants into-publicly owned waste treatment works.

'Regulations for Section 307 should be consulted in developing local

pretreatment regulatory programs.
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In addition to the national Pretreatment requirements, an analysis
should be conducted of acceptable levels of'influent quality for dis-
charges into the particular treatment glints in the planning area. It
is particularly important to consider what tolerance the treatment
processes lhave -for toxic waste loads. It is also important to con-
sider the quality of the sludge from the.treatment plants, since
the presence of.toxics and heavy,metals may restrict beneficial uses
of sludge.

The characteristics'of a regulatory program needed to meet the
requirements areAiscussed further in Ch. 9. :

c. Establishment of Areawide Regulatory Program (New Sources)

The choice pf regulatory controls for new pollutant sources should
be based on the abatement needs for point sources needed to meet rele-
vant waste load limitatiOns, and the degree of abatement of nonpoint
sources needed to. protect water quality from further deterioration.
The procedure for selecting nonpoint source controls for new sources
is discussed in Ch. 7. '

The chaiacteriitics of a regulatory 'program needed to meet the
requirements are disctissed;further in Ch. 9.-

d. Choice of Best Management Practices-

Thedocumentation of the degree of abatement needed for controls for
existing point and nonpoint sources is discussed above.1, In addition to
documenting that Best Management Practices have been chosen, the plan
shoulArdescribe the relationship between Best Management Practices for
diffftnt categories of sources and the State's ongoing monitoring pro-
gram. The monitoring program should provide informa on that can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the BMP's ado ted by the State.

fir

'2. Implementing and Operating Agencies -- Element (o)

a. Agencies Responsible for Carrying out Plan Elements

The plans will generally include the following ways of imple-,
Menting pollution abatement:

: Waste treatment plant construction;
: Municipal'and industrial fluent limitations, pretreatment , 41 ,

standards, and sewer Oselltgulations;.
. Best Management Practices for new and exiting nonpoint sources,.

runoff, residual wastes, and land disposal.

<

1
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Each of thepe means will require designating a management agency or

agencies to implement the abatement requirements. In general, munict-,

pal and special sewerage districts should be chosen to implement. the
facilities operation and construction component of the plan; the .State
should assure that municipal andindustrial effluent limitations are
followed; the jurisdictions and agency(s) responsible for facilities
operation and construction should develop,and enforce pretreatment

regulation an regulatiwof sewer hoW-ups; a combination of local,
county, State, and .spegial purposes agencies should be'respohstble
for developing and implementing regulations requiring BMPs.

f .

The institutional structure and arrangements for supervising and .

carrying out the plan are further discussed in Ch.

b. Authority'and Financial Capacity of Management Agencies

Chapters 9 and 10 provides more detailed discussion of legal auth-

ority and financial capacity,of.management'agencies.

C. Conduct Management Ana-lysis ' .,
. -

The next step in the management planning process should be an analysis of
the area's experience in water quality management. The purpose of this
analysis will be-to evaluate the capability within the area to meet the man-

, agement requirements of Section 208 and to develop an understanding of what
is needed-to satisfy these requirements. Some of the,analysis will have "

been accomplished in the designation -and grantapplication stages. During

the planning process, this pretiminary_asAessment should be reviewed abd,
where necessary,expanded to assure,its accuracy and thbroughness. The

following analyses should be provided: k
. .

. 4.. a

* . 1. Pin assessment of the specific legal authority required under 'subsection

208(c)(2) and 208(b)(2)(C) to'carry out the regulatory and waste manage-
ment programs and an approach for acquiring such authority. The approach

shout delineate what enabling or supplemental legislation Wo4p be
necessary, the type of contractual agreements that Might be employed, and

the possibility for adapting to existing laws. In instances where exist-

ing laws might be broadly interpreted.as furnishing the required authority
,.,

.

' but where such interpretation may be subject to -dispute, it would ke best

.toseek specifit Statutory sanction.. A

2. AnHevaluation of existing financial arrangements.to determine what

A& changes"will be necessary to oovide affected agencies with the capacity
,to meet '.financial ,needs anebbligations for carrying out general manage-
ment responsibilitiei, the regulatory program, and waste management

Oogram.

I 1,

1 '

4a

I .
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4

.- '.' ,'3. An. assessment of the potential' 6f existing insti\ut4onss in the area
to perform the iequired functions. An overall asseSsmentshould be
made of the 'creaks potential for regional, water quality; manigement

:This evaluation should seek. to assess the effectiveness of regional
managementto date and the strength,. f the area's trlditions and commit-

&appraisal of the ,relationships between 'derally. funded, regional planning

commit-
ment to regional approaches. The evi ation should Tncorpbrate an

.4k4 t Pi:) r i tj e s and regional. or locAt' water quality management agenciets,s4h
as transportationland.dtsposal of w s, land use pranning," and water .

`supply where such-agency activities a t water.quality. The purpose of ,

the evaluation is-ao, help ensure that i lementation plans. are constructed
on a realistic foundation which reflects thf area's experience in region7f al i zee, management . , , :

a I i

IL Develop Alter.native.MInage-meht Plans S.

di r
) I .

4a

Upon completion of-the manageinent 'analysis, alternative maragenient plans
reflecting the results of. this analygisishould,be developed. These manage -,

"ment plans should meOt the prviiiisions-for,,eleinentS.(n) and to) of 0 ,CFRPart 13r: Inmost 'cases, only, a l'i niit ed-nuniber' of Ct eratives :will, be ..
appropriate; Close. cbordinatibn wi tf* the techn.i eal 1pl winingcomponent. of

1 the planning. process wilil.= be nec-44ary throughout ,thcs,:..stAgeito ensure, .., 0 .. . that the management alternatives dev6loped,d.re, conststent, With alternative ,'technical Nans..- As an-Initial step:4in the'Pormulittion;cif minagement alter-..natiyes, the broad Options afall'abl,e stoutd be' reviewed' and assessed. Care-, ful consideration should, be -given tqlhe advw tages and.t'onstratntAilir theser:,
optiOns.in relation to the det'ignated areas:rOnce deve4pped; the41151emen:- '
tat.* alternatives 'should be <.scrkneein tdrms. of their feAsibi.lity 'accord,
ing to.the criteria 'dis-cuksed OliiiTous`ly. Ah.overal--1 alsessmenfr.of 'the` - k
implementation, ,feasibi 1 TiSi of tIVe- al ternatiiieS for,management :agency(i) ang .

. institutional arrangements- shquld be basici:op- all the griterja.discussed...,
. . . ..- Iv.,t .1.. , . ... ..- -: . ...! .-.4,

3.8. Combined Plan Evaluation and Selection . r.. x .',... , .
4'The regulations on' State' W914;Plans;.do 'n speCi f i cal lx .retipi re them' ;theme-.

tive plans .be develoted..and.eyalUated,-. Howe r4 given' the, scomplImity of .the .
choices .involved in deveilop ing State, 01 Plan , tt%is.reconmended: that a 5ys-
teinatic evaluation of alternatiye.s be undOtaken, Wherenecetsary,. This 'section .of the planning 'process suggests prodedures 4f.or; pi an,.ey'aluatilm art, ,sel ecti tin . ,, ',. , ... , . -, .4. ,

-

.:
,A. Combine. Alternative Technical' planS thit'lleec5tandardi With

Alternative -Management, Rl e.Correspondp) tO .Tethnical. Plans '.

Technical and management planning ,,,stioLkid yirct a ;series' etk.te.ch.tifcal,Plkis -
6

) for-thich en altern'ative manageMent plan tOPlipleAent the-technical plan ,has :-
been ',presented. At ;hi's, Step; 'the' al ternative, tethnital pl ins should be -,.,

. .:. . .
q. bf ' i .Jr 9 3-50 r
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" simply combined.

For each alternative technical * and management plan that is,coMbined into an(
alternative State WQM Plan, sufficient detail concerning the schedule of
actions-to be undertaken should be proOded to enable accurite evaluation
of the plan in terms of meeting 1983 water quality .goals.

ovB. Compile Information Alternative Plans i

, .. ,

The following information on the plans should be assembled for tomparison
of alternatives:

,

,

.
.

1. Contribution to Water Quality and Other Related Water Management'Goal
of the Area (Information from. Chapters 5-8); . .

.
. ,

.
. .

2. Techn4cal Reliability (Information from Chapters.7-8);

S. Monetary Costs (Information from Chapters 7-8; methodology for cost
' evaluation provfded in Chapter 11).;

i

EnvironMentarEffects (Information fro m'Chapters 7 -8 methodology
for environmental evaluation.provided in Chapter 13); /

5. Econogdt and Social Effects (Methodology for evaluation of economic
and social effects provided in Chapter 13);' .

6. Implementation Feasibility (Information from Chapters 9 and 10);

72Public Acteptability (Guidance on Means toassure public involvement
in the pl-aorring process provided in Chapter 4). -

Much of the above information:-041 have been developed in the planning
process; that which has not shoull:Pbe compiled-in trder to be able: to proceed
to final plan selection. 'Information may be conveniently assembled on tables
like those presented inAlkapter'14. 4.

The foirat and procedures provided in Chapter 13 for-compiling information on
alternative plant is speCifically designed to fulfill the need for the appli-
cant to prepare an environmental assessment on the plan. Chapter 14 provides

optional.guidance on plan evaluatiOn and selection.
* ,

C. Compare Alternative Plans and Select Final Plan

Effects Of Alternatiye Plans
,

Comparison of alternatives and selection of a final plan should be
the product of'pliblic deliberation'over the merits' of the Various plans
,under considerat9on. .A discussion of means tti involve the public, in
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,

.

. ,
1

e overall planning'process is proyided in Chapter 4. Suggested procedures'-
. r public involvement'in selection of the final plan are provided in
Chapter 14,

,

.

2. Vary Alternatives if Necessary for Final Selection ..

To achieve the most desirable'overallplan, a variant* or composite of
plans Originally proposed could bA considered.

3. Prepare Environmental assessment of'Rlan: Environmental, Social,
economic Impact -- Element 1,0

:
.

. .

Chapter 13 provides guidance on impact assessment. This guidance
should be followed to complete the requirements of element (p)
of a St QM*Plan.

D.'DevelOp Detai ed Description Of Plan Features

in the Process of screening, evaluating, and selecting plans, feature§
of the plan m4y not have been developed in'sufficient detail. At this
step, the timing and detail of the plan should be finalized. A critical
path chart may be a useful format for depicting the sequencing of plan
implementatiOn.

E. Include Provisions for Performance.Assessment, Plan Revision,
and Updating

The plan, which covers'a'20-year period., should-be updated as necessary.
and must be certified annually by the governor. Procedures for performance
assessment and updating both technical'andmanagement features of the plan
are to be specified in the initial plan submittal.

3.9 Plan Outputs

The major elements of a State WQM Plan are presented in Table 3.1 (p.3-56 ff.)
along with' tht criteria for meeting the requirements of the regulation. These
criteria may -be used by the States and EPA n their reviews to determine if the
State WQM Plans conform with the requirements-of the Act, regulations, andthe.
cOntinuing'olanning-process.

In addition` t9 the elements'in Table 4.1, the plan should include provisions
for,peribrmance assessment, plan revision; and updating. These provisions should 4111.

des'ibe procedures for assessing progress of plan implementation, for modifying
specific plan elements, for developing certain elements in more detail, and where
possible, provide alternatives in the event that an original course of action

as,
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proves infeasible .or inadvisablein light of changed conditions.

3.10,PlarrAdoption, Approval, and Revision

The following chart (Table 3.4) depicts the sequence of plan adoption,:
approval, and revision for plans developed by designated areawide planning
agencies as well as by State agencies. These steps correspond to the re'-

quirements of PArt 131.20-22. These procedunes,are generally s'elf explan-4

atory in the regulations. However,' further clarification of the criteria,

forState certification of plans for designated areas and EPA approval of
State WQM Plans is presented in this section.

A. Review and Certification APlans for Designated Areawide
Planning Areas (ST31.20(f)')

Designated 'areawide planning agencies may submit all or parts of:the
State WQM Plan developed for the designated area for review and cerri-
,cation by the State. (In the case of interstate areas, designated ree
plans should first be submitted to the State encompassing the majority
of the designated area population). Annual review and certification of
such plans fs also required pursuant to S131.22) Stites should review and
certify plans developed by designated areas acebrding to the following

. criteria:

1. Requirements of Part 130 and 131 (S131:20(00)(9)

The criteria, by which the State reviews the parts of the State WQM
Plan developed by designated areawide Agencies should be the same as
the criteria applied in the EPA review of the State WQM Plan as a whole:
the plans or parts thereof should confbrm to the requirements of the
Act and approved planning process, and cdhtain the plan elements stated

in Part 131. Where grants have been made to areawide agencies under
the interim grant regulations (40 CFR Part 35, Subpart F), the plans
or portions thereof should meet the requirements of'the interim grant

'regulations and approved work plans. Nevertheless, all plans developed
for areawide planning areas should be consistent with the State WQM Plan

according to the criteria presented below.

2. Water Quality Control Needs (S131.20(f)(1)(ii))

In additibn to the overall review criteria of meeting the Part 130
and 131 requirements, the State should ascertain whether the plans or
parts Pereof, are consistent with other plan elements developed for
the area by the State or in cooperation with the State. In particular,

the stile should ensure that the plans or parts thereof, meet the adopted
State water quality standards and are consistent with a proved maximum
allowable daily loads of pollutants and point source w load allocations.
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.Table 3.4 Plan Adoption/Approval, and Revision
Procedures

A. Plan Review and Certification

Developed by Designated Areawide
Planning Agencies)

1. Plan Developed and, Public

Participation Completed

(5131.20(a))

2. Plan Submitted to Elected
Officials and Governor for
Review and Recommendation

(5131.20(b))

3. Comments by Governor;
Comments by Elected Officials
Within 30 days (5131.20(b))

A., "Plan Review and CertifIcatipn
(fo portions of a State UOMETlen
Developed by a State Agency)

1. Plan Developed and Public '

Participation Completed
(5111.20(a)) .

Ii

2. Plan Submitted to local C'ected .

Officials for Comment (5131.20(c))

3. Plan Submitted to Regional

Administrator for Comment --
Optional (5131.20(d))

--'

1

it. Plan submitted to Regional
de. Administrator fol. Omment --

Optional (1131.20(d)) .

1
5. Plan Formally Submitted to

Governor (5131.20(e))

t. Plan Reviewed, Certified,

Conditionally Certified or
not Certified by the Governor
(5131.20(f)), (g))

41

8. Plan Adoption

1. Plan Adopted by the State
(5131.20(h))

C. Plan Submission

1.4 Final Plans Submitted to
Regional Administrator --
no later than Nov. 1, 1978
(5131.2C(f))

2. Portions of-Plans (Interim Outputs)
Submitted -- according to above

;procedure at any time during develop-
ment of plans (5131.20(3))

D. Plan Approval

1. Plans Approved, Conditionally .

Approved, or Disapproved by
Regional Administrator -- Within
120 days of submission (5131.21(a),(b),(c))

E. Plan Review and Revision

1. State or Designated Area Reviews,
Revises Plans (if necessary) Annually
(5131.22(a))

2. Minor Plan Revisions Submitted to
Regional Administrator --
through,State in the Caseof
Designated Areas (5131.22(b))

*
3. Plan Revisions Resulting fmmt

Determinations.of the Administrator
or State (5131.22(c1)

4. Sulotantive Revisions Submitted to
Regime Administrator -- According,
to Original Review, Certification,

Submission, and Approval Procedures
(5131.22(d))



we

3. Consistency with Existin Law;'

ExisTin Law 5131.20

ndation forChange of

lthe State shoUld also determine-whether implementation of the-plan
wouTd be abmistent with existing State and local laws regarding land
use-and environmental Orotection, or wfiether implementation of the -

plan would require changes in such laws. The State should determine -'
how to esolve conflicts 4gtween recommendations of the plan and exists ,
ing State and local lad, Ind in addbting the plan accept, reject, or
'modifying the proposed solutions to such conflictsc,

4. Basis for Selecting Management Agencies (1131.20(f)(1)(iv))

Finally, the State should determine whetherthe plan includes adequate
Ttcommendations -concerning the agencies that the Governor could select
to implement each provision of the plan. For each aspect of the plan
it is necessary to have a management agency or agencies-capable of
implementing that portion of the plan. Each management agency must
be,capable14( meeting the applicable requirements of §131.11(o).
The determtnationof the applicable requirements will be based on
an agency's assigned responsibilities.under the plan, For example,
an agency responsible for implementing parts of the'regulatary program
mould not necessarily have to have authority to.buiid waste treatment
facilities.

5. State Adoption of the Plan (§131.20(f)(1),(v))

The State should either certify that the plan ar parts thereof will
be incorporated as theofficial State WQM Plan .(or element thereof)
for the appropriate planning area or if the plan is deficient, deter-
mine the Specific changes and schedule for such thanges,to be made by
the designated agency in order to receive State certification.
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Table 3.1

40 C. f. R. Part 131

(a) Planning boundaries. A delinea-
tion, on a map of appropriate scale, of
the following: (1) The approved State
planning areas included in the State
planning process submitted anderap-
proved Qursuant,to § 130 41 of this Chap-
ter and areawide planning areas desig-
nated pursuant to 1130.13 of this
Chapter.

(2) Those areas in which facilities
planning has been deemed necessary by
tile State pursuant to f 35.917-2 of this.
Chapter.

.(3) The location of each water quality
and effluent limitation segment identified
in §131.11(b) (2).

(4) The location of each significant
discharger identified in § 13r.11(c).

(5) Tie location of fixed nionitpring
stations.

(Nom! g.t3C/1 monitoring station locations
may be omitted 11 such locations are avail-
able in the EPA water quality Information
System ) .

Criteria for Meetin. Requirements

(a) Self-explanatory

(b) Water quality assessment and seg-
ment classifications. (1) An assessment
of existing and potential water quality
problems within the approved planning
area or designated areawide planning
area, including an identification of the
types and ,degree of problems and the
soul ces of pollutants ( both point and
nonpoint sources). contributing to the.
problents, The results of this assessment
should be refiectedsin the State's report
required under tion 305(b) of the
Act.

. (2) The classification of each segment
as either water quality o r e ffluent limits-

,ctitibnapteasr. defined in 130. o) of this .

(i) Segments shall include the lair-., roUnding land areas that contribute or
may contribute to alterations in ,the
Physical, chemical, or biological charae-

' teristics of the surface waters.
(ii) Water quality per ob]ems generally

shall be described in trms of existing or
potential violations of water quality
standards.

MD Each ,water quality segment
classification shall include the specific
water- quality parameters requiring con-
tieration in the total maximum daily

d alloeation.proceas.
(iv) In the segment classification

process, upstream sources that con-
tribute or may contribute to suclf alter-
ations 'shoald be considered when iden-
tifying boundaries of eitch segment.

(v) The clissilicatTon of segments
shall be 'based on measurements of in-
stream water quality, where available.

(b) Self-explanatdry
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Table 3.1 A

40 C. F. R. Part 131

, (c) inventories anti projections. (1)
An inventory of municipal and industrig
sources of pollutants and a ranking la
municipal sources which shall, be used
by the State in the' development of the
annual State strategy describe& in

130.20 of this Chapter and the "project
priority list" described in * 35.915(c) of
this Chapter. The inventory shall in-
clude kdescription, by parameter, of the
maior waste discharge characteristics of
each significant discharger of pollutants
based on data from the National Pol-
lutant Discharge Elimination System and
the associated compliance 'monitoring
systerns, whenever available.

(2) A Summary., of existing land, use
patterns.

(3) Demographic'and economic growth .
projections for at least a 20-year plan-
ning period disaggregated to the level
of detail necessary to identify potential
water quality problems.

(4) Projected municipal and industrial
wasteloads based oa f 131.11(c) (1) and
(3) .

(5) Projected land use patterns based
on I 131 11(c) (2) and (3).

rt

41.
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Criteria for Meeting Requirements

(c)

(1) The inventories of-municipallignd

industrial sources should include. all such
sources contained jn the plannlng area. Mun-
icipal sources should be rankeficonsistent
wilth,the most current Stite ranking system
as approved by the EPA REgionallIffice. The
industrial sources inventory'need not be
prioritized, but shgyld include all
sources subject to ROES permit issuihce.

Analysis (and /or . summary) of significant
uses should include information on:

flow of discharge
all major discharge waste
characteristics including all
parameters which are litited by
an NPDES permit or which cause a
violation of Water Quality' Standards -

Numerical permit restrictions given
in terms of concentrations or mass °

per unit of time
Stringency of effluent limitatiops
related to BPT, BAT, or meeting

Water Quality Standards
Final date for compliance with
applicable effluent limitations

(2) Show land use patterns at a level of
detail appropriate for design of pollution
abatement strategies; as a guide the fol-
lowing size units of land should be classi-
fied according to land use:

. -- 40-160 acre parcels in developed
and_develbping areas (for purposes
of facilities-planning); these parcels
should be on a map of suitable scale
such as lw=20001

-- 640 acre Parcels or' larger in unde-
veloped areas with a scale appropri-
ate for evaluating runoff problens (e.g.
soils maps)

(3') how demographic and
. economic projections relate

to OURS Series E projections;
-- show consistency with projections

used in State'air quality plans
show how projections are dis-
aggregated to each planning area
and Within planning areas.

(4) Show how wasteload factors have
been developed.

(5) 'Show projected land use patterfls
based on (c)(2) and (3) and consistent
with level of detail in (C)(2). Show

how population growth shown in (C)(3) is
allocated to land uses 1n(C)(5).

a
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Table 3.1

40 C. F%, R. Part 131

4

Criteria:for Meeting Requirements

1.4

(d) Nonpoint source assessment. An
assessment of water quality roblemb,
caus by-nontoint stairEes of p nts.

(1)' The assessment shall include a de-
scrittion of the type of problem, an iden-
tifieatfon of the waters affected (by seg-
ment or other appronriate planning
area) . an evaluation of the seriousness of
the effects on those waters, and an iden-
tification of nonnoint sources (by cate-
gory as defined in §131.1I(j))4 Con-
tributing to the problem.

(2) Any nonpoint sources Of pollutants
originating; outside a segment whicluna-
terially affect water quality within the ".
segment shall be considered.

(3) The' results of this assessment
should be reflected in the States' report
required under Section 305(b) of the
Act.

(e) Water quality standards. The ap-
) plicabie water quality standards, includ-

ing the Statewide antidegradation
established pursuant to Section 303(a),
(bi , and (c1 of the Act and any plans
for the revision of such water quality
standards. .

(d)
Include nonpoiNksource assessment in

water quality assessment required under -(b)

(e) -explanatory

s.

D.

(14 Total maximum daily loads. (1)
For each water cniality segment, or ap-
propriate portion thereof, the total al-
lowable maximum daily load of relevant
pollutants during critical flow condi-
tions for each specific water quality

rcriterion being Adoldted or expected to be
violated.

(i) Such total maximum daily loads
. shall be established at levels necessary

to achieve compliance witA applicable
Wider quality standards. /

( U ) Such loads shall /take Into ac-
count;

(A) Provision for silealnal variation;
and

(E) Provision of a margin of Web'
which takes Seto account ,any lack of
knowledge concerning the relationship
between effluent limitations and water
quality!

(2) For each vuaei quality segment
where thermal water quality criteria are
being violated or expected as be violated,
the total daily thermal load' during
criticaf flow conditions allowable in each
segment.
(1) Shch iamb eau be established at

a level necessary to assure the protection

and propagation of -a Want* andiat
nous population of fish, ihellilah
wildlife.

(ii) Such loans Shall into ac,fotj:
(4) Normal water tern ture;
(B) PlovrAkm;
(C) Seasonal variatio
(D) Existing so

and
, (E) The dhmtpstl ity of the
'Pr Niters within the iden fled segment.

-

f heat input;

sit

qia

11.

(1) Specification of flow' conditions
,under which maximum daily load iPcalculated,

(1) Demonstration that the selected
maximum daily load for each water quality
segment and each parameter is. consistent
with meeting the water quality standard
(thi4 may require use of an analytic model),

(ii) . Show the - relationship between

seasonal variation and the.choide of
9gdesign flow conditions

. Show the rationale used in
determiniAg thb margin of safety

(2) Same criteria as.(f)(1) above.
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-=itt. Table,10.1

-40 C. F. R. Part 131 Criteria forAeeting Requirements

4

WO Each estimate shall include an
estimate of the maximum heat input that
can be made into the waters a each
segment where temperature is one of the
criteria being violated or expectO to be
violated and than' include a margin of
safety which takes into account lack of
knowledge concerning the development
of thermal water quality criteria for pro-
tection and propagatidh of fish, shellfish
and wildlife in the waters of the identi-
fied segmenUf.

(3) For each water quality segment, a
' total allocation for point sources of pol-

lutants and a grass allotment for lion -
point sources of pollutants. 4

(i) A specific allowance for growth
shall be included in the allocation for
point sources and the gross allotment for
nonpoint sourced.

(ii) The total of the allocation for
point sources and the gross allotment for
nonpoint sources shall not exceed the
total maximum daily load.

(4) Where predictive mathematical
Models are toed In the determination of

0 total nuudinum daily loads. an identifi-
cation and brief description of the model,
and the specific we of Ahe-modal--

(Nars: Total maximum daily loads shall
A y not be determined by designated dieswide

Planning agencies except where the State
has delegated such responsibility to the
designated agency. In those cases where the
responsibility has, not b4en delegated, the
State shall determine total Maximum daily
loads for the designated areawide planning
area).

(5) No point source load allocation de-
veloped pursuant to this section shall be
less stringent than' efgant- limitations
standards. or prohlbigons requited to be
established pursuant 1p Sectidta0/101. 302,
304, 306, 307, 311. and 316 of theatct,

I3) Show, how the allotment for growth
reflects anticipated economic and demo-
graphic growth over a five-year period,".
consistent With projections developed -

under (cj.
V

(4) self-explanatoi.y

(5) self-explanatory

'

(g) Potosi ;inane load, tieau.
For each water qualify t, the in-

of pollutants, thermal load al-
'

load don for point sources
:4,4-. locations, for g'.%0 he* five-grr Period Of

the plan.
(Nois: In dose seiments when water

quality standards are established st levels-
Ian stringent than necessary, to achieve the
1553 water quality gmils specified In Section
101(a) (2) of thb Act, the RegionaPAdminis-
Ustor may request thp State to provide op-

ts' Information, such as waatalosd
on information which may be role.

vakt in making water quality relstOd effluent
ihnitatioh determinatiods pursuant to Sec.
,tion of the Act).

(2) The total of such pollutant load
ariocations or effluent' limitatiOna for all
Individual point sources In the water
quality segment shall not exceed the total
allocation for the five-year period for all
point sources of pollutants for each seg-
ment determined pursuant to 1181.11
(f) (3).

es9

(g)

(1) s'elf.explanatory
a'

(2) Iffhe sum of the Individual loads is
greater than the allocation' for the segment
show analytically how standards would be met
at eats( discharge point.

'0 (
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Table 3.1

40 C. F. R. Part 131 Criteria for Meeting Requ r emen ts

(3) Each pollutant load allocation
established pursuant to this paragraph
shallintorporatetutallcnvanceforantic-

rtipatid economic and population growth
over at least a five-year per d an
additional allowance reflecting

and validity of the method used
in determiniwuch allowance.

(4) FetabIllffment of pollutant load
allocations shall be coordinated with the
development of terms and conditions of
permits under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimjnation System and with
any hearings pursuant to Section 302
and 316(a) 0! the Act relating to a source

discharging to or otherwise affecting the
seigment

(Nora: Point source load allocations shall
not be determined by designated aretraids
planning agencies except where the State has
delegated such responsibility to the desig-
nated agency In those cases where the re-
8pm/dignity has not been delegated, the State
shall determine point source load allocations
for the designated areawide planning area).

(3) Show how the allotment for growth
reflects anticipated economic an demographic
growth over a five-year period, consistent with
projections developed under

(4) Show existin
(c) and proposed pe

*

rmit terms under
term7-under (m).

(h) Municipal waste treatment sys-
tems needs. (1) Theuaunicimd waste-
water collection and treatment system
needs by 5-year increments, over at least
a 20-year period includingam-analysis of

alternative waste treatment systems, re-
quirements for and general availability

oflandforwastetreatmentfactlittftand
land treatment and disposal systems,
total capital funding required for con-
struction, and a program to provide the
necessary financial arrangements for the
development of such systems.

(2) The identification of municipal
wastetreatmeatattenstneecisshalltake
into considgration:

(i) Load reductions needed to be
achieved by each waste treatment system
in order to attain and maintain &POI-

cablewaterqualitystandards and effluent

limitations. o
(ii) Population or population equiva-

lenta,tabeserved. including forecasted

growiKror decline of,suen population
over at least a 20 -year perioa following

-'the scheduled date for installation of

r the needed facility.

(iii) The (results of preliminary and

completed planning conducted under

Step I and grants pursuant to
Title It of the Act.

(Want: In the absence of the Title II plan.
, nth; deaCribed above. the State, is =panics

to develop the necessary estimates and anal-
yaes re erne under t 131.11(h) (1)).

(h)

(1-2) For each facility, provide an analysis of how
-each major alternative for treatment (treatment and discharge,
re-use, land application) has been considered; after &loosing
one of the above approaches show the following information
regarding alternatives for meeting treatment needs:

3 -60

-- service areas
flaws to be treated, over 20 years.
by 5 year increments

wasteload reduction including pre-
treatment requirements and requireme

Ar:, for higher than bi4e level control
.--,Where needed to meet waste load al-

location

-- type of treatment (physical, chemical,
biological or combination thereof)

--population to be served including
relationship with population and land
use projections shown in (c)
indications of any infiltration/inflow
problems and possible corrective mea-
sures

-- preliminary identification of sludge
. disposal/utilization options
-- costs of treatment,. infiltration/

inflow correction and sludge utilization
or disposal [based on available 2010

_or 208 plans, or preliminary cost
estimates]

indication of proposed program for
financing capital and operating
costs of treatment

\

(3) Self=expJanatlry

4



Table 3.1 .

40 C. F. R. Part 131

(i) Industrial waste teatendateist eaten
needs. (1)- The anticipated industrial
Paint source wasteloid reductions re-
quired to attain and maintain applicable
water quality standards and effluent
limitations for at least a 20-Yztr plan -
ning_period (in 5 -year increments).

(2T Any alternative considerations far
industrial sources connected to thurlci-
pal systems should be reflected In Ma
alternative considerations for such mu-
nicipal waste treatment system.

.4,

Criteria for Meeting Requirements
t

-* (1) Show industrial flows as projected
. in (e) and needed itiathreduction 'to meet load
'allocations described in (o)1' for a 20'year
period in 5 year increments

e (2) As part of the information .

developed for (h), show relatiotohip of
industrial flows to amount of flow_to be
treated by municipal systems (if Systems
are Interconnected); specify the cost
recovery requirements that would apply to
industrial users and the degree to which
cost recovery would provide finanting of
treatment works ,

cr

(j) Nonuoint source control needs. (1)1'.
For each category of nonpoint sources
of pollutants to billoonsidered in any
specified area as established in the
State/EPA agreement (see 130.11 of
this Chapter), an identification and
evaluation of all measures necessary to
produce the desired level of colitrbl
through application of best management
practices (recognizing that the applica-
tion of best inanagement practices may
vary from area to area depending upon
the extent of water quality problems).

(2) The evaluation shall include an
assessment of nonpoint source control's
measures applied thus far, thd period of
time required to achieve the desired con-
trol (see 131.11(m) ), the proposed reg-
ulatory programs to achieve the controls
(see 131.11(r.or the management agen- -
cies needed to achieve the contibinsee

131.11(o) ) and the costs by agency and
activity, presented by 6-year increments,
to achie9e the desired controls, and a
degription of the proposed actions nec-
essary to achieve such contzole.

(3) The nonpoint source categories
shall include: (1) Agriculturally related
nonpoint sourcgis of pollution 'including
runoff from manure disposal areas, and
from land used for livestock -and crop
production:

(ii) Sill/culturally relate nonpoint
sources of pollution:

(Hi) Mine-related sources df pollution
including new, current and abandoned
surface and underground mine runoff ;

(iv) Construction activity related
sources of WN'tion:

(v) Sources of-siollutiort from disposal
on land in wells or in subsurface exca-
vations that affect 6)06und and surface
Water quality:

(vi) Salt water bstrustion into 'rivers,
lakeis, estuaries and groundwater result=
ing from reduction of fresh water flow
from any cause, including irrievation, ob-
struction, groundwater extraction; and
diversion: and

41,

(1)

(1). For each nonpoint source category
identified in (d) and each planning area or
sub-area delineated in (a) show the following:

(2) . Alternatives and measures chosen
for reducing pollutants from existing nonpoint
sources to a level consistent with the gross
apctment established for such sources

. Alternatives and measures chosen
frnew or potential nonpoint sources so as
to maintain existing water quality,

. For each alternative 'measure and
chosen measure for reducing pollutant gener-
ation from existing or new nonpoint soUrces
&bow:

-- period of time to Carry out measure
(also see m)

-- adequacy of regulatory program to
implement measures (also see n)
agency(s) to supervise implementation
(also see o)

-- costs of implementing controls
(both public and private sector costs)

-- budget of agency to supervise
implementation

(3) sell-explanatory

(
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Table 3.1

40 C. F. R. Part 131

. 4

---4444eiria for Meeting Requirements

(ii)) --flentieqs of pollyglen related to,
hydrologic modifications, including those'
allgiaed by changes in the movement,
firriv.- or circulation of. any navigable
waters or groundwatere due to construc-
tion and operation of daftukleveris, chan-
nels, or flow diversion facilities.

(Noce: Nonpoint source cobtrol needs need
not be determined by designated areawkie
planning agencies where the Governor has
determined pursuant to Section 20g(b) (4)
of the Act that the State will' develop non-
point source control requirements on- a
Statewide basis.)

'4-

a.

(k) Residual' waste , control -needs:
land disposal needs. (1) ',An identification
of the necessary controls to be estab-
lished over the disposition of residual
wastes which could affect water quality
and a description of the proposed actions
necessary to achieve sitch controls.

(2) An identfficat ,of the necessary
controls to be estab hed over the dis-
posal of pollutants land or in sub-
surface excavations protect ground
and surface water quality and a descrip-
tion of the proposed actions necessary to
achieve such controls.

(Noce: Residual waste oonttol neStis need
not be determined by designated areswide
planning agencies where .the Governor has
determined pursuant to Section 208(b) (4) of
the Act that the <State will develop residual
waste control requirements pursuant to Sec-
tion 208(6) (2) (J) and (K) on %Statewide
basis.)

(k)

(1) Provision for Utilization or disposal
of residual,wastes from municipal, industrial

and private facilities should be included in
(h) and (i)

(2) Identification of all existing
and proposed residual waste, and subsurface
disposal sites in area. Identification of
control measures needed to4be-4mplemented
for existing residual waste, land, and 4

subsurface disposal sites including abandoned
sites. Identificttion of control measures
tabe implemented for new residual waste,
land, and subsurface disposal sites, to-
'regulate future increaIes in wasteloads from
such sites. For each control measure above,
identification of corresponding regulitdry
PrOram to implement controls. Demonstration
at the planning process includes an

analysis' of wasteloads geneated from residdal
Waste disposal sites.

(1) Urban and industrial stormwater
system, needs. (1) An identification of
the required improvements to existing
urban and industrial stormwater sys-
tems, including combined sewer over-
flows, that are necessary to attain and
maintain applicable water quality stand-

rds.
(2) An identification of the needed

urban and industrkal stormwater systems
for areas not presently served over at
least a 20-year planning period (in 5-

- year increments) that are necessary to
dAttain and maintain applicable water

uality standards, emphasizing appro-
priate land management and other non-
structual techniques for control of urban
and industrial stormwater runoff.

(3) A cost estimate for the needs idsn-
tilled in (1) and (2) above, the reduction
in capital construction costs brought
about by nonstructural control measures,
and any capital and annual operating
costs of such acilities and practices.

(1) ;

(1) An analysis of the magnitude of
existing and anticipated urban stormwater
problems Including those resulting from
combined sewer-overflows. A specificatidn
of measures to be undertaken either to

better manage existing storm avid combined
sewer syitems and prevent entrypcpollu-
tants to such systems, or to pr de for
storage and treatment of such runoff.

(24 Specification.of performance
criteria for -new construction of urban

stoimater systems, so as to minimize any
stormwater problems (including a regulatory
program to implement performance criteria),

-(3) Estimation of the effect on capital
construction cbstsbrought'about by non-
structural control measures. Cost for
improvements to existing systems and for

implementing performance criteria for new
systems including:

-- public and private sector capital costa
-- operations and maittenance costs

3,62
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Table 3.1'

40 C. F. R. Par 131 , Criteria for Meeting Requirements

4

(m) Target abatement dates. Target
abatement 'datea or schedules. of com-
pliance for-all significant dischargers,
nonpoint source control measures, resid-
ual and land disposal controls, and
tstonawater system needs. including
major interim and final completion dates, ,
and requirements that are nem" ary to
assure an adequate tracking of progress
toward compliance.

(m)

For each category of sources identified

u

rer (b) indicate: I

-- schedule of compliance with "terms

of NPDES permit
-- schedule to implement BMP for all

nonpoint soUrcesstormater
systems,and residual waste systems'

-- include interim completion dates
1 -and proposed scheduling of regulatory

actions

.
1,

(n) Regulatory programs. (1) A de-
scription of existing State/local regula-
tOry programs which ate being or will be
utilized to, implement the State water
quality management plan. The descrip-
tion shall include, the regulatory ap-
proach to be employed. the statutory
basis for the program, and relevant ad-
ministrative and financial program
aspects.

(2) A description of necessary addi-
State/local regulatory programs to

be established in order to implement the
State water quality management plan.
Tne description shall include the 6ro-
posed regulatory approach, the necessary
'legislation. and anticipated adminlistra-
tive'snd financial capabilities.

(3) The regulatory programs described
In 13r.11(n) (1) and (2) should gen-
erally take full advantage of existing
legislative authorities and administrative
capabilities. However, such Programs
shall assure that:

(1) To the .extent practicable, 'waste
treatment management .incIuningioint
and nonpoint source managementyThall ,

'be or a Statewide andlor pn areawide
basis and' provide for the control or
abatement of all sources of pollution in-
eluding inplace or accumulated deposits
of pollutants;

OD The location; modification and
Construction of any facilities. activities.)
or substantive changes in use of the lands
within the approved planning area,
which might result in any hew or delete-
rious discharge directly or indirectly into
nstvigable waters are regulated; and

(iii) Any industrial 'or commercial
wastes discharged into any publicly
owned treatmWorke meet ,applicable
pre treatment ements.

.

(n)
. (1-2) Demonstration that management

agency(s) recomrended to implement plan
have authority and capability specified

in S208(c)(2)ato provide ,waste treatment'
..tanagement.on an areawide basis, Demon:%
titration that planning Process has iden-
tified and evaluated all sources of

opollution in the area and developed appro-
priate control alternatives for existing
and potential forms of, pollution, including
waste load reduction levels consistent
with meeting and maintaining water quality
goals of Section 10T(a)(2). '

For each cateaory of pollutaht;sburces
identified in the planning process
(including nonpoin"t source categoriei.
in (d)), identification of corresponding
controls included in the initial plan,

.

Demonstration that an adequate
regulatory program for each category df
pol)utant sources identified in the plan-
ning, process is included in the plan, by
documenting:

-- conditions:and. situations in which
regulation applies, including abatement
requirements

-- timing of regulations, notice, and hearings
-- legal form, of regulation e.g., activity

permits, !aria use controls, zorting, building
.codes, licensing, of pollutant -generating
activities, conservation plans; etd..

-- legal authority for regulatibp; adequacy
,,of existing law or proposed new regulation

-- agencies responsible for implementing
regulation, agency staffing and funding
for pro rams

(3)(i-ii) Same documentation as (n)(1).
Demonstration that, to the extent practicable,
waste treatment _management is on -an areawide
and/Or Statewide basis.

jiii) Demonstration that pretreatment
requirements of 5307 of the Act wilt be met.
Demonstration that implementetion of 5307

5equirements and other requirements proposed
71n the plan will allow proper functioning of

facilities proposed in (h)(1).
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40 C. F. R. Part 131

. (o) Management agencies. (1) The -
identification of those agencies recom-
mended for designation by the Governor
pursuant to § 130.15 ,of this' Chapter to
awry out each of thq provisions of
water quality management., plan.
identification shall include those, ages
cies necessary to construct. Operate and'
maintain all treatment works identified
in the plan and those agencs necessary
to implement the programs
described in 4 131.11(n).

S2) Depending upon an agency's as-
, signed responsibilities under the plan,

the agency must have adequate author-
ity and capability:

(1) To carry out its assigned portions
of ashapproved State water quality man-

, igeinent plan(s) (including the plans "
developed for areawide planning areas
designated pursuant tc Section 208(a)
(2).' (3). or (4) of the Act) developed
under this part;

(ii) To effectively manage waste treat-
ment works and related point, and non-
point source facilities' and praCtices
serving su area in conformance with
then. ror plan;

and new works, and to operate
(iii) y or by contract, to design

and main new and existing works as
_required y approved water quality
rnanageme Ian developed under this
part:'

(iv) To anti utilize grants or
other fun any source for waste
treatment anagement or nonpoint
source control purposes;

(v) To raise revenu including the .
assessment of user c

(vi) To incur short7Miong term in-
debtedness.

(vii) Toiassure, in implementatkai of
. -

an approved meter quality management
plan, that each participating community
pays its proportionate share of related -
costa;

(rill) To -refuse to receive any wastes
from a municipality or subdivision
thereof, which does not comply with any
provision of an approved water quality
nianapinenk Platt applicable to such
areas; and

(4) To accept for treatment industrial
wastes.

Criteria for Meeting Requirements

(0)

(1) For eachiplanninewireo and for
each category ofsources identified in the
plan, identify agency(t) respzol,ele for
construction, operation, and enance
of treatment works,, and for carrying out
the regulatory programs' specified in (n)

(2) For each requirement (o)(2)(1 -ix)
relating to authority of management agencies
to carry out various functions indiglitige
source of authority, the specific ion
or regulation specifying how such authority
may4be exercised by the appropriate agency,
and the budget authority to implement each
element of the plan.

L

(p) Environmental, social, economic
impact. An assessment of the environ-
mental, social, and economic impact of
carrying out the plan.

a

(p)

(1) Environmental assessment of, the
plan (either at the leve,1 of each planning
area or portions of planning areas) including
identiffitation of

-- plan schedule
-- effectiveness in meeting meter

quality goals
-- direct costs .

social, economic, environmental impact
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CHAPTER 4

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

4.1 Introductibn

A. Need for Public Involvement

The success of a'water quality plot depends on its acceptance
by the, public and in particular affected units of local government.
It is important that the general public in.lhe planning area be
actively involved in plan development and that public participation
in the .implementation phase of the.plan be encouraged. Due to the
complexityof planning, it is necessary to prOvide a structured
program of public involvement to assure adequate exchange of

_information and opinion between the public and the pl ing agency.

B./Legal Requirements

public particpation is an,important element in any water quality
planning effort. Section 101(e) of the Aet states

4

Public'articipation in the development, revision,
and enforcementbf any regulation, standard, effluent

- limitation', plan or program established by the
Administrator (of EPA) or ahy State under, this

efct shall be provided for, encouraged, and
tssisted by the Administrator and the States.

.

Parts lfirand'131 establish extensive citizen participation
requirements. Citizen participation is mandated thrqughout the-
entire planning process. In addition', the Environmental ProteCtion
Agency has published regulations specifying the minimum guidelines
for public participation in water pollution control efforts. These
regulations (40 CFR 105), summarized below, require planning agenc%s
to do the following (See 40 CFR 105 for complete requirements):

I/

1. Provide technical information "at the earliest practicable
times and at places easily accessible to interested or affected
persons and organilations" and to assist the public in understanding
anrresponding to water programs.

2. To have "standing arrangements for early consultation and
the exchange of views with interested or affected persons and
organizations on development or revision of plans, programs or
other significant actions prior to decision-making.'.

3. To maintain a.current list of interested persons and .

organizations to be not4fied, when appropriate or required by
law, concerning agency heapings, rule-making, or other

. significant actions.

4-1
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4. To develop procedures .to insure that information andievjdence
concerning water programs, when submitted by citizens, will receive.
proper attention. In particular, public reporting of water pollu-:
tion law violations is to be encouraged.

5. To provide "full and open information on legal proceedings under
the. Act" to the extent consistent with court requirements and to a
degree that does pot prejudice the conduct of litigation.

6. To provide opportun ties for public hearings 6n proposed regula-
tions where appropriate or required by law. Public hearings should
be conducted whenever there is sufficient public interest in a
matter': Whenever doubt arises concerning the degree of public
interest, the question should be resolved in favor of a,hearing, or,
if necessary, by providing an'alternate opportunity for public
participation. EPA regulations on procedures for public hearings'
should be followed.if state agency procedures are less stringent.
(See 40 CFR 105.7 for guidelines concerning public hearings.)

The 'activit)es listed represent only the minimum steps that planning
agencies should undertake to provide for public involvement. In many

instances, hoWever, there are alternative methods for accomplishing
this public involvement. The rest of this chapter discusses ways to
comply With these requirements through a variety of formal programs
g,public participation.

.4.2 Public Participation Program Development

A.' Public Participation in Formulating the State Cont11iing Planning
Process

Si nce, the continuing planning.process is the State's overall
management and decision-making framework for water qualitj, programs,
it is important to design this process ,in such a way as to` enable, encourage

and assist, public involvement. The State must seek public reaction on the
design of this decision-making process before submitting the process
for EPA approval. It is especially important to involve the interested
public in developing the State/EPA Agreement on level,of detail and
timing for carrying out State. WQM Plans, and to specify the public
involvement'program that will be followed in plan development in the
State/EPA Agreement.

B. Relationship with,the State WQM Planning Process

A program for public involvement must bg an integral part of the
State WQM planning process and should outpne the specific means for

4-2
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public partifipation at eaeh.step in the planning process. The
planning process should be designed so progression from one stage
Xo another cannot take place without pertain well - defined inputs
from the public.

C. The Major Phases in the Planning Process

The planning process involves several general phases, although
planners may define the spectfic,tasks within the phases somewhat
differently. The phases are important because they are the activities
around which a program of public participation should be organized.
The planning process will include the follo*ing phases.

1. Establishment of Goals and Objetitives

During the first stage of plan development, the planning agency
should establish channels of communication with the public. Citizen
opinion should be sought on the following issues:

I. The identification of water quality problems and priorities.
for resolving these problems.

2. The relative importance of water quality foals, in relation
to other community goals.'

.

3. The role that water quality management can or should play
in achieving community goals.

, .

4. The use of land use controls and a regional approach to
waste treatment to prdtect-water-quality.

5. The use of land disposal and'other innovative or contro-
versial pollution ontrol technologies.

41,

2. Design of Alterna es
- .

Since water quality planning is but one aspect of community
planning, is important, particularly in the design of alter-
natives,natives,. t the planning agency consider how community goals
may confli or be compatiblb with water pollution control

J alternatives.
;

Citizen views should be solicited or the Compatibility of
various water. pollution cqntrol approaches (municipal and indus-
trial source control, land use and land management control for

point and norpoint sources, and control of residual waste)-with
other community goals., ,

4-3
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A

It is also necessary to solicit'public reaction 'to possible
management alternatives for implementing the plan. Compatibility
of the management alternatives with the following kinds of planning
and implementation agencies may be considered:

- comprehensive planning agencies;
- general purpose local 'governments;
- sewer districtt;
- air quality control agencies;
- water quality control agencies;

soil conservation districts;
- solid waste planning agencies;
- transportation planning agencies;
- economic development agencies;
- parks and recreation agencies.

3. Impact Assessment

Since the evaluation of certain aspects of the plan is' largely
-subjective, i.t is important that those affected-by and interested in the
plan be involved in 'assessing its impact. Special efforts should be made
to obtain the reaction of those individuals and institutions that
would bear the responsibility for financing, construction, opera-
tions, mopitoring, and enforcement. The public should.also have
the opportunity to request further study of plan impact.

Recommendation and Acceptance of the Final Plan

During this stage, the planning -agency should consider such
.factors as the attainment of additional benefits from increased
expenditures, or the minimization of undesirable social, economic,
and environmental impacts. Public comment that accurately reflects
community goals and preferences is therefore needed on 'plan impact:

At this stage, it is vital that elected officials who are ,

responsible for local approval of the recommended plan are' made
Aare of publid comments and opinions. This is,a major responsi-
bility of the entire public partitipation program.

5. Plan Revision

Once a plan ha4.been selected, the public should, still hive thei
opporturvity4o participate in any periodic updating.of the plan.
Information should be available continually to permit evaluation of
progress made under the plan.

4
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1

for Public Involvement'

While there'hre no hard and fist rules for structuring a public
involvement program, several general principles should be kept in
mind:

1
1'. The program should be an active program. Since the optimum
degree.of public involvement will usually not occur spontaneously,
simply providing information to those who ask for it.is not adequate.
An active program is needed to seek out and encourage those who can provide
useful inputs, as well as those who will be affected by the plan.

A

2. The program should include adequate provision for disseminating
information to the public. One of the greatest inhibitors to
active public involvement in planning programS is lack of readily
available information. To, preclude this from happening, all data
and information available to planners must be easily accessible.
to the public. Depositories of documents and data should be clearly
identified to the public, and should remain open for use by the
public at times that are generally convenient to the average citizen.
ASsistance should be provided in locating specific documents or data
retained in the depository, reproduction equipment should be availhble
for use at a moderate cost. Mailing lists, newsletters, and other
publications should also be used,

3. The program should be allocated adequate time and funding within
the overall planning effort. Costs of the program should be included
in the planning budget.

4. The planning agency should designate and identify to the public
a person or persons to be directly responsible for e public involve-
ment program.

A

5. Elected officials and representative,of sate and federal-agencies,
who must pass judgement on aplan should be involved in all significant
planning decisions.

6. The program should be-responsive to all interested citizens. Parti-
cipatiOn'in planning should not be dominated by any one interest 4toup
or individual. This can best be done by including without exception(
in mailings', notifications; etc., all parties who express interest in
.the project or who hive been involved in community issues related to
water quality planning and management. 0

a
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4.3 A Model Program for Public Involvement

The task of, providing for publjc,parpcipation in the planning protess
is, ultimately, the job of matching specific participation activities with
,.specific planning tasks. There are many ways in which this matching might
occur, depending upon how agencies define their tasks in detail and whith
participation activities they choose to emphasize. The following table
(pp. 4-7, 4-8);`lists six catego*ies of public participation'actiyity which
should accompany each major phase of the planning process and matches them
with one suggested definition of planning tasks. Within each category, of
participattOn activity will be found one, or several, suggested alternatives
for that activity.

One useful method by *Ich'planning. agencies can as§(re compliance with
the pubic participation guidelines is to match the public participation
items in the table with their own definition of .planning tasks. Those
responsible for assuring compliance can then "check" a participation activity
as i t occ

the majo p ticipationactivities have been assured.

4.4

d be sure, finally, that for each major planning task all

InstitutionalTonal Al.ternatives for Representation of the General Public .

InstitLit al arrangements to implement requirements for public partici-,
pation are a m ter ofkdiscretion, as long as the provisions made meet the
criteria of the Act and Federal regulations. However,' those arrangements
chosen should:

1. Provide clearly defined channels through which citizens may conta ct
decision-makers and planning staff.-

2. ,Define responsibility for actively carrying out public invalvement
activities,

. 3. Provide adequate funding' for public participation throughouf the
planning process.

. .

4. Be responsive to all interested citizens, but not dominated by any
single interest group.

Although a number of institutional arrangements may.meet these
requirements, a formal mechanism, to ensure full citizen' understanding and
approval of the plan will probably be necessary, given the scope and
complexity of water quality problems.

.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITIES
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An exemplary arrangement would be a fully-funded public participation
wdrking group, acting in partnership with 'the planning staff and management
agency(s). Funds should be made available to cover the cost of printing,
announcements in the media, and other incidental expenses.

4.5 Program Evaluatir,

Ah impbrtant part of any public involvement program is a set of-feed:
back mechanisms to continually monitor the success or failure of the program.`
If feedback indicates ongoing efforts are inadequate, adjustments should
be made as soon-as possible, so that the success of.the program will not be
jeopardized. In making an evaluation, information may be drawn from a.
variety of sources, including:

- nature of informal contacts initiated by the public;
- amount of interaction between then planners and the public;
- 'attendance at meetings and hearings;

- amount.of related public- sponsored.activity such as meetings,
workshops, door-to-door camaigns, etc.;

- amount and nature of media'overage;
- formal surveys.

In addition to monitoring inputs received from the public participation
progpen, an evaluation should also be made of the effect these inputs had on
subsequent decision- making. An effectivepublii partiOpation program should
be structiled in.such a way that the inputs recilived have an influence on
later decisions. Otherwise, the program is inadequate, and steps should be
taken to'correct the deficiency.

.

4.6 Advisory Committee for Designated Areas

In eompliance with Section 304(j) of P:L. 92-500, the Administrator of
the Environmental Protection Agency has entered into an agreement with'
the SecretariesInlithe Departments of Agritulture, Army, and Interior.
Notice of final Agreements was published i-n the Federal Re6ister, Vol.,38,
No. 225, ber 23, 1973.

As a result of his agreement, the designated area'planning agency must
create-I-ix/nu advis y cnittee, with representatives of the Departments of
AgricUlture,Inte and Army invited to participate. Each Department may
or may pot participate as it deems appropriate:-- This requirement provides for

coordination o, the programs authori4ed under other Federal' laws.with watOr
quality planning.

Pro visions sfreUld also be made for inclusion of representatives Of the
general public on thepolicy advisory committee. The membership
may be further expanded isconsidered appropriate by EPA and the State. A
special effort should be made to include representatives of agencies res-
ponsible for other environmental programs being conducted in the planning
area.
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'The requirement for State policy advisory committees is fully discussed
in Chapter 2.3.B.r -. - .

In addition to Policy Advisorypommittees, ci 'zen advisory committees
should be established.' It is unlikely that citizen input will be
obtained solely through the Pcilicy Advisory Commit ee. Citizens cans provide
valuable inputs throughout'the planning process. Their participation should
be actively encouraged.

,
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CHAPTER 5

J
WATER QUAITY'STANDARDS REVISION

i
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. Guidance on revising Wel' quality standIrds is being
prepared and will be made available as soon 4s it is 4.
completed.
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LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS

it Introduction 'I
A. Purpose

The purpose of thilic chapter is to describe an optional procedure

for developing alternative subplans-or strategies for pollution abate--
ment for entire planning areas. This procedure consists of breaking
the planning area. into45 series of units corresponding to various
land uses, and Calculating the pollUtint loadthl (from all sources) ,

associated with the land use configuration. 'Alfernative abatemenff
measures can be devised by changing the mix of land uses.and land
management practices associated with such uses. This will also
enable tradeoffs between structural solution .(e.g., treatment facil-
ities) and nonstructural solutions (e.g., alternative land uses),
thus-increasing the flexibility in the choice qf methods to achieve
water 'quality standards. Analysis of-abatemenf strategies en an
areal basis provides a focal point for tveloping particular point
and nonpoint source abatement measures for various land areas within
the planning area.

The areal approach.to development of abatement measures is also
useful as a means of relating possible control strategies to other
planning actiVities which can afect-landmse decisions. Since water
'quality is one of h series of economic, social, and environmental
objectives.which may be considered when making land usjrdecis {ons,
the planning agency should be fully aware of planning and implementa-
tion programs designed to achitve these and other objectives of the

..area. Of particular importance are planning efforts which may be
ongoing during the development 9:_the plan. This could include land
use, coastal zone management, and air quality maintenance planning.
The planning agency must work closely with agencies respbnsible for
other planning and implementation'programs to ensure that plans are
compatible and that.the implementation of other plans and programs
does not have'an adverse impact on carrying out the plan.

B. Pertinent Authorizations

Section 201(c) authorizes, to the extent practicable, the "control
or treatment of all point and nonpoint sources of pollution...."
This implies a need for considering land use controls and land manage:
pent practices as a means for nonpoint source control.

Section 208(b)(2)(C)(ji) provides that the areawide waste treatment
management plan include the establishment of a regulatory program to
regulate the location, modification, and construction of any facilities

6 -1
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within such area which may'result in any discharge in such area...."
This provides authority for the management agency(s) to regulate
lotation'of new pollUtant dischargers by determining the location of
municipal treatment facilities, by seeking control of other pollutant .

sources, and by seeking appropriate changes in land use'plans and
controls 40om the agencies-possessing land use jurisdictidn in the
area: The term "facilities" in the above citition includes any

. controllable source of pollutants, the regulation of which contributes
to attaining water quality standards.

More explicit authority for the plan to consider land use in the
area is provided in Section 208(b)(2)(F-H) whidh states that the plan-
will set forth procedures and methods including "land use requirements"
to control to the extent feasible certain nonpoint sources of pollu-
tion. The term "land use requirements" in Section 208(b)(2)(F-H) -

includes those land use9controls (legally permitted uses) and those
land management regulations (regulation of activities conducted on
land) which. contribute to the attainment orwater quality standards.

C. Relationship with Existing Land Use Plans

..- Throughout the process of incorporating land use considerktions
into the plan, primary reliance should be placed on utilizing.
existing land use plans, projections, and controls, although it will

0 be necessary in some doses to identify necessary recisions to incorporate
changes responsive to Water quality objectives. Since it is unlikely
that the planning agency will have the authority to enact or implement
cMuiges in land use controls, it is esseptial that the planning agency
work closely with those government agencies possessing legal author-
ity for land use planning and control. This will be necessary to
assure that the management agency(s) has the authority to implement
the plan.

It Is also possible that some jurisdictions within the area will
not have land use plans, projections, and/or controls. In this case, .

the planning agency should work with the appropriate jurisdictions
to gather enough information about the area so that current and future
development patterns; densities, and policies can be identified.. If
it is determined that revisions in these patterns, densities, and poli-
cies are necessary to achieve water quality standards in ,a cost-effective
manner, the planning agency must work closely with the appropriate
jurisdictions possessW legal athority to enact and implement sueh
revisions.

The major output of the procedure describe An this chapter should
be alternative abatement strategies. or subplans for all pollutant
sources, with particular attention given to land use and land manage-
ment controls that could be used-to implement these strategies.

6-2
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6.2 Develop Area Subplans through Land Use Analysis

A.'Inputs,

2

1. Waste Load Projections by Land Area

Abatement strategies for land units within the planning area
should be designed to reduce existing and projected wasteloads in
the area to an acceptable level. The population, employment, land
use, andwaste load projections developed as part of element (c)
of the State WQM Plan should be used as the basis for developing
the abatement strategies.

2. Display of Waste Load Projections

In order to develop abatement strategies, it may prove useful,
especially to elicit public reaction, to display existing and
projected wasteloads to 064 their spacial configuration. This
could be done on maps used to develop land use4irojktions. Rather
than using a single map, it might be.approOriate to Use a series
of maps so that point sources,Jhonpoint sources, and various
pollutant parameters can be clearly identified.

3. Detailed Projection of Wasteloads

Where land use and wasteload projeltibns developed for element(c)
do not proxide suffio4ent information enable design of abate-
ment alternatives, the following land use and environmental factors
may, be useful in developing a more detailed breakdown of wasteload
information:

a. Topographic and soil series classifications;

b. Bodies pf water and related lands that would be beneficially
or adversely affected by a change in water quality;

c..Water supply, treatment, and distribution systems;,

d. Existing waste treatment and collection systems, including
interim fadlities and major urban storm drainage facilitiesa;

e. Solid waste disposal sites;

f. Areas presently served by septic tanks and areas suitable
for septic tanks at specified densities;

6-3
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g. Divironmentally sensitive areas:-

- Aquifers and aquifer recharge areas;
Marshland-and wetlands;

- Drainageways aftd stream buffers;
- Flood plains;
Forests and woodlands;

- Erodable and/or poorly drained 'soils;
-.Steep slopes;
- Shorelands.

However, before collecting-additional land use and environmental
information, it is important to understand how the information can
be used to relate land use and environmental Tactors to water quality.

. (A discussion of wasteload estimation and prediction techniq4es is
. found iri Chapters 7 and 8.)

B. Develop Alternative Abatement Strategies-

1. Analyze Alternative Land Use Controls and Practices

Land use controls and practices should be analyzed to determine
those which would lamost cost efficient in reducing pollutant
1oadings, based one specific water quality problems in the area.
For example, if sediment is a primary problem, special vonsidera-
tion should be given to controls such as grading regulations,
construction ordinances, and ediment and soil erosion control
ordinances.

Following is a list of major land use controls and practices
that should be considered as possible measures for, implementing
pollution "control in a planning area. Other ordinances, regula-
tions, and policies which may have a direct or indirect impact on
water quality should also be asseited:

-

- Zoning;
- Flood plain zoning nd,regulations;
-, Environmental perfo e. ce zoning;

- Subdivision regulations;
-.Planned unit d011opment regulations;
- Buffer zones;
- Cons'ervation and scenic easements;

- Density bonuses;
- tilising co..- ,

- Building odes;

- CoDstruct 1 .- its

_-zDivelopmentpermits;
'Ir-= Transferable development rights;

t,
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- Hillside development regulations;
- Drainage regulations;
- Grading regulations;

- Soil erosion and sediment control ordinances;
- Alid waste control ordinances;
--Septic tank ordinances;

ik '

- Taxation policies;
- Public works policies;
- Public investment policies;
- Land conservation policies;
- Discharge permits.

Land use controls and practices should be reviewed and analyze1
as early as .possible in the planning process to ensure their feasi-
bility in plan implenWation especially with respect to nonpoint
source control. When evaluating land use controls and practicek,
for the area, the planning agency should be cognizant of the general
authority and requirements for land use provided under state and local
environmental, conservation, and land use planning programs. Addition.
ally, :the agency should survey existing State enabling laws relating
to land-use and identify necessary or desirable statutory changes.
This will help ensure that the plan can be implemented with proper
legal authority. Institutionkl structures for implementing the
controls are discussed in Chapter 9.

Since land.use controls and practices are used to achieve a
variety of objectives, the following factors should be considered
when conducting the analysis:

a. Implementation capability. Careful consideration should
be given to the feasibility of land.use controls and their
.relationship to existing-aid proposed institutional and
financial arrangements.

b. Consistency with other programs. To the extent that it is
practicaT, the land use controls should be consistent with
other programs, policies, and plans such as those related to
transportation, water supply, capital improVements, kir quality,
etc.

c. Public acceptance. Since controls that are unacceptable
to the public are unlikely to be implemented, it is essential
that serious consideration be given to the public's viewpoint.
Appropriate public participation measures are discussed in
Chapter 4.

I
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2. Develop Alternative Subplans

Alternative subplans for all source should be developed, based
on the analysis of land use controls and practices and specific

. .

pOint and nonpoint source controls fqr each land unit considered
in the analysis. Information on point and nonpoint source abate-
ment techniqueS is found in. Chapters 7 and 8.

3. Display Wasteloads for Subplan

The waste ipadings for each subplan should be displayed to
show their alTtrnative spacial configuration. (This step completes'
the-development of alternative area subplans (Chapter 3.6.E).)
A list of the land use controls and practices needed to implement
a given subplan should accompany the display. This list as. well
as the display'can be used in the environmental assessment and
plan selection process.

C. Refine Subpldns

After the various subplans have been developed., further eefinements
should considered in screening alternative subplans and combining
subplans into alternative areawide plans. The following questions
may prove useful in suggesting some final refinements:

I. Is this the optimum development pattern for water quality?

2. Could ttirnumber and mag1itude of discharges be reduced if
the develoilint pattern As changed?

3 Will the location of discharges have an adverse impact on water
quality?

4. Will the timing of discharges have an adverse impact on water' .

quality?
a.

S. Would the iMplereltation of additional land use controls reduce
overall...investments? .

6-6
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CHAPTER 7

NONPOINT SOURCR MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

7.1 Introduction
-

. ''
,

Chapter 3-presents a framework for the systematic evaluation of all
.

stes of pollution and selection of alternative plans foxy the area. The
co olflans must identify,nonpoint sources, evaluatt their impact on .

water ,quality,quality, and delineate measures for their control.
..

.

Nonpoint sources, while not defined in the Act, are, by 'inference,-
the accumulated pollutants in the stream; diffuse runoff, seepage,.apd ,

0 percolation contributing to the degradation of the quality of sErface and
ground waters*. They include the natural sources (seeps, springs, etc.)
and millions of small point sources that presently are not covered byl
effluent permits under the Natioal Pollution Discharge Elimination bfstem.

Provisions for control of nonpoint sources-kom agricultural, silvi-
cultural, mining, construction and urban/suburban area must be included in
the development of a State WQM Plan., Land and subsurface disposal of
residyal wastes, salt water intrusion, and hydrographic modification con-
tributing to water quality degradation must also be considered.

7.2 Statutory Requirements and EPA Policy

A. Statute

Section 208(b)(2)(c)(i) states thata 208 planshall include estab-
lishment of a regulatory program to "implement'the waste treatment
management requirements of Sec. 201(c)," which calls for control of ll

point and nonpoint sources of pollution.
t.

Sedtion208(b)(2)(F-I) states that a plan prepared under the
areawide waste treatment management planning process shall include:

"A process to, (i) identify, if appfopriate,...(noripoint

sources of pollution)..and (ii) set forth procedures and
Methods (including land use requirements) to control to
the eitent feasible such sources."

* This definition of noopoint sources is for.purposes of- explaining how
the States could develop Best Management Practicesfor,all runoff sources
of pollution not covered by the NPDES program. This definition i$ not.
intended to reflect EPAts'possible response to the court Order required
by Judge Flingery's decision on NRDC v. Train, Civil 'Action No. 1629,
f=ederal Districloirurt for the District of Columbia.

400
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Fi na I I y Sections 208(b)(V(J) and (10. provide that a plan shall -
incl-ude: f

"A:processito :control 'the sp sition of all residual waste
generated 'in WO area which ould affect water 'quality,"
and :

procee§ to control disposal of pollutan on,land or in
subsurface excavations within such area to protect grounds.
And surface Water quality;" - ..

' B. EPA policy on Implementing the Statutory Requirements

_a. -4,: The requirement for a regulatory program over all point and
ndnpoint solirses places a clear responsibility on areas developing
StateiWQM-Plans to esta' sh egulation of nonpoint sources. It
is EPA policy that' tn.e :. , regulation appropriate for each
nonpoint source category . be established b§ the St te.
Designated 208 planning ,a e cies may also,define non t,source. ,.. regulatortilieasiiret for approVal by the State. / w

For each nonpoint source problem category, "Bestilkuwenignt
-Practicet."IBMP) should be defined andimplemented, through \P`
appropriate. regulation. Thpterrn Management" Practice" refers

Acrapractice, or combination of.practites, that is determined by a State
f(o.r.designated areawide planning agency),efter problem assessment, exam-
iifation alternative practices, awd appropriate pufilic participation "Pr-
tole the 4nost effective, "practicable (including technological, economic,
and fnSt-itutional ecinsideratfon5) -means:*of -preventinig or reducing' the,
amountof pollution generated by' nonpoint sources to a level compatible
with water qualityoals. r

.

g
. C :'general triter ra for C Dosing BMP'

. The defini$ioncf.BMP States several criteria. or, tests whicA should
v).141...61' _Vol led, by the Sate in choosing Best ,Management*Tractices (BMP): t

. ,

--a-BMP should manage "pollUtion *merited byI 4- nonpoint sources": 7

. et
- 'a BMP s3houl.4 achitive'Water quality "compatible

With water. q Ual ity goals,
,.-

- a BMP should be "most effectiNte in preventing
, or reducing the amount of pollution generated": ,

. t I
*a

a BMP shout& be "practiirble"
.-- i ..'' 4..1 , ..

4 .
or

*
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41
1. A BMP should manage '"Pollution _generated by nonOoint sources"

.

Wa p011ution sourcesican be functionally categorized in, ,P .

accordance with man's activities. Thisr-type of categoiization tas been
used in Sections 208 and 304(e), PA.. 92-500, in connution With
nonpoint source. It'is considered to be app1icalle to the selEctfon
of BMP to, prevent or reduce pollution from these sources,.' As a 4mini=

mum, the State thould consider the following activity,categories in
its establiShment of BMP for nonpoint sources:

1. -Agricultural Activities
2. Silvicultural'Activitios s

Mining Activities
Construction Activities

g5j- Urban Runoff
6.: Hydrologicitications
7. Sources Affafimg Ground Water
8. Residual,Wastls Disposal ,

A

. 0

Ihe interrelation. of the activities outlined above should -be
ConsTdered in the selection of BMP. -It may be advantageous to

, further categorize the nonpoipt sources based on similar control-
aspects: Utilization of #ub-categorization could.reduce the
.amount of duplication in that-selection of'BMP., Exampleg of such
subcategorizations are (11by similar physical Conditionsi
e.g., soils, slope, precipiiatiok patterns; (2) by similar
activities, kog., soil-disturbance -- construction, strip mining,
land de opment;-:(3) by site-Specific.chanacteristicseog., all
activi in a single Area of like conditiOns; and 14) by
pollutan to be controlled, e.g., sediments, acidity/alkalinity,
oxygen demanding materials.' Further, guidance on establishing 411-

categories isofOund in Chapten7.4.'

"6,2. A BMP should achieve waterluatity "compatible with water
'quality goals"

'Through analysis of existtng water quality data and i0fnewly-
,acquivieti data where necessary, target leimls of abatement,should
be chosen'fo'r each fanning area in the State., The BMP should be
se #ed in to meeting these targets. #T0e pollUtants,Uiat'.

'be control4le4 should be determined. -While BMP will normally
p vent or reduce several pollutants, the final selection of BMP,
sifould be related tp:those pollutants that must betcontralled tq
achieve waterJamarity goals. ,

4IV
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3. A BMP should be "most effective in preventing or reducing
the amount of pollution generated"

Through water quality analysis, the State should select abate -

tent levels against which the effectiveness of the BMP can be
related. These levels (lbs/tons per day/week/month/year, lbs/tons
per acre/square mile/basin,,etc.) should be related t% the reduction
of pollutants and achievement of water quality goals.. The effec-
tiveneSs of the BMP n reducing pollutants should be fully evaluated
in termsof the-selected abatement levels.

The reduttion or elimination of pollutants in the runoff,
seepage, and percolation from nonpoint sources can materially
,contribute to the protection of the quality of the Nation's waters.
In general, there are two options for accomplishing the needed
reductions and/or eliminations, namely;.(1) collection and treat-
ment,of the pollutants and, (2) reduction nd/or prevention of the

4
formation, runoff, s and percolat' of the pollutants.

Collection andigeatment of the run -seepage and percolation
dr pollutants from nonpoint sources may, be necessary in some cases.
However, thg collection and treatment of pollutants from nonpoint
sources is generally complex and expensive. Because of this,
collection and treatment is considered to be a final measure to
be utilized,where.other preventive measures will not reach the
necessary water quality protection goals.

The BMP must be technically capable of preventing oreductng
thqprunoff, seepage, or percolation of pollutants. First consid-
eratioh 5hould be given to those preventive, techniques that have
been shown to be effective during their-past use. New andinnovative
techniques should be fully analaczgd as to their technical capability
of preveqing or reducing pollutant prior*, their consideratioh for
incorporation into the BMP.

( Wile one practice (measure) may be adequate insome cases, BMPs
will generally consist of a combination of practices. The various'

alternatives 10ould be fully evaluated' -In choosing among the alter-
natives, the BMP that most effectively achieves the desire level of
water pollution control should be chosen. Lf more than On
ttve will achieve theevel of effectiveness necessary to reach ,

water qOalitygoals, the least costly alternative should be.chosen.
.

j
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4. A BMP should be "practicable"

Implementation of the Bt4P,should be feasible from not only
-. the technical standpoint b(ft alsd from,the financial, legal, and

institutional standpoint: :The practicality of securing early
`implementation-should be 'evaluated in the selection of the BMP.

..Theigrimary goal of .BMPs is the protection of water quality

Ho4Ever,Upensive preventive techniques that will result in
little water quality benefits should be avoided... The BMP.muStk
be capable of being implementEd within the financial capabili, of
the area, and of the owners. or operators of the various sources.
Side benefits as well as the installation and operatIonal.costs
should be incluggtion the evaluation. The final*selection of the
BMP shouid take .consAderation both the costs of the preventive.
techniques and the economic benefits (water quality or otherwise)
to society that will result from their use. t

A number of the preventive techniqUes that maybOncorpopted
in the BMP are already in 4i8eapread use within various source,
categories. These techniques should receive.first consi4eraticm
in the.selection of the BMP. _Techniques that will require'opera-
tiona hanges in the source management should be avoided unless
they necessary for water quality protection. Insofar as is
possi e, the initial implementation of the BMP should be accomplished
with the existing legal and institutional framework of the State.
However, if additional legal ,authbrity is needed, stepsshauld be-
taken at an early date to secure the needed authority.

Full consideration should be given to the total effect
on the environment in the selection of the,BMP for, water pollution
control. A BMP applied,to prevent or reduce water pollution
should not result in adverse effedts'onthe oth#r portions of the
environment such as the creation of air pollution or solid Waste ..

disposal problems. Adverseeffects on other poetions,of the environ
ment are not only undesirable but alsci will delay the implementation'
of a BMP to control water pollution.

a
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7.3
.
Planning Methods for Selection of Best Management Practices

Best Management Practices should be'related to water quality protection
needs. In order to choose management practices, it is important to establish
(1) how much of.a water quality problem exists, (2) to what extent the problem
is attributable to particular categories ofnonpoint source generating'
activities (3). how mu h r duction of pollution front these actOities might be
needed, (4 what it might c s to achieve such reduction, and'(5) through
,what legal, financial, and in titution0 mechanisms the practices might be.
implemented., In order to an er these questions, it ts.hetful to.inVesti-
gate them in a systematic ner.. The.f011owing guidance,ctigned to help
answer these questions, ba ed on the planning process frameworl established
in Chapter 3.

7.4 Technical .Planning .

A. Introduction
. $

The purpos of this phase of nonpoint source planning is to answer
the question of ow udireduction of pollution ilheeded for particular
nonpoint source ac ivities in order to protect water quality, and
establish the most cost- effective measure for accomplishing this. There
are many Conceivable approaches for relating nonpoint %dirce control,
needs to water quality. The level of sophistication of planning should
be chosen in the light of data availabollity and the need for analyses in
order to make a reasonable argument that particular BMPs are needed-and
will accomplish.theirspurpose, It should be recognized that relating
in-strettil water quality to levels of OTTOliton generation from cate-
-gories of nonpoint source activity is &diffiCult analysis. Nevertheless,
this analysis should ba,carried out in order,to provide the best infor -.

mation possible for establishing the needed level of abatement of various.
nonpoint.sources. Once abatement levels are established for particular
nonpoint source activities, it is possible to rely on'existing infor-
mation on costs and abatementiteffectiveness of alternative management
practices.

6
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B. Inputs ev`

1. Water it ,An 1 sis

The wat r quality analysis described in Chapter 30fould provide
the followin inputs to nonpoint source Nanning:

- assessment of'nonpoint sources:
.

Jhe assessment should indicate whether in-stream problems
exist related to runoff and what categories of runoff .

pqllution are suspected Of.causing prodIbms.

- segment classificatiOn:

Planning for nonpoint sources isonty required in relation
to water quality needs. Thus nonpoint source planning should

A'be-undertaken in water quality limited segments; including
segments classified;at water quality limited as pet of.an
*anti!Negradation policy.

- existing/pqjected wasteloads:

Information on existing/projected loads npoint
-sourtes*aphould be used,in.the orocessclassifying

,
----"."---

* The nonpoint Xrces'are the sources contributflato water ality
degradation where thal degradation cannot be accounted for by the.
kn oifit sources.4'This applies from the largest basin to the

'. mie:Ilest subbdsin. The,nonpoint'source load can be expressed, as
follows: .

N i (Q+S+D) - (P+I)

Where:

N = Quantity qmass) of nonpoint source pollOtants.in terms
of a given parameter, under a given design flow condition

Q.= Quantity of pollUtents in the water leaving the to 4t area
S = Quantity of settlement and precipitatipn of pollutants
b = Quantity of decay of noncionAervativelollutants
P = Quantity of.pollutants discharged by. point sources

-4; (assumed to be constant under a given design flow condition)
I =.Quantity of pollutants in the water entering the test area .

4
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segments. However, since information on existing nonpoint
source loads s likely, to be.scanty, this information should
be further eveloped iry order to choose nonpoint.source
management practices.

.
.

maximum allowable

In water iolity limited segments, a gross allotment for
each parameter of pollution shoUld be made (under design
flow conditions) for nonpoint sources. This allotment
provides the basis far establishing. pollution reduction
levels for various nonpoint source Categories:

2. Priorities
sk

The level of detail of plan elements should be'eStablished early
in the plafining process: For plan elements which cOhnot be im-
plemented in the next five years, an assessment.can be undertaken 4

(see Ch. 3.3.C). In.the.case of nonpointdpurces a number of factors
should be considered in determining whet control's can be imple-
mented in the'near future.

. -

First, the water quality problem that the controls would. seek
to alleviate should be 'physically reversible. Probleins of benthic.
deposits (classified as nonpoint sources) may Or may not be easily
- eversible. Natural levels of siltation and stream bank erosion'
may not be controllable. .41 4

,t

Sellkd; to be controlled in the near futurf, the receiving
water should have a potentiilly fast recovery.rate. Examples
mightlie.impoundments or lakes exhibiting eutrtepitation due
to nutr1ents from nonpoint sources or estuaries where shellfish
production is limited by toxicsA or siltation Prom ponpOintliounces.

.Third, there should be public support for solving the.particu-
lar problem. The prospects for public support are probably greatest
where a particular problem impairs.bentficial uses such as water
supply, recreation,-and fish and wfldlife'habitat PUblic support
also entails financial support for'capital-intensive control measures.
There should be a reasonable prospect of obtaining financial support ,

for the measures; however, development of management practices should .

not be precluded by lack of specific sources of funding for such
measures.

7,8,
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3. Designation of Planning_Agencjes

It is possible that many agdncies will -be inleved in-nonpoint
source planning and implementation. ,These agencies should,be'
identified in the State /EPA Ag'ree (S140.11). As explained in
Chapter.2, it is advisable for one. Irency to developthe,water
quality analysis and conslraints for particular areas of a,State.
However thl responsibilit for developing alternative Abatement
measures may be diiided among many agencies. In wdentto make ... ,

decisions concerning the divisions of planning and implementation .

respongibilities, it may-be helpful to initiate management analysis
(see Chapter 7.5)_in order to identify agencies and levels of
government having particular expertise in nonpoint'source,management.. ,

C. Approach for Relating Water Quality Constraints to Abatement.Measures

1. Area Approach
.

,

As explained in Chapter 3, where there are complex interactions
4, between activities that sfnerate nonpoint sources and point sources,

it may be appropriate to analyze the prOblems of partiWar land
areas within a planning area, develop a mass balance for each of the

.,

pollutants, and attempt to choose the optimal level Of abltement
for all these sources. Forexample, this approach may be advisable
where a number of'sources contribute to a given problem - e.g.,-storm
water and municipal treatment efflue s contributing to high fecal

ZpZ
coliform counts. The control needs for storm water should be chosen
in conjunction with those for muni 'al,plants. This might vary from er
-one .urban area to another. The problemmay be very complex and the
solutions potentially very costly. Careful analysis-of the tradeoff:S.:,
is warranted in establishing BMPs in such cases.

2. Category Approach.' 74.-

It is possible that partictilar pollution problems such as ,

sediment are attributable to certain4activities ha:gixell defined
geographic bound0Jes. Lf the total problem can b titled', it
should be possible to divide the total intomanageable Ports'and
devise abatement measures for each part. For example, if the
sediment can be sufficiently well identified so that an
over nual loading of sediment, can be established for a basin,
this level can be divided into a series of targeti-for particular

.

activities through a variety of allocation techniques. This allows.,
.4

.)

V

"Se/10.c
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planning efforts to focus on'particular problems one at a time.
Another, example of the category approach would be in the case of .
new or potential nonpoint source problems. Since they are diffi-
cult to quantify and preditt, it is not feasible to establish
tradeoffs between different new sources. Instead eaactivity
could be planned for independentl with the goal of determirting
highest feasible abatementjevels foreach activity.

a. Establish Planning Categories

Under either the area approach or the category approach,
it is neceTsary to divide the nonpoint source problem into
parts in order to devise management practices appropriate
to each aspect of,theTroblem. In general the following broad
categories of nonpoint.sburces,rs ould be used in establishing

. BMPs:

. agricultural activities

. silvicultural activities

. mining activities

. construction activities

. urban rugpff
hydrologic modifications .

. sources affecting groundwater

. residual waste disposel,

1) Existing and new sourcesl
For each category of nohpointsd6ces in the area, an

operational definition of new and'Ocistng sources should
be established. A new-Stereo would be one that would cause a
major change in drainage. A,change from agricultural to
residential use with a resulting significaft change in
runoff could be considered new. In acidition,.all new -%

stormwater systems.aft hydrographic modification after a
given date might be consideredoas "new". Normal changes

. . in the conduct of a given activity such-as agriculture shod14
,-.

not be considered as Ling a new source. Rather the _

distinttion should beFased on major changes in topography
and drainage that would tend to_cause significanl, increases
in nonpoint source pollution. The purpose of tKF distinction'
between new and existing sourcesis twofold. First, gr r

depth of planning detail-may be appropriate in determi
,

'management practices foreVisting Sources, qhich vary eat-
ly in their magnitude.and,iontrollability. Secondly, since it
is not possible to anticiOate the magnitude of future nonpoint
source problems the preSumption should be that once existing
sources adopt controls needed to protect water qua4ity, new--
sources Should be required4to.adopt the best practices available
for preventing future increases in pollution. The best

c ,
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Practices for new'sources will in many cases prwent more
pollution per dollar spent than best practices for existing
sources, since there will be flebility to prevent problems.

_befjare.they arise, rather than attempting to control them

ifter the fact.

2) Factors Which Could be the Basis for Further Subcategorization

-The following are some pf the factors that could be used
to distinguish subcategories of each existing and new nonpoint

source category: .

- physical conditions:. e.g. soil, slope; rainfall, proxieity
to streams, mnderlying geologic
structure, etc.

- activity: e.g. surfaMt disturbance, slbsurface.
disturbance, road constructbnochan4e
in ground cover, etc.

site specific e.g. a certain type of mining carried

conditions: out in a particular geographic area.

b. Allocate Load Reductions to Each Category

.3) 'Allocation Techniques.
C

As discussed in Chapter 3, there are a number of ways of
expressing the maximum allowable load of pollutants. The

allowable load may be expressed in units of mass/unit time,
where time :refers to a particulawet,Weather flow condition.

. The load may also be expressed as mass/unii time where the
time period is longer perhaps mass /year. The following are
'some possible approaches for allocating this-load to the
eight general categories of nonpoint sources discussed
previously:

Option 1.1 - proportional ito area occupied by category:

Under this approach, each major nonpoint source category
Wbuld be allocated apermissable load in proportion to the
area it occupied. Yhis approach would result in the same

'loading constraint per acre for all categories. This would

be exceedingly difficult'for the categories that generate
relatively large quantities of pollutants per unit area to

meet.

.110;'01°i
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Option proportional to area-, with tolerance levels
for each category:

This approach would involve assigning each category a. base
allowance of pollutant loading per acre according to the
uncontrollable or background' loading expected from each
category. The remaining amount of the maximum load could be
assigned ih proportion to area occupied by the-category. This
approach has the merit of recognizing realistic limits of
load reduction for each category.

Option 2.1 - equal relative reduction:

Rather than develop a mass per acre constraint for eiSZ2,
category, the information used in determining the maximum
allowable load could provide an indication of the relative
reduction from the existing loading needed to meet the sand-
ards. For example if the existing loading were -twice the
loading that should be allowed, the relative reduction for
all sources should be 50% of whatpver amount of pollution .

each source or category of sourc was causing. This apprqach
would treat all polluters as equally responsible for the
cleanup burden whether their per acre contribution was -large
or Small.

Option 2.2 - equal relative.reduction, with tolerance level
for each category: f 4

iBy this approach each category would be allowed a given load
per acre based on background or uncontrollable factors. Am
equal relative reduction of the excess over the allowedPamount
could be applied to all polluters. The relative reduction
would be based on the aggregate reduction needed for the entire
segrient or basin.

Option 3.1 - best technology:

`This approach involves defining the load toostraint for
each category on the basis of the abatement efficiency of
theibest techniques for abating pollution for each source
category. These abatement levels can be expressed in units
of mass/acre/time converted to units of mass/time,in order
to determine whether the sum of the.loads fOr ally categories
would be copatible with the maximum allowable load. Based
on the'Comparison between the abatement achievable with best
techniques and the allowable load,,oadjustments in the load
constraint for each category might be necesse.y.

7;12
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To the extent that the allowable load would be assigned
to existing sources, with little or.no allowance for.pollu-
tion from new sources, it would be necessary to establish load-
ing constraints for new sources on the basis of best technology.

These allocation approaches could be sed to divide the
burden of meeting the maximum allowable fledamong the
principal nonpoint source categories. Within the eight categories
mentioned,, there are many possible subcategories representing
efferent natural physical conditions and production activities.

allocation for the eight categories could be further
divided into the subcategories.

c. Relationship Between Generation of Pollutants and Transport -

. to Receiving Waters

The portion of the allowable load assigned to each nonpoint
source category is the loading thatwould be generated by sources "

in that category and transmitted to receiving waters. Since part
of the load that is generated may be assimilated on the land as
it flows over or through land to the receiving water, the load .

constraints referred to above apply to the combined generation and
transmission of a pollutant. If the constraint is 10 IN/acre/yr
at the receiving waters and the rate of generation at the source
is reduced to 20 TN/acre/yr, w4'h a transmission rate of 50% of
the amount generated at the site, the.receivfnvaterconstraints
can be met.'

d. Relationship Between Pollutant Parameters

In order to simOlffy the process of establishing the management
lpractices to meet the load ,constraints for each pollutant and .

for each category, it may be possible to focus on oneor more
pollutant parameters as theNprincipal constraints -to be met., For
example, in rural areas,, the chemital analysis of sediment may be
fairly uniform overlarge areas. Thus if appropriate controls
are determined for sediment, these controls will a3solhave'a
predictable effectiveness ire reducing BOD, pesticides phosphorus,

and other pollutana, that are associated with sedithent. In

urban areas the relative proportion of sediment and other parameters
may also exhibit certain uniformities.

7-13
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D. Develop Abatement Subplans

A "
1. Area Approach

Procedures for developing abatement measures for each part of.
the_planning area, for all pollbtant sources are discussed in
Chapter 6. Procedures for developing alternative controls for each
category are analogous to those'described below in regard to the
category approach.

2.,_Category Approach

The following'steps could be followed in order to determine how
to meet the abatement levels established for each nonpoint source
category. These same steps could also be followed in the area
approach to predict the costs and effectiveness of alternative
abatement measures for all nonpoint source categories within each
part of the planning, area. '

a. Estimate Existing Waste Loads for.eadh Category/Subcategory

Once the total nonpoint sourcelload of a giveh pollutant
under given flow conditions has been established, it(is necess-
ary to evaluate the breakdown of Sources of this pollutant load.

The runoff, seepage, and percolation ofpollutants from
nonpoint sources is highly depehdent on cliMatJc,- seasonal, and
other variable events. High rainfall, antecedept rainfalls,
cropping patterns, street sweeping schedules, time of travel of
runoff, scouring and re-entry of pollutants,_ etc., must be
considered in the evaluation. While average conditions. shed
light on the general situation, an analysft based on high
and/or low runoff periods, covering specific climatic events
and seasonal periods, is more likely to provide an accurate
evaluation of Ole iignificance'of each nonpoint source.

Data from sources such'as building inspection offices, soil
and water conservation districts, and planning agencies,'should
be evaluated to locate many Of the potential nonpoint sources

4of pollutants. Soil survey Maps, construction records, urban
sanitation records, and other such documents can proOde much
information for evaluation of the pollution potential from
nonpoint sourcA. ,A number of agencies -1 GS, water' treatment
plants, health units, etc.) maintain water quality records,
which should provide information on the origin of nonpoint
sources.

7-14
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In general, there are two approaches for tracing the origin
of nonpoint source loadings:

. generalized prediction and,

. monitoring and sampling.

Whichever approach or combination of approaches is used, the
objective should be to determineo reliable estimate of the
'load from each category of sources *~

Ian' general, sampling and monitoring maybe needed where
problems pre so site-specific that prediaMon techniques tarot
be used with confidence;4otherwise prediction techniques.may
be preferablel'gpecially those teat -can be applied using
existing information. However, analysis of nOrtpoint source
loading should only be carried out to the Wel of detail need-
ed-to choose best management practices.

cl) Prediction of Nonpoint Source Loads

k.
Because monitoring and sampling for nonpoint source

detection is costly and requires a long time period to
. construct an- 'accurate set of data, it is advahtageous to
use nonpoint source load prediction techniques. Although
estimating the pollution generated from nonpoint sources
is a difficult task, there are prediction techniques
which can be used. These techniques enable preilpicton of
nonpoint source load generation and transport based on such
measurable watershed parameters as soil, slope, vegetative
cover, land use- 04e 0 drainage area, etc. While these
techniqueiNary in their reliability, especially with regard
to soluble pollutants and pollutants subject to b ;eakdown in
the environment, they can be useful in choosing best manage-,
menu practicesP

t
* The .sumpf the loads from each should enable construction of
a materials balance showing loading for each pollutant to the stream and
origin (location of each sategory of sources) of the loads< A materials
balance should be constructed in order to-carry out the area approach as
described in Chapter 6. Thematerials balance can be broken down to
whatever degree of detail is appropriate, depending on tOe accuracy of the
method for estimating nonochnt source loading:
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Gmoidance,on,the aPPlicability of ttieVe models end
bll',' the services available from federal agencies for gtilizing

).the models' is discussed in: 0 46
, `),

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. .Methods for
Identifying and'Evaluafing the Nature and Extent of

. Nonpoint Sources- Of Polfutiok, Report No: EPA
;410/973-014,, Uashingtoff,-D.C., 1973. GPO, $2.45..

4
U . S . Env(ronmental Protection Agency, Interim Report .

Oit.Loading Functions for AssessnientcfAter Pollution
'frofn Nonpoint Sourcet,'NovemberAR75, Pro/egt 68-0122293.
AvailabTa from Water Naming DiVilion (WH-554), EPA.

1-
U.S. Envifonmen!Al Protection ,Agency.' Control of Watel

r-Pollution from Cr-Raki, 1975, Report No. EPA-600-2-751W6A. ,

i ;

'Available from Wariegranning Diyision (f04-554),-EPA. .

_
-

4 .

_Additional guidance on prediction model and technqiues
_ ,

for nonpoint sources is being developed.by IPA and will be' '
. available to subsequent guidance.

.
.

..*

2)- Monit6ing and Sampling,to Identify Nonpoint Source Loads
..,2-7

,..

5

Monit ing And sampling should b, undertaken in the stort
term to iffitify.nonpoint source loading in situatiens''whire
more accurate estimates are n#gded than can be'dtained thrbtle
use of predictive models.' Secondly, monitoringr5nd sampling
shbuld be undertaken over a longer term to refine information
on nonpoint source loading and to servekas a management device',
for assessing the progreys made-in attaining inb maintaintng
water quality through imblementationoof best Management,practices.

a'

,In the shirt ,rermt, monitoring.fftay be mndertaken4 if IC
'essary, to es ate asingle gross allotment. target aba t
Level) or all nonpoint sources contributing. o a given water
quali see' nt. ,Also, monitoring ff.carefully selected
non int So rces ay be undertakenas negpssary to' alibrate/ f,

verify nal al technique, chosen tflits.tiffiate the nature
and reT 1tude of the loads-associated with.each
nonpoint ce'category. In particular, monitoring may Lie
needed to ve 'TY or supplent,loading estimates:for such
sources stormwater outfalM9ls, waste lagoons, septic seepage

. -
° '.
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areas, land fills, spray
A

irrigation areas,ond other signii-
ficant sources that are difficult to estimate through pre-
dictive techniques. ,,,:_uip,.ala.--

. --

Sinceit'is not expected that nonpoint sATce load

' IF , i
,., . ,

estimates can be verified in the relatively short timeframe
of initialiplan-formulation, it may be desirail4e to initiate'
an ongoing monitoring progr4m to be carried out in the plan

re implementation hase. _
..' \

.

The monitoring- and sa7ling approach needed for no .oint
source identification and verification should determin
schedule of prioritized activities that will enable a II

degree of identification of individual nonpoint slarces at a,-.
given point. For example, if the total nonpoint source load .
to the area is 1/3 of the total pollutant load for a given

mpollutadt, the monitoring an4:sampling.activities should be
aimed at .verifying a given percent of the'nonpoint source-
load by a given date. 'Instream water quality. data which could
be related /to specific nonpoint source sites should.be evalu-

aced in order to determine whether a given increment of waste
detectable in theistreamCcould be attributed to Agived nonpoint
,source.

,-,Vhe sum of the wasteloads that could betraced back to.
tributing sources should be a given percent of the total

von oint source'load that is chosen for the initial monitoring
an -sampling coverage. If the individual nonpoint §oarceT
that can be identjfied do not sy0 up, to that given percent of
thetotal nonpoint source load,wThen additional data Shbuld be
collected.,

4111% 0
.,

.0: . _

b. Assess Effectiveness and'Costs of Alternative Management
PAWJces for etch Category ,

,..

.
,

,

'No single control method or-Jet of contr el methods will be
approPrtatesr all types'eNnonpoint source problems. Even

controls for a particular type of source will vary in effective- .

ness accoriNng to geographic location. The controls should be .

tailored to local conditions if they are to be effective!" Thus,
a thorough knowledgepoikboth specific types. of'nonpoint sources ti

and local ,conditions isle Prerequisite to the design of apprcill
priale and effective controls: ' . IP

. . $

The second step in deterMining best management practice
for.nonpoint Tour s'is the identification of the technically

*feasi le structuf controls and the pr4cticable nonstructural
,

cont ols that are. ailable for particular nonpoint'source-
problems. Technically feasiple control alteroatives fdr

7-17
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particular typeg of nonpoint sources'are categorized and
discussed in the Best Management Practice papers, attached
to these guidelines as Supplement No. 1. It should be

- emphasized that these control alternatives are citedonly
as examples, and thalather viable alternatives, if available,
should also be investigated and considered.

. # t4

,for each nonpoint source category causing a water quality
problem; technically feasible control options should be pre-
sented. For each option, the cost of the control and the

-; effectiveness bf the control in abating different pollutants
(eiter at their source, or their yield to receiving waters)
should tie presented. Determination of nonstructural Control
costs should be.based upon the-opportunity cost of the
control as discussed in Chapter 10.

)

1) Rvresental Data for Cost and 'Effectiveness

Since the cost and effectiveness of nonpoint-source
controls depend on the exact circumstances in which the
control is used, cost andeffectiveness vary considerably.
For purposesof evaluitionft cost data should represent the
typical or average situations. This will assure that the
cost and effectiveness of the control are neither over-
estimated nor underestimated if the control is being
considered for widespread application. Naturally, if the
control is only applicable in very spetific cases,kati---
should be. representative of that specific situation.

.

.

2) EstimAion.of Lost and:Effectiveness Information
,

.
, 4

Because the precise cause-effect relationship betWeen
application of a given control and achievement of a given
'reduction of wastes to receiving water is difficult to
define, calculation of cost-effectivenlis may require pre-
liminary estimation. .

Once a particular/nonpoint source prOlem has been
identified, the approximate-reduction of%the source load
that cdUld be obtained through a liven contrAOscan be
determined. Since the cost of the control- eft generallylw
be alisessed with some degree of accuracy, the cost-effect-WenesS
estimation etableso4Wn overall ordering of. the most feasible ,

controls for nonpoint. sources. To the eiteAlt that the est,i-
mates are difficult to make, soTe reasonably effective praetfce
should be combined with a monitor,ing pr,ograis to assess the
effectii/eness of the'practice., : .°

'
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c.-Proftselest Management Practices. for Each Category

Aft identify* finitrdm poilgAnt loading from nonpoint
sources and examining technically asible nonpoint source
control., the 'final step In nonpoint source'technical planning
is ination of.,bestflmanagement practices for exiiiting.and

new onpoint'scardes,o'Tlis,selection proctss.ihouldle based .

o -determining the cost Offtctiveness of alternative controls
or reducingdexiistinTgind potential loadt to d level com-

patible withrwater*Oality goals. qr

The process of-selecting controls for existing and new
nonpoint sources is essentiallt the same in that cost-effectiveness.
and ;implementation feasjbilitylhoulit be tht criteria fdr Choosing .

controls. However,:for most new sources there are often more
options for highly effective management measures and'these.
higher levels ofabatementjchosen.itthe establishment of °4
maximum allowable pollutant loads) shOpld be considered in the
selection of best management practices tn order to prevent or
minimize future pollptant increases.:

1) Relationship with Management Program' ,_

SelectiOn of best management practices shovid be:closely .

coordi tth the development of a management program .

.

Ito im ement contro=ls f r point'and nonpoint.source§. A'

1 Management programsho establish the folldwing legal; ,

financial, and techni supportaspecti of best management -
practices Isee,D).-7. or further discussion) : 0 . ,

: Regulatory mechanisms, includin legal authority

# :itOmplelligt and enforce bt nagement practites;

.' Fiscal programs to provide irientfves to adbpt
best management practices;

. Technica l assistance and interagency coordination
to help affected parties amply with regulatory

.-programs:

; . .

2) Preliminary.Screening of Nonpoint Source Control'
Options- _ .

,,

In,order to 6oMpare monpoint source control Options. ft
is necessary to reduce the number of possible options for
each category to pose that are technically feasible, with r
adequate documeritiltion of cost and effectiveness., A reason-,

able number'of contro,Loptions for each significant non=
pOint source category should be presented. ''

.
.

. : :
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3) Development of Aternative Subplans

After contfel OtiOns for each category have been
developed, they should be combined to form-alt:pfiative
tubplans.' Each subplan should_indicate the co t and .

effectiveness of possible,BMPs lin meeting the target
nonpoint source load reduction levels.'

.

.

The following infortittion for each category of noppoint
sources shoyld be presented as an input to the combined
evaluation of technical and management plans:

am* ' ,

Wasteload characteristics of each alternative; ?
F .

. Total cost of each alternative expressed 'as its
. -- present vilue of capital ands operating costs for
: .the'overall alternativeW and subsystem components; ..

o I c S

a

. each alternative and subsyltem .
,includedin each alternative;

- I
Significant enyironmental effects of each alter-

'. .native consisalt with'NEPA procedures, including
, a specific statement of%future developthent impact;

. Contribution of each alternative to other water-
related objectivei of the planning-area.

7.5 'Maoagement Planning

i'''. -
O. Introduc ion ':

-\4 , ,

: ) The Purpose of management planning is to determine the legal,- . -

:11financial, andinstitutional means, needed to'implenhent beSt management
--".0ractices. -Afbireproposed management practices can be determined from
.- a ,tecbnical standpoin ,-Wis-ritcasa-ryl examine ,their, tmplementation

feasibility and, if n cessary, make adjus ment to the originally pro-
posed practices in or r to ensure that the selected,practices are
feasible from a legal, financial, and institutionalstandpoint. The

following management planning procedures are based On'the framework
for management paAnntog,describd in Chapter 3.

, .., IV
B. Define Management Agency(s) an Mstitutionit Arrangements .0

. , . .

The first s.tep in4management planning.should be to define the 'scope
.of"legal authoi", fi nanciaI capaCtty, and institutionalarrangements
to manage nonoptht sources. .

- ". "
t

, - - , . S

6
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1. Legal Author ty

Legalauth6rity,to treat wastes from nonpoint sources or to
regulate owhers, and operators of nonpoint sources according to
tbemanagement practices proposed in the technical phase. of
5npoint source planning shoulA be defined,

Of
2, Finaniial Carogity

,

' (''

The level of.putilic and private expenditur tp carry out the
management practices and possible Tinancial:programs to obtain
the funds shouldbe identified.

,

3. Management Agency(s) and Institutional Arrangements ,

-, % 4,

iNeneral description of the type of agency'and interagency
arrangements to Carry out proposed practices ,should be descr' ed.

i .
.

.

T. Management Analysis

ar N:
1. Legal Analysis - lo , .

An analyiis should be made of the existing legal basis for
requiring management of nonpoint sources withiA theplanning area*
The analysis should attempt to determine the adequacy of the exist-
ing law, distinguishing the extent to which authority to regulate
nonpoint sources may exist, as opposed to the administrative
effectiveness in carrying out the law. Wberelpr possqle.the
proposed'nonpoint source management practices-should 'rely on'
existing general authority and seek ,to establish necessarya
impleMenting regulations and administrative and enfordement
capability% The need for new legislation should also beJden-
tified,edry in the planning process.

2. Financial Analysis

Foreach proposed management practice, a tentative financial'
program should be developed.* This program should identify capittl,
operating, and administrative costs and sources of financing for
the various cost elementi. The financial analysis should, explore

the possibility of relying on existing programs to finance parts
or all ofothe costs for particular

/

cost elarents.
..

3. Inst4tutional Analysis .

I

1.;"

'are many existing agencies and' proems concerned witt14

no 'ce: management. 'An analysis should be made of the.

extent 4 which, these programs,could,incorporate the-function of 4,

land management controls f9r water vality protection. , It is.' ,

,

, .
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1
possible that many existing programs could undertake part or all
of the responiibilities forimplementing best management practices.
Where uncertain authority aists for these agiacies and program to
undertake management projects or regulate nonpbint source owners
and operators, it may be possible to strengthen the authority of
these agencies or have the agencies administer a program in cooper-
ation witother agencies and levels of :government that have the
requisite legal authority. In other instances' the legal. authoriel
may_ exist to implement mandgenent practices, but insufficient funds
may prevent.an effective program. In such cases some of the funding
soucei suggested in Chapter 10 srsould be explored and expanded budgets
proposed for the agencies that otherwise could be effective in
mplementrng management practices. A third deficiency of existing
a enciesand programs may be-lack of a coherent administrative
s ructure to relate water quality and other resource management

ograms. For example, many public works and 111110 management pro-
rams have an impadt on water quality; however, water quality -

rotection may not be an explicit goal in these programs. By slight
dification in the mission of these existing land and resource
agement programs, it may be possible-4 develop effective water
ity <management institutions. Howeve-,' it may still be necessary
velop coordination mechanisms between,th many institutions

ng the potential to carry out water qualary management.

The following is a partial list of existAng agencies afd
government that may' haveatle potential 'to carry out nonpoint
urce mana4aent:, -

0

Federal

Agri cul ture . Soil Conservation
Service

. Silviculture forest Service

Mining

.

Federal Bureau of
Fitnes`*

ConstruCti-6 . Dept. of Housing
,fr & Urban Dev.,

-Dept. of Trans..

1

,

.

State
ReOrional

County/Local

Dept. of Agriculture

Dept, Natu).al

Resources

4Dept. of pining.

Dept. Of Trans.

F
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Soil Conservation
Di stricts

. County/Municipal
Engineer -

Municipal Bldg.

Inspector

C



Federal

. Urban Runoff Dept. of Housing &
Urban Dev.

(Flood Insurance
Program)

Dept. of Army-,

Corps. of Engineers

Hydrologic Modi-
fication

. Source Affecting
Ground Water

. Residual Waste
Disposal

Public Land/Re-
source Mgmt.
Activities

*Affecting
Above Non- .

point SOurceS

.41.

of Engineers

Vet

State

V

Regional 4
County/Local

County Municipal
Engineer

Sanitary Sewage
Authority

State Dept. of Health Local Dept. of Health

Dept.. of Interior . State L
Bureau of Land MgMt. M.
Bureau of Reclama-

tion
Forest Service
National Park Serv..
Federal Power Comm.

. Dept. of'Army, Corps

Regional County and
Municipal,Departments

of Sanitation

resource County, Local Parks
ging Agencies Departments

1

The analysis of existing programs having the potential to implement
nonpoint source management. should lead to specific proposals for organ-
izations to implement the mantement practices developed insthe technicll
phase of planning. Depending'on the results of this analysis, the
functio of technical development of proposed-best management practices
may be de egated to an agency havingiparticular expertise in nonpoint
'Source nagdment. Whatever igency.Whs the responsibility for technical
develo nt of BMPs there should berclose coordination between the .

.technical phase of l MP development and the selection of management
ageocies-to supervise BMP impleMentation.

D. 'Development of Wernative Management Plans

1. Propose Alternative Management, Options

For, each category Of sources and each major technical alternative
for BMP management, options to implement the BMirshould be pr6posed.
These options should identify the source of legal authority for the
management practice (including.prowsed schedUles, for enabling legis-
'lotion, if necessary), a proposed financial program identifying
existing or new sources of fundin§e, an the agency(s) propaed td

I
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iOde technical assistance, supervise, monitor, and enforce BMP
mp ementati . to addition where many agenciesare pr9posed for
different sou ce categories,the.managementstcpcture to coordinate
these agencie and to integrate nonpoint source management into
the overall S ate WQM Plan should beOldentified.

.

2. 'Assessment of Management Alternatives for Consistency, with.
Technical Proposals ,

Since technical BMP proposals may vary in their complexity, it
is important to determine whether the agency proposed to supervise
their implementation has the necessary manpower, expertise, and '

financial resources to administer the particular technical proposal.
.,-

3. Screen in Terms of Implementation Feasibility

Before final selection of BMPs, the propoied management approach
for each category of sources should be evaluated according to the
criteria of implementatibm feasibil ty discusiedin Chapter 3. The
following evaluation should be mad for the BMPs proposed for each
category of sources:

. legal authority: (there\adequate authority, or an adequate
legislative proposal to acq ire the authority calltd for
in Section 208(c)(2) of the ct and for the $gulatory program
specified in Section 20 (2)(C) of the Act?

financial capacity: For public sector projects, are'there----
adequate funds or a Specific legislative proposal to acquire
such 'funds? Tor' BMP costs to -be borne by private landowners,
are the costs reasonable and affordable; is adequate provision
made to phase implementation of the BMP according to the
capacity of l &ndowners to' bear the costs? For overall program
manageMent, are there sufficient resources devoted to sum.-

.vision of the entire nonpoint source management effort, in
additibn to the separate administrattmecosts of each program
eleMent?

. institutional feasibility: Is the management approach practical
in the sense ot relying on available programs where possible?
Is the management approach administratively coherent, with-_.
adequate supervision of each program element and of the program
as a whole? Is there broad public understanding and acceptance
for the management approach?

.4. BMP Selection

I

The selection of BMPs should be undertaken as part of the overall
plan evaluation and selection process described in Chs. 13 and 14.-

;=-

2
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CHAPTER 8

POINT SOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

8.1 Introduction k

Chapter 3 presents a framework for systematic ,evaluation and selection
of pollUtion control strategies for all sources-of pollutants. This chapter
describes technical planning considerations for developing alternatives
abatement measures for point sources of pollution. The point sources con-
sidered in this chapter are discharges from Municipal treatment plants,
,combined sewer overflows, and industrial waste effluents. Disposal of
wastewater sludge, and wastewater reuse are also discussed. Balanced,
consideration of measures other than the traditional capital intensive
approaches of point source control is stressed in this chapter.
Alternatives considered should encompass ail applicable structural and
manaOment measures for preienting, abatiN, reducing, storing, treating,
separatinct-recycling, reclaiming and disopsing of municipal and industrial
wastewater and combined sewer discharges.'

. -

8.2 Planning Approach for Point Sources

A. Inputt,

vl. Water Quality Analysis

-- problem assessment:.

Thhproblem assessment should indicate where planning is
needed for existing point source problems. A determination
of planning needed to prevent future problems can be made
by evaluating projections of future population, employment,
land use,:wasteloads.

-- segment classification:

The segment classification should indicate the type of
'wasteload constraints that will be required of point source
Where waste load allocation is required, it is important'
to tiloose a planning approach allowing consideration of
trad4offs between all sources requiring load allocation.

maximum allowable loads:

In Water Quality Limited segments, the maximum allowable
load for pollutants provides the planning constraints that
should be met,indevelopinp abatement strategies.

173
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2. Priorities

Before developing abatement strategies for point sources, it
is important to determine the level of detail of the outputs of
these strategies. If the abatement measures are to be imple-
mented in the next five years, all the outputs for point sources
specified 441 Table 3.1.should.be developed at a level of detail
sufficient for implementing the outputs. (The relationship
between the facilityplans outputs provided in the State WQM Plan
and further facility planning'is described in Chapter 2). Where ,

the particular element ofthe plan cannot be implemented in theta
next five years, the level of detail may consist of a more
general .assessment having the type of information indicated in
Table 3.2

.6

B. Choice of Methods (and Level of Detail) for Relating Water Quality
Analysis,to Development of Abatement Measures

1. Water Quality LimitedSegments - Area Approach

The area-Approach to developing abatement measures is described
in Chapter 3. A.detailed procedure to carry out this approach,
relating pollution loads to hand use plansand policies is described
in Chapter 6.. It is recommended that the area apprbach be followed
for developing point source subplans in Water Quality limited ..

segments. The reason for this-r4commendation is that the area
approach-encourages evaluation of alternative levels of abatement'
and alternative. discharge locations for point sources, allowing
the.maximum flextbility in the waste load allocation process.

2. -Effluent Limited Segments

The waste load constrained in effluent limited segments, would
be established in the effluent guidelines for the particular point 1
source category.

C. Development of Abatement Plans

Thi following sections (Chapter 8.3-8.6) describe procedures for
developing alternative.abatement plans for municipal, private waste-
water combined sewer, and industrial point sources. These alternatives
should be combined into alternative area subplans for -point sources is
described In Section 8.7.

8.3 Municipal Wastewater-Facilities

A. Introduction \. .

--, .

.

.

Planning of municipal facilities within an area 'should provide for
(1) cost-effective,envirbnmentally sound, and implegentable freatment-

8-2
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works to meat the. present needs df the area and (2) a general program
to phase facilities development to meet future needs as projected
an overall land use plan. Balanced evaluation of nonpointsource
abatement and prevention measures as well as point source measures -

should precede'final selection of the treatment works. Treatment'

works must meet the applicable requirements of Sections 201(g), 301,
and 302 of the Act. As a minimum, facilities plans must provide
fOr.applicatioq, by 1983, of the best practicable waste treatment
technology (BPWTT). Where necessary to 'meet wasteload allocation
constraints consistent with water quality standards, plans must
provide for measures to further reduce pollutants. The deteemina-
tion of BPWTT, or measures providing for higher treatment levels if

A needed, is based upon evaluation of_ technologies included under each
of the followintwaste management techniques:

*,

a.. treatment (biological, or physical-chemical) and
discharge to reireiving waters;

b. treatment and reuse; .

c. land application or land utilization

Comparistqn of the above techniques and determination of'BPWTT for
a specific case should include considerations for management of nutri-
ents in wastewater andsludges, development'of integrated (gofid, liq-
uid, and thermal), waste facilities, and enhancement of recreation and
open space opportunities.

This section covers major aspects of the(unicipal wastewater
facilities planning presented in the EPA document entitled !'Guidance
for Facilities Plann(ng"

B. Delineate Service Area

Service areas for municipal waste treatment facilities spuld
4 delineated based on the population, economic, land use, and
;aste load projections discussed in Chapter 3. .1-,n general;.a

treatment service area includes thesewered, areas tributary to an
integrated waste treatment system plus those additional portions
of watersheds.likely to be connected over the planning period. 10

The delineations i'hOiefd Outline,,on at least ajapliminary
basis, geographic areas sufficient- to permit ost-effectiveness.

analyses of alternatives, including waste treatment me' hoOs and
ultimate dispoul options for sludge and treated effluents. Also,(/
each ofthe areas should be of sufficient size to consider cOst,
savings, management Adyantages, orianvironmental gains resulting
from regionalization. Given these Concepts, service areas for
waste treatment-systems and ultimate sludge disposal or utilization
are not' necessarily the same. For example, sludge frdm two (or re)

8-3
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separate treatment S}ervice areas could be land filled or used as t
soil-conditioner id/a common Site; in this case, the'ludge disposal
serv444wArea would include the separ'ate treatment ,service areas.

,. In smaller SMSAs (less'than 160,000), or thbse with few political
entities or public bodies having jurisdiction over sewage disposal,
the service areas should encompass either the entire SMSA or the core
city plus contiguoA urb'an places. The fact that service areas are
delineated does not necessarily imply that a1.1 land within.a service
area should; be serviced by municipal tewage collection and treatment
systems. _In fact, in many less dehsely Ponblated areas; or parts of
urbanized-areas there are economic and environmental advantages to on
site diSposal of waste. The service area delineation merelly represents
a potential area in'which'to investigate posstble municipal treatment
systeMs.

In larger urban areas,sin41?-facilities plan coverage of the
entire'arecmay be gnattainabje orinappronriate.for institutional,
geographic, or other reasons.,. Service areas should still encompass
coLitigwous. waste treatment systems when these conditions occur: 1)

such, systems may require major new or expanded treatment' plants, sludge
disposal or effluent disposal facilities; and, 2)'system'interdonnection
or joint facilitieslkuld be feasible alternatiles, -

, Recognizing the considerations dIscussed'abOve, service area
boundaries-for non Urbam areas should encompass the entire'com-.
munity including those areas, subject to fiture urban development.
Where cost iavings" or otheradvantages might result froM waste
treatment system interconnect*int effluent or'sludge disposal faci-
lfties, or collective managem for two or more nearby communities,
the selike area should enCompass the: Community group. If a community

suffic*ntly td,piueclude t^ egionalizationthe service
area should be confined to that community.

The delineated service areas should be outlined on Mops to the
same:scale 'as those used .in the projected population and'land-rise

. presentation (Chs.3 and 6).'

p.
C. Inventory Existing Conditionq-and_Determine Existing Flows

-v

The existing waste treatment systemsust be accurately assessed
to establish a basis for planning any systems modifications. Where
$vailable, the Phase I Plans 0,11 prbvide essential information on
.municipal point sources, waste loads, wastewatelilows, and water
quality within the planning area. Data from peMIts would be an
additional source of information. At the start of planning; this data
should be ,reviewed and supplemented as necessary. The-assessmet of
each existing waste treatment system should include a performance
evaluation 'of the treatment olant, including operating'proplems and.
Personnel, and-samplingand maintenance program. Data on current

AP
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performance of many treatment,facilities will beltailable from
State water quality agencies as a result of their programs involving
operations and maintenance visits and consultations. An infiltration/
inflow analysis should also be made on a preliminary basis to deter- .

mine whether excessive infiltration or.inflow exists*and, on a pre-
liminary basis, costs of any corrective measures required. Should
the analysis determine th existence\Df excessive infiltration/44km, .

a more detailed sewer qltem evaluatfon'SUryey should be made to ly
specifically define Problems and determi4e types and costs of correc- :
tive measures. A State. WQM planning grant cannot be used for the.
detailed sewer evaluation survey; however; grant assistance may be

se is,. *.obtained under a construction grant (40 CFR , Subpart E). To .

assure satisfactory management of residual wastes, an inventory of
7 77

sludge utilizatibn A disposal should alio be conducted. .
, ,477

.."

D. Estimate Future.Waste Loads and Flows

To' provide a basis for planning and preliminary design of
facilities, future variations of,waste loads and the flows over the
planning period must be forecast. As described in,Chapter 3, forecasts
must be based orrconomic,and demographic growth trends for the
planning area and shou4d be based upon evaluation of land use, plans,
and any growth 'contraints imposed by air quality implementation
plans, 2oningirestrictions'or_permit conditions. The effects Of
selected flow and waste reduction measures, including' sewer system

rehabilitation to c1rrect infiltration/inflow, should also be
"reflected in the flow fdpcasts to permit subsequent 'calculation of
waste treatment system Ostireductions.

1. Land Use and Development iv. 4

Wastewater load and flow projections should conform to the
time phased development shown on,the land use' projections that
are proposecras being compatible with war quality goals. (See ,

.Chapt4r. 3 and 6). To avoid changes inane growth pattern from
that'projected in the lAnd uSe plan, scledulps of hookups'should
*be.4gzeloped through a regulatory program. (See Chapter 9).:

2. Flow and Waste Load Forecasts

The expected economic and population growth patterhs for
the planning area, as projected in the Land use plan; should

. be translated into estimates of wastewater flows and waste loads,
witha realistic allowance for un'eventable infiltration. The

estimated fut*echanges in flows and waste 19ads from industries
served by the municipal systemshouldreflectrapplication of EPA.
pretreatment requirements for existing and new industries plus Any
expected process. changes affecting wastewater apd treatment .

residuals. Wastewater flow forecasts should also includethe
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Ud,anticipated discharges from septic tank puMpages into the
systems.

4,6

3. Sludge Generation Forecasts

46

The-vole and composition of sludge Whrc be
generated from treatment of Wastewater should go estimated.
These forecats should be ,modified. to reflect,the different

treatmenglevels characteristic of the alternative.systems .

'4'. consider-Ed.

. .

Develop aid Evaluate AlternatfVes1:
ita . 4

. . Since the facilities element of State WQM planning does not v,

necessarily imply larger interconnected waste treatment systeffis
'Aforiran area, the initial planning for.facilities systems should
involve a-syStematic'comparison ofmany subsystem,as well as

system,'optionu_ For.each municipal wistewatk system subsystem,'
options shoullrbd identtfiedl, Cdmpatible optiohi'should Sle

, .

combined into preliminary,endtment sys.tems consistent with the ,i'

alternativemasteload allocation sets.- ,

'\8y using a rough estimation of cost and impact, the components
%'10f the alternative feility plan should then be screened on the 4:

1 basis of goal attainment, monetary colts, and en*ironmental,
. social, and economic effects., Legal or institutional costraints ,a

and OpleMentation feasibi3ity.thould-lSo be considerVE.: Unacceptable
41r-- alternales s.houlci be rejected; thosetwema-ining should be developed
° into a 1 moitedNnumberof ciroposals,employing each of the previously

. .2 discussed_ wastelnanageMent teOhntolves: Adequate justification
i should be given for eliminating any of those technielues.ateny

stage. .' .,, .

. .,.,

. The following paragraphs briefly. describe major factors that
might be considers and procepres that might bappied in the
developmert-and-evaluation oralternative wastewater systdms.

-'Higwever,/the fallowingiactors should only be considered to the't,
exten,lneeded to demelop the

.
riquired facilities eleMent of a

e'.'?'- State WQMRlan: - , - s .
4 .

.
, .

A 1. Flow apWaste Reduction Measures. 4

1

. . The Adt encourages the use of a variety of methods ' 1.
14'°.

' -where cast-effeetive for reducing both 'the volume and 'amount
of' waste within 'municipal wastewater systems. $ome of the ill

.J ig

folloWing measures would reduce not only wastewater loads,'-
.

but water supply. demarids as well:

178
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a. Infiltration/inflow.reductiockbY sewer system
rehabilitatiOn and repair, and elimination of roof a411140\

. foundation drains.

b. Household water conservation measures, such as
water saving appliances-and fixtu s.'

c. Water and wastewater rates that iMPose cOss
proportional to water Aised a wastewater generated; .

useNof.water rafters, 4r

d. Educating the public n the value ofwaiV resources
and the need to reduces ter consumption.'

of
iP0t;?-L

Industrial Service
.9

. /

Municipal waste, treatment systems shoukbg plaOtned-to
serveindustrie users ofixpe area whenever practicable and. ,

dost-effective,.- Special requirements, issues, and procedures
associated with, industrial use of-a Municipal system are . .

coveted in section 8.6 of this chapter.--t '

4

1%.

4

-

3. Sewers
.4' A. . System Configuration. and CaPaci.ty4 yr

P4

Planning oil waste treatment sysAA ilcludeg"Thl
41

coniparis otretenative arrangements of interceptors
and col ection ptpeslalUding Olksed.devlopment, to:
assure° ctipn of a cost-effeCtive cOnfijuration. In

newly develo ing portions of the planning area; the,
capacities of the system, fn 'particular the larger'
lateral and interceptor sewers, shoUlegenerally accommodate.
not more than the 20-year wastewater projedtion based
upon the land use plan. However, choice of.interceptor
and collection pipe sizes should reflect cost-effictive
analysis-of alternatives °lir the planning period. The
practice of designing interceptors for long -term projected
growth or ultimate development within the gervice area
should be discouraged.. As an alternative, tonsideration
should .be given to interim-(Short-term) treatment works
for outlying areas or to septic'tank upits for individuil
or clustered developments in low density areas.

,

. b. fewer Hookup Schedules

Since the capacity of tOkTi;-t-nd design of
..the treatment system is based on f4,010rojections which
,'conform to a time-phased landuse plan, it is necessary. ,

'dr
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.

to establish a Schedule for nookups'in the system A
hookup schedule is important in managing, the sy over.
time in order to prevent growth from. exceeding the designed .

',capacity of .the system.'

In the &sent that a violation of an NPDES permit.
occurs due to overloading of treatment works, gle Regi a

Administrator (or the State if the NPDES program has been'
delegated,to a State) may, under authority of Section

, 402(h) of Ihe Act,40eek a court order imposing a ban or
restrictioNS upon sewer connections. A series of planning
and management actions to prevent overloading of facilities .

may be ibcludsd-as special conditiohs'to permits issued to
factlities_ty_clang0 of lmminent overloading.

Since the State WQM'Plan is to include a regulato ry
program,to regulate location of poll.stant discharges in tho
area, and since the management agency(s) must possess
authorityo refuse to treat wastes from a municipality:or
subdivision which does not comply with the,plan, a tchedIlle

. of hookups is an appropriate management approach for carrying
out-this regulatory program. The enforcement of the schedule
through the regulatory program may require. specific authorizing
legislation and will therefore necessitate thorough legal
analysis. (See Chapter 9.)

4. Waste Managementiechniques
4

f

.Alternative waste management techniques must be evaluated
to determine de BPWTT for meting applicable efflment
limitations, including those'llelated to wasteload allocatiOn.
Information pertinent to this evaluation is contained in an Ok,

EPA Aocument'entitled "Alternative,WaSte Management Techniques
for Best Practicable Waste Treatment", (Proposed in March
1974). Serection. of a waste management technique is closely

-related to effluent disposal voices. %Preliminary alternative
systems featuring at least one techniqq,unler eacn'of the
three categories (treatment and ditchpte, wastewater reuse,
and-lah application or land utilization} should be identified

- -and screened. TechniqUes which incOrporate wastewater rise
and land application should be utili2ed'whenever.mossible,',A

--' more detailed proposal should be prepared for eacffunless
adequate justification for elfMinating a technique during the
screening procets is presented.

I.

0 Published cost, performance, and other informations'
available for'many alternative-treatment technologies.: .

Preliminary screen1n6of these technologies,involves comparing
r4 costs and relative treatment capabilities. ."

.

8a
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.4. Treatment and Discharge°

.
Treatment and discharge techniques include the .

"' following: ,

,

.

..r.
(1) Biological treatment inc luding ponds, activated,
sludge; trickling filters,"processet.for Ditrfftcation,..
and denitrifitation;

(2) 'Physical-Chemicaltreatment inCludind chemical
1.tflocculatidn.; 'filtration, activated earbon, breakpoint

Chlorination;,ion exchange, and ammonia strfipping.
.

eias

b.. Wastewalbr Reuse
. le_

In Comparing was e management techniques and
, alternative syspemso aste ter reuse applications
should be e lusted a eans'bf contributing to local
water manag st goals. Such applications include:

Industrial 'processes;-
-(/1

6.Oundwttee recharge for water supply enhancement
or preventing Salt water intrusion;

' "(3) Surface water supply enhancement;

(4). Recreation lakes.; ..
,

1
#

, Arm. Ltrid reclamation.

Wastewater reuse needs should be tdentifled and
defined -by volume, ,location,.and quality, 'Thdse needs
many inflbence'the location of the treatment *fifties,
tht,type or process selected, and the degree Of treatment

-required.
4

-.1

c.',Land Applicatiori

*

;

The appllcation of wastewater effluents on the "

ltnd involves the recytling'of most of the organic
matter and nutrients by biological action in tht leoll

-/

ad-plaint growth,' generally providing a high degree of

*- :pollutant 11mokal. Planninof.the land application '

f techniques should reflect criteria and other information
Contained in the EPA dotument on "Alternative Waste
kanigement Techniques for. Best Piractitableyeste Treatment."

4

V
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Land applica echniques include: /

J7)' Slim, rid and furrow, and flood
irrigation,iechn.qUes;'44 t

, (2) Overland f

(3) Infil$ration- 6olationi

.(4) Other approaches such as evapor'ati

deep'well injection, and subsurface) leaa
fields.

Residua) (Side) Mipagement ,

1

Evaluation of alternatives -for mahagement of residual

k4.#47 wastes from municipal treatment Works should b closely

coordinated with,the evaluation ofeach waste gemtnt
'technique. Such'evaluationsinclude§. the evalUa nof
alternative combinations of slUdge proceSsing and utilization

,techniques for1.4atisfactorily andeconomica)ly dispbsing of
,quantities of residual wastes. tare must be taken to asSure.
that these methods,do not appreciably add to air quality or

--water'qualityproblems.

A variety of sludge procelsing and utilization techniques
are available inOuding (a).thickening, (b)4themical conditioning,
(c). chemical stabilizationl.(d) aerobic_ald anaerobic digestion, .

(e)?watering, therFal processing for volume reduction .

or rytng, (g) composting, and (9-land spreading'as a soil
conditioner. Sludge disposal options are limited primarily
to land dispo'sa'l land utiliz tio , and incineration, and

1pmust comply with the EPA pol '6y § 4,-tement oo'acceptable

thods, based pn-current knowl or the ultimate diSposal

AI 1 sludges from publicly-owned ter ePtatant plants: _

e

Ditposal techniques such as 11 conditioning and land
utilization which realize the nutrient value of sludge as_
fertilizer should be given special attention in adopting a
sludge dAdpotal.program for the area. Furthermore,'consideration
should be givento-local air pollUtion control regulations
and energy rqutrements.if incineration is an.option.
(Guidance on,management.Of residuals in general is contai.ned

in Chapter/7.)
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6. -Location of Facilities.-
4 .

Eva4pition dpd choice of sites'Ior treatment plants,
interceptors, transmission lines, outfalls, pdmping plants,
and, other major works should comply,with the land,use plan.
Factors to be corisideredvin selecting location include: .

alr ,

a. Possible- odor and aesthetic, problems;-

b. Flexibility to convert to possible future reuse
and additional pollution abatement needs;

c. Special protection ofootIble, shellfish, and
recreation' waters; .

d. Avoidance of floodplain and wetland arw , if
practicable;

N

,

, .

e. Induced growth impacts'inffOod hazarfor environmentally
sensitive areas, .

7. Regionalization

Regionalization ophans Should be evaluated to assure
. ..

ust of themnost costeffectivelacilities systems consistent.
l' with#thepRahningkalrea's waste management needs, Various :.

combinatahs of tFeitmenl plants,.interceptoretand %Ater'
works should be bentified; and each should be constftEnt
with a target Oestellad allocation. The eanomy*of scale
associated with a ldfge treatment plant should be balanced ,7'
with consideration of environmental' and social impact,
especially if the inter=connected system would_ tend to
'induce growth patterns con

4icting.with
the land use plan.

The effect of streamflOW letion due tod1 lranspol*t of
wastewater to A: downstream,o ant, and the impact of concentrating
wastes from plant effluents at fewer points should also be
;Considered. The.evaluation of regionalization might-lead to
reconsideration of the service ar4as that were initially
chosen for developing -the facilities ellient of the'StateA.
Water Quality,Mandgement Plan.:

.

8..'Phased Development."

'

a. General's
r

In examining ihe cosfjeffectiveness'of a

treatment s'ystem,-.tWo. alternatives should be
provision of sufficterit'capacity

*
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the needs%of-the area, as pojeCted oVer the pia/ping
period; and (2) phased devtlopment of systems and
modular construction 4f jndlviclual facilities witbin

the syttem to meet future needs. -They phased.and modular
develbpment option would:involve planning,foliconstruction
'of facilities And facilities components at intervals:
thrbughout the'plannkg period to accommodate projected,:
increases of waste loads and flows. The.following

factors should, be included fin an-astetsm:nt,of the

options: the service life of the trealbeek works; the
incremental, costs; and flow and waste load - forecasts..'

b. Reserve and,Exceis.Capacity

The planning-of waste geatment'facilities'will
normally provide-some.excei% capacity to allow for

. daily, wet weather, and Seasonal flow ;ariations as
well as, pPbjected flow increases. The system capacity
-ems should be examined from a cost7effective_viewpoint,
particularly for treatment plants serving areas experiacing
growth where phased.conttrUction may be more cost-

` effective than iriitial contt action for long-term.

, capacity needs. Provision 'holding storage at the

plant intake should also b onsidered to equalize.

daily flow variations.
,

c., Phased Development of System
4

1.

. . .

-,

Phased development of the system is advisable in.
rapi'dly growing areas, in areas:where the projected,

. .
flows are uncertain, or where full initial dejelopment, '

of,facilities would tend to distort growth froth-that I: C

e shown in the area land use plan. The phasing shOblq
,...provide sufficient excess capacity at'the beginning of.

,eich,construction phase tb accommodate expected flow'
tncpases during the phase% Phasing of sewers may

,..,

. .
%involve provision of'paralleT or multiple systems or

extension of single ivies. , 7-
*

d. 'Modular Development of individual Facilities
eloro ollmk

,Modular deieiopment of 1,1'0411 facilitiet is ,.

rs advisable in areas where high gr rates are projected;
where Air.required degree of treatment must be upgraded 3

.
) -later iTthe planniaperiod,'or where existing facilities

are to be used initflblly belt phaseVout. later,, Modular

development would avoid lo0g-term operating problems.

.44
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issocialvd with underutilization of certain'cbmponents
of the plant: Where modular deyelopmentois'usedprovisions

'-should be made during the design of the'tnitial factlitieq.
for -future additions. lo

e. Interim Facilities

After the State'WQM plan hiis been appr*ed; no-
-ObES pernAt issued may be in conflict, With that plan.

,Since interim facilities receive permits, they must be
considered in the plarining process. Such faqilities

,ire often used fb treat wastes from areas-not immediat ly
serviceable by larger, of egionil, 'treatment factlities.
Careful consideration sh uld be given to the way.in
which interim facilities wi I be uses; especially ,in
highgrowthareas: Sinc s facilities have the,
potential for inducing d velopmenet at may be i'n

, conflict with regional rvice Ola , special. attention
should be given to the terim fac lities!AevAntual
connection to 4he larger system. Thus, in planning for
interim facilities, pantfculaconsideratJon should be
given to:

(1) Ensuri g that the area to be served"by the
m fac lity'is in conformance-with 4nd use

-p ortrols;

-__12) Ensuring, through the-establishment and ,

enforcement of a.scheduTe of hookups for thelife
oftthe facility, thatCthe interim facility will
not be overToaded;" 17

(3) -Ensuring when the facility is no longer
th#t.Its service area is transferred to a

Olt facility; .

,/

(4) Reusi g the-abandoned facility for soWe tithe
needed function, such 'as usp as _a, pumping station

11111

, .

) Ensurin oper operation:, maintenance. and '

nspection.- (Tra edt certified operators. should
be used.) : ,

.

f. Flexibility and Aeliability .

11':,.
- .

**Flexibility and reliabiiityfshbuld be Considered
through* the planning of municipal acilitfes.. As men-
tidned in.previouksections,sflexibility.faptors.include

/
t.

A
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4

possible upgrading of water quality objectives, future

application of new technologies, future application of -

wastewater reuse:'modular and phased development of facilities, /
'and temporary treatment plants.

Reliability considerationg ire important since
risk,of failure exists in any wastewater system. With
'a view toward mtn*mizing'this risk, the probability,

'Ouration;-and.impact of-such failures should be considered
for fedi system and its comrIoneots:

8.4 Other Point Sources

,The Identification of other point sources within, the planning \
area, possible control options, and feasible controls-should be'included

.

in point'source.44bplans. In.partiCular,TP4yete wastewater systems
should be evaluated, preferably in conjunction with the municipal

.

wastewater facilities. Infor:mation regarding planned capacity of sucit
syitems should be sought from private wastewateronanagement agencies.
Planned capicity should becexiewedrfor consistency with future *waste
load reductions. Any pent sources required to obtain permits should
be included in point source subpl'ans.

.

8.5 Combined Sewer Discharges' c,/`--- .
(, .

A. Introduction ,

. .

Combined sewer overflow.s can be sources of significant i

quantitieS:afpollts:--5Tiice.they are an integral part of the
municipal wastewater collection system, untreated overflows from

. combined sewers pose an added threat to public health. ,

Various technilques for controlling-and treating combined
storm and sanitary sewer flows can be incorporated into alternative'
areawide.subplans for point sources -. Quite often, these problems
can be substantially reNcedIhrough effective'coritrol of the

,sources and/or the runoff be re it enters the combined sewer-
systems, as is disdussed in Chapter 7. The most cost-effective
combination of controlling the problems at their source or controlling
the runoff once it enters the stormwatergilystqicap,be made in
the later steps of the planning process where ilternative sapiens
for point and nonpoint sources are combined into",alternative
.plans. (ChaOter 3.6.E.)

. 186
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B. Inventory -Existing Conditions

1

An-inventort\of existing combined sewer systems should be
condUcted to the extent data are available; the'inventory should
inclUde locations and condition of intake bypassgs,*piries, regulatory, .

equipment and other features, and an assessmeAofboth the
existing performance of the system and its optilkum performance
with intensive management, operation,andmatntenance. infprmatiOn
on flow variations, design capacities, wastewater constituents,
and waste'loads is. also needed-. WhIre flow recotds are lacking,
estimates'of wierfldws and dischir4Wbased upbn'observations t

hOuld be correlated with rainfall amounts. Wasteloadestimatq
should be based on pollutant sampling'and subseqUent tests for
dissolved oxygen (D0),'biochemical oxygen demand (BOOP), ammonia
nitrogen,(NH3 -N), phosphates (P,Oc), total solids (TS), suspended

. solids (SS), tox4cS, and both tbtS1 and fecal coliform counts.

4t. Estimate Future Waste Loads and 11.1ews t-,

_ _

.

To provide a basis for planning of control measures, for casts
should be madd of the waste load magnitude, intensity-, and duration

. of the problems a hociated wi discharges thrpughout the planning
period. Information on existin discharges can provide a convenient

basiesto

lp; the. estimates. FlOw'volumes and waste loads during
.

k
;..

riods should be related to the tributary drainage area;
the resulting information can permitforecastingsof-flow volumes,
andiwaste load increases resulting froth future changes in land ,---

use and development. This informationcan provide the basis for -,. --_,,,_.

%estimating flows In combined-sewer systems withirrthe planning t ,,

area. Adjustments in projections should be made to account for
Iderist )ty'ohanges, reduction in pollutant discharges due to *ture 4

41,,' 4 pio.tection of environmentally 'sensitive areas as refle4d in. the,
.land use pl'an, ,and probable flow and waste reductioh measures,,

4%1
.

i*. ..
D. Developand Evaluate Alternatives .,

*
.1.

, . .
. .

The development of alternative are control of cpmbiAed -
:serer overflows involves the systematic parion of feasible .

"control optidVis,bOth struCtucal and nan-s uetural. Operational
strategies should be explored for the entire stem to maximize
use of the system capacity. EPA research 'has demonstrated many '

.

types of control and treatment techniques :for.combined sewer,
overflows. Among'these, storage options,potph upstream from the 2 K
system or, within the system, appear feasible. However, this
capacity wbud generAllybe limited;to the most highly potlyted --

initial storm *off from a lowquency iiorm event (one chance
insone, to one 'chance in five of'be4,hg equal ied or exceeded ,; . .
dUring any.single year).

. .. ..., . . .
,

1.
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Specifq factors to be.considered in the development eva luation
'of comliined sewer discharge' siabplan components are contained in

the following paragraphs. In general, 'the most cost-effective
solUtion will be a mixture of dperation/mafntenaKce and construction-.
techniques.

-

1. Flow and Waste Reduction

A

4
variety,pf techniques can beused for reducing flow .

volumes and waste'attiounts which enter the system. Consideration.

of these techniques should be coordinated with nonpoint
-Source contro) options -plan -Cfor the tributary drainage

;
area. They include:

a. Reduce disturbance of
dnfil tration °capacities;

ver and maintain surface

r

b. Control paftis and densities of urban development
, -.

,--c. Reduce nonvint sourcefunofethrough control measures !
" for urban-and construction activities; .

0
,

. a.

.

ed., Preserve Or manage lands that have natural or existing .

characteristics for retarding or reducing .flow and suriiFe--

,

pollutants;

Va

1,

4.

R Control surface runoff and in-system runoff by use of
peNeable material for paving, flow retardation structure? ,_-

° and other means of storing and retarding runoff, including
-planned intermittent shallow flooding of pirking areas,. '

streets and other Suefates wheredam'age.woUld be minimal..

1).'

in State WQM.
I

planning, emphaiis should' be placed on use =
of the above management praqtices as alternatives .or suppl6neits
to the control meatures, discusted below, aS the fOrmer,afe
-generally far more cost-effective-and less 'environmentally

disruptive. Management of ruipflAis .further discussed

'- Chapter '7.
A :

\ -15.

1 '2. Alternative Coi:ttr.0 ;Tee -f k
...

. f,. -,- ,-*
Alternative control 'tech ictias that' should be considered ,

/in combined sewer overflows ,71- be groUped nto the,foIlowing,
`five categories: . . . ,

,1%* Separation:at sewage. and storm collection systems
(gendrally.tbe.most costly and least envi entarly

- acceptable approach);

4

11,

7
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'

e N 0 .

LA Operational control if the existlng .system (maximum
ruse of the/System storigrby computerized flow Tegulation ,

. and subsequent treatment atithe,plant);.
.

. 4

c. Storage at points within the system or et thepoint,
,

\ .

of discharge;'and subsequent treatment;
, - - .

;

4.
,

4 .

4 d. Urect treatment.of overflows (in-ihe high rate . ()

tgeatMent methods); k..
.

e. High level 9f maintenance including periodic fluhing
of sewer systems.

.. ,
8..6 Industrial ,

0

'*
.t

A. Introduction

;,.

'The overall objective of planning for the control and treatment
of industrial wastewater is4to provide the mos4.efficient approach
for serving the present and future industrial wastewater treatment
needi of the Area: Treatment techniques must meet the applidable
requirements of Sections 204, 301 302, 304, 306, 307, and 316 of
the Act.. Industries served by municipal systems gpst comply with
pretreatment And cost recoverptequireMents. Dirrct discharge of
industrial waStes to -receiving waters must comply, at a minimum,
with the prwOsions of the pertinent % Effluent Limitations Guidelines
and Ce4SourcOs Performance Standards. Higher treatment leVels.
or internabwAsteload reductions will be required where wasteload
allocations dictate more stringent restrictions. Application of
high& treatMent level§ to.meet water quality standards can be,
mitigated through restricting the location ofrfuture indOstrial
develowent to areas where receiving waters an more readily

411assioftlite the treated wastewater. Control of )ndustrial location
should 1De incO orated into the left use,plan with.recoghitiori of
other constrai is such as air quality control. .

;

The' 1,`procedures for evaluating waste sources and ,

problems arebasialiy parallel to those presented for4municipal
'wastewater 'systems section 8.3 of this. chapter.

Wastewater flows from all major industrial sources in the
'areeshOVld beeccuratelyassessed. -fxiting information should
be.used)where available, includ.ing ihTormation on those industries
that discharge,into municipal systems. To estimate design flows
and wasteload reductions, information is needed on averajb flow
rates, flow variations, seasonal variations, wa4stewater characteristics
.and cOnstituents; and'mode of disposal.- Particular emphasis
should be given to toxconstituents within the wastes and to
therMal.pollutantS present. Forecasts should be made of the

4
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future variations of wasteloads and flows over the planning
period and the discharge-locations of-those wastes. These forecasts
should be based upon economic and industrial trends, types of

industries and constituents bf assoctated wastes, location constraints_
imposed by land .use plans, and other restrictions imposed by
industrial permits and air quality implementation plans. Attentionow
should be given to estimating:waste sludges and slurries generated'
by the industries as well as to the influence that industrial
loadS will have on treatment plant sludge. The'effects,oflaer
chaNes, pretreatAnt, and effluent limitations guidelines or
higher treatment levels on water and wastewater flows should be
incorporated into the projections.

B. Develop and Evaluate Alternatives

The development of alternative approaches for treatment of
industrial wastes and the degree of treatment involves,a systematic
comparison of the following options: '

1. Pretreatment and discharge of wastewater to Impicipal
systems; i ,
2. Direct treatment by individual industries and discharge
of wastewater into receiving waters;

3. Direct treatment and disdharge by.groups of industries;

4. Reuse of i /ndustrial wastewater;

5. Land application.

,

In conjunction with each of the above options, consideration
should be given to discharge to either water or land and.ta the
effects of flow and waste` reduction on internal recycling and

process changes. Areawide options-should be identified,in terms
of meeting wasteload allocation constraints and compared to
provide a rough assessment of costs and impact. ;Consideration
Shobld also be given to inlitutional.constraints and 'feasibilitY,y

1

Specific issues that might be addressed in formulating-alterntai&S
are included in the following paragraphs:

for

. 1

1., Flow and Waste Reduction -

The flow and waste reduction'as it relates to those
industries that dietharge or will discharge into municipal

systems should be assessed. Increasingly stringeaf technical

and financial requirements on industry should lead to process

,changes that useless water and create less wastewater. .

\ ;
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%
2. Minimum Effluent Limitations s 4

,industrial wastewatet treatment must comply with` the
minimum treatmeatrequirements.for Best Practicable Control
Technology (BPT) and Best Avillable Control TeChnology (BAT)
by 1977 and 1983, respectively. These treatment requirements

-a, 66. set forth for the industries cited in Section 306 of the
Act in a series of EPAIdocuments entitled "Development Document
Tor-Effluent Limitations Guidelines and New Source Performance
Standards- for Point Source ;ridustry." These .

'guidelines oontain criteriWor each industry for Best Practicable,
Control Techpelbgy Currently Available (known commonly as 4.
BPT) and BeSt *pliable Control Technology Economically
Attainable (known as BAT). The guidelines also provide
minimum criteria for New Source Performance Standards. and Nir
-Source Pretreatment Standards.'

3. 1 ys. Separate Municipal' and Indutstrial Facilities

',Municipal waste treatment stems should be planned to
serve industrial users of the area whenever practicable and
cost - effective. &Because of the unusual economyof scale'
associated with larger municipal-industrial facilities, as
compared to separate municipal and industrial facilities, a _

- joint system will often be cost-effective. In many cases,
however, it may be more economical to have separate industrial
treatment,facilities because of the characteristics and
'quantities of industrial waste, industrial pretreatment
requiremehts, and industrial locations-and groupings which
'facilitate joint industrial treatment and/or reuse of industrial
wastewater. These considerations arealso relevant the _

cost and effegtiveness sludge disposal optibns f& each
alternative facility.

Industrial -use of municipal facilities should be-icouragedig;:
where total costs would be minimized. Where industrial flow
handled by municipal systems is significant,'cost of separate
treatment of industrial wastes versus cost of pretreatment
and joint municipal-industrial facilities should be compared.
This-involves coliparing 'the incremental cost oflothe, municipal
facilities required to transport, treat,and.dispose industrial;
wastes (and the cis of corresponding pretreatment required)
with the cost'of separate industrial treatment and disposal
facilities of thoSe wastes.= In particular, the analysis
should cover those industries desiring, but not receiving,

_municipal service when facilities planning is in4tlated.

8-19
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,

4. Pretreatment and Cost Recovery 4

.

7 I .

Industrial wastes served by municipal systems mufst.comply

with industrial' prttreatmeap.and cost'reaovery regulations.
The pretreatment regulations basic -ally requireAhe Obmoval of
industrial waste constituents that are not compatible With

the municipal wastewater treatment process. Compatible
wastes, generally BOD and suspended solids, can be passed to

the municipal plant for treatment. The cost recovery regulations
prescribe that inbgtrial users' must bear a proportionate.
share of the cost of operating and maintaining the municipal
.system and must repay the portion of the Federal grant attributed"

to that waste. Industrial sites should be located where

/receiving waters can 'more readily assimilate the residual .

wastes and-associated nonpoint source runoff. Such control

of industrial locations shoilTd be-incorporated'into the land .

use plan and recognize other constraints such as air quality

control..

8.7 Development of Alternative Subplans

The alternative Subplans for point source xgntrols should correspond
to alternative wasteload allocation sets for deign conditions for
meeting water quality standards under-both dry weather and rainfall

conditions. At least one subplan'thould be developed to correspond to

each wasteload'allocation set. Subplans for continuous point sources,
primarily from municipal and intustrial treatment works, should satisfy ,
the wasteload allocation sets for dry weather.conditions. Subplans

for combined sewer flows should correspond to wasteload reductions for

design conditions reflecting rainfall.

A. Continuousand Seasonal Point Source Subplans

Investigation of controls for municipal-, and industrial wastewater
may reveal control options that do not correspond to the target

wasteload reduction sets,previously.considered. Additional

wasteload reduction sets should be developed if necessary to
enable consideration of reasonable point source control techniques.

B. Intermittent Point Source Subplans

Libplans for intermittent point sources such as combined '

sewer discharges should correspond to target wasteload reduction

sets prepared to enable standarpt to be met under we weather

conditions. As discussed ih Chapter'3, calculation/of treatment
levels required to meet standards at wet weather conditions '

should be based on point source treatment levels established for

dry weather. conditions. Thus, the additional wasteloads carried
to streams after rain should be dealt with through load reduction
for intermittent, point sources and nonpotnt sources.
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C. Disposal of Residual Wastes

Point source subplans Should provide for .the disposal of
sewage treatment pldnt residual wastes and should conform with an
areawide program of solid waste disposal.

Dr Description of Alternative Subplans

#

Following ;he screening of the systemalterhatives, the
following information on the alternative subplans should be
presented as an input to 16 development of pollution control
alternatives (refer(to Chapter 3.6.E.).

o Wasteload characteristics of each alternative expressed
in appropriate units for relating to the water quality,
prediction model;

o Total cost of each alternative expressed as its present
value or average equivalent value of capital and operating
costs for the overall alternative and subsystem components;

o. Reliability oeach alternative and subsystem included_
in etch alternative;

o Significant
,

environmental effects of each.alternative-
consistent with tiEPA procedures, tneludirig a specific,
statement on future development impact;

o Contribution of each alternative to other water-related
objectives.of the planning area.

a

4
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CHAPTER

MANAGEMENT,RESP8NSIBILITIES AND INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

9.1 Introduction
r

/ Institutional 'arrangements for water quality'Managememt are the
formal structure of affected government units-responsible for implementing
the plan. Units within this'structure must have adeqUate authority to
Carry out the full range of management responsibilities (functions)
including, particularly, the re4ulatory and waste treatment management
requirements of the Act. It is also essential that the arrangements
assure proper management and accountability for program operations.,

Sufficient institutional arrangements and authority for plan
implementation may exist when water quality management'planning begi s.

However, the specific authority required by the Act to be vested in he
implementing agency(s) will rarely have been delegated under State 1
to any particular government entity. Where.sufficient institutional
arrangements and authority do not exist, enabling legislation must be'
sought and/ot arrangements for plan implementation must be created.
Management agency designations cannot be fully, approved by, EPAunless
the agencies have adequate statutory authority and the regulatory
programs required to ivplement the plan.

,j

The. planning-ageity should take the lead role in formulating
, institutional arrangAnts in conjunction with other 'State and local
'agencies. This chapter discuises the general responsibilities of the
implementing agency(s), the particular tasks (ssociated with the regulatory
and waste treatment'management programs and issues associated with th4
selection of appropriate institutional arrangements.

r

19.2. General Management Responsibilities_'

The implementation of a State water quality management plan depends
upon the implementing agency(s) carrying out a number of reTated_functions
for which they must be prepared through adequate authority, resburses

b.and organization..

)
'A. Program Supervision and Coordination

Institutional arrangtments must assure that the overall program
of waste treatment and regulation.of pallution soces is coordinated,
the..plan implemated,,'snd its performance assessed. It is essential
.that overall tuperviSion of eie program and accountability for its
opetation be achieved through the designation of an agency, to possess
the authority and resourtces for program oversight. The selection of
the, appropriate unit to which-this responsibility will be allocated

mik
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will require c areful consultation among all the major institutions
. .

affected by the State WQM planning process. Progragisupervision
is leeiled both.at the State level and in each planning area. A

lead agency should also be selected for each planning area:to
supervise4lianAng activities within the area. .

. .

B% Continuous Planning

Because implementing a prok abate all sources of water

pollution will require contin attention to changino conditions

and .pollution control needs, continuing planning is an integral .

I

part of the State WQM Plan. Thik continuing planning responsibility
must be allocated within the institutional framework.' This
responsibility may be delegated to a lead agency within each planning

area.

C. Fiscal Management

A major responsibility of institutions implementing the State
WQM Plan frill be obtailiing and budgeting the financial resources
necessary fdr plan implementation. Among other things, this
will mean establishing. financial arrangements to support the
regulatory and waste treatment programs, together with arrangements.
for the funding of continuing planning operations and other
administrative expense's. Since financial arrangements are a crQ'cial

component in an effective management strategy, their detailed
operation must be clearly established prior to plan implementation.
Financial arrangements, are discussed in more detail in Chapter 12.

9.3 Regulatory Program

The regulatory program formulated by the agency must contain. the
following eiPments specified in Sec. 208(b)(2)t) of thp Act:

1. The identification of all pollution sources in. each planning

area and an indication of which agencies have been'designated.
for their regulation.

2. An indication that agency(s) with regulatory responsibility
possess the statutory authority, or haye initiated legislative
proposals to obtain the authority to Barry out this activity
and to utilize the specific forms of regulation called for in

' the program.

' 3. An indication of which form(s.) of regu3ation (1a10 use, permits,
licenses, pretreatment standards, associated fiscal..policies, etc.)
will be applied to pollution sources.

9-2
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4. Specification of the technical requirementstd be incorpOrated
into the regulation. '. ,.... ,

5. Provisions that those affected by regulation will have adequate
nonce, rights of appeal, end other legal safeguards to encourage
full compliance. '

A. Agency Selection

Many existing agencieS with responsibilities in the water quality
'management area should be considered when arranging regulatory
_responsibilities for specific pollution soues. In addition to,
various State and4ocaliagenties, it may be possible .tcl utilize
regionil agencies. For the regulation of point sources, these
agencies/may include state air and water pollution Control organiza-
tions, natural' resource departments, 'public health agencies or
institutions responsible fdr the NPDES program. .Regional ,,and local
agencies might include OVernments of general jurisdiction, sewage
treatment agencies, or special district authorities. For honpoint
source regulation,'Oencies migyitinclude Soil. Conservation DistriCts,
Sta0 agricultural andforestry agencies, State land management
bureaus, and State soil and water conseriation agencies.

A
B. Statutory-Requirements

TheAct requires that a regulatory program include the following:

1. To the extent practicable, provide for waste treatment
management mon areawide basic and for identification, evalua-
tion and control or treatment- of. all point and nonpoint

, pollution sources;

t, Regulate thelacation, modification, and construction.of
any facilities within the area which may result in any discharge
in such area;

,

3. Assure that industrial or commercial wastes discharged into
any treatment works in the area meet applicable pretreatment
requirements.

The regulatory program iS.also affected by Sec. 2086)(2)(F-K) which
requires that water quality management plans: 1) set forth procedures
and methods (including land use requirements) to co h-trol to the

extent feasible nonpoint pollutidh sources related to agriculture,
silviculture, mining, and cotstruction; and 2Y establish processes
to protect ground and surface water quality through controls on
diSpOstition of regidual wastes and on land'disposal of pollutants.

9-3
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To meet the reqpirements of the Act, the implementing agency(s)
will need clear, explicit and overall authority for their regulatory,
.activities. They hould not assume that the authority is.imptictt
or ioPexi ting law. In &NMI cases, the authority necessary.
foo some of the reg latory'tasks may:be present in governmental

entities, Or combinations of them, to be included in the management
arrangements. In other cases, additional aulhority,may.be necessary
to carry out,specific regulatory responsibilities. This may require
a delegation of authority from other state or federal, agencies or

view state legislative enactments. It'may be possible to acquire
necessary regulatory' authority by amending existing legislation.
Instead of enacting new legislation or amending existing laws, it -may
be advisable tQ(include in the institutional arrangements, agencies

.

which already have the needed authority but may not normally be
involved in water pollution control. Examples of such agencies would
include those with regulatory power over land use and construction .

activity.
-f .

. . 1

C. Regulatory Controls

The regulatory controls are the specific measures used to, regulate
apollution sopece. There are several general forms of regulation
whith may be used individually, or in combination; for regulatory
purposes. Additional regulatory controls are discussed in Ch. 6..

). Land Use. Many land use control measures could be used in a
regulatory these include:

, .

- authority over the use and development of public lands;
- soil conservation measures; .

- flood plain or other critical area controls;
- zoning or'subdivision controls exerciserby local govern-
mtnts,in collaboration with the state water quality'program

. .

2. Permits and Licenses. It is often possible to create permit .

and/or licenses to. accomplish many water quality manageMtnt goals:

- NPDES permits may be issued with effluent standards that
`assure desired water'quality;

r - pretreatment permits may be required for effluents entering
wastewater treatment facilities to assuretesired water
'quality;

7 permits for other point sources; or permits and licenses. .

.

for activities generating nonpoint source pollution, may specify
.

criteria for- siting, design, and performance of f%cilities,and
operations.

A
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The effectiveness of any permit program depends upon the
availability of sanctions and'adequate staffing. . It is .

important that planning agencies give careful attention to
providing'adequate sanctions for the program and to assuring

, the availability of resources necessary to implement them.

3. Standards. State water pollution control agencies have the
abiTT577Fireate or to modify water quality standards. State
agencies'may set water quality standards at more stringent
levels than the national guidelines in order to implement anti-
degradation policies. Like the use of permits for regulatory
purposes, the effectiveness dfthe program depends upon the
availability and use of effective sanctions for noncompliance

%and adequate staffing.

4. Fiscal Pqlicies. Various fiscal policies, such as taxation
. and pricing, may be used to complement the regulatory program.

a. Pricing Policy

Pricing policy can be used to reduce the flow of wastewater
through metering. In this regard, there are two decisioi
which must be made): The first, for many areas, if whether or
not to meter. Unless there are Meters; charges'cannot be
be as'essed for incremental use, and therefore a pricing
policy cannot affect flow and was reduction. Savings from
a reducttdn in water and wastewater flbw must be balanced

, against the costs of metering. Relevant savings and costs
apply to both the water and waste treatment systeMs.

If a decision is made to meter, or to meter certain classes
of users, the second decision is to determine the rate.levels.
To encourage cost-effective choices on the part of users,
economic analysis indicates that at the margin of use, rates
should equal marginal costs. Rates should reflect the .

incremental cost attributable to flow, the incremental cost of
BOD removal, dtc. .

In practice, and 1n current guidelinei, the emphasis on
developing user charges has been on identifying average
costs attributable to flow removal of BOD or other,constituents.
While rates based on such estimates are not ideals they have
eeen effective in iftdUcing wastewater flow reduction and
industrial process change.

Akr
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b. Taxation Policy '

Differential assessment ratios can serve as an inducement
to keg') land in a nonurban classifiaction for open space or
low density. Such a policy permits owners to maintain land \.
in its present use, but does.not prohibit its sale for a

more intensive use at a later date. The-polity therefore
tends to slow down the rate of development, Without completely'
prohibiting it, but gives no assurance that the most environ-
mentally sensitive areas are givem the most protection.

Other taxation policies should also be considered. for
example, sales tax exemptions, property tax exemptions, and
tax deductions can be used to pay or subsidize private

'dischargers to entourage process changes to lower the igenera-
o tion of pollutants.

c. Public Investment Policy

The waste treatment facilities elements of the plan will
have a direct relationship with public investment policy.
The provision of sewerage,service is one of the more important
public investment decisions an area can make. Careful'
consideration must be given to ensuring that other public
investment policies and decisions are consistent with the plan.
Most important among these are transportation, water supply,
and public facilities. In developing the plan it is necessary
to ensure that areas scheduled to be sewered also receive
other necessary public facilities and services. Decisions
about public investments can be made to reinforce the plan
and, in particular, the regulatory petogram. For example,'
areas that are to be moderately dev oped should have,a
transportation system adequate for that level but not for
extensive development.

D. Technical Requirements

V
To determine. whether compliance with a regulatory program is

being achieved, the program should include'a specification of the
type of pollutant to be'regulated from each pollution source and
the level of control which is sought. The regulatory goal should
be clearly understood by those responsible for assuring compliance
And those regulated by the program. A more detailed discussion of
technical requirements may be found'in Chapters 3.6, 6, 7, 8, 9, TO.
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E. Procedural Requirements

. ) C . t
. .

The- regulatory program should incorporate adequate co
proecdures. and.aNratigements to protect the'interth of th

$ affected by the program. The prodedural arrangements in t
program should include at least the following: J f

. -

1.44 prdcedure for giving adequate notice to those Agula
by the plan concerning when, where, and how the regulation

.will apply to them.
. , /- .

2.' Information to- regulated parties specifying.how, they are
expected to conform to the regulatory program. . .

,. /
3, A methbd for hearingvalid responding to grievances among
those affected by regulation.

4. A notice and hearing procedure for major- regulatory decisions
made by the management agency(s).

5..Prollisions for public partIcipation in the 'administrattbn
of the regulatory. program.

_In order to dvise an of effective regulatory strategy, it may be
useful to take an inventor of existing' regulation 1pr each
pollutant source category, Based upon an assessment of the adequacy,
of existing regulation to deal with'each pollutant problem, necessary
modifications of existing regulatory approaches can be proposed.
The need for additional legislation to establish adequate regulation

. of pollution sources should be assessed as wily as possible in Ap
planning process so that action may be taken to obtain the necessdly
regulatory authority.

9.4 Waste Treatment Management Program

A waste treatment management prograWconsists of all those activities
necessary to create, operate, finance, and enforce the waste treatment
proy_isions of the State WQM Plan. It is particularly important that
management agency(s) obtain the required apthority for these tasks as
described in Section 208(c)(2) of the Act and that they develop effective
management strategies for implementing these responstbilitiesy/Manage-
ment agencies should not rely upon implied powers for their authority
.but should obtain'explicit authority for their tasks. It is very likely
that some of the required authority will not be possessed byimanagement
agency(s) when plannin4-bejins and will have to be explicitly obtained
before the management phase begins. The-waste treatment management
taskS include all of thosp mentioned below. 4
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A. Securing Comprehensive'Authority
AA-

.

Section 208(c)(2)(A) requj,res that
14)

there be adequate authority
'to carry out appropriate portions of an areawide waste treatment
management plan...". The'tasks for which this authority is needed
are described in Sec.',208(b).. Usually, this authority will be
distributed.amng several ag'rcies 4 the 208 area. An importaht
planning bask 'is to allocate, and sometimes to consolidate, this
authority among those units responsible for the management program.
The plan must identify agencies necessary to carry out the plan..

Section 208(c)(2)(8) requires that -there be adequate authority
to "manage effectively waste treatment works and related facilities..."
in conformance with the plan. In this regard, the broad definition
of "treatment works" set forth in Sec. 212(2)(B) and discussed in -

Chapter 8 should be keptin mind; Institutional arrangements must
incorporate some means of coordination among the agencies involved
in administering the plan so that conflicts can be resolved and
the plan properly enforced.

B."Operations Management

The Act requirei in Section 208(c)(2)(C)) that there be adequate
authority "directly or by contract, to, design and construct new
works, and to operate and maintain new and4existing work ,as
required by (the) pldn..."- Generally, existing waste trdatment
agencies already have this authority. However, where works are
to be located. outside the immediate jurisdiction, or when dischirges
igom outside the immediate jurisdictiOn are to be accepted, adequate
enabling legislation to meet-this requirement may have to be enacted.
When approval of superior agency is required, it. should be secured
before a construction.grant application is made: The management
plan should provide sufficient manpower, fiscal resources, and
administrativeexpertise to assure that the customary management
tasks associated with,such a waste treatment operation are properly
discharged.

C. Financing

.

The Act requires in Section 208(c).(2)(D) that there shall be
adequate authority "to accept and utilize grants, or other funds
from any source for waste treatment management purposes." Most
waste treatment agencles have this authority under state law.
Where.such authority does npt exist., enabling legislation must
be passed, Some Stags haVe arrangements permitting State agencies

1 to redistribute grants among local governmentwits, but the Act
requires that the full federal share of fixtdinglto-,.treatMent agencies.
be distributed to thq local units.

2
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Section'208(c)(2)(E-G) deals with other authority required in ,

relapon to financial arrangements. It should be,noted that
Sec. 204(b)(14(A) and (B) require that all user charge arrangements . 0
must assure that each user pay his proportionate share of service

. costs and that there be full industrial _cost recovery in the promm.
Many existing arrange nts for assessing user charges are not '

likely to meet these. ests. See Chapter 10 for a discussion of
user charges.

In addion to these Specific statutory requirements, the
.management agency(s) must be prepared to deal With.the customary
fiscal responsibilities for program management, including the'raising
'and transfer of funds internally, and,the agibrtionment of responsibility
for financing operating costs of the program among the constitUent units.

\p. Sanctions
.

. An effective waste treatment program includes sanctions. Section 2
208(c)(2)(H) requires that there be adequate authority "to refuse ,to

. receive any wastes from any municipality or subdivision they of,
which does not comply with any provisions of (therapproved,Olan..."
This'authority, which may be exercised by an appropriate state agency,
would be used only in extreme cases,. and only if such measures as.A
negotiations, fines, additional charges, moratoria, and cot1"setfre-

. meats have proven unsuccessful;

The Act also requires in Sec. 208(c)(2)(I) that there be adequate
authority "to accept for treatment industrtial wastes." Trills authority
also extends to refusal'of wastes which do'not meet applicable pre-
teeatment requirements as mentioned in Sec. 208(b)(2)(C)(iii).
Other grounds for...refusal exist when an industry does not comply With
the State WOM-Plan or violates applicable State or federal discharge
laws:

9.5 Basic Issues in Management Agency Designation

Many issUts will have to be resolved to determine thelhanagement
agency(si and institutional'arrangements necessary to meet the requirement
of the Act. The basic issues are!

. 1. What'agency will exercise responsibility for overall program
supervision and enforcement?

2. To what extent will the affected local governments be involved
in the management arrangements?

,.., 3. Win implementation responsibility be vOtted in a single dtency
or diverse agencies?

(
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. r
I 4- 4

4.,What will belthe relationship between the management agency(s) ,
t /.. 4.45

implementing,the'State,WQM Plan and-thOse agency(s) fmplementingr
4

portidns of the State WQM'Plan in designated 208 areas ' .

. .
. .

i

.. ,

5.
If consolidatipn of agency. espontiAlities is.undertaken,''how

.will this be accomplished?- , '

44.:
- 10

,

,
' ,

. ...t 3 ;.
.,

...a ,

.6. What decisions will t taken,to as'surkithat 'local land use
decisions do not advreelY affect waterAtality? .

:

.'' -V' !,,. .0, 04 -\
. / *

Z. To what degree will'agerictes-btsu ted from tax reverie?
1.........,

-ro

I

Attached (pale is a chart which suggests where responsibility
for major elements of plan, implementation might be located.

A. Options in Pristitutional Arrangements
s 4

The choice of the agency(s) ',to implement the State WQM Plan

will probably be influenced by the number of governmental units '

which 'possess or can secure the authprity-to manage the waste treat-
ment program and to implement the regulatory aspectt of the'State
WQM,Plan. Generally, there are several approapes to consider:

1. SinglrPlanning and Iffiplementinielency for Each Planning Area

One option is to establish a singletplanning_and iffplementidg
'agency-fol- all the area included in the plan. "Phis would facilitate.
greater coordination'end continuity between planning and imple-
mentation than would be possible if these two responsibilities
were assigned to stparate.entities. If this approach is taken, .-

t is important to assure that the agency involved has sufficient
statutory authority to carry outthe requirements of both planning
and implementation and that. elected officials are included in
the 'planning process. This option might be especially appropriate'

( for carrying out State. WQM Plans on public lands where a state or
federal, agency Could assume both planrytng and implementation;
responsibility.

-

2.- Single Planning and a, Single ImOTeme ting AgenCyrfOr Eacb
Planning Area- i

Another option is to divide the planning and implementation. -.

responsibilities between two separate agencies. This would make
day-to-day coordination more difficjilt, but might facilitate_
the.implementation of tlie'plan.by requiring les) reorganization

. of existing agency authorities than might.otherwise te needed. .

Agatin, it is important that the planning agency have elected,

9-10
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otficials:o0ts.,Advisory Board, This option might be. necessary
if one agency conducted planning and another ancy. undertook
implementation responsibilities for public lands.

3.Single 'Planning Agency and Plural Implementing Agencies for Each-
. ,Planning Area .

0

IAAhird option would be a single planning agenO and more than
ohOinagemeht age *y. The use of Multiple implementing agencies

- might.aprait the gatheriqg of.sGfficient authority and resources
for pllb management without consolidation or other reorganization _

gjexisting governmental bOdiel. While coordination between the
Innning agency and the management agencies would be more difficblt,

: the plan might'be more rapidly implemented. Economies,of scale
in plan implementation, however, would not, be duette frag-
fmntationk. Two approachet,to securing supervision and enforcement
in plan implementation Ohould be considered:

.

a. Asingle supervisory agency,with clear responsibility'anti,
resources-for" overall management, coordination, and plan
enforcement. .

b. Apportionment of some responsibilities for plan supervision,
and enforcement among several agencies with one given the lead
role.

The advantage -of fixing responsibility for supervisjon and enforce,
mint of the plan upon a single agency is clear accoOntability and
greater coherence'in conflict resolution, 'plan coordination, and
overall management activities. Dividing responsibility for program
supervision and coordination among several agencies while designating
one as the lead agency may disturb existing agency powers and.relation-
ships 1ess and reduce the affitillties of formulating a satisfactory
management scheme.

fl

4. Role of the Stait in Planning and Implementation under Options
Presented Above'

For each planning area, the State may delegate both planningSnd
implementation responsibilities. However, if planning,responsibi1ities_
are delegated, a lead planning agency should be designated in each

-plannlng area. ,Under any of the options discussed above, the State
1.0'ulimately responri,ple for assuring plan implementatiorr... 1

it
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B. ,Intergovernmental Agreements

No' matter which of theabove'options-is chosen, formal inter-
, governmental agreements must be,made. Adjustments in the authority
and in services of local, regional, orstat4.governments in a State*
WQM area may be effected by different forms of legal agreement.and '

statutory authorization,

1. Contract

Mienta single agency already encompisses the entire 5208 area,
other participating local units (county, metropolitan government,
or metropolitan special district, etc) of government may contract
with it to provide the services required.

2. Joint Exercise of Powers

vir

Where they do not alreadyexist, ,consolidated agencies may be,
established jointly by the participating local units of government.
Interlocal contracts or agreements may be utilized in such joint
exercise of powers.

3. Delegation of Responsibility

Where a new areawide agency is established, theState-may
.transfer functions to-it from other lOcal,.regional, or state
agencies through appropriate enablidg legislation.

C. A -95 Review -

In accordance with OMB(Office of Management and Budget)
Circular A-95 Revised, dated November 1,3,1973, all applicants under
federal programs which provide ass/stance to state,-local, and'area-
wide projects and activities planned on a multijurisdictional basis
must notify the- 'appropriate state and areawide pltnning and develop-
ment clearinghouse for review and comment. The proposed application
will'be reviewed for its consistency with areawide plans including
`comprehensive planning, environmental concerns, water supply and
distribution systems, sewage facilities and waste treatment works,
and land use. In most cases, either a regional planning agency or
COG serves as the regional clearinghouse, and, as mentioned above,
may be utilized as the areawide planning agency under 3208. As

part of its review responsibtlittes, the State should ensure that
any part proposed applications are consistent with State WQM Plans.
On the national level; EPA reviews the annual, certificationof
State plans.

'9-13 II.
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CHAPTER '10

FftiARCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

.
.

30.1 Introduction
.

.

Financial, lining.muSt be an,tntegral partof the planning process.
The purpose of 4ncial'planning is to deterMine the methods and arrange-
ments v./Fifth man emeht agency(s) can use tp finance'the implementation of
a water quality management plan. AsfinancOal.plan ihcluding a budget should
be developed to describe the sources of fi ancing for the three functions to
be carried out by the management agency(s):

:'.

1., General management program, including program administration,
supervision and cOordination4Opnd contifiuing'oTanning;

,

2. Regulatory program,, including administrative activities and ' 0

possible capital-outlays involved ih compensatiOn of land ownw4
affected by regulation; '

3. Waste treatment management program, tncludingplanning, construction,
operation apd administration of municipal facilities and other
public sector pollution control project's (including ¶onpoint source
abatement projects).

a
-

In order to budget for these activitles'of-management agency(s), it
is useful to consider three types of costs that maybe incurred in carrying
out the activities: t

- capital construction costs;
- operational costs and revenue;
- indirect (overhead) costs.

,

In developing a financial' plan, it is useful to distinguish the
activitiesn need of financing,:the m4nagement.agenc*) proposed to'
administer the elemeneof a plan, and the popibie means of financing the
capital, op rating, and indirect costs associated withthat element of the
plah. The following section discusses the requirementsof the Act pertain-
ing to three types of financing involved in tarrying out a water, quality
management plan. The next section (Ch. 10,3) discusses how these requirements
might be met in order'to carry out mandgeMent,,,agency functions. The final'

section (Ch. 10.4) suggests information to include in a financial plan.

10.2 Requirementsof the Act

Provisions directly and indirectly affecting financial arrangements
are contained throughout the Act with those specificallYFaffecting the State
WQM, Plan.set forth in Title II.

)0,

.
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-A.' Capital Construction Costs
ft

1. S208(b)-12)(E) requires that the water quality management plan
include identification of the measures necessary to carry out
the pin ineluding financing and the costs of carrying out the
plan within the necessary period of time. This applies to all
capital costs associated with,point and nonpoint source controls.

2. S204(a)(4)cequires that the applicant proposing to construct
treatment vocks agreetd pay the non-Federal costs of such Work.

3. $204(0(1XC) provides that the Administrator shall'not
approve any grant for any treatment works unless heshall first
determin t the applicant has the financial capability.to
insure dequate construction, operation, and maintenance of the
treat :nt works through the applicant's jurisdiction.

4. S 8(c)(2)(C) requires that the waste treatment management
agen (s) have adequate authority directly or by contract to
desi n and construct new works, and operate- and maintain .them.

5. S208(c)12)(D) Tequires that waste treatment management agency(sr
have adequate authoritxto accept and utilize grants or other
funds from any source for waste treatment management purposes.

6. 208(c)(2)(F) requires that the waste treatment management
agency(s) have adequate authority to incur short and long term, .

indebtedness.

7.,3204(b)(1)(8) provides that the Administrator shall nut
affivve any grant for any treatment works unless the applicant
has made provision for industrial cost recovery (recovery from
industriaT users of the portion of the Federal share of treat-.
ment works construction cost attributable to industrial waste
treatment).,

8. Section 12 of theAct provides for an Environmental Financing
Authority under the Secretary of the Treasury. This Authority is
established to assure that inability-to borrow necessary funds on
reasonable terms Ooes not prevent state or local public bodies
from carrying out waste treatment works.conStruction projects
eligible for assistance under the Act- -The Authority is authorized
to purchase bhe financial obligations of these public bodies to,
finance the nen-Lederal shat' of such construction.

B. Operational Costs and Assessment of Revenue

1. S204fb)(1)(C)provides that the Administrate' shall not
approve any grant for any treatment works unless the applicant

r
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has financial capability to insure operation and maintenance
of the treatment works.

2. 8208(c)(2)E) provides that,the waste treatment management
agency(s) must have adequate authority to raise revenues,-includ-
ing the assessment of waste treatment charges, to implement all
elements of tit plan.

3. $208(c)(2)(G) provides that the waste treatment management
agency(s) must have adequate authority to assure, in .implementin

g
waste treatment management plan, that each participating

,
,

community pays its proportionate share of the treatment costs.

4. 8204(b)(1)(A) provides that the AdminiStrator shall not approve, '

any grants for any treatment works unless the.applicant has Adopted
a system of user charges assuring that each recipient of waste
treatment services will pay its proportionate share, of the cost of
operation and Maintenance (including replacement) of any waste

°treatment services. provided by the applicant.

. C. 'Indirect (Overhead) Costs To Be Financed

1. 'Continuing planning is an indirect cost to be financed by the
management agency. 8208(b)(3).requires that the water quality
management plan shall be certified annually by the governor of,
the state or his designee as being consistent with the applic-
able basin plan. P

,include- processesprocesses to ide fy and/or cOntrol-nonpoint sources
2. 8208(b)(2)(F)-(K) pre-cit tilat,Alle management plan shall

,

of pollution. Nonpoint schecd planning is an especially

important part ofIcontinuThgjalanning.
4 ,

3. 8201(e) provides that,the AdMinistrator shall encourage waste
treitment management which resilts in integrating facilitie§rfor
sewage treatment, and recycliKg, It further provides that such
integratied facilities shall be designed and operated to
revenues in excess of capital And operation and maintenance costs
and that such revenues shall be used by the designated regional
management,agenty to aid tn 'financing other environmental improve-
ynent programs.

.

0.3 Development..of Financial Plans ,-

Capital QinstruCtiOn Costs

Capitalv costs wil%be tncurred primarily in the construction

pf waste treatmentisYstemS. However, in sale cases, fixed capital

10-3
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inve$tment'may.be Qec,essary in order to finance a regulatbry_program,
involving acquisit.foof -land or compensation of landownert.

., . , .
1. 'Waste freatnient Program.

Due to the number and variety of methods for finaneing waste
treatment under State and local laws, each .p)in Should include .-
t1l0 b'oad range of 'financialoarrangements avail able, rathet. 'than
folioW any rigid formula.. Some requfre ts of the A dAct shoul
present few if any difficulties with re. to financial arrange,:
ments' for treatmentof wastes; others ar . re likely to cause
- problems.: Pirtanci al arrangements which shouloi be rel ativel4 osyi
to proVirle are-as follows:. :

.
` L

a. Capital' funds,mly. be eaised or generated froni the general
fund, particularly if -the applicant is.a government unit 'of,"
general jurisdiction. .

. %

EP.. Capital funds maybe.Aeneratecr from -grantS or funds from.
any other sources. scnile Instance's,.Mateliing fuirds May. be
required. -. SAN"

,
c. The capacity and ability,to-contraqt-Inipicat4 :itlimitecr.
,abilitty to . generate ihort-ter'm 4 ndebtednes's . ,, .; .,.. ...!

01, 4 -
e . '., - -' s . - : , , - ;

d. The" capacity to incur short7terin, inEiebteriness may be d
.

strated by the ability to issue:140nd an' cipati-,Orrnptesi 'gra
kianticipation notes, or to,nr-dwtriYmstate agencies.. , Suell

sbort term indebtedrre.s-inglof 'course,' comply with donititu-...
tional l itli tatioris oil borreWing land .with' any ,state or .local

-statutory .requirements. .
.

P,

.

e. The, capacity to leap' long-kerni-liebt May- be'degitmsrated
by the capacity tci_ttsue 'general .otiltgation bands; 'revenue ,',--, ,

bondi, or the capacity. to borrow,f m state a.jericfes, l'bterciS4 7

of this - capacity to, borrow fs:%of c r,e limited lit many -instetces ;
by constitutional. 'or statu.tciry prov sloni. :There, must Ill'so, be
cbmpllanee with state and local,ftfatutory requirements, ot7' the:
issuance of bondS or.' the incuringg of;"slich..long-te'ret indobtedness_.

1,1, ,, , .8 8. ., 4 . .
4.

Areas in which problems May beentoiintered-Jn complying with ,the 2-
Act inclUde the following: -; ' ... . .- ' . . - -

a.- The industilal cost recovery ;recwireMenes of the.Act are *

specifically,,covered in 40 CFR. 35' SibilantiEof the grtlit rpgt,L,
1 ad ons Industrial cOst: recoier'y charges may 'be allocated ,on
a systemwide batis provided that the.treatment ,works..project.

vihich the gradt is made is .iubstaotially ihterconnected,,'
with a goal to be completelyAnterconnected phyijcally 'to all
other pdrtionl- of the system.

I
C

"1,
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Where revenue bondstare used to finance the- local share'
of constrticti,on costs; funds4designated for bond repaymgnt
should beaccounted for-separately from those received in
compliance with industrial cost recovery reouirdtents. This
,should avoid any Problem n estabfishing priOrities foi. repay-
ment torevenue bond holders entitled to receive the industrial
cost recovery share, ortotal revenues. In instances,Where
industrial users must make long-term commitments4for repayment,,
provisio0 might be made for transfer of this commitment, in
order to facilitate .industrial growth and change within the
area. Since it iS implied that a long=termCcommitment to repay
is in exchange'farlArovision of servidesto treat the user's J

. industrial wastes, such rights to services should be trans-
lerable. Both the'commitment and the right to services should'
be transferable, subject,towev9r, to approval by the waste
_ treatment managemeq_agency. -

b. Irrthe eve .of consolidation of two or more areas or
agencies, eac of which had incurred indebtedness and other

Jontractual o ligations in supplying .waste treatment servioes,
'I legally acce table method must be set forth for theieonsoli--
dated agency to assume payment of the debts and obligdtions.
Personnel contracts, retirement benefits, long-term supply
contracts, etc.., shOuld be paid particular attention.

c. In the event of treatment system consolidation, problems may
arise over the new waste treatment management agency reimbursing
the participating agencies.for the value of their exis ting facili-
ties and assets. A fair and uniform method.of determining the
values waf/rhese assets and a legally acceptable method of.handling
the transfer should be set forth.

. '

2. Regulatory Program

Capital outlays ma' necessary in carrying out a regulatory
program over existing and future waste discharge; such outlays
might arise from land acquisition or compensation of landowners
for reduction in the valilof their land due fo'development.restric7
tions. These expenditures may be financed through some of the
financial arrangements discussed above--merat funds, grants, or
'bonds. 'tapital expenditure fgr lane acquisition could be considered
as part of multi-objective programs such as programs for parks and
recreatiol. Altenative.means for defraying potential capital
expenditufes incurred by regulatory programs would Include land
dedication requirements and incentives in subdivision regulations,
cluster zoning, planned unit development ordinances, and other self-

financing schemesfor encouraging land development that is compatible
with, environmentaltobjec.tives.

10:5
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B. 0 atconal Costs and Revenue Assessments

1. Waste Treatment'Program

The Act provides two mechanisms for tingeing, the operating
costs of waste treatment facilities: )

(

..,

.

a. 'User charges. 40 1CFR 35 Subpart E; and related guidelines
provide the ,basis for establishing user charges. Asset forth
in thee regulations anal guidelines, the Act requires that each
recipient of waste treatment fervices pay its proportionate
share of costs of operation and maintenance. Charges based on
property values only will not suffice to satisfy this requirement,
except in cases here such charges have been used historically,

- changsgager Wou d be costly and disruptive, and the goal of pro-
portionilfta ng user ?lasses can be achieved. by such systems.
Uniform rates on volume among classes of users will suffice if
the classification reflects the differences in cost of treatment
among classes of users.

b. Partlicipating communities( ° proportionate shares. In deter-
mining each participating community's proportionate 'share of
treatment costs, the differentials among communities should be
explained and justified. . In the event that all participating
communities are charged on,,the same basis, justification should
be given. The provisions and effects of interlocal agreements
and contracts to supply waste treatment services should be
'reviewed-and set forth. The'methods 'of charging users within
each of the participating communities should be defined. The

user charge requirement cannot be avoided by interlocal agree-
.

ments or contracts to supply waste treatment services. User.
charge requirements must be reflected in' determining the par-
ticipating communities' proportionate"Shares of treatment costs.

For 'Pollution abatement project's not financed through the
construction grants program of the FWPCAA (for example, non-
pointssource abatement projects), the principle of effluent'fees
or user charges should also be followed for financing operating
costs.

,

. t.

2. Regulltory Program

11
.

Locally established regulatory ,programs in which capital invest-
menu are incurred may also be fin'nced through user charges. For

example, if land is acquired for protection of critical or. flood
prone areas, recreational facilities on these-lands could provide
a source of revenue to defray capital aneTperatfing expenses of such
projects.

10-6
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C. Indirect (Overhead) Zo/stt

1. General Management Program

The overall management of State WQM Plan implementation, includ-
ing continuing planning, program administration, supervision; and
coordination, will necessitate specific sources of funding. The
following are examples of some of the activities of a management
program for which financing would be. needed:

a. Program supervision and coordination: ,

- water quality monitoring and surveillance;
- development of revised 'work plans and State/EPA Agreement;
- performance evaluation for eachplanningarea;

k

- determination of the need to revise elements of the plan and
delegation of revision to, regional, State, or'Federal i

agencies;
1:

'- coordination with other planning programs; A

- public participation in plan implementation.
.1- )

b. .Continuous planning:

-kplan revision and updating;
- annual certification of plan.

c. Fiscal management:

- budget development;

- development of financial ,arrangements to implement plans;
- financial consulting with.affected management agency(s)
during plan implementation.

The possible sources of financing for the general management
prbgram might include general revenue, grants, bonds, and special
taxes and assessments. Since water quality management provides
specific services such as sewage treatment, nonpoint source
pollution abatement (including protection of property from flood
and erosion hazards), access to recreation oppqrtunities, water

.

supply protection, fish and wildlife conservation and many other
benefits, the administrative costs for camdpg out the State
WQMP should be assessed to those benefiting from the services
prov,ided by plan implementation. Examples of financing mechanisms
directed to users of these services would include: water and
sewer dialles, flood insurance premiums, portionsof general taxes,
recreatio 1 user fees, and hunting and fishing licenses.

10-7
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10.4 Budget Preparation and Supporting Documentation

A. The plan must include a projection of costs of carrying out the
plan. Thts- projection should be'over d 20-year Oriod. The
projection could distinguish bet4een waste treatment, regulatory,
and general management activities of the agency(s) designated: to
iliplement the plan. The projection could also break the costs of
carryingdut these activities into capital, operating, and indirect
colts ag'appropriate. For each activity involved in plan implementation,
the budgetshould indicate the specific form(s) of financing to be
employed.

B. For activities and elements of the plan to be carried out in the
first five years of plan implementation, a more detailed 5-year projec-
tion including capita) improvement budgeting and cash flow khould bg
provided.. It should include start-up.costs, carrying charges during
the'firsilyears of operation and similar nonrecurring costs associated
with plan implementatiOn. 4

44

C. The method for obtaining budget approval for the 5...year capital
lkimprovement budget should be described, and should indicate the

schedule for obtaining such approval.

D. Where an activity or element of the plan is to be financed by
increased taxes, charges, unused bonding capacity, or othemtincreased
assessment through existing sources of financing, the bud should
indicate the present and projected charges.

E. The legal authority of the agency(s) to undertake the financing
necessary for plan implementation should be,described in an Opinion
letter from the legal counsel for the agency(s). This opinion letter\
could also be prepared by counsel experts specialized in the field.,of
bond financing and State and local taxation.

10-8.
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CHAPTER

COST ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS
.

11.1 Introduction

. . . .

The State Water Qu ityylhagement Plans are to include,an estimate
of the cost of carryin out the plan. The costs to be assessed should
include capital,' operating, administrative, and maintenance costs. These
costs can usually,be measured in monetary terms. Othercosts, hoWever,' such
as social, environmental. and economic costs, may be more difficult to quantify,
nd may be described and evaluated in a more subjective way. Guidance on
tech evaluation is provided in Chapter 13:

In determining anestfmate of-the cost of carrying out the 0-14n, cost
estimates should be made for the' following categories:

-' municipal facilities;

- industrial facilities;
- nonpoint source control;
- .urban and industrial stormwater systems;
- residual waste control;
- regulatory program;
- program management.

These cost assessments should be based on the best available data,'
For example, cost estimates for municipal facilities should be bated on
engineering plans, specifications, and detailed cost estimates when available.
Cost estimates for other abatenient measures should also be based on-engineering
designs and specifications to the extent that such details are available in
the descriptions of proposed abatement measures. -Program management costs for
carryingout Ise plan elements should be distinguished by plan element or as
a separate cat ory of administrative costs. Where the proposed abatement
measures are only dewibed in general terms, a general estimate pf their
cost should be undertaken (see Chapter 11.4). In addition, emphasfi should
be placed on the cost estimates for plan elements to be implemented in the
first five years of the planningperiod. 'Due to a number of factors, includ-
ing changes in economic forecasts and population projections, cost estimates
beyond five years will be less accurate. Greater attention, therefore,_
should be given to refining accuracy of the estimates for the initial
fibre years.

11"2 Basic Concepts in Estimating Costs

A. Economic Lost

In' considering the cost of implementing a .plan, it is%necOsarY to
distinguish between outlays and economic cost. In many instances cash
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outlays adequately represent costs, but sometimes a resource is
used, with no cash outlay. The costain such a casd is*the value
Of the resource in its best alternative use -- its "opportunity
cost." For example, acquiring public land for a treatment "plant
may =involve no cash outlay, but may have.in opportunity cost in
terms of foregone recreation ar commercial use. If opportunity
costs are not considered, plan selection will be biased towards those
options which do not require outlays, despite their other costs.
Moreovey, the concept of opportunity cost accounts for the cost to
the community and Nation as a whole, not merely the cost to one
part or another. -

R. Price Levels

Where costs are estimated for future periods, they should be
'stated in terms of bate period dollars. Future costs should not
reflect any expected overall increase in wages and prices, unless
there is reasanto expect significant change in relative prices
during the planning period. For example, dOb to the present energy
shortage, long term prospects are for higher energy costs: While
itis difficult to predict how much costs will, rise, alternative
plans should be tested for the effect of-higher energy costs.

C. Interest Rates,

Discounting.is a way to account for the opportunity cost of funds
invested in a project, in the sense that the funds could also have
been used productively in the private sector of the essonomy or in
some other public project. The applicable discount rate determines

. the optimal choice between capital expenditures.now versus higher
operating costs in the future, the optimal amount of reserve capacity
to buil4 and so on.

In discounting, the costs of a planiare stated in terms of their
present values. That is, future costs are diicounted at prapplicable
rate of interest back to some intial starting date, and adder/ to the
initial capital costs. Alternatively, the'present values may be , ,

converted into equivalpnt annualized values. Standard procedures
are described in engineering, economics, and business- finance texts.

( -

The interest rate to be d in evaluating water-related public
project is prescribed by the Water Resources Council, a Federal
inter-departmental group, in 'its "Principles and Standards for Plan-
ning Water and Related Land Resources", as amended by P.L. 93-251 0974).
The rate Specified by the Council is based on the interest rate on
Federal Securities with maturities of 15 years or more. The rate to
be used for each fiscal' year is determined by the Council on July 1.
For fiscal year 1976, the rate is 6 1/8%.

11-2,
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11.3 Specific Cost -Questions 0 . *

.

A. Sunk Costs and Salvage Values

Sunk costs antruAage values refer to capital assets in exist-
.

ence at the beginning or end 'of a program.

, .

Sunk Costs. For simplicity investments and costcommi nts

made pr or to or concurrent wi h the Warming study are reg ed

as sunk costs and are not inc ded in the cost estimate. Such

investments and costs commit nts include, for example: (1) invest-

ments in existing wastewater r atment facilities aid associated
lands tote incorporated into a plan; (2) outstanding bond indebted:
nqss. However, if inherited assets were to be disposed of -- for

instance, 'a mall treatment plant scralled and the land sold -- their

sale.value would be treated as a credit to that plan.

Salvage Value. At the end of the planning period, land for
-treatment works (including that used as part of the treatment process
or for ultimate disposal or residues), should be assumed to have a
salvage value equal to its market value at the time of the analysis,
less any costs required'to restore the lands to pre-project conditions.
Salvage value of land reclaimed by treatment of sludge dispbsal

should be estimated asthe value of the reclaimed land. Rights-of-

way and easements should be assigned a salvage value not greater
than the market value at the time of the analysis.

Permanent structures should be assumed to have a-salvage Value
at the end of the planfng period if those structures can be expected
to continue fulfillingstheir planned use. Salvage value should be

based on the m ning functional life Of the structure using a

straight line ciatin over, the a%sumed functional life of the

structupe.*, same approach applies to process and auxiliary equip-

ment that w ht(,ve usable value at the end Of the planning period.
ea.

B. Capital and Opei4ating.Costs'

Elements of total cost include capital construction cost, annual
operation and maintenance costs,'and equipment replacement costs.

As set out in EPA Cost-effectiveness guidelines (40 CFR 35),
capital costs for facilities include: cost of Tand, relocation and

right-of-way and easement acquisition; design engineering, field
exploration, and engineering services during construction; contractors'.
costs, including overhead and profit; administrative and legal services,
including cost of. bond sales; and startup costs such as operator train-
ing. *Contingency allowances consistent with the level of complexity
and detail of the cost estimate are alto included.

11 -3
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The capitalcosts of a plan would include those incurred by
both public agehcies and private parties. Treatment facilities
E011 by industrial cbmpanies for direct discharges or for pre.,

treatment would beincluded in private costs.

Wharf waste and flow isalEtionmeasures are carrieout by a

large mumber of industrial and household dischargers,-it is diffi-
Cult fo estimate tchoice.of

a st-effective plan, such estimates are unnecessary.
private ,costs, Unless the costs have a bearing

. on the
lih

Annual operating and maintenance costs'for each alternate plan t 4

must be established. These costs should be adequate to ensure effect=
ive and dependable operation and should include all costs for operating
and maintaining the f under study including power; labor,
.pprts, materials, overhead, chemicals and repair or* replacement of
equipment and structures.,

Cost-effectivehess analysis requires establishing service life
for each compdnent and salvage values'forlipmpoNnts having service
limes longer than the planning period. TRIF following service lives
are to be used, unless other periods can be justified:

Land Permanent
Structures 30-50 years
Process Equipment 15-30 years
Auxiliary Equipment 10-15 years.

C. Administrative Costs
. /

4.
. .

Water qualTty planning and management are likely to include a
number of ongoing costs for activities not always associated with
sewage facilities management. These activities include monitoring

f

of ttreams, monitoring the waste characteristics of major industrial
dischargers, peribdi checks of infiltration and inflow; records of

"'storm and. runoff the acteristfcs,'e..ollecting,and 'analyzing data on

residential water use, continuing planning; coordination with other
planning,,pubdic participation, and other program management responsi-
bilities: These functions are as important to the effectiveness of
a plan as the,physical units in place. The costs should.be included
in financial projections. Recovery of costs-by,direct charges ---
e.g,; permit fees, monitoring fees, etc. ...'.. should be considered and
evaluated.

D. Accurecy'of Cost Estimates

The accuracy of cost estirnates.for all. Point and nonpoint elementi
of the plani should be suffidieht to assure the selection of the most
,cost-effective solution.

lor
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The cose.eatimates should be sufficiently refined to provide a
is for the 5-year financial budget discussed in Chapter 10.

Such estimates-might be based upon prelimidry engineering layouts
anddesigns, taking account of facilities in, place. As discussed

in ,Chapter 10, financial budgets should cover the first five years;
. 'therefore, the level of detail'for cost estimates should be greater

for that period.

if E. Present Values V

Using the interest rate discussed in 11.2.C., the costs for
construction and operations, by year, should be discounted to the
proposed plan" initiation'date, to obtain the present value (or,

what is much the same thing, the annualized value) of the plan.
An example is given in EPA Guidance for Facilitils,Planning, May, 1975.

11.4 Generalized Cost Estimation

As explained in Chapter 3.3.C, in some cases there may be good reason
develop particular plan elements at-a more general level of detail than

rioutd be needed if that element were to be immediately implemented. In

such doses, a generalized cost estimate for abating particular forms of
pollution would be sufficient. The following guidance discusses methods
for undertaking generalized cost estimates.

'For some cost'categories, such as for municipal facilities, there are
recognized methods of cost estimation. For other categories, such as non-
point source control, estimating procedures are not as well developed. All

of the categories4listed in the introduction to this chapter are discussed
below. MOre definitive guidance can be provided for those Categories

,where more recognized cost estimation procedures exist.

A. Municipal Ficifitie4 Needs

Where facilities.lot.Areawide planning is in progress, the required
cost -effective anallys0 cansbe used.in cost estimation. For specific

facilities thebeSt sources are proposed contract costs from completed
plans and SOecifications.. At a less advanced stage in facilities
planning, cOst.estivates based on'firm or prgolimihary en veering

estimates,, and cost? of. recently constructed facilities.a a similar
nature should Be used when available.,

-In the'absence of completed facilities or areawide plans and
firm of preliminary engineering estimates, a-cost estimation procedure
mustbe used. The generalized esttmate of costs resulting from the
State WQM Plan-dpes not constitute a final decisjon governing facil-
ittei planning efforts. jRather, they represent the best estimate
for the future project to be used in the absence of better estimates.

ti
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The treatment of wastewaters from various collection systems
at a single treatment facility Can takelOvantage of the economies
of a large scale operotion. Generally, justification of region-
alization requires 'a datailed analysis. ,The'time for such an
analysis probably will not be available in the context of a pre-

*

liminary cost estimate. If the need for several faciTities in a
-limited area strongly suggests a centralized treatment plant, then
this possibilitylehould be reflectedin the cost e imates. This
option may not be evident at the local level; th efore, decisions
may ligve to be made at the basin level.

/

B. Industrial Facilities Needs

A generalized cost estimate for treating indUstrial wastes ,

discharged to a municipal system should be included in the estimate
of municipal needs. In those cases where=industrial wastes are
treated and discharged directly to receiving waters, an estimate of
the cost should be included in the plan. Similarly,lphe plan should
identify pretreatment costs borne .by indstry.

In many'instances, it will be difficult to estimate industrial

costs due to uncertainty as to-the type of industry that might locate'
in the planning area. The cost.estimate should be based on the best
estimate of industrial growth and the types of industries likely to
locate in the area. Estimates of the volume and nature of the wastes
should take into consideration estimates of future processing and
control methOds. Information on the range 'and average treatment costs
for particular industries in available in the Economic Analysis series
developed by EPA for Proposed Effluent Guidelines for various indus-
trial categories.

C. Nonpoint Source and Residual Waste Control Needs.

,Cost estimates of nonpoint sOurce and residdal waste conlOOT needs
should include estimates of,cost'for both structural and nonstructural
control measures. Costs associated with structural measures include
land acquisition and construction of facilities. Nonstructural costs
taclude Itaffing, administration'of progilMs, and costs of compensa-
tiort of landowners (if required) affected by regulatory measures.'

The cost of'existing programs in the planning area, elseWhere in
the State, or in other States can serve as a basis for cost estiMalon.
Recent studies often provide information on abatement costs and ca'n
also serve as bases for estimates.

The cost estimates should be by agency and activity presEnted in
5-year increments over the planning period.

Agarft
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D. Urban and'Industrial StOrmwater Systems
4

. The cost esttmates_for urban and industrial:stormwater systems .
should be disaggregated'.to show, (1) cost of .required improvements

to existing systems4,and (2) cost of systems heeded for areas not
served, over At least the 20-year planning period (in 5-year incre-
ments),ments). Included in the cost assessment for urban.and industrial. ---)

stormwater systems should be a generalized estimate of the effect
on capital cbnstruction costs brought about by the use of non-
structural controls as well os capital-and annual operating costs
of such control programs. EPA.is. in the process of developing a ,.

cost estimation procedure for stormwater systems. The procedure w

should be available for use jn Spring, 4976. If estimates are made ,

using other procedures, a discussion of the chosen-proCedure and
reasons for using it should br included with the cost estimate. .

E. ReqUlatory Program and Monitoring.

Costs associated with a reg6latory4rogram include staffing,
administration, Ad capital costs (e.g., land acquisition or land-
owner compensation). Many of the regulatory program costs will be
the same as those included in the costs for nonpoint source control
needs. For example, certain regulatory actions over silvicultural
practices may be part of the plan. Where such actions could be
listed as part of the nonpoint source control or as part of the
regulatory program, the cost estimatesshould be included with.the
nonpoint source-control needs.

As was the case with honpoint sour& controls, cost estimates
should be based on data from existing programs, where available:
Data from prquams in other States may be used but should be ad-
justed to reflect different in economic conditions. I

F. Program Management

Cost estimates for program manageMent activities_ for those
elements of the State WQM Plan for which generalized `estimates are
made should ayso be developed. Program management activities would
include costs of monitoring, technical assistance, administration of
regulatory programs, co rdination with other plahning activities,' etc.

11-7
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. CHAPTER. 12 .

TECHNIQUES FOR COORDINATION

12.1 Introlbiction

Water quality managembq is affected by broad policies concerning land
use, regional .development, And the many functional planning activities carried

,'out in a State. As a result, it will be necessary to coordinate State WQM
Plan development with related policies, planning activities and programs. Of
particular importance are those related programs listed iyi 5130.34.-Included
in Chapter 2 is a discussion of the-requirements for coordination. This
chapter outlines techniques-for coordination and 'describes how they may be
integrated into the planning process.

12.2 Coordination Techniques

A, Planning Agency Designation

In many instances, agencies which may be designated by the governor to
be responsible for preparing and coordinating State WQM Plans will
also be responsible for other related programs. Such programs may include
air quality management, land use planning, coastal zone management, water
supply, solid waste management etc. In making designations, governors
should take into consideration other related activities of the agencies/-
to be designated. COordination between related prOgTams can be Unproved
when responsibility, for the programi is lodged in fh-i-same agency.

4 . . .

B. Planning Area Designation -- Geoy;ephic Boundaries

! As discussed in Chapter 2, planning area selectkon can be based on
Vdrologic boundaries or political boundaries, or a combination of these.
Whichever approach_ ft chosen, consideration should also be given te other
programs in the area. For example, an.area may be involved in Air Quality
Maintenance Area (AQMA) Planning. In determining the State-WQM boundaries,
it may be possible to overlap considerably with*the AQMA boundaries: As

discussed'below, this could facilitate the development of integrate4 work
plans and use of common data bases. While it will be very difficult to
make boundaries coterminous, it may be possible to achieve alconsiderable
overlap. In decidtng.upon.planning area boundaries, majorplanoing
activities and programs should be revieWed to determine if bodhdaries can
be'designed to coincide h those of ether programs.

a

C. State/EPA Agreement

The State/EPA agreement on level Of detail and timing is, in effect,
a work, program for the State WQM Plan effort. An agreement should be
drawn up for each basin or approved planning area. The agreement will

_/-12-1
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set forth Specific responsibilities and tasks needed to carry out the
State,WQM Plan. Some of the,tasks will be identical or similar to

"thosecamied out under other.Programs: This is especially true of data

collection".and projection of population, land user, a onomic conditions.
State WQM Plans should Utilize applicable informatioC analyses from
other programs and shomid identify this in the State/EPA Agreement.
Similarly; the planning agencies mdll be producfing outputs that other

.programs can use. Thit, too, shOuld be identified in the agreement. In

some cases, it will be poss4ble to carry out tasks jointly with otherpro-
grams, especially data collection', projection, and analysis. To the
extent possibl, specific tasks that will be coordinated should be identified'
in the agreement. Coordination with other programs will be easier if
specific responsibilities are identified early and agreed upbn.

I I

D. Intergovernmental Agreenients

.. .

After defining specific responsibiTities and tasks, intergovernmental ,,f

agreements should be made to establish the responsibilities formally.
.

Such agreements may include'Cohtractual relati ships, memoranda of.
.

with respect.toplan imple ation in Chapter 9.. ..,4(0'1,- : 4TY
pciunderstanding, joint exercise of Towers, and/o°r elegation of resnsibility4L.

These are 4iscussed

E. beta

The data which will be 'needed to prepare a State-WQM Plan will be
similar cte identical to that needed or produced in other plans. This

is especially true of the population, economic, land use and.air and
water quality data. THe'rEbord4nation between plans can be greAtly

. enhanced if consistentidata Sues and projections are used. "to ensure
such ,Consistency, it is often heTpfuJ if a common classification system
is.used so- that data can be compiled Using a similar format. Planning

. agencies should integrate hem data Khquirementsbefore gathering -data,
so that information is transferable.

The feasibility ofeeorlinating data collection and projection
depends on the timing of the planning ifforts. 'If one is done much .

earlier than others, we recent or coMprehensive data may become
available by the time the Iatterplanninll effoit is underway. If this

is the case, there may )tie adequate reaso for modifying data and
. projections.

J

a.

- Another problem develops when the planning areas overlap but are
not identical. In this case the projections in the overlapping areas
should be the sameand lhoseJor the adjacent areas should not conflict.
That is, the growth, rates for the ehti're area-should be consistent.

AIM
'
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.' Predictions of poilltion levels will. be based in part'on-population.7 These predictions'will affect the selection of alternative
. implementatton strategies, which could in turn, necessitate modification,

of the projections. This iterative prOcess of revising projection's,Must
also bcoordinated so that conflicts do not arise.

, ._.-4 ...-

. .F. Representation

Periodic consultation between agencies responsible for.planning will
help ensure that plans are consistent. It,is important, therefore, that
representatives orthe planning/agencies responSible for various pro-
grams be included in any advisory group which might be created to
ensure .periodic consultation between the agencies. Tile Part 130 regu- kw.
latlbns require the establishment of at least one policy advisory commtitee.
Representatives of programs with a major relationship to the State WQM Plan
should be geTbevic of any advisory Committees which are used. Inaddition, the
staffs ethe planning agencies should develop a Close working relatioriship.
For example, each agencY could designate specific individuals to serve es ,

liaison to help ensure that necessary coordination is carried out in a me:14
fashioon. This would also help,in identifying possible conflicts and resolving
them informally as they arise.

G. EvaluatiOn o Al ernative Strate les

Many of the ma !ementstrategies which will be adopted as a result
of State WQIk Planni ! will have an impact on other programs. The stra-
tegies resultfng'fro' :they programs may affect the development of
State WQM Plans. I important, therefore, that the evaluation of
alternative strateg include an analysis of impacts on the activities
of related programs. This is especially true of other environmental
programs, in particular tholidealing with air quality. Many Of the

,measures incorporated in Stat WQM Plans to control point and nonpoint
sources affect l'andtuse which could,. in tu'rn, affect air quality. For
,example; sewer interceptor and facilities location, restricting the
location of industrial ,development toareas where the'tecetwingwiters
hive assimilative capacity, and restricting development in areas7WnertL__
significant nonpoint pollution would result, are decisions which- could
affect air quality. However, not all interaction between State WQM
Plans and air quality plans need result to conflict. Both plans, for
example, should favor* better management of construction activities

.

Measures such as minimal exposure periods' for active construction areas,
. or utilization Of staged grading, seeding'anesodding procedures.would
reduce both-runoff and fugitive dust protlems. In general, State WQM
Plans should take advantage of Complementary-strategies by evaluating

a
v
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the effectivenessof various alternatives to determine their impact on
other related programs.

The planning agencies should make sure that they inform one another
about alternatives being considered and offer one another an opportunity
to review and comment on alterlitives. Such comments should be consid-
ered during the evaluation process so that alternatives for one program
could not be selected that-would comf1.4cfwith implementation of the_
plans for ()flier programs. This review and comment'should be undertaken
by theplanning staffs and the advisorAgroups to the planning agencies.

H. Repbrting' w

In order to keep the various planning,agencies posted on current
developments, there should be some type of periodic or milepost report-
ing. 'This could take place quarterly orat the beginning and completion
of some subtask (e.g., data collection, projections, a ysis of water
and air quality, etc.). Informal contacts would, of e, be more
frequent. Periodic -or milepost reporting, however, Wou providOormal
4ocumentation of the communication, which had taken place.

In addition, a report should be periodically sentto Ahe EPA
regional office. The report should describe how representatives,of .

related programs.are involved in an advisory capacity, anyajor meetings
which have been held, what information has been provided to each program,
how consistencyin data and projections is being achieved, and any poten-
tial conflicts which may develop. This should be'done at a minimum
of every imonths in the format of the quarterly interim progress reports.

I.t.ResolvirlConflicts

If potential conflicts arhse during plan develoOMent, it is expected
that the planning agencies responsible will attempt td resolve 'them
informally. If this is not possible, in designated areas the _conflict
should be referred up to the State level where the agencies responsible,
for administering the respective programs would resolve it._ As a final
resort, conflicts should be referred to the Regional Administrator for

* mediation. . .

In the case that other federal agencies were involved.in a'dispute,
then EPA should meet with representatives of the affected agency to review
thesitDation and whenever possible to formulate recommendations for
resolving the dispute.

12-4
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J. Program Approval 4

After completion, the planning agencies eesponsibie'forTelated
programs should review each other's plans to ensure that there are
no'conflicts. If the agencies have been involVed in plan development,
no conflicts should arise when it comes,tiMe,to review the plan. In
'its review,.EPA will evaluate the consistency of. the State WQM Plan
with other programs. Comments provided by the agencies responsible
for the programs will be'a maJnput to EPA's review.

K. Procedures for Coordination of Planning Programs

EPA has developed agreements and memoranda of understanding con-
cerning coordination of a number of planning programs that affect water
quality management'planning. These agreements and memoranda utilize

/many of. the plan coordination approaches discussed in this chapter-,
However, greater detail on coordinating particular aspects of each Rro-

'gram with water quality planning may be found in the following:

. Interagency Agreement to relate HUD 701 planning and EPA 208
-planning, .parch 24, 1975.

. Integrating 208 Planning and 701 Comprehensive Planning.
Program Guidance Memorandum AM-9,' May 2,1975.

. Coordination of EPA Water Programs and*Coastal Zone Management
programs. Program Guidence MemorandumAM-11, September 29, 1975.

. 'Coordinating 208 Planning and Air Quality Maintenance Area-,
tanning. Program Guidance Memorandum AM-14, Octdbee 30,_19.75.

. . Joint agreement for interagency coordination of areawide waste
treatment management planning assistance td state and lgca]
goftrmments between the Environmental Protection Agency and
the Department of the Army, November 22, 1974.

12-5
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CHAPTER 13

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIctIMPACT EVALUATION

13.1 Purpose

This chapter provides guidance fpr integrating environmental', social,
Tnd economic impact evaluation into the planning process. It is intended
o meet, in part, the requi'rements of Sec. 1.02(2)(c) of the National
Environmental Policy'Act.of'1969 and regulations' issued pursuant to that .

Act. It is also intended to meet the requirements of Sect 208(b)(2)(E)
which requires "the identification of the ectlhomic, social, and erlyirohmental
impact'of carrying out the 'plan...."

The evaluation must be viewed as an integral part of the planning
process. As such, it will be performed throughout the process rather
than after the selection of the plant- with citizens and local units of
government afforded the'opportunity to participate in impact evaluation
from the beginning of the planning process. Affected citizens and units
of government will thus be better able to analyze the'various alternatives,
to identify specific plan impacts, and to provide meaningfyl suggestions
and recommendations.,

13.2 Environmental., Social and Economic Impact Evaluation4Process

A. Inventory Existing Conditionss'

The purpose'of inventorying existing,conditions is twofold:
(1) to aid in goal and problem identification; and (2) to serve as
a basis for the analysis d comparison of alternatives. At a

sliii

minimum, the inventory d,encompass the. planning area other
areas that would be affec by the plan. For example, disposal
sites for effluent or sludge, other wastewater reuse sites, and.thd,
down-stream river corridor that would be affected byeffective water
quality management should be included. The-inventory will undoubtedly
require additi s as new problem areas are identified in the planning

)process.

Most of the data needed for theinventory will be readily avail-
able in existing documents and may have been gathered for use elsewhere
in-the planning process. Thisoiould be true, for example, for most
of the population, land use, and hydrological data% Additionally,
items four through fourteenin the inventory (p.3-2) are impact
categories which' may be used in the plan selection process (Chapter 14)
to determine differences among the plan alternatives.
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only that data which is relevant to the analysis of alternatives
or determination af impacts should,be included. Thus, the inventory
may include butThot necessarily be limited to the following:

1. CAimate and precipitation;.

2, Topography;

3. Geology;

4.* Hydrology (*lace and groundwater):

a. water quality
.b. water quantity
c. water quality and quantity problems
d.. water uses
e. water quality, management
f. flood hazards;

-5: Biology;

-t

.

a. rare and endangered species
b. fish, shellfish and wildlife habitats including nursery

and spawning areas
c. fish, shellfish and wildlife community
d. benthic community structure

"It

6.. Air quality;

7, Land'uses:

a. existing land uses
b.. land .use planning and controls
c. amount, type, and intensity of growth (The growth data

should be of recent origin. There is no necessity to
examine growth trends further back than 1960).

d. soil types, permeabilit5t, and erodabil.ity
e. significant environmentally sensitive areas;

8. 'Wastewater management resources:

a. energy (power)
b. ob4Micals
c. land commitment;

9. Population levels:

a. current
b. projected (5, 10, 15, and 20 years};

13-2
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10. Economic activity (grOss aseessment):

a.' income ppr.capita
b. aviculture
c. mining
d. manufacturing
'e. service;

11. Employment trends including regional,availability of
skilled manpower for treatment plant operation and
monitoring;

A
41-

12. Other lOcal, state, and federal projects hhving major
interaction with proposed water quality.actions;

13. Public health;

14. Aesthetics:

a. recreational accessibility and activities
b. unique archeological, historical, scientific, and

cultural areas
c. noise pollution.

Theinventory should also include identification of adopted
goals and pertinent constraints. Goals might typically include:

1.. Preservation of high quality surface water;

fr

2. Preservation of coastal or other wetlands;

3. Preservation. or enhancement of fish, shellfi h and wildlife;

4. Enhancement of municipal,services.

Examples of constraints include:

1. 'Air quality regulations and implementation plans;

2. Local climate, topography, soils, etc.;

3. Restrictions on flood plain use-oripher land uses.

B. Evaluate the Existing Situatlin

based upon the inventory, a brief analysis of the existing sitbation
should de conducted to prioritize pollu 'tion problems-and sensitive
impact areas. This prioritization which will be a primary concern during
the remainder of the evaluation will require participation of the public
and local government agencies.
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C. Develop Baseline Projection

The inventory and evaluation,of thg existing situation will serve

as inputs into the development'of a baseline projection. COnstruction

of a baseline projection of relevant environmental; soCial,.and
economic factors (see Tablle 14.1) will enable evaluation of each 't,

alternative The baseline projections should be quantitative when data

are readily available. In other cases, it should be qualitative. The

baseline projection can be established by extrapolating present indi-

cator trends over the planning period. In making this projection,

it should be assumed that no additional water quality actions will be
taken otheP than those that have already been approved.

0

D. Screen Options and SubplAns

Both point and nonpoint control options as well as continuous
point so rce, intermittent point source, and nonpoint source subplans

should a reened according to the factors set, forth inChapters 7

and 8

E. Evaluate Alteehativbs

After the alternatives have been developed, each of-them should

be evaluated by coMparing its impact to the baseline projection:
Special consideration should be given to those sensitive impact areas.
identified In the evaluation of the existing situation.

_-/ k

A complete environmental assessment of each alternative is not

necessary, although the impact of both the structural and nonstructural

aspects of the plan should be considered in every case. Table 14.1

contains a.list'of those environmental, social and economic factors

believed to be generally most important: However, discretion should

be employed when using this table. When there is no difference among
alternatives, a'statement to that effect is sufficient._ Similarly; A
statement will suffice when an alternative will have no pereepttble

impact on a given factor.

Special attention should be given to long-term impacts, irreversi:

ble impActs, and indirect-impact-such as induced deVelopment. Resource

and energy use associated with each alternative should also be high-

lighted. The results shouldbe displayed in a format for use in public

meetings and other'forms of public participation.'

13.3 Environmental Effects of the Selected Plan

The results-of the environmental, social, and economic impact eValuation,

will be used in the plan selection process (Chatter 14). Once a plan has

been selected, a complete description of the impact that the selected plan

13-4
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will have on the area's environment should be completed. The vast majority
of the data required to do this should be readily available from the evalt
uations already performed. This more detailed evaluation should describe
the impact of the proposed structural and nonstructural actions. Whenever
possible, the impact of each action on each affected environmental, social,
or economic category (see Table 14.1) should be described and displayed.
However, if more than'one action affects a category, the.cumulative impact
may be described. IMpacts may be categorized as:.

1. Primary (direct) or secondary (induce

2. Beneficial or adyerse;

3. Short or long term;

4. Avoidable or unavoidable;
- (

5. Reversible or irreversible.

Included under irreversible impacts should be an evaluation of any
irreversible commitments of resources including energy. (See 86.304 (c-f)
of 40 CFR Part 6 for an explanation of these terms and'examples.)

-. While emphasis should be given to the cumulative impacts of all 'elehents
of the plan, more localized impacts-of specific plan elements,.such as
treatment plant locations,interceptor sewers, and industrial site Iocationt,
should also be assessed and highlighted when judged significant. 'Greater
emphasis should be given to the localized impacts of individual projects
anticipated to be develdped during the initial five years of plarq implefientation..

t.4*.
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CHAPTER 14
41,

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES RD SELECTION AF PLAN

14: .41.20S4

e

This chapter proves guance on the comparison of alternative plans es

leading to the selectroli of a State water quality management plan. The .

process presented ere assumes that each of the alternatives," if implemented,..,f
'would meet all regulatory requirements and comply with appropriate goals
and objectives within specified limits of technical reliability.!Plans
are to be compared to, erms f the defined criteria of cost effectiveness
as discussed in Chapter 1 sibility of plan implemejtation, and publie'

- acceptability. Emphasis iso be placed-upon drawing tonther,the.
evaluations already complete 50 that the alternatives can be mere easily.

. dirscuss-ed and compared. Finally, while public participation is necessary
throughout the _planning process, it .i essential that the Public be involved ito a siv.ificant degree during this ge.,

^
c

'''> 1' V o.'14,2 The Plan Selection Process

A. Assess ,Alternative Plans

No rigorou's analYtical method exists which *will readily Identify
the best plan. for the area. AS dis.cusSed in5previous chapters, many
factors should be -Ohsidered in' comparing the alternatiy.es., While
some of the factors,.in Orticular cost assessolentes,- can tie quantified,
others can' only be qualitatively assessed bated upon professional'

.jkidgement; and the views of thejpublcc. Plan- assessmant.involves the
- cdmparison of all key factors .teemed pertinent- for reliable decision

making. Table 14.1 contains a list of those which are believed to. be
generally:niost important. The inputs for that .table are to-be .devel,-
oped in tfre technical' planning' process (Chapter 3.8), thgelep at
which alternat4Ve p an$ ar evaluated light Qf inforthilibn on-
their cost, tecUoiCie . iabiifty, envieenmenteP, social and 'economic
impact, impl4melttation feasIbility and public acceptability.

.effects of the alterbatives should be assessed 'quantitattvely whenever
possible. In al l other' cases a *qualitative assesliht should .be made.41

. ,'
. Rekroentatives fromtall affected groups. should be involved in P

. _

the assessment of the alternative proposals. In most areas( affected 4
, groups would include tonservatidn groups, economic interests, local

elected officials, .01anning agencies,' state depakment of-health,
water pollU ' 4tro1, and natural resources, the regional office

EPA and the;Poli Advisdty.Coromittej., The plan', approval and
lementation proces wi 1 be more,efficipnt if thkpeople respon-sible for carrying ft'out y understanci,,the *sue% and contribtte to

.the assessment and recommendation of Alternatives.

d
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B: Develop Recommended Plan.

Once the alternative plans have been assessed; the planning
alternatives and

or comparing'the
a alternative which

imum monetary. cost. This

agency should be in a good position -to compare
develop a recommended plan: A logical approa
alternatives would be to identify.initially
will_achieve water quality objectives at mi
least cost plan-can serve as a base against which the iweased costs
and additional effects of'other alternatives can be compared. The

malpri.environmental, social and economic impacts of this leasircost
pie should be listed,'iritluding a discussion Of the institutional
and financial issues that would be raised if the plan were recommended.
Most ofytne required impdct information should be contained n Table

'14..1. A suggested format for displaying the least cost,plan is shown
in Table 14.2.

The next step Auld be the.identification of the incremental
mohetary'tost and incremental impacts of each of `t

1,' native plans.in relation t% the base plan: Info

p Table 14.1 would provide the basis for this incre
DesdriptiOn of alternatives shoulkincluqe,the p1

deconstruction, zoning, operations, etc.) Ind mea
the changes J11,1heimpacts of those plan elemen
the environmental, social, and economic impact an

exemaining alter-
tion contained_py,
ntal evaluation.
elements (such as
or stAtements.of,
n adaftion ta
stitutional and

;

financial issues; additiondl4benetits that could be gained or wide- e"

,,siraPle sifuations that could be avoided should be described'. The

afternatives should be described in sucha way as to make.comparispns.
with the addition& costs requirdeat direct,as possible.. tresults
may be summarize in the format of Nile 14.1. 7 , ,

. .

, .
, . _4,

-, i

The planning.agec, shouldAhen.conduct workshaprfor the elected
} yr officials who Will be reviewing and comeenting on the proposed plan to

fun, inform thimof the consequences of implementing any of the alter-

native plans. The agency should ajsotake note of Oleic , .#

responses.ta the alternatiles to see if the alternatives can be changed .

to improVe plan acceptability. Since these workshops andtAlppublia
.

hearings -to follow,could,syery'well result jn requirements fonslib-.
46. stantial changes ih the design of plan' elementt and for further analy-

sieof additional iMgacts°, the agency should schedule resource expen.=
.ditures to be able to.respondfully to the,need foyNdditional

&cations.

,VAt the annclofon df the workshops, ttie planning agency should

0 r mend asinglg;plan. line! plan elemehtllicosts, impacts,-and: ', .

yi ementatioLiales can be summarized in-the format Shown in Table.
14.2, accompanied by a(brief report summarizing the process; followed, .

the alternatives considered, and the criteria used to reacha.final
rpri-A--' recommendation, The ,report and charts: should be suitable r-use at .

public hearings:
.

/ .
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C. Hold Public Hearings to Present Proposed Plan

The planning agency should'conduct formal public hearings on
the proposed plan and the alternatives considered in its development.
The planning agency should then respOnd to the issues.raised at the
hearings and modify the.proposed plan if appropriate (as judged by
the agency). The planning agency will then submit the proposed plan
to the appropriate governing bodies for review and retommebdations.

41.
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TABLE 14.1

COSTS AND EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Significant Effects

1. Water Quality.Goals

A. 'Contribution to- goals and
lobjectives of the.kt.

,

Contributions to other water-
related goals of the planning
area:

2. Technical Reliability

A. Frequency of pla upsets

911B. Frequenc/tof

et
C. Frequency and effpti of

combined sewer overflows

D. Nonpoine source control,

E. Regional availatAlity of
skilled manpower ,'for treat-'

ment plant operatiOn and
monitoring

Monetary Costi

A, Capital costs' inclyding.0sOounled.
deferred costs

(1) public
(2) private

(3) total

B. O.M. & R. Costs

(1) . public
(2) private

(3). total

C. Net hevenUe

6

D. Overhead and plan management

.
S. 14-4
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TABLE 14.1 (cont)

COSTS AND EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Significant,Effects
-c)

E. Total. annual costs

Alternative Plans

P-1 P-2 P-3

(1) publiic

(2) private
'(3) total

4. Environmental Effects

A.' ,Elydrology. (surface and groundwater)

(1) water quality
(2) water quantity
(3) water.quality and quatity problems
(4. water uses
(5) flood hazards

ad Biology
(

(11. rare and endangered species
(2) fish, shellfish and wildlife habitats; including

nursery ,and spawning =areas
(3) fish, shellfish and wildlife community
(4) 'benthic community structure

C. Air quality

D.. Land ill

change in land uses
land use planning and controls

(3 amount type and intensity of
- growth elai e. to land use).

(4) 'soil, osion damage
(5) sign ficant environmentally

Sensitive areas

E. . Wastewatsanagement resources

(1)- energy (power)
(2) chemicals
(3) land commitment for planned

natures including sludge disposal sites

5. Social and Economic Effects'. -

A. Populat
project

0

changes (5, 10, 15., and 20 ,tar
s)
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y. TABLE 14.1 (ant).

COSTS AA) EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Significant Effects Alternative Plans . '

j

.

B. Ctiangis in economic activity

where' appropriate

(1) income per capita

(2) agriculture'

(3) 'mining

(4) manufacturing-
(5) tervices.

C. .Dislocation of individuals, businesses,

or public services

D. Impact on other local, state and
federal projects having major.
interaction with proposed water

quality actions
41,

E.. Public health

F. Aesthetics

(1) recreational accessibility and
activities

(2) unique archeblogicalhistorical,
scientific and cultural areas

(3) noisd pollution 4P

6. Implementation Feasibility

A. Legal authority

B. Findncial Capacity

C. Practicability

D. Coordinative capacity

E. Public accountability

7. Public Acceptability

4

4
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PLAN 'ELEMENTS

1.

2.

3.

TOTAL COST $

IMPACTS

l'r

TABLE 14.2

LEAST COST PLAN

(A summary list of planning, construction, zoning,
sludge and efflment isposal, o eratjons, moni-
toring action§, etc., dicatin their geographid
sites).

DESCRIPTION11 .

'4.

Economic

1.

2.

3

Social

3.

Environmental

1.

2

3.

0*

ir

IMPLEMENTATION

(Institutional and financial4 issues.)

4

23S
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ti TAL14.3

ALTERNATIVE LEAST COST, PLAN MODIFICATIONS,

'
.

Least
Cost

Alternative

Altrnative
A'

A

Impacts

T-

ast
Increase

Alternative
B

..

Impacts

Cost

Increase

Plan Elements

1.
2.

3.

6

,

..

.

,

.

..

.

.

.

611

a

4 0

.

1,,

."---..

,

.

.4

.

II

.

_
.

is

.

%

.1

sr

.

'

.

.

...

.

Ak

.

.

.

A

,.

A
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GLOSSARY

The Act -'Public Lilw 92-500. "This Act may be cited as the 'Federal
Water Pliflution Control Act Amendments of 1,972." (Act,
Section 1).

Base level technology -+Minimum level of treatment required by the Act.

Basin - The term 'basin' means the streams, rivers, tributaries, and
lakes and the total land and surface water area contained in
one of the major or minor basins defined by EPA, or any other
basin unit as agreed upon by the State(s) And the-Regional
Administrator.

Best Available Technology (BAT) - "Not later than July 1, 1983, effluent
ltmitatiohs for categories and classes of point sources, other
than publicly owned treatment works...shall require, application
of the best available technology economically achievable for
such category or class, which will result in reasonab]e further
progress toward the national goal of eliminating the discharge

. of all pollutants as determined in accordance with regulations

r issued by the Administrator pursuant to section 304(b)(2) of
thislAct....," (Act, Section 301*(b)12)(A)).

Best Practicable Control TechnoThgy (BPCT) -* "Not later than July 1,
1177,. effluent limitations for point sources, other than
publicly owned treatment works...shall require the application
of the best practicable control technology currently available
as defined by the Administrator pursuant to section 304(b) of
this Act..:." (Act, Section301(b)(1)(A)). This-is also referred
to as Best Practicable, Technology (BPT).

Best Practicable Waste Treatment Technology (BPWTT) - "Waste treatment
management plans and practices shall provide for the application
of the best practicable'waste treatment technology before any
discharge into receiving waters, including reclaiming and
recycling of water and confined disposal of-pollutants so they
will not migrate to cause water or other environmental pollution...."
(Act, Section 201 (b)1_,

Capital intensive = Measure requiring initial capital 'outlays for its
development aDd relatively little cost for operation and
maintenance.

'Combined sewer sewer intended to-serve-as a sanitary sewer and a
storm sewer, or as an industrial sewer and aistorm sewer."
(40 CFR 35.905-2).
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Discharge of pollutants - "The term -'discharge of a pollutant' and the
term 'discharge of pollutants' each means (A) any addition

. of any pollutant to navigable waters from any point source,
(B) any addition of any pollutant to the waters of the contig-
uous zone or the ocean from any point source other than a
vessel or other floating craft." (Act, Section 502(12)).

Effluent limitation - "The term 'effluent limitation' means any
restriction established by a State or the Administrator
on quantities, rates, and concentrations of chemical,
physical, biological, and ,Other constituents which are
discharged from point sources into navigable waters, the
waters of the contiguous zone, or the ocean, including
schedules of compliance." (Act, Section '502 (11)). .

Effluent limited segments - "Any segment where it is known that water
quality is meeting and will continue to meet appliCable water
quality standards ors where there is adequate demonstration
that water quality will meet applicable water quality standards
after the application of the effluent limitations required by
sections 301(b)(1)(B) afid 301(b)(2)(A) of the Act." (40 CFR
130.2(o)(2)).

Facilities plan - The facility plan is thvfirst step in a three step
process u6quired to complete ireatmentmorks with federal
grants from the Environmental4Protection Agency. It is to
assure that treatment kirks bt under this program are
environmentally sound and cost-effective.

Infiltration - "The water entering a sewer system, including sewer
. service connections, from the ground, through such means as,

but not limited to, defective pipes, pipe joints, connections,
and manhole walls. Infiltration does not include, and is
distinguished from, inflow." (40 CFR 35.905-9).

4

Inflow - "The water discharged into a sewer system, including service
connections, from such sources as, but not limited to, roof
leaders, cellar, yard and area drains, foundation drains,
cooling water dischargers, drains from spring and swampy '
areas, manhole covers, cross connections from storm sewers and
combined sewers, catch basins, storm waters, surface runoff,
street wash waters, or drainage. Inflow does not include, and
is distinguishe4 from, infiltration." (40 CFR 35.905-11).

Inplace pollution source - Time buildup of pollutant 1 posited
in a receiving water bed and existing as aload v on that k
receiving water.

Interim Facility - A temporary treatment facility, either public or private,
designed for a useful life of usually less than five years, and
with a treatment capacity usually less than five million gallons
per day.
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"Land use -.The physical mode of Utilization or conservation of a given
rland area at a given`point in time.

Land use controls - Methods for regulating the uses to which a given
land area may be put, including such things as zoning, sub-
division regulation, and flood-plain regulation.

Materials balance - An illustration of the principle of conservation
of matter; that isr, an accounting may be performed of all
transfers of mass from one point or state to other points or
states, such that the total original mass is entirely accounted
for.

Maximum daily load - "Each plan shall include for each water quality

segment,.orappropriate portion thereof, the total allowable
-maximum daily load of relevant p011utants during critical
flow-conditions for each specific water quality criterion
being violated or expected to be violated." (40 CFR 131.11(f)(1)).

Navigable waters - "The term 'navigable waters' means the waters of the
United States, including the territorial seas." (Act, Section
502(7)).

1983 goals,-, Pertains to goals utlined in Section 101(a) anthelsqwhere in
the Act.

1977 goals - Pertains to the July 1, 1977 milestone set by the Act,
particularly in terms of treatment technology and limitations.

Nonpoint source' - Generalized discharge of waste which cannot be located
as to A spesific source into a water body, as outlined in
'Section 3041e) of the_Act. -

Permits - ."The Administration may...issue a permit for thehdischarge of
any 'pollutant, or combination of pollutants...upon condition
that such discharge will meet either all applicable requirements
under Sections 301, 302, 30,-307, 308, and 403 of this Act, or

prior to the taRing of neces3try implementing actions relating
to all such requirements, such conditions as the Administrator
determines necessary t carry out the provisions of thistAct."
(A t, Section 402(a)(1)). "The Administrator shall authorize
a state, which he,determtnes has the capability of-administering
upermit_program which will carry out the objective of this Act,
to issue permits discharges into the navigable waters within
the jurisdictio of such'state." 'Oct, Section 402(a)(5))., The
permit program rt ofipthe National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).
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Planning process - Strategy for directing establishing
priorities, scheduling actions, a d reporting programs toward -L.

achievement of program objectives.

Point source - "The term !point source' means'any discernible, confined
and discrete conveyece, including but not limited to any pipe,
ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, con-_
tainer, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or
vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may

be discharged." (Act, Section 502(14)).

Pollutant - "The term 'pollutant' means dredged spoil, solid waste,
incinerator residue, sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions,
Chemical Motes, biological materials, radioactive materials,
heat, %sme lted or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt
and industrial, municipal, and agricultural waste di charged

into water." (Act, Section 502(6)),

Pretivatment - "The Administrator shall...publish proposed regulations

es ablishing pretreatment standards for introduction of pollu-

tants into treatment works...which are publicly owned for those
pollutants which are determined not, to be susceptible to treatment
by such treatment works or which would .interfere with the oper-

ation of such treatment works." (Act,'Section 307(b)(1)). "Not

later than July 1, 1977...in the case of discharge into a
ObJicly owned treatment works...shall require compliance with
any applicable pretreatment requirements...under section 307

of this Al." (Act, Section 301(b)(1)(A)).

Residual waste - Those solid, liquid, or sludge'substances from men's
activities in rban, agricultural, mining and industrial

environment nott*charged to water after collection and necess-

ary treatment.

Secondary treatment - "There shall be required...for publicly owned
treatment works- in existence pn July 1, 1977, or approved...

prior to June 30, 1974.12effluentlimitations based upon
secondary treatment as defined by the Administrator pursuant
to section 304(d)(1) of this Act." (Act, Section 301(b)(1)(8)).
"The Administrator...shall publtsh...Anformation, in terms of
amounts of constituents and chemical, physical, and biological
characteristics of pollutants, on the degree of effluent
reduction attainable through the application of secondary

treatment." (Act, Section 304(d)(1)).
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State water quality standards - The termeState Water Quality Standards"
means those State adopted and'Federally approved uses and criter-
ia that ere legally applicable to the interstate and intrastate
waters: The water quality standards are incorporated by refer-
ence in Part 120 of Title 40 of Code of Federal Regulations.

Storm sewer - "A sewer intended to carry only storm waters, surface
run-off, street wash waters, and drainage." (40 CFR 35.905-22).

Upstream pollutant source - Source of pollutant discharged into the
receiving waters Which is located upstream from the area of
consideration.

Waste load allocation - A waste load allocation for a segment is the

1 . assignment of target loads to point, and to nonpoint sources
to achieve water quality standards in the most effective manner.

Waste treatment facilities .4 "Any devices and systems used in the storage,
treatment, recycling and reclamation'of municipal sewage or

-

industrial wastes of a liquid nature...in addition...any other
method or system for preventing, abating, reducing., storing,
treating; separating, or disposing of, municipal waste, including
waste in combined storm water and sanitary sewer systems." (Act, r
Section 212(2)). Also termed treatment works.

,

Water quality limited segments - "Any segment where it is known that water
quality does no meet applicable water quality standards,.and/or

lit
.is not expecte meet appltgable water quality standards even
after the appl ion of the effluent limitations required by
sections 301(b)(1)(B) and 301(b)(2)(A) of the act."" .(40 CFR

130.2(o)(1)).
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ANNOTATgD BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR STATE WATER QUALIT%
MANAGEMENT' PLANNING

. ,

,/

I

This bibliOraphy has been prepared to assist those engaged
in State WQM Planning. The references have been.arranged to -

correspond to the planning process elements and outputs. Refer -

erftes ited have been selected for their applicability to State
WQM.Pla ning and far their availability. , .

Each reference is followed by a short abstract and, whenever
possiblelbby detailed price and ordering information. Instructions

for using the Government Printinl Office and the National Technical
Information Service are also included on the last page.
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PLANN*PRSCESSELEMENTS.

PROCESS cevELoPmENT AND ICRKPLAN L0 r

rkplan.Handbook- for Section 208 AreaWide Waste eatment Management

-2-

I

f

tenni . Wash. D.C.''75. Availableutbn-reguest

4

Regional Offices.
.

,

, Provides details bn the-preparation of areawide planning
workplanS. 'The.handbook prOvicjes examples of workplan

,4;elements to assist locally designated planning agencies
in preparing 20*.workplans.-

PUBLIC PitIGIPATION PROGRPAGENCY COORDINATION

A Citizen's Guide to Clean W U.S. EPA.', Wash. D.C. e '73.
' Mailable uporufiequest. from . .4EPA Office of- Public Af s' (A-107) w
Wash; D.C. 204-60,'

,

110
,.

b
4

. 95 sage booklet provides the layman.with a good introduction
to the problem ofWater pollution and what..can,te done to solve

. itincluding citizen actin. Expl major EPA water pollutimi,
abatement programs and emphasizes role of the citizen. .,

-. i--:'' .
.

-.0 , ,

. . .

A Ladder., ift Public PartIcipation, "Journal'of the American Institute of
'PlannersZ,14; 35, po.4., Sherry R. Ainstein.. rash. D. July; '69.- -,
Reprints df:jourrials are available from Kraus T4pmsoh Organization Ltd.,
Route 100, Millwood, N,Y. 10546,-$3475 per copy, State month and year of
journal desired. . .

,

4

IT
11

' r
A typology of 'citizen participation is offered uslAb-examples
'frarthree federal

'social

peggramS: urban renewal, anti- poverty,,
Alod ModelCfties. 'The typolon, which is-designed-to be provoca-.

arranged,in,a ladder pattern With each'fring corresponding
to the extent of citizens's power in detjmining theeplan and/or.

'IS ,

: ,

. :

Agreement for IMPrenitintateof4ection 304(j) of the Federal Water
rtllution Control Act Ame nts of 1972. Federal Register Vol'. 38
'No. 225, No1 25, 173. J. .

,

, ..,
.

, .. .
igreeMent.between,,EPA and Departments of Interior,

. AgtitultUre and'Army on setting up 208 advisory
committees with r,eprgSentation. 4 signatory agencies.

... 2

ti

4

Arialysig.cif New Technjeguesfor Public Involvefient.in Water Planning;
Water RelbureessTulletin Vol 11, No. 2 page 329; April.r75. Back
issues ayailkble at, $440. per copy from Dane Rhoads, American Water
Respgree Associativf4e Anthony Falls Hydraulic Lab, Mississippi

.Rlier at 3rd Ave:, Sa.(Winneapol:is, Minnesota -55414. -
) ..

y.

, .

'.'
...v.... , .

,
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Sevoli1 '

,

al techniques that have potential for,overcoming.some of
.0

the -limitations of standard public involvement techniques have.
recently been developed.' This papei describes several ..c$1

these new techniques. and analyzes.each of-themin.o£4rms of .*,%111041
their ,potential Utility in water resources. planning. _

. 0 ,

Areawide Waste:Treatment Management Planning. U.S: EPA.' Wash. DC. .

Nov '74. GPO (stock no. q5-620) br sihgle copies available from
.

.
Xr.S. EPA Office of Public Affairs (A-107) Wash. D.G. 20460:

. *.

0'

13.paglbpoklet explaining .tire EPA's areawide. waste treatment
. ffianagemenilblanhing program under Section 208 of the Act. Explains

toklaymail-what areawide planning.is, whet it can do, and how, it
relates Yo other EPA prog Explains rdleS'of Federal, State, I

.and jecal agencies in thing process. Suitable for public
inforMigtion.

Citizen, Participation Strategies, "Journal of the Anetican Institute of
...,

PlanneA". Edmund M. Burke. Wash. D.C. Sept ;68. Reprints of journals
pre available from Thomson Organization Ltd., Route LOO, Millwood,
'N.Y. 10546, $3.75.per copy. State month and year of journal desired.,'

Q . ,

Suggests that many of problems_plannersLand_Ckthers'have
had in. involving the pu c lin decision making carLte resolved
by recognkzing and adopting a'strategy.of partici§5tion'speglfi-
call desrgnei,, to fit the vole and resources of a par4culartprg ation. Five types of strategies are identiLiea: Education4-,
there , behavioral' change, staff supplement, dooptation, and
communitypower. )111.-

First Things First: A Strategy Against Water Pollution. U.S, EPA.

,

Wash. D.C. Sept '74. GPO (stock no. j51 -507) or single copies availabl
from B.S. EPA Office 4Public 1ffairs (A7107) Wash.-D.C.' 20460.

A 16 page booklet explaining the major elemeAs of the itrAtegy
usgd by the U.S. Environmental Protection -Agency and 'the States )-
in theirettack on- water pollution, the problems facec1and what '

i9rbeing doneolibUt them. Suitable for *pc information: -.

n aNreement for Interagency Coordinition of.Areawide,Waste Treatment,
ti

*IL 4i# . . , i
.

Management Planning Assistance to State and. Local Golernments between
',.' ESA and the Deparlpene of the Army. federal register Vol. 40 No. 11, ,

4,.Jan 1t,- 175.
,, . . .

.

. s'

.Agreement5 between' EPA andAppartment of the ArMy which

established coordinationiFtween the Corps Of Engineers
Urban Studies; Prdigram and the 208 Program. i

PublIc FarNciTation.in.water Resou'rces Pfanning. University of Michigan,
Ann.Arbor. 1, ,-NTIS,PB 204-245.

I
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al

t..

Reviews public participation. activities and prodedures which have
been utilized in .connection with governmental planning studies,

especially water.resources.planning studies. Discusses' identi-
fication of public; functions and objectives;. mechanisms for
securing involvement; and timing. Also presents appdel for a
participatory planning process.

Selected TechhiqueS 'fbr Soliciting Community Participation in
Transportation Planning. Julie Hetrick Schermer. New York, NY, '74.
COpies of this'paper available upon request from Mr. William Reed,-
Director of Publications, Parson, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc.
1 Penn Plaza, 250 W. 34th St., New York, NY 10001.

y 41

Five techniques for greater community participation recently
employed in majo transportation pla projects an revieked
and assessed inteper. They are ly applicable to watte
treatment manag nt planning and in "citizen committees",
"randomly selec participation gro "open door policy ",
"direct funding to community groups", and ''planning balance sheeel.

The dole of Citizen Advisory Groups in Water Resources Planning,
Publication No. 43. Madge Ertel, Water Resources Research Center,
University of ,Massachusetts at Amherst, July, '74. Available At $3.00
per copy from Water Resources Research Center, University.of Mass.,
A211-Graduate Research Center, AmherSt, Mass. 01002.-

PlepOrt*.is the'resdlt of case study observation of the'citizen
advisory groups operating in conjunction with -three planning
studies. Describes the ways in which these groups have dealt
with problems and to genera 1.4se from thsir -experience for the

ibenef4 of other citizen adiiisory grouprand planning agencies.
Concludes with a set of practice "guidelines" derived from this
research,'for the use of planning agencies Seeking to maximize

f thp effectiveness of citizen advisory groups:

Water Resourees gecision Making on the Basis of the Public Interest.
.Apport No. IWP Contract Wort 75-1, U.S. Army engineer Inst tute

4, 1111br Water Resburces, Fort Belvoir, Va, Feb '75. MIS, AD /A 0 2

'Ihe:conceet orwapr resources decison making in the public
intereAtis both fundamdntal and elusive. This report discusses
`alternative perspectives that haVe been suggetfted for defining -

the public interest and provides an'everview ofthe decision
mak'ing in involved ip a,typical water resources planning study.
,It then examines various approaches to determining the pdblic
interestbin preauthorization planning and decision

.
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ESTAaLISHMENT OF PLAN OBJECTIVES

f

Guidelines for Areawide Waste Treatment'Managetent. U.S. EPA.

.Wash. D.C. Aug Available upim 'request from EPA Regional

Offices.,

Intlilded to assist 208 _planning agencies ift carrying
out their areawide waste treatment planning responsibilities
within designated area. /It applies also to'other.agencieVIL
local, State and Federg-that may be involved in the planning
process for those areas or in plan review procedures. 1

, .

Policies gpd Protbdures r State Continuing Plann Process. (40 up
Part 130). Federal Register, Vol. 40 No..137 July 16, 75.-

These regulation:6 describe the necessary eltments of aState's
continuing planning process, and therefore'prOvide policies and
procedures for review,'revision and approval of 6 State's
continuing planning process. Also provided -is a mechanism-for

.satisfaction of the Stetewide responsibilities of othe sections-
the Act. They'apply to, phase I plans (those submitted

IIre July 1, '76.)

Preparation of StateMater QUalityslanagement Plans (Proposed Rules).
(40 CFR Part 131), Federal Register,'Vol. 40, No. 137, Nly. 16, '75.

These amended regulations desCriibe the requirements for,,
preparation of water quality management plane and the
procedures governing plan adoption,submission, revision,
and EPA approval. %These regulations apply ,to phase II plans

(those submitted after July 1, '76);

Preparation of Water Quality Management Plans. (40CFR, Part 131)

Federal Register, Vol. 39, No. 107, June 3, '74. Underrevision)

These regulatio64 describe requirements for preparation of basin
plans and the procedures governing basin plan adoOtion,'submissionj,
revision, andEPA approval. They apply to pha I plans (those'

. submitted before July 1;1'76).
4

DATACOMILECTICN (economic, demographic, land use, e ironmental
impact, waste loads,ilmonitoring program, water quail y data)

PROJECTIONS OF WASTE,LOADS (projection of economic, demographic,
land use factors to develop waste load projections, interim outputs,
related to facilitiesplanning.)

,

ilk .

fit 4")
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Design of Cost=tffectivilsWater Quality Surveillance Systems, Report
No. EPA 600/5-74-004. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. Jan. '74.' GPO, $4.05.

"Presents the develOiiiat and successfv1 demonstration of
.

quantitative methods for the design of river basin Water 14
systems.for pollution abatement. The
matic approach to, the consideration of
n's, system characteristics,'equipment

the selection of a preferr tem
f of candidates. Methods 'are
tailed in the report.

quality surveil
methods provides sys
expected stream condit
perforMance, and cost
design from among a
terized and programs

Design with Nature. Ian McHarg.Garden City: Natural History Press,
1965. Published fbr the American Museum of Natutal History. *le
Natural History Press, Garden City; NY, 5011 tranklin Ave., Garden,
City, NY 11530.

,Demohstrates using eoncrete examples how manNjnew knowledge
of ecology can pplied to actual environments, both natural
ones such as seashovs,' laKes, rivers, and swamps and those that
man has.created,auch as large cities. Emphasis is plaid on the
concept Oraesiqn with and showing how man can impose 's

. design but "use toEW fullest, the potentialities and with them,
necessarily, the _restrictive conditions - that_ nature offers." ,

)

GuidelinesAfor Preparation of Water Qual ement Plans. U.S. EPA.
Wash. D.C. '74. Available upon request from EPA Regional Off ices,

Describe the preparation of basin plans pur§uant to the
state continuing planning process (Section 303(e) of the
FederalWater Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1572
and 40 CFR Part 130-131). They are intended for use as
the basin planning methodology by State and local personnel
in preparing water quality management mans.

1972 06ERS Projections; Economic Activity in the U.S.; Based on :
Seried E Population, Vol: I-V1I. (U.S. Water Resources Council).
Wash. D.C. '74. GPO, stock not:: Vol. I, 5245-0013, $3.05;
Vol. II, 5245-00014,.$2.50;.Vol. III, 5245-00015, $3.10; Vol. IV,
5245-000.167$1.90; Vol. V, 5245-00017, $2.75; Vol. VI, 5245-00018,
$2.50; Vat. VII, 5245-00019,.$2.75.

-

projections in this report incorporate the Census
Simeau's 1972 "Series 46 nptional population projection.
VIC I: Concepts, Methodology and suMmary (*a. Vol..If:
BEA.EcCnomic Areas, VoilifIlOrWater Resources ions and
.Subareas, Vol, IV: States, Vo . V: Standard Mgtropolitan
Statistical Areas, Vol. VI: Portions of BEA Economit
Areas, Vol. VII: Non-SMSA-Por of 'Water Resources, Subareas..

II

250
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Program Guidance,
Wash. D.C., March

4."

randum, AM -2. Water ,Planning

. Available apon request fromEPA Regional Offices.

Sets forth pol cy and ptocedures concerning the use of interim
outputs to guide facilities planning after award of a 2138

grant.

w
PrograM Guidance Memorandum.AM=8. U.S. EPA, Water Planning Division
Wash. D.C. May ,75. Available upon request froM EPA Regional Otfipe..

. ob.

Transmits policy and decision rules to allow Regional 6'ffices
to evaluate designated agency grant applications for acceptable
water quality analysit and modeling, waste-load,estilMation, and-
data collection efforts.in.proppsed workpians for. designated
208 areas.

Promoting, Environmental Quality 'Alto h Planning and Controls.
Report No. 600 /S -7' 015. ,U.S. EPA. oe ic Environmental Studies'
Series, Feb '74. LAPIS PB-227-090/8. $11.50.

Focuses on fhe changing awareness and current practices
promoting environmental auality through urban pl
controls in local and metropolitan planning ege*es. Includes'

a review of planninglractices it the 1960's related to environ-.
mental. quality; and rdetailed examination of numerous ing

approaches controls considered to be prqmisi re

environmentairquallky enhancement.
a

StrearOalwality Preserva on Through Planned Urban Development. O.S. EPA.'
Report No. EPA R5-73-019. Socioecohomic Environmental Studies Series,
Wash. DEC. May '73. GPO, $2.60# N'rIF PB 222-177. .

'I

"The effects of a land use plan to restrict urban development
I,. in areas critical to the water Ntsouce system are identified,

through empirical studies for eample: relationships are
,-established between amount, density,, type and location of ur
development, on the one hand, and stream water quality-and steam
channel enlargement on the other.

The Quiet Revolution-in LandUse Control. U.S. Council on En4dronmental.
Quality. Fred Bosselman and David Callies. Wash. D.C. GPO, stockno.
4111-0006, $2.7S 4 t IP

A report on the innovative land we laws of several States, The
report examines in detail several different Statewide regulatory
systems,, several systemi where "critical areas" only are regulated

rand several systems focusing on key types of land development. The
examinations are based primarily on §treview of the key statutes --
regulations and decisions and on inbakriews with ministering

) officials and other groups. Key issues that run through all systems
'are synthe$ized.

.11

0
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Urban Land Use Planniroc-F. Stua t Chapin, Jr. Urbana, Illinois: .

'University of Illinoid Press, '65 .

.

*
Focuses primarily on th methods witIliceCial attept ion
given to the techniques .ired in making analysis of land
use, in measdriOg trends, and in estimating present and
future requirements for the uses of land: Aspects, concerned
with the legal basis of pdahning, its legislative controls

and its Idministrative organization ate specifically excluded
from detailed treatment.

WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS '(Model selection; calibration, verification,
.prediction of water quality impact of was loads, wast load
alloations,i7cluding interim outputs,relhted to facilrties
*arming)

b.

Guidelines for
Wash. D.C. '74.

Abstract:

Preparation of Water Quality
Available upon request from

See previous. reference

ment Plans. U.S. EPA.
for al Offices.

Program Guidance Meinorandum AM-2. U.S. EPA, Water Planning Division
Wash. D.C.:, March T75. Available upon request from'EPA Regional Offices.

Abstract: See-Previous refifenoe

Simplifieithematidal Modeling
U. EPA. h. D.d. March '71:
and Policy...Brahch,"(WH-554) U S.

of Water Quality, (with addendum).
Available from: 'Planning Assistance

EPA, Wash. D.C. 20460.
alb

A general simplified me logy for the application of
mathematical models the analysis-gof.water quality. The
parame rs modeled include certain dissolved'oxygenin streams
and estuaries., The modeling efforts have been incorporated into
various tables,.nomographs and figures, and along with some
technical data, may be used to estimate treatment levels ba,
meet specific water Quality standards.

Information regarding the applicabllitrand availability lof other
specific water quality models is available frottu Mr. William Somers,
Technical Assittance Section,, Planning Assistance, Branch (WH-554)
b.s. EPA, Washington, D,C. 20460. .1

The following 208 /planning process elements are the basis for developing
the 208 outputs which follow on the next tages. References on these
elements are bib/ten down according 611 the 208 outputs whicillfollow

252 "Pa
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I:0E1MM CF ABATEMENfALTE!RNATIVES

DEVELOMENP F ERT AVO IMPLEENMTICN ALTNAI ,

(legal, financial, institutional analysibpraposed management
agency(s) and' institutional ar nt to carry out abatement
programs, inclling needed r story programs)

IMPACT EVALUATION AND PLAN SELECTION

(environmental assessment, plan evaluation,
through public involvement)

PLAN REVIEW/APPROVAL
(local review and recommendatiotl, State review/approval,
EPA review/approval)

plan selection

208 OUTPUTS

oltunicipal and Industrial Treatment Works ProgramifirSt six)

INTERIM OPUTUZE FOR FACILITY PLANNING

Interim Output, Evaluation Handbook for Section 208 Areawide Waste
,e--Tteatment Management Planning. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. :75. Available

upon request from EPA Regional Offices.

(Deals with interim outputs expected within the first 9 months
of thetwo-year areawide waste eatment management' planning_
program namely: service area delineation, population.and land use
projections, flow, and waste load cajections, and waste load

* allocation revisions.

Program Guidance Memorandum AM-2. MS. EPA, Water Planning Division..
Wash. D.C. March '75. Available upon request from U.S. EPA Regional
Offices. .

Abstract: See pii6vious' reference.

FURTHER FACILITY PLANNING

Guidance iccilities Planning. U.S.-EPA: Wash. D.G. Ma' '75.

Available upon request from EPA Regional, Offices.

116

/ ,

Suggests proCedures for engineers, planners, municipalities,
and-lociI, State and Federal agencies to follow in seeping.
grants for the construction of publicly owned treatment works.
The procedures are intended to assure that treatment works to.
be constructed will be cost-effective, environmentally sound
and publicly accepted.

#
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Program Guidance Memorandum AM-1. U.S. EPA, Water Planning Division.*
Wash. D.C. March '75. Available upon request from EPA Regional
Offices.

Transmits policy statementissueaviaseh 11, 1975 by the
Assistant for Water and Hazardous Materials on the subject
of the relationship between 201 facilities planning and
208areawide planning. '(attached)

V.

SEWER AND ROOK-UP ORDINANCE

Problems and Approaches to Areawi,de Water Quality Management. vol..I-IV.
U. EPA. School of Public` and Environmental Affairs, Indiana UnivelsitY,.
Wash. D.C.-°,3. NTIS PB-239-808.. $25,-*

This report deals with the iss -of the adequate authority of
designated waste treatment management agencies to perform as
required by Section 208(c)I2) and related sections of the Act.
"Adequate authority" includes both the legal authority and tae
management capability of the agencies. The report is based.Rn
a legal analysis of thelqaws of the fifty.states and of fede1al
legislation, and on a survey of-existing waste treatment. manage-
ment agencies. The study consists of a main report, an_executive
summary, and two separately bound appendices: Appendix A-'Suggested

4* Representative or Model legislation, Appendix B - States RePOrtst

WPCF Manual of Practice No. 3 Regulatilof Sewir Use. Water Pollution
Control Federation. Wash. D.C. '68. Availabe frOm Water Pollution
Control Federation, 3900 Wisconsin-axee, wash. D.C. 20016,=pricd $2.00

The manual presents the case for legally constituted guidelines
to regulate the use of public sewer systems. It does so through
presentation of a model sewer use ordinance tend a detailed discussion
of its component parts.

PRETRtA7MENT ORDINANCES

Federal Guidelines, Pretreatment of Pollutants Introduced into Publicly
Owned Treatment Woks. U.S. EPA. Wash.. D.C. Oct T73. Available upon
request from EPA Regional Offices.

Guidelines established to assist municipalities, States, ark JP!
Federal agencies in developing requirements for the pretreatment
of wastewaters 'which are diseharg licly owned treatment

t°---Plib
works. Also explain relationship tween pretreatment and effluent
limitationS for a publicly owned treatment works.

improvel ocedures for Municipal Regulation'of Industrial Discharges
to Publ $ewers (forth coming). No report no. assigned. Draft'avail -
able fr .S. EPA, Water Planning Division (WH -554), Wash. D.C..20460.
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Reviews the current status of local government control of
industrial wastes discharged inton9ublicly owned treatment
loczreimand finds them ineffective as a means of controlling
large sc5le industrial activ' 'es: The report suggests an
effective and economical regU atoryscheMe for complying' with
the federal pretreatment and; ffluent'standards and the requ
ments imposed on federally-financed treatment works. The
approach involves d'contractual agreement between an industry
and a public entity for treatment of the industry's wastewater.

*
'Problems and Approaches to Areawide Water Quality Management, V. I-IV.
chool of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana University, 'Wash. D.C.,
'73. NTIS P8-239-80Q. $25.00

Abstract: See previous abstract 1p

Al"

DEFINITION C INDUSTRIAL TREATMENT LEVELS AND TIE,1NTD
MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS I'

Desi Criteria forMechanical, Electric, Fluid ,Systems and Component
Relia ility. tJ.S. EPA. Wash., D.C. NTIg P8,227-558/4.-

.

Y Amplifies and supplements the Federal Guidelines for Design,
Opekation, and Maintenance of Wattewater Treatment Facilities
-with regard to establishin4 minimumstandards of reliability'
for mechanical,.electric and fluid systems and components.
Stresses component backup -to attain system reliability.

Effluent Guidelines and Development Documenys. U.S.. EPA. Wash. D.C.

The;Effluent Guidelines DivisiOn of the Office of Water and
Hakardous Materials, EpA,has published effluent limitation
guidelines for existing industrial sources and standards of
performance and pretreatment standards for new industrial
sources. Effluent limitation, guidelines and standards havb
been publithed for each of a number of different industrial.,
categories. In addition, for each-industrial6category, '

devtlopTent documents have been published whidh'contain
tmoportive data and rationales for the development of the
applicable effluent,limitatiop guideline and performapc

standard. While all of the, effluent ).imitations guidelines
an development documents.' are too numerous to be referenced
herb, information pertaining to specific industrial categories
can'be obtained from, Ms. Frances Desselle, Effluent Guidelines
Division (WH-552) U.S.-.EPA, Washington; D.C. 20460.

1 Guidelines; °rogation and Maintenance of Wastewater Treatment
itits. EPA.; Wash. D.C. Aug '74. Available upon request

ran al Offies.

, 4 -
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These guidepnes are intended to assist in assuring that all
aspects related to wastewater treatment plant, operation and
maintenance are appropriately considered by Chose responsible
for complying with grant requirements, specific effluent permit
criteria, and related water quality standards. They provide
information on the key elements should be included in any
plan of operation for a wastewater treatment facility. Source
documents offering more detailed information are referenced
.throughout.

Federal-Guidelines, Pretreatment of Pollutants Introduced
Owned Treatment Works. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. Oct '73. Avail
request from EPA Regional Offices.

Abstract: See previous reference.

Guidance for Sewer System Evaluation. U.S. EPA. Nadi. D.C. '74.
Available upon request from EPA Regional Cfficeg. -

4
Intended to provide engineers, municipalities, regulatory
agencies with guidance on sewer system evaluation to determine
presence of excessive Infiltration/inflow. Includes discussion
of physical. surveys rainfall simulation preparatory cleaning
internal inspection and survey reports.

Waste Load Allocations in River Basin.Plans.

River bagin planS required under Section 303 of the Act
contain waste load allocations fdr segments of streams
designated water quality limited. These allocations
would, of course, be useful in defining industrial treatment
levels.

ORDINANCES CN inCATION OF PRIVATE AND INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES.

Problems and ApproaChes to Areawide Water Quality Management, ifol.
U.S. EPA. School of Public and Environmental Affaia, Indiana UniversitY,
Wash. D.C. '73. NTIS P8-239-808. $25.00

f

Abstract: See previous reference

RESIDUAL WASTE MANAGEMENT

Development of 'Residuals Management Strattsies (forthcoming). U.S. EPA.

Report No. not assigned. Wash. I.C.i DkaftLcopy available from U.S EPA
Water Planning Division (WH -554), Wash. D.C. 20460.

Study of the development of stra
Contains step by step guidelines

" residuals management strategies
a strategy. Presents a residual

ot

egies for managing residuals.
for identifying alternate
nd then evaluating and selecting
generation and discharge model

256
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'Which identifies different methods for complying with recent
federal legislation that requires a specified level of environ-
mental quality and identifies many points in the residuals
generation and discharge process at which ysical methods can
be introduced or changes made, to reduce A alleviate the effect'
of,discharging residuals into the environment.

Evalkr of Lind Application Systeme, Technical Bulletin, EPA Report
NO. 20/9-75-001. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C., March '75.' GPO, NTIS

(awaiting number assignment). _
4

PrOcedures are set forth to assist EPA personnel in evaluating_
'treatment systems that employ land application of municipal

wastewater. In addition information is provided which may be of
value to state, local and other Federal ...agencies: Consists of an

-Evaluation.oChecklist, parallel background information and is
rvided into three major parts dealing with: (1) facilities plans,
(2) design plans and specifications, and (3) operation and
maintenance manuals.

Information Package on Residual Waste Management. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C'

Oct '75.. Available upon request from U.S. EPA, Planning Assistance and
Policy Branch (WH-554) Wash. D.C./10460.

.Contains'a bibliography of helpful publicatths. Provides
description and status of ongoing research and/or demonstration
projects dealing with residual waste' management.

Land Application of Sewage Effluents and Slddges: Selected Abstracts,
Report 4o. EPA 660/2-74=042. ,U.S. EPA. National Environmental Research
Center, Corvallis, Oregon: 1974. GPO, $2.80, NTIS PB 235-386 $6,50

Combines selected abstracte front previous publications and
updates the sources abstracted into the year 1973. The 568

'abstracts seledted for inclusion are arranged in chronological
group,Alt and are identified as to emphasis on effluent or sludge.,

Munich 1 Sew ete t: A C. , .rison of Alternatives. Council on
vironmen y Was . jGPO.

Provides a s ngle document whicb canbeutilised on a comparative
basis, to de lop preliminary selections Of appropriate wastewater,

treatment s -mes f a municipality.. The format.ef the text
allows the eader.- compare various. treatment strategies on an
energy,'envi or economic basis and bp develop cost figures
whidh may better eflect a particUlar local situation.,

257
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Process Design Manual for Sludge Treatment and Disposal, Report No.
EPA 625/41-74-006. U.S. EPA., Wash. D.C., Oct'74. Available-upon
request from U.S. EPA Office of Technology Transfer, CM#2 Rm 1014,
RD 677. "Mash. D.C. 20460.

Presents _a =temporary reyiew of sludge processing techriology
and the specific procedure to be considered, modified,, and applied
to'meet uniqUe.conditions. Emphasizes operational Consideationt
and interrrelationships of the various sludge treatment processes-
to be considered before selecting the optimum design. Also
presents case histories of existing wastewater treatment plants
to illUstrate the varoug unit processes and resuits..

f

Wastewater Treatment and Reuse By Land Applicability,'Vol. I, Report No.
EPA 660/2-73-00ga. Vol. II AU/2-73,0066. U.S.-EPA. Wish. D.C. Aug '73
GPO ypl. 1 - $1.10, Vol. II - $2.4T

I-

Report of a nationwide ttudy of currentAnowledge and techniques- ''"
of land application of municipal treatment Olant'effluents and
industrial wastewaters Information and,data were gathered on
the many factors involved in system= design and operationfor the -

three major land application approaches: irrigation, overland flow,
and infiltration-percolation. In addition, evaluations were made
of environmental effects, public health considerafions, and costs
areas in which limited data are available.

URBAN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Comparative Analysis of Urban Stormwater MOdels. 'U.S.,EPA. Nov '74.
Available upon request from U.S. EPA, Planning Assistance and Policy
Branch (WH-55y, Wash. D.C. 20460.

Eighteen mathematical'miodels for the nonsteady simulation of
runoff in urban storm and combined sewerage systems were
reviewed in a study sponsored by EPA. Most of the models.
evaluated include the nonsteady simulation of the rainfall-
runoff process and flow routing id sewers.; A few also include
the !simUlation of wastewater quality, options for dimensioning

, sewerage system components, and features fOr realtime oonttol
of overflows during rainstorms.

f

Contributors of Urban Roadway Usage to Water Pollution, Report No.
EPA 600/2-75404. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C.Ilarch 75. NTIS no. not.
assigned yet.

- Study of contributions of motor vehicle usage to urban Roadway
loading factors: Specific roadway gtudy'sites within the'non7
industrial Washington, D.C.. area were selected so as to provide

A minimal interference froorhon -traffic -relateddand use activities
and thus isolate, as much as possible, the traffic-related
depositions. _

.
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Practice in Detention of Stormwater Runoff. Herbert G. Poeitner,
American Public Works Association, '74 OrIS PB-234-554.

On -stte detention of runoff was investigated as an alternative
to other methods of urban stormwater runoff management. It was
found that this,mettkod, which involves collecting excess runoff

, before it enters the main drainage system, can. often be applied
aa__an_effective,ard_ecopornicaLraeanaof_reclucing peak-runoff slow.
rates to lessen or eliminate problems of floodipg,lpllution, soil
erosion, and siltation. 4

Urban Stormwater Management Research anti Plannir4 Projects for FY 1975

and FY 1976, Information Package. U.S.'EPA. Wash. D.C. Mirth '75.
Available upon request from U.S. EPA, Planning Assistance Branch (W11 -554),
Wash. D.C. 20460. ".

Information contained ,in this report is concerned with urban
stormwater management. Well over one hundred projects were
reviewed and those selected to be included within this report
were chosen because of their contribution to the planning process
for urban stormwater management. Five areas within the planning

k- process are identified and projects are categorized appropriately.
Also includes a list of bibliographies where information on projects
done prier to FY 75'is available. 0

Urban Stormwater Management andTechnololy: An Assessment, Report No.
,E1JA 670/2-74-040. U.S. tPA. National ERvironmental Research tenter,
Cinciriati, '74. GPO, NTIS, PB 240-687/AS $11.50.

The results of#a comprehensive investigation and assessment'of
promising, completed, and ongoing urban stormwater projects,

'repEesentatives of the state-of-the-art in abatement theory and
technology. Presented in a textbook format, provides a compendium
of projedt information on management and technology alterhatives
within a project framework of problem identification, evaluation
procedures and programiisessrment and selection. .

Water Quality Management Planning for Urban Runoff. Report
UM-440/9-75404. 0.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. Dec '74. NTIS PB 241-689/AS

$7.50

Provides technical assistance to state and local water quiality
management planners to enable them to quantify within reasonable
limits the urbah non-point water pollution problem in a local
planning area without extensive data generation, and tc makea
preliminary evalutiorr of costAftfective abatement and control.
practices. Presbribes procedures for several levels of input,
each requiring more self -genefated data, with'increasingly
sophisticated results.

4
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Watet.Resources Protection deem/Fes in Land DevelgialegLI A Handbook
of Interior, Office of Water Resources. W. D.C. '74,0( r,

ANTISte 236-049;

-4

4,

'Description 'of measures that'cac become an integrated part of
urban doelopmentito lesseeprobleme that would otherwise adverselY#,
affect water resources. Measures are presefited grOilpsand
related directly to the problems oLronoff,i'erosion, sediAmitation,
flooding, runoff pollution and incfbased sewage effluent discharge.
Each 4roup is preceded "by a flow chart that mates individual '

measures tO,each other and can aid inlithe selection of alternative ."'

techniques tat follow a lOgiaol seauence. - -

.NCWPOINT SOURCES MANAGE

Methods for Identifying and Evaluating the Nature and Actent 9 `°-4P

--

Nonpoint Sources ofP511utants, Report No.-EPA430/9-1'3-014.. U-.S: EMI-
Wash. D.C. ,"73. GPO, $2.45 - 1

,4-

A

This,report issued under Section 304(e) provides general
. informationon the identification and assessmenti-of nonpoint 2..,

sources.- Particular attentionsis-paid to agriculture, silvi-
.mi culture, ining, and construction..

. .

. '4
report on State Sediment Control, institutes ProgrOk:Report No.
EPA 440Y9-75-001. U.S, EPA. Wash. ft."April ,75fr GPO Stock No. ... se
582-421/246. , ,.

4

X' , 1 'IPs , . ,

This report resumes 'tharedulte of 40 State sediment.imiltrol
i,institutes sponsored by EPA, through a grant to the National

'CU
Association of Conservation' Districts, The status of la
im'the states .ii-cotrereti and a model StateleW for sec]i
control is,iirlUdedi

.04

AGRICUL MANAGEMENT 9
, -.

Evaluation
a.

Created
.
by_ IrrigatiodiiPatufn Flows, Report No.

EPA430/9- . EPA. Wash. D.C. '74. dfo, $1.65.
..

as
-,.,. I ,

/
.

. Report provides generel 4scriptions of the prOblems,,
majoirproblem areas, andemedial and control measures.

. =Er, ,. ,. . .

, .. -**
Methods and Practices for Controlling Water Pollution, from Agricultural .

Noripoint SOurces, Report No EPA 430 9- -015: U.S. EPA. 1Wesh.-D.C., .

17; - GPO, $1.10. , ...

*
. . ,...

.
a

.

_,

Issue under,Section. 304(e),.report provides general descrip-.
. tions.a.various measures that'mair be used to control agricultural
rum t is strongly directed, to erosibrCand sediment control,
but nu ents, pesticides, and animal wastes are covered.

*

260
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-Research Status on Effectsof
.Report. No. EPA-60/2-75-010; V

. number assignment. '

Report primarily resumed research results. abwever, in,one
chapter-, it qutlines a procedure forestimation of the effects

crop -utilization -nutrients.-
4

444-11K, Study. Of 'Current and ProposedtPractices in Animal Waste Ma
Report No. EPA 430/9-74-003. U.S.1EPA. Wash. D.C. .3-an. 6
GPO, -$4.470;

Report briefly diseUsses various methods of.disposal and/or '
utilization of animal wastes. The report contains 362 pages
of annotated bibliography. 4--

r
. y

litcatiod'oVninii Wastes,
A. Nash. D. . NTIS awaiting

' = . of animal was
.

.

Numerous Soil Conservation Service, Agrioultbral Research Service,
and Dother ERN OR Reports.

!

SILVICULTURAL SOURCE MANAGEMENT
44

91
23pads and Protection of Water Quality, Report No.'EPA
P007. .U.S. EPA. Seattle, Washington, March -'75. NTIS
assigned yet, -

4

MP

4 4'

rt provides discussions and data,for design, construction,
use and maintenance of loggingooads-to ,prevent pollution.
Ad overview of logging roads problems is provided.

441)

Processes, Procedures andliethods to Control Pollution from
Silvicultural Actilaties. Rdport No.-EPA 430/9-73-010. U.S. EPA,
Wash,sa". '73. GTO, $1.25.

This report issued underSeaion.304(e)iftproVides general
infOrmaticn on the nature of silvicultOre,pollution control
problve and on control Methods.- General predictive techhiques
and Orlkeria for management programs are included.

S

MINING SOURCE MANAGEMENA/

Proceies, Procedures and Methods Ito Control Pollution from
Mining activities, port No. EPA 430/9-73-011. U.S. EPA.
1Wash. $3.40.

41 ,)
port trovi

and undgrgrou
information is

general information on controls for surface
mines, and treatment iethods. Some; cost

included., rf'
_

S. .
Various-publications of EPA (ORD),

,

Bureau of Mines, SC§, Appalachian
Regional Commission, andothers. "-..

.4

C
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CONSTRUCTIONSOURCE MANAGEMENT'

Comparative Costs of ErosiorMild Sediment Control, Construction
tivities, Report No. EPA 430)973-016. -U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. '73.

Cost information on erosion and sediment control measures
has been assembled in this report, evaluated, and dotumented

;for more then 25 methods in current and widespread use in the
UnitecWstates.

Control of Erosion and Sediment Deposition 'from Construction of
Highways and Land Development. U.S. EPA. Wash. D.C. Sept '71.
GPO, $.60

, Discusses he causes effects of excess sediment runoff,
' measures for control, costs, and administration.

Methods of Quickl V-etati
ctivities, Report No.

GPO' Stock No. 210-810/11 1-3.

Is of Low Productivit ConStruction

Document prepared for use by paannqrs, engineers, and resource
managers'who need to provide fo'r the rapid establishmentkof
protective vegetative cover on bare soils on constructs dh sites.

Processes, PrOcedure4, and Methods to Control Pollution Resulting from
.All'ConStruttion Acttcit , Deport No: EPA 43U/313-007. TLS. EPA.
.4fh. D.C. '73:''GPO, $2.30. .

A . .

Issued according to requirements of Section 304(e) of P.L.
.92-500... Report provides informatiOn of a general nature
:regarding measureg.for controlling or preventing erosion and
sediment runoff, stormwater,and pollutants other than,sediments.

*

HYQROGRAPHIC MODIFICATION MANAGEMENT f/.
The Control of Pollution from:Hydroqraphic MedificatioN4Report No,
EPP:407'9-73-017.. U.S. ETA,. Waal. D.C. r73. .GPO, lt. .

4,

This report issues uncK-Section 304(e) provides 4nformation
and guidance for use' in identification and evaluation of non-
point sources' of pollutabts,,and processes, procedures and '\ .

e, control methods when pollution results,from phangps in the
' *movement flow or circulation of anynavigable waters or ground,_,

.

waters.

'
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GRamryomp Pownov mimatigirr
via lk

,

Ground Water Pollution, from Ssesurface Excavations, Report No. EPA
430/9-731W; U.S.) EPA... We i. D.C. "73. GPO, $2.25. 110,

0
Report issued'under Sectildd.304(e), provides information' on
identificatigptand eimluation,.and on control methods. Injection

wells, lagoes, septic systemi, la1nd, ail , pipe lkage; etc.
are generally covered,' Administrators Decisions.S teMent No. 5
is included. -g-

Identification andCootrol Of Polluion from Salt W
J.S..s. EPA. Wash. D.C. v73. Wig PB /7-229/2.

lb Report issued under Section 304(e), OrOvides general information; ^..4

. on identification and assessments
6

and'co control methods. coastal'-'-
6 a

and inland waters qoe covered., ..

N ' '

)
Subsurface Pollution Problems in the United States, Report No. TS b0- 72 -02.'

t.S. EPA. Wash. DtC,May '72. GPO Stock No 514 - 148/60. '..:

.

-
'

. Report provides .very general information on types or
subsurface xems experienced in the United States.

4r

Subsurface Water Pollution-, A ected Annotated Bibliography. Part I -A.

"Subsurface Waste Infection "; rt II - "Saline WaterIntrusion"; ,
part III - Percolati from urfAce &urces".4eU.S. EPA. Wash. D.C.

-March '72.,NTIS, part is 'P8.2 -346; port /J: PB -211 -341; Part III:.

PB-211142..

A selective
4
bibliogrty produced fr e,'computerized data

.

base of thb climp Water Resources' Scientific Information' Center.
Represents published research in patter resources as abstracted :c

and'indexed in the somi-Monthly 'journal, Selected Water Resource
Abstracts. Represents a search of.a 33,980 - item data base,
covering SWRA frra OctOber 1968 through December 1971.

MANAGEMENT FISCAL AND REGULATORY

1971.Suggested State Legislation (1971); 1972 S ated State Legislation
Suggested tat LegislAtion .1973); 04 Suggested tate(1972);

Legislation ( 97 )1.1975'S stqd State Legislation (1915). C2uncrl of :

State Governme Available from Council of State Governments,- 1150
17th Street, N.W. -Wash. D C. 20036. $5.00 for each volumecOvering
year. ,t h

InclUdes suggested legislation that'wOUld be relevant-.
for implementing 208 plans.

4
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nstitional Design for Water4olity ement; A Case St of the
Wisconsin River Basin, Vol. 1-IX../iving . Fox: Resources ter,
University of Wisconsin; Madison Wisconsin, 1971. NTIS PB-1 9-268.. .

Fccase study Ofc.the institutional arranAments for
implementing aieaWide.water,wilititanagement plans.

.Problems-and Approaches tp Areawide Water quality nt,
f-IV. u.s. EPA. School of Put4iC and EnvironmentrXeirs,
University, Wash. D.C., '73. NTISmia-239-808. $25:00 6 ,

Abstract:: SO preVipusnrefeconce

ENVIRONMENTAL kisssmarr
4 .

A Procedure fol Evaluating Environmental 'Inset', Circular NO. 645.
LunaB.,,Lep 1.0,--et. al. U.S. Geological Survey.' Wash. D.C. 171.

al e upon request from U.S.,..GeologIcal ,wcvey, National center,
0Reston, Virginia 22092.. - , -

- .) .# . -
, , .

Suggests an' approach to evaluatpilbeoprobataeAmpact Of'4a
prdposed edition on the envijonment by providing a tystem.
for the analysis and numerical weighting of probable impacts.

, System uses the "generalized. matrix "- approach. .

Vol.
Indiana

'6
.

.

.A.Review of Environmental Impact'Assessment Methodolies,'Report No.
EPA 690/5-74-002. U.S. EPA. Wash..T.Cr. April u74.
,NTIS PB-236-6 ,OV .

.seventeen thodologies applicableto preparation of
nvironmental impas-t statements are reviewed tb identify

,.!u their strengths,- weaknesses) and potentiarrange:of use.'
Spedific mit*fia ale suggested for evaluating thevadequacy_
ff an impact assess rtt !fiethdlOiregy.

1 6

Factorsroach to Evaluated (Ifironmental Social and Economic,Fatos -
a r sources arming. Water Resources BulletiriVol. 8. No. 4

page 724: Aug. '72., Back issues aVailable, at $4.00 per topycm
Dana Rhoads, AM

p
eric#n Wate' Resources AssOciation,. t. Agthony

Hydraulic Lab, Mississippi 'ver at d Ave. S.E., rneapolis, Minh.
55414.

. V

Briefly- discusses present methods of projett evaluation and
then describesibn apprilich'adapted from highwayaplanning
literaturelorie4aruating 66th monetary mid nonloonetacy
variables and presenting theta todecisich makers at all levels&
Social ancrenvaronmental,con#equehces'are analyzed using a
graphical description method. Includes a caseexample.,

-fp
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Bibliography for Environmental.Assessment and Impact Evaluation
61 Axeawiae Water 'Quality Management. U.S. EPA. Waal. D.C. Nov '75.
AVOilable upon xequeet,frcal U.S. 'EPA, Planning Assistance and ,_Policy
Branch.a(WH -554), Wash. D.C. 20460:

A bibliography of rcoferences dealing with environmental
, assesamena,mma,impact ev4uation.' Emphasis is paced on
those relating to environAental assessment and impact,
'evaluation of areawide water quality management. °

; ,

Manual for. Pre ration of Environmegtal Impact Statements for Was)ewater
eatment Works, Faci sties Prins, and 208vAreawide Waste Treatment

,

Management Plans. U.S.EPA. Wash. D.C. '74. Available upon request
frbm U.S. ERA, Office of Federal Activities (A-104), Wash. D.C. 20460.

Provides the framework for preparing environmental impact
statements (EIS's) when required on wastewater treatment
works, facilities plans; or,208.areawide waste mana t
plans. Providercertain minimum standards of compl,etene
and consistency in those EIS's prepared by EPA in the aboirT
categorips. -

I
'Performance Controls forSensitive Lands: A Practical Guide for
local Administrators, Report No. EPA-60075=-7-005. U.S. EPA.,
Wash., D.C. March '75. OTIS, awaiting number assignment.

Intended as'handbook for use by local planninAfficialg
in planning for and regulating use,of streams and creeks,
wetlands, woodlands,thillsides, ark groundwater and aquifer
recharge areas. Discusses ecology and value Of sensitive
areas, and...recommends regulStory programs. Includes appendices
on obtaining technical assistance.

The Impact Assessment SCehario. 'A Planning Tool for Meeti e
Nation's Energy Needs. Report No. M-72-56% Martin V. J s.

The Mitre Corpotation, McLean Virgiva. April '72. NTIS PB-211-471.

Seeks-to illustrate how the scenario technique, developed by
systems analysts in sixties, can -be adapted to help accomplish
comprehendive, systematic planning in. the, -rgy field. Concepts
developedtpply, haffever, to water puality w:nagement.-

pecondary ztts of-Transporaticn and WaAtewaterqnvestments:
IleviewancL: 7- Ilography. RepbrtNb. EPA 600/5775-004. U.S. EPA.
-Wash. D'.C..,,k1142 5, NTIS,awaitingmbs.,assignment.

A review-of.ove50 major studies and 300 relevant reports
,

related to secondary environmental in$acts on various forms
,of public'inwestments, e.g. land based transportation and
,wastewptir collection systems.

I
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Secondary Impacts of Transpottationmd Wastewater Inver
Research Results, Report No. EPA 600/5-75-013.'. U.S. Wash. D.C.
July '75., NTIS, awaiting'number assignment.

-"Me second report of a 2 part research study. This report
presents the resins of original research on'tht extent to
whith secondary deve1obment-canlig attributed to highways
and wastewater-treatment and collection, and what conditions
under which causal relations appear to.exist.
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ANSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING INBLICATI4IS

National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

'Me National Technical Information Service has available'for
both paper and microfiche' copies of many EPA technical reports. Some
reports are, however, available only in microfiche. Information op
avail.tbility and prices is given only by mail and can be obtained by
writing to the NTIS and giving them the following, information:

V

1. Title of the report
2. NTIS accession number (usually in the form: PB-000-000).
3. EPA Report No. (If known, usually in the form: EPA 000/0-00-000).
4. NUMber of copies required. -"
5. Paper copies or microfiche.

NTIS-will respond by mail with a price ote and availability
'statement.- pUblications can then'be order by mail with payment
enclosed. :

U.S. Government Prihtipg Office (GPO)

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing,Cffice
.Washington, D.C. 20402

Iht Government
. copies of many'EPA.a

availability and pri
' Publications jnforma

desk can be reached
motion will be needed.

VI

1.

nting Office has'avaclable for sage, paper -

other gency publications. Information on the
of publications.can be obtained by calling the
n/Order Desk at'GPOJin Wastngton, D.C. The
area code 202, 783-3238. The following infor-

1. Title of the report.-
2. EPA`Report No. (usually in the form: EPA 000/o-00-000).
3. GPO Stock .No. (If klOW).

. Ifie Information/crder Desk can then check the availability and
quote the price. If the publicatiOnFis avapable a check for the
amount, payable 'to the Superintendent of Documents, can ,be mailed
with the..order to GPO:- Publications will belliailed upon rebel* of
eiSayment. If ordering in the Washington, D,C; area publications

can be picked up in person at GPO. When ca1finctrfor informatibn and
price ask the clerk to assign a pick-up numberj,"lh% publications can
then be picked up in person at GPO,

I
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GUIDE NES FOR STATE AND AREAWIDE WATER QUALITY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

SUPPLEMENT NO. 1 v,
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

.1

.
1.1' Introduction --. .

This Supplement No. 1 to the -Guidelines for State and Areawide
Water Quality Management Program Development provides additional
guidance to that already contained.in regulations and guidelines. Policies
and Procedures for the State Continuing Planning Process, (40 CFR 130)
and Preparation of Water Quality Management Basin Plans (40 CFR 131)
delineate requirements for the utilization ofiBest Management Practices -.(BMP) in water quality management programs, _Procedures for implementing
the BMP concept are detailed in the Guidelines for State and Areawide
Water Quality Management Program Development. These regulation's
and guidelines call for States to select BMP applicable to the pollution
problems and particular conditiorts in each S te. Where designated 208
areas or agencies exist within a State, the to and the 208 agencies

-\\:rust work together in establishing approp ate BMP for the designated
ea. The purpose of this Supplement No 1 is to illustrate for various

nonpoint sources alternative manasexr nt tkractices that States might
consider in choosing the BMP. 4

1.2 - Definition of Best Management Pr ices (BMP)

11

*64.
The term Best Management Practices (BMP) means- a practice, or

acombination of practices, that is determined by State (or designated
areawide planning Agency) after problem assessment, examination of alternative
practices, and appropriate public participation to be the most effective,
practicable (including technological, economic, and institutional considerations)
means of preventing or reducing the amount of pollution generated by
nonpoint sources to a level compatible with water quality goals.
1. 3 Concept of BMP'

The control of pollutants in the runoff, seepage and'percoLAtion
froin'nonpoint sources can be accomplished through management of the
sources. BMP is intended to be an acceptable basis for State management
of nonpoint sources and to be of-assistance for pollution abatement under
NP.DES. BMP are the management techniques necessary to protect waterquality. The management techniques (BMP) are to be determined;by
State and loCal government.

Point sources are defined in PL. 92-500. Nonpoint 'sources are
not defined. - By inference, nonpoint sources are those sources that
result in diffuse runoff (seepage, infiltration and percolation) of pollutants
to the nation's Waters.

1
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Point sources will be managed underthe .National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES). Permit issuance is based on Best Practical
Technology (BPT) and/orAest Available Technology (BAT). Permit
issuance and regulatory followup will be curried out by the States or
by EPA where authority for NPDES has not been delegated to the ,States.

,
Nonpoint sources will be managed under the authorities of Section 208.

This Section of the FWPCA specifies that the States have the primary
responsibility for managing and controlling nonpoint sources of pollution
under Federal overview and with Federal assistance and cooperation. The
mandatory State cohtrol program required by the Act may be based upon
utilization of BMP provided that the State Water Quality Management program
contains adequate measures for the identification of nonpoint source problems,
selectirn of such practices to correct existing std' prevent future nonpoint
source prolllenS, and assure implementation of approved, planned, or

, proposed practiceS; including required reggatory and enforcement systems.
. .

* .

This guidance is priMarify intended to apply to the BAUD as they
may be used in the control'ofnonpoint sources. However, the BMP
may be equally as valuable, in reducing the pollutants in point discharge
sources. In essence, the BMP should be considered as a useful tool
for reducing pollutants regardless of whether the source is classified
as a point, or nonpoint source 'for planning, management, and
regulatory purposes. 4

Because of th variability in sources, topography, climate, soils,
etc.,, no one BMP w be applicable to all activities or situations.
The BMP must be `tai ored to the needs of the particular source and .

to the physical conditions that will govern its application. It is expected
that State-and local expertise, fully familiar with both the sources
and the physical conditions, will be utilized in the final selection of BMP.

1.4 _ General Criteria for Choosing BMP for Nonpoint Sources

The definition/ 1f BMP states several criteria or tests which
should be applied by the State in choosing Best Management Practices

.(1BMP): .*

a BMP should manage "pollution generated by
nonpoint sources"

:

a BMP should achieve water quality "compatible
with4ater quality goals".

a BMP should be "most effective in preventing
or reducing the amount ofpollution generated"

a BMP should be "practicable"

269
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A. A BMP should manage "pollution generated by nonpoint sources"

Water pollution sources can be functionally categorized in accordance
with man's activities. This type of Categorization, has been used in
Section 208 and 304(e), P. L. 92-500 in connection with nonpoint sources,
It is considered to be applicable to the selection of BMP to prevent or
reduce pollution from these sources. As a minimum, the State should
consider the following activity categoric* in its establishment of BMP
for nonpoint sources:

1---'\lac
The use of this classification of sources should not be interpreted

as lacing sources into*nonpoint or point categories. As emphasized
earlier, BMP will be useful in preventing or reducing pollutants in both
nonpoint and point sources of water pollution."

1. Agri cultural Activities
2. Silvicultural ACtivities
3. Mining Activities
4.* Construction Activities
5. Uitan Runoff
6. Hydrologic Modifications
7. Sources Affecting Grqund Water
8. Residual Wastes Disposal

The interrelation of the activities outlined above should be considered
in the selection of BMP. It maybe advantageous to further categorize
the nonpoint sources based on similar control aspeets. Utilization of
sub-categorization could reduce the amount of duplication in the selection
of management practices. Examples of such sub-categorizations are:
(1) by, similar physical conditions, e.g. , soils, slope, precipitation patterns;
(2) by similar activities, e.g., soil disturbance -- construction, strip mining,
land development; (3) by,site-specific characteristics, e.g. , all activtes
in a single area of like conditions; and (4) by pollutant to be controlled,
e.g., sediments, acidity/alkalinity, oxygen demanding materials.

B. A BMP Should achieve water quality "compatible with water
quality goals"'

.

1.1hroughanalysis of existing water quality data and of newly acquired
'data where necessary, target levels of abatement should be chosen for eacti
planning area in the State. The *BMP should be selected in terms of
meeting these targets. The pollutants that must be controlled should-be
determined. While BMP will normally prevent or redupe several
pollutants, the final selection of. BMP should be related to those pollutants
that must be controlled to achieve water quality goals.

t, mikr,
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C. A BMP should be "most effective in preventing or reducing.,
the amount of pollution generated"

The State should select criteria against which the effectiveness
of the BMP can bd related. These criteria (lbsitons per day/week/
inonth/year, lbs/tons per acre/square mile/basin, etc. ) should be
related.to the reduction of pollutants and achievement of Water quality
goals. The effectiveness of the BMP in reducing pollutants should be
fully evaluated in terms of the selected criteria. .

The reduction or elimination of pollutants in the runoff,- seepage, '
and percolation from nonpoint source i can materially contribute
to the protection of,the qu1lity Of the Nation's waters. In general,
there are two options for accomplishing the needed reductions and/or
eliminations, namely; (1),Collection and treatment of the pollutants t

and, (2) reduction and/or prevention of the formation, runoff, seepage,
and-percolation of the pollutants.

Collection and treatment of the runoff, seepage and percolation
of pollutants from nonpoint sources may be necessary in some cases,
However, the collection and treatment of pollutants from nonpoint
sources is generally. ,complex and expensive. Because of this,
collection and treatment is considered to be a final measure to be
utilized where other preventive measures will nit reach the necessary
water 'quality protection goals.

The BMP must be technically capable of preventing.or reduding
the runoff, seepage, orkpercolatidn of pollutants; First consideration
should be given to those preventive techniques that have been, shown
to be effective during their past use. New and innovative techniqueQ°'
should be fully analyzed as to their technical ,capability of,preveftting
or reducing pollutants prior to their consideration for incorpotOration
intathe BMP.

ss.

While one practice (measure) may be atlequaie in some cases,
,BMP will generally consist of a combinationof pradtices. The vafijoua
alternatives should be fully evaluated. In choosing among the alterMatives,.
the BMP that most effectivelyachieves the deSired levol ofwater pollution
control should be chosen. If more than one altetrnatiie will.achieve
the level of qffectiveness necessary to reach waler quality goals, the
least costly alternative should be-chosen.

,D. A BMP should be.Hpractic4klen i
. . ,

- , k.

Implemeritation of the BMP should be Nasible from not only the
teohnical standpoint but also the economic, legal, and' institutional
standpoints. The practicality of securing,early implementation should
be evaluated in the selec.tion of the BMP. s

.

M
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The primary goal of BMP is the protection of water, quality.
However, expensive preventive techniques that will result in little
water quality benefits should be avoided. The BMP must be capable
of being implemented within the finatrcial capability of the area, and
of the:owners 9r operators of the various sources. Side benefits as
well, as the installation and operational costs should be included in
the evaluation. The final selection of the BMP should take into
consideration both the costs of the preventive techniques and the
economicipenefits4water quality or otherwise) to society that will
result from their use.

A number of the preventive techniques that may be incorporated
inthe BMP are already in widespread ust. withirvarious source
categories. These techniques Should receive-first consideration in he
selection of the BM P. Techniques that lvill.require material operational
changes in the source management should be avoided unless they are
necessary foi` wafer quality protection. Insofar as is possible, the
initial implemghtation of the BMP should be accomplished with the
existing legal and institutional framework of the'State. However, if
additional legal authority is needed, steps should be taken at an
early date to securethe needed authority.

Full consideration should 136 given to the total effect on the
environment in the s'eleCtionof the BMP for water pollution contra.
BMP applied to preyed or reduce water pollution could result in
adverse effects on the otherportions of lee environment such as the
creation of air pollutiorroi- solid waste didposal -problems. Adverse
effectS on other portions of the environment are not only undesirable
but also will delay the implen'tentation' of BMP to control water ollution.

1.-5 Sources of Information on Techniques

In'general, a great body of khowledgeconcerning the management
techniques already exists in the manual asid other .2ublications of various
Federal, State -and local agencies currently operating programs related
to:the nenpointsource field (e.g. , the U.S.' Soil COnsavyation Service
and various Soil Conservation Districts manuals. All publications; the,'
manualS and other- publications'of the U.S. Forest Service). EPA
encourages the use of such techniques once they have been reviewed and
evaluated, -and found to have a significant"' impact on the ecological
wality of the waters of the Nation. .

-Such inforniationwill be supplemented, by EPA and other Pederil
agencies, as additishal knowledgecomes available...

In those areas where organized'bodies of information do not exist
(e.g.,,urban drainage), EPA is to provide potential users with as Lnuch
information

.
nformation as is possible regarding state-of-the-art techniques fa control.

- -
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Information on BMP as applied tpa source category is confaiir in he
BMP papers that follow. = A
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BEIIT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES_

lk o _URBAN RUNOFF SOURCES, OF 4TERIPOLLUTION-

U1.-ban runoff poilution is'the result qt.preeipitation washing the
surface of 1' ty--the pollution associated with this runoff being..

c' ) inevitably a consequence of human activity. 'Urban runiiff contributes
significant amounts of Pgillition to receiving watar. The sources

:may be either point or 6b60161ntor, corgnations of the two*: ' In le
meeting this problem, this guidance is *itended to, provide information
regarding the management of pollution from urban runoff and to-supplement, '

In ation regarding control of urban runoff under NPDES requirements.

roductidn

P

Pollution from urban .runoff occurs when precipitationlflusheLthe
urban _toironthe$ aqgcarries pollutantslo.receiving waters. As 1Drfaces
-are fTiped the-pdputed ,water flows olverlandAqsard'the.Collection
systeft. The initial,collection-systems are the 'and .surface, roof tops,

parking lots, and'the 1'11(C-which-Slope towagirsecondarycollection
systems (roadways, estreett, gutters, anddrains). ft is there'that"
surface water concentrates aS it flows.into the. sewerage. These
systems art of Iwo general types: -seperate or combined. Separate
storAsewers carry,' in Addition-, untreated municipal and industrial
wastewater.' On the other hanl, separate-storm sewers discharge'directly

A other fiend, usually,ifive flow=splitting devices'which, during high flows,
bypass a hiqp perk tape of-untrelted,comtined sewage directly to the
receiving waters.:-, The remaining,smallerfraction receives othe'treat-
'merit before being discharged. -

Minuted runoff contaOns subst4ntioal amounts oflorganic
inorganic slids, and coliform bacteria. Other pollutants include
nutrients, 'peticides, and heavy metals. Clearly, these p011utants
degrade.the'receivfng water ,quality. This degradation often results fn
decrease dietolved oxygentlevelS And high turbiditiei. Coliform bacteria,
indicate fhe presence.of pathogenic bacteria which are pollutants.
Moreover, nutrients, in the forth of nitrogen and. phosphorus, contribute
to increased eufrophicatinn rates.' - although runoff containvpesticrdes
and heavy metals,. their impact-on the aquatic environment isdes y*t
largely unknown', though recegt evidence.suggests thattht.presnce.of
hemy.thetals decreases the diversityof aquatic biota..

AI
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Problems related to water' quality degradation resulting from 4

unregulated, or poorly regulated runoff areaccelerated erosion of
land area-and stream banks, sediment deposition in channel's, incrg scl
flooding, increasing.pbtential for public health problemOnd dealt.-

iorationof aesthettkquality. Indeed, the total pallutaotloads of .

. stormwater, ;luring 'storm runoff-periods, can exceeeby many times

that of municipal treatment plants. This conditigthcould, Very well

',preclude meetng water quality standartsregardless of` the degree
of treatment afforded dry weather wastewater,flows.

11, ,
.,-

,

Natwre of the eoblem
.

, 0- ..!

/#.
If one word can destribe the nature' of the urboa, runoff probleR),

.that word would be vviabilitx. For example, the quatit"-nd
quality of storm oveerowslsan vary with respect to storm character-
isticsl antecedent conditions, time, location,- degree 4f urbanizaWn,

or ever other factors.
, .

. .

,,.
0

,-..

4 While stormwater'runoff problems may be characterized by their
variabl4P'nature$ the ultimate cause of this pollution be traced

to the activtties of'man. Four examples are: 4- .

.

? -1. .Fallout fr011tile Air- Fall* or washout from r contri-4k ai

-butes substantial amOnts of particulate matter. Winds'carry dust and

dirt into ed t mean arek;but leaysqmlarge amounts trapped within

wthe area. ) . .

,
A r

.
.4 e% b

2. Residue from Transportation- Autokobiles, trucks,, 4nd buses
remain a major source of suspended solids, chemical oxygenidemanding

1.material, and heavy metals, especially lead.' 1 ,

\ 3. Debris from Man's Carelessness- .Street itter=-an accumulation,
of\trash - -is a major-source of organic material:

4. Washoff fromtastruction- Runoff from urban colistructlon sites,

whether it is 'from new developments, or redevelopment, contributes sig.:-

'nificant amounts of sediment. .0

Sediment reniains.the,most common pollutant which resulti from these

activities. It exists ubiquitously in an urban area. Recent evidence

vet indicates,that heavy metals, nutrients, and some pesticides may adsorb,

or cling to sediments.

w
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. Concept'
lw

The object of nonpoint source controls is-to protect t1e benef cial'
uses intended for receiving waters. While treatment appears an availa-

. ble means to achieve-this eod: its,cost remains prohibitive. A less
costly alternatiie is, V,en, toieddress the sources and causes of
pollution. Best Management practices achieve this goal through ihe ./
reduction and prevention of pollution. Suchls.the principal focus of'
the BMP concept. .

Management practices may be .divided into two groups: those most
.useful for existing or'developed areas and those more applicable to
-ndlW or developing'areas. Problems of developed areas occur where
structures and pavementt are in place and where'drainage is atcomplished
primarily through seweeing. In the densely populated comlnercial4. and
industrial subareas, management techniques such as improved sanitation
practices and improved maintenance practices are most effective. Such
technique; reduce the amount of pollutants, that,can enter the drainage w,

system.

The'"preventive" concept best applies tab developing urban areas,
for these are areas where man's encroachment is minimal and drainage is
eessentially natural. These areas offer the-greatest flexibility of
approith inpeeventing pollution. What is required, therefore, is to-
mana.ge the%development -in-order-to mainta:ina!rurioff are--to-e-ta-- -7--
natural .as possible. It is in these new areas where proper management
practfces can prevent long term prOblOms.

The philosophy of flow attenuation underlies the preventive objecii4e
of the. MP concept. Flow- attenuation,.as an approach to controlling the
.rate of urban runoff is well documented. It is concerned directly with
runoff as it moves over the surface of the urban areato the initial
zollectl#irsysteml Flow attenuation, li an hydeelogic sense, means to .

increaWthe time of concentration and decrease he magnitude of the peak
, runoff.'less ervion results bdtause reduced rutef velocity reduces the
c erosion force. Furthermore, with this technique largevOluMesof water

are no allowed to rapidly accumulate at cont'kructions, but flow wt.,
reduced rates over a longer period of time,.thus diminishing the'possi
bility-tf localized flooding. Management practices focut'on the,tources
of pollutants and their means of conveyance. The improvement to water
quality is a result of reduced ldadings to the receiving water.
tint to-water quality is' a result of reduced loadings to the recetving

en, 4
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Management,eptions '
. .

.

,
'*s. ...,

Best- management Wactices, Within the urban 4fga, are an itegrated
approach using source and collection system management. Sour manage-
ment Is defined here at.thos'e measOres for 4eduCing or preventing pollution 1-

through good "hpusekeeping" methods. Examples of "housekeeping" techniques '4 s4.,

. . , 0 . .

are: "7 . .

1) Streetippanin6, .

,
.

2)' Sewer fTbshing,
- 3) Cat4h. basin cleaning,

4)--Improved waste c llettion,
5) StOok pilee6vet$ti . sy .

Source- managemen

W
drisses the pollutants where they accumulate, before

, ,

. .
., .

they 'are. washed into the,receiving water. .

. .

. Collftion systejn management, as used, here, includes all alternatives -.

pert4iningto collIction systems which begin from the ground surface and
,end'with the sewer outfall Examples include devices'uth as:'

..-

1) Detention basins, .0-

. ,
2) Recreation lakes : 1
aP Debris dams, . -.

.Playground or parking lot temporary storage,
-

5, Rolf tops, and .

6) Use of flow separatiii devices such as vie. swirl concentrator,
. .

. 7) In-systems devices such as *
1

-

.

. -.

. A: ',Use of- existing sewers for storage

... - b:. in,4ine tunnels
'c. Addition of polymers
d:''Inflow/infiltration redoction, etc.-

'y 81 'Groundwater Re4arge. q ,

.

e

..F ,
. . Collection system management.is concerned with redu:cig t4 amOunt'and

.i rate of runoff 5nef_in addition, the number of overflows in combined,severs:
... .1

''R. Jr 1

:Ruse of stormwater shouTdbe contiderecras- a maflagemenf option in
lhosetteas Of the country that are water deficien. Runoff, from sur-

' 'fate. storage, canPe'used for such nonpotable uses as fire' fighting or
-,' lgwn.irrilgation. Groundwatey recharge should be consjdered where it is
praptjcable,.and the quality of the necnarging water would not pollute.,
therteeirving aquifer.

. _
..

'
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An Integra ed approach would include source management to reduce.
°pollutant loadsiphd collection system ma ageMen'to reduce infiltration,
overflows, and rate of runoff. MP's, Aid tips stress both sour and. 4

collectionSystem management. The lianagemeniploal is to reduce
pollution

, in order!to meet water quality objectives.at a mintmu
tevent

Developed areas are subject primarily to housekeeping Type-ifechniquei
,--reduction f loadings being acComplisned,py.actualltweeping after the

A fact. Prev ntive.approacheuuch as increasipg percolation into the %ol,
and attenua ing runoff,thro0b,suriace storage, are possible and shoul
be considered when redevelopMentoccurs.' The highest degree ofqlexibility
of approach and probability bf-suce "is,tn the developing areas as control _

can be,bigilt_into the project. Ttie opportunity to contaip the urban rUhoff
problem andavoid_long temproblems is-such at high,pri 'ty khould be
given to planning and implealentation of managertlent progra mall areas.

.

I

Information Sources '

. 'information on load estimating, management techniques, and tech-
nology assessment for,theoreduction and prevention of pollution from
urban runoff c ' found in the followingpublitations:

,

1. "Inte im Report on..lodding Fonctions,for Assessment.of Water.
Pollution !,from Nonpoint Sources"; EPA-Project-#68-0-1-2293, U.S.
Environmental Protection. Agency, Washington, O.t., 20460, November1975

'2. -"Water Quality Management Plantiingfor Urban Runoff", EPA.1440/9-75-004,
ashington, D.C. 20460U.S:,EnvironmentaT'qvtection Agency,

DecemOer.1974.

3. "PlOtiCes in Detention of Urban S
..:.

. ,

, Poertner, Office of Water Resources Re
Department of the Interidr, Washington;c
number: PB 234554.

titer Runoff, Herbert,
h and Technology, U.S.

June 1974, NTIS order

4. mWater Ress.cet Protection Measures t n Land Development - A

Handbook", Office of Water Resources Reiearoh and Technology-, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Wasilington,-D.C., April 1974. NTIS-order
number: PB 236049.

/

S. "Urban Stormwater.Management and Tettinblegy - An Assessment'',
EPA-670/2474-040, U.S. Environmental Protection'Agency, Washingtz;
D.C., 20460, December 1974.

.;
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DRAFT,
3 Mit -ST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

TO MINIMIZE,WATER POLLUTION DUE
TO R;SIDUAL WASTES'

other Apoint source categories gf,agriculture, silviculture,
mining, construction, urban runoff, and hydrologic modification often-
produce' residual wastes through their activities. These discarded
-materials must be propeelythandled to provide- for our health asd
environmental protection. Our choices *n problem solution are
limited. Wastes may be disposed ofl recovered for some use, 6r

ced at the source of generation;
. ,

,
, .

.
. Millions of tons oforesidual wastes are di§posed'aannually, , 4

generally by burying or burnIAand burying; this rioults in 'various
degrees of environmental harm to'air, land'and water. Surface and

m411 ground water damage result when the.pollUtahts from these residual
wastes are conveyed to_yafers bylrun-gff and infiltration. Using
the residual waste geriErated by, wastewater treatment' plantlas a base '
faCtor of orie, reipidential.a* commercial.sourcet generate abodt 17
times as much, waste as, generated by Wastewater treatment plants, and
in4ustrysprbduces,about 35-times the baSe amount. Agriculture pro;
du* 2 16 times the wipte producedby'industry, and-mining produces-
7 times that-amount.

. ! ,

.. t."

11 .

: The following guadancv is intended to provigeminformatioN regarding -
i

1
the control of pollution PAW nonpoint sources of residual wastes:and

.

.to supplement'inforMation regarding control ofT-esidual waste pollution
p-,associated. with discharges regulated under the requirements of NPDES.

1 -.-.. ,, .

4 ,.

.

- , Introdulkon
. . ,

' Retidual wastes; are defined as thole solid, liquid,' or sludge
,

substances frcm mans activities in,the,urban, agric4tural, industrial,,
,2nd miningenvironment got discharged &water after collection and. i

necessary treatment:,Residmal wastes intlude, but are not,liMited.io:
A.

.
.

. Sludges resulting from water apd'domestic wastewater treatment,
industrialpeocesses, utility plang processes and mining
processes; .., . ,

,

Solk s result from industrial and agricultural erocesses

, .

and"Trom nonprocess.industrtai and commercial activities '
, (demolition ilsestes,'mine-tailings, incinerator residues,

dredge spoi), crop residues; feedlot Wastes,. and pesticide.
. containers); '

. .
.i

..'Liquids resulting from industrial side'streaS and from agricul-
'

tural prOduct processing.

21? .. . -:

,
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Retidual wastes must be.considered as largely'ultapped.resources'
with unrealized potentials for beneficial uses. The minjmalruse of.

residual wastes has priMarily.result6d from the traditional corisidera-.
tion of such waste's as 'a prob]'ej rather than-asixitential assets: The ;ocean

and land have been :the final resting places for secieties!'residuesp-
because they have been the moslreconomical: This attituile has resulted
firdumps with -few .siting considerations, a lack' of siltkdlaintenance
and,po-emphasis for resource recovery. -

A

As-treatment requirftents,becoMe more stringent with 'further'
implementation of the Federal-WaterPollution Control and. Cleap Air
Acts, residual wastes will greatly increase and will contain awider
range and greater concentration of polluthrp.

- . .

ip Management programt4or handling vast quantities of residuals
often'fall short of prOviding adequate protection of.water quelity.
Frequently, procedures intended to abate air and water polliition-probisms .

worsen residual- waste problems: Since'reSidual wastes are the end-

product,discvds of all processes, the. maria-ement o' residual wastes

clearly cann a-continue to be considered s rately from the overall

manegeMent processes and systems that p ce the wastes. Just as.
-the environment -- air, water and land -- mustbe considered a
corinuous whole, and be treated as such,, residual waste problems'
cannot be successfully segregated.tnto.indiiidual components- for

--separate partibularized handling. All .considerations muSebe inte-

grated into a problem-solvingapproach that will achieve-total'waste
management, an an ereawide basis, with emi)hati$ upon .(1) recovering

the resource values contained in any such wastes,, and (2) tts
factory, sanitary,disposal/of any element or pOrtion of'the residual,

wastes not amenable to resources recovery processing or without'

economic value-for such processing.- .

Identification of Pollqtants.
. %

The types of wastes and their composition have changid meetly.

over the past three decades, due.largbly, to.thanges in lifestyle

apd to tt)e grea dr ity new' products-on the market:, The wastes "

society genera conventently classified i hazardows and

nonhazardous. Tbelbiological; Chemital,-ind'ph al -actiohs' of -

the envifbnment Can, with unacceptable-control ores., act On ties

resiOuals.to release 4r hazaidoui and uhdesirabie constituents to

*

,the'envirodmenll .16.
fie

,.

fir f

4/

-
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resultWater quality problems which Can el 3/4.om.the released waste'
constituents. exceeding the assimilative paoatity of the receiving * -,

' water include: aesthetic deterioration., dissolved elygen depletion, .', . .

bacteria/viruscontamination, suspended solids, ditsalved iolldt,-
. nutrients, and metals/pesticides/persistent organic toxic compdunds.

'All of the above problemsire directly kr indirect116associated with
precipitatibro; which provides mobility to the waste constituents.

,i.

For 'the most part, 'nonhazardous residual wastes are aiocal or).
regional problem. The Federal role has been to identify and test
possible'tolutiont, with State and 1 governments,responsible for .,

7 '-.iimplementation: Hazardous residu wastes are 4 problem of-national
scope, with Federal laws controll ng the'storage-and disposalof
waste Pesticides and.containers, ridii5radioactive wastes. this limited,
Federal authdrity leaves many.gap An the dis sal' f hazardous wastes.-

c
po

.

Concept' of Best Ma gement Pr ct4ces ) ...-
.,

. While the residual waste situation. is technologically, economicilly.,
goveinmentally and socially complex, it can be'made to succumb to.a
sound,- results-oriented pr ram of conceptualization, investigation, ,s,

analysis and evaluation, tanning and programoing.and (most impontantlyT
.the exercise o apable 'eadershipind strong resolve to implement ,

.

ereawide prove's tems. 4 - . .
ik

4. ,. ,\ , . , So

This'appreach infers that residual waste problems can best be
:-:corrected by the implementation-6f aett Management Prictitit.(BMPI

which can be-tApected to result systematically.in flow attenuation
, of waters,mastestabillZation,"waste riWuctton, and resource recovery.)

and recyCling.,..BMP approaches cannot bestablished and.utilized
individually,, but mutt'be integrated into an overall tystem. for-the _.

effective managsreft,ofiresidual wastes. Everything works interdepend-
ently. Flow 4ttantation, whiie,reducing entrained run-off pollutants,
can actually increase:infiltration, and increase th4 requireTent for
wastestablization. Reddcing wastes at the source by preventing the ,.

tprodUctidn,of wastes, and, at the disposal-end, through the resource ,*

.'conservation an 'either e minate the residues' from meny.mapfacturing .
l'

coming into tintive, dis-ben icial contact,with the environment. ''

0011protesses, rethey.app as wastes, or prevent theirlsidualslrom:':1

. ,
, --- ,.. i.... .

Management.Techniques,1 .

,

.,Many techniques can be apOlied.to the thanageMent of nrOdual wallet,
and the alternatives can be:divided into.two generat categories: t

r

(11 Innovation. Thi$ would include,'"particularly, the development
- .-: of Source reductiod techniques (basically administritiverpnd systems for -

the recovery or recycling.of.residuai wastes -( basically technblogical
and institutional). Reference must be continually made to. the total waste

:Management system, including in-process treatineiltor contiinmeni,pro7 7'
.cedures. .,- to

I
. r.
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"(2),..Ap plicatiOn of'existinT.techni ues. This wogld involve the

utilization of demonstrated state-o -t e-art techniques'to remedy
prOblems; basically,, this wouldbbe an extension of the present process.

'

A BMP might be included in either of the above 'categories.

However, DX encourages the first;_ \innovation. Over the long term,

the innovative approach w4ll result 171-iiiclishing.the greatest
source reduction'and the greatest recovery of.rescurces, as well as

the abatement Of pollution. Actually, pollutioh abatement is achieved

almdst as a'by-product of the innovative process.

However, both approaches are equally amenable to standard adMin-
istrbtive and regulatory practices. 'The end.goal of the.apProach .

shOuld be to providabsufficient reduction in.poillUtants to-enable
the meeting of desiOated Water quality objectives it minimum cost.

Any BMP should consider that'cost considerations are vital and '
that treatment alternativeswill.be used. only. when cost- _

alternatjves.flil to provid4 the required reduttion'in pollutants. e
The greatest degree of freedom in aliternative selection will be under
new source'conditions.where existing decisiontand capital investments '

will not be overriding- factors. 'these new source ConditiO cOntrqls

cP
will permit the greater short -term actompZishment. The i lamentation,t

Ae of BMP's'under existing source conditions' cannot be 'acComp fished ',

P overnight. Theley to successful existing condition control is orderly

transition. It is necessary that any action be phased in fiver time 1

in such a way that:4-6erse-Ebb-&e-qUeffttS are minimized or eliminated!

, -The BMP concept must recognize that capital investments and individ al's
jobs .must be counted and no change should belmplementid until all .

the'benefits and costs have been weighed. These criteria Mustibe
weighed against the urgency of water quality requirements and objectives,
which arejnsistent that certain ameliorating actions be taken.

a"

0 .

Solutions, under .a BMP, shiould be directed toward meeting t- he

following key,, needs: ' AI

the need to design a workable, flexible system;

. the.need to use, establisb, or modify' apOopliteinstitutional
arrangements (laws, organizations, procesises); /

the need to reduce Uncertainties, ppmote actions to implement;

. the need to eitablisha sense.of urgency, improve schedule;

. the need to establ4sh a process of continuous improvement
through research and development in the local area; .

Ole

, J
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. -the need to help people get started on a'coordinated basis A=.
incentivizattvn;

- .

i

. the need, to give adequate attentioneo all putliC information
-and education programs.

*

Any BMP must meet certain general' and 'specific ,criteria:' General
criteria are provided in the States Water Quality Managemerit Guitletines.
The specific criteria for a residual waste BMP follow:,

11100hic Situation
.

'The geology,otqurcouritry can vary widely over shortvdistances,
resulting in numerous!soil types and hydrologic profiles: Residual
waste disposal. and use alternatives must consider these variables
as they determine the Mobility of waste opponents in this 'Under-

' groult portion of the environment. Topogrll'hy of the sites (terrain p.
slope', type Q.f surface-covering and .distance, between surface hydrp-
logical featays) affects- waste component mobility. The BMP must'
.examine, these variables to, prevent waste.from being transferred between
environmental structurdl, ulOmatelloimpacting water quality objectives'.

Meteorological Conditions ;

The frequency, intensity, andfOration of precipitation witOn and
outside cif,the site'will affect the-urface Waterinfiltration and
material dept,,ition and movement. Precipitation can be in a. number of -'

, forms, butt rain and sndwrelt account for the major voAmes. The ambient,

,

temperatire can determine the rate-of snowmelt -and the biological
f)activityof a' site. The absolute humidity as it affects biplogi'.al ,

'I.

'' aletivity.and physib-chemical alteratiohs of nonconservative waste'
colponents can rake new. products that are moreor less environmentally
tofic and mobile than the parent material.- As4reteorologiceactivity
can directly affect water component.mobility, tie BMP:must be!coMpatible
with these envirdnMental influences.

.
.

Demogralhic Conditions
,

. The practicability of certain MP's can depen Upoh -high denOties,';
of population or industry(ies) being present or absent in a given'area.
Frequently, there are critical litits at which resource recovery and
waste reduction become feasiblealternatives.. Jlsp, as mentioned
earlier, capital investment and individuals' jobvmust be weighed when
considering imp,lementationlof a' given BMP... ,

41-
",Socio-Political Infrastructure'.

7

The,BMP must address more than-the residual wastes, their .compOsftion
and their qevementiod the . technical or techhological''problems of
their management. Any waste-management system that is'handling a. problem'
as pervasive as'the,management of residual wastes must be inlaid inlio a'
socio-economic and "envelope" that has its own problems

'.283
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in dealing with the Type of management systempat.will ultimately
emerge for the management ofresidual.wastes. These problems will .

include the development of areawide-(regional) resolve to implement,
and a'structure and process through, which management may bei-Oxercised.

. Develqpillig these programmatc elements-in the face of inteerocalfinter-,
governmental political and economic rivalriesjand:the:sccial differences

-

that may occur within,a given region calls for the development ofneik4'
patterns for working,together,,new programs for promotthg public under-
.standth and reductngpublic apathy and the devising of such instruments
of public policy as strong local 'and Statelegislation to establish
viable structure and process and eeduc arketing uncertainties.

The following specific examples of it- tive strategies are

provided for planning purposes only.. They not recommendations.
' Use of any one 'or more of these specific exa pies shqU14pbe)paed upon
.a comprehensive,' areawide, interdisciplinary investigation and the
...development of specific recommenkpons from'the data.

Source,Reduc
_

it
The so ce reduction strategy involves techniques which are

basIally gislative and adMinictrative i n nature. Examples include:

1, Deslgn and use of products that live longer.

its Design anci use of products which have less material weight,

. Monetaryincentives.(beverage container deposits)... -'
. ..

,,
, ,

Resource Consgrwation
. ,

.,
,

NI, i . .

, Source 'Separation and Centralized Processing. The.source separation
strategy. involves a system of slow technblOgy techniques. Examples include:

,

. - Separation -of waste materials in thgome.

lishments:

, A
. Separatioh. of wasteiiiitefia.l.satl cial estab

- I 17

a

. :Searation of waste matertats vial ettablishments.

The.centralized peocessing strategy ieVolvet highyechnology,.
capital-in*nsive systems ExampleS include:

.a

: ,Fuel (solid,, gas, liqu And material (ferrous and;nonfeerous
metals, glasO recovery lants.

.. - ,

..
'

.

. .
4Energy-conversion lAciliiiies (retrofits, new boilers A.

. 'Material conversion-faciVties .(de-itilin'ing.plants, minimills,

/ glass products [Slants) s ters). - , .

TranspOrtatfOn. systems':

.4

r.

ti
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. Di sposal ,

The disposal strategy:generally involves Tow-technology ystems.

A Construction and dembl#tion waste; .

,

;

Examples inclade:
,

, .

N. - --
.

. Lined lagoop and landfill

I
.

. Waste stabilization;
AP ,

. Landfill stockpiling for potential future recoVery. i

11.

Information Sources

EPA has published numerous reports describing methods for
management practices and preventive teipniques for the-control of
residual wastes resulting from marl's activities. Many of the
practices described above are discussed in Ame,detail in.the
following publiCations. This listing is by 'no means exhaustive
and theAser is encouraged to look fUrtlier.

.., Re sidual Waste Managemeht'Researcb and Planning PrIrjects,
.EPA-WP6 09-75-01, September 1975.

. Sludge R. cessing, TransportAon and Disposal/Resource
Recovery. A Planning perspective; EPA-WPD 12-75-01,
trecember 975.

InteriaLRepOrstion Loading Functions for Assessmerit of
Water PollUtiofFrom Nonpoint Sources, EPA Project
No:68-01-2293; NdVember 1975. .

4

Deyelopment of Residual ManageMint'Strategies' EPA 600/1-76-01,
January.1976.

o

. Residual WaSte-Best Management Practices Handbook,
EPA-WPD 02-76-.010 February 1976; -

Additional informatfori regarding institutional structures and
methods of, implementation Kill be provided in.later publications.
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Introduction

DRAFT

BEST M4NAGE.ME1NT PRACTICES
TO MINIMIZE WATER POLLUTION DUE

TO' HYDROLOGIC MODIFICATIONS

Man: development activities within planning areas necessitate
hydrologic modifications as an essential feature. These include*
(1) channel modifications; (2) construction of dams to-itripoimd stream
flows; (3) other types of construction activities; and (4) resource
recovery operations actually located in streambeds. In addition, there
are many land development activities which, if not properly` controlled,
may result in unintended, and*often undesirable, hydrologic modificationg. v
In many instances these activities result in topographic and ground cover
changes which could affect surface runoff rates, volume and direction 0
adversely. Such effects are often experiexiced in areas undergoing
rapid urbanization.

Hydrologic modifications' may be of local or regional scope, and
are being (or have been) implemented in areas extending throughout
the nation,. affecting both intra-and interstate waterways.

ti

I

AP*

1

6.
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criptton of Hydrologic Modifications

Hydrologic odifications resulting in .nonpoint source pollution are
activities that either directly or indirectly affect, or have affected,
the natural stream,-flokand.associated groundwater regime aetrtment-
ally: Pollutants are consequently added to thit surface and ground
waters from' the diff_use runoff, by seepage or percolation: The

:Levels of many'ofTAlfese pollutants are influence.d by climatic events'suith
as rainfall and the sIls.sonal temperature changes, itradditiOn to_the effects
of soil,types and topography, and operatingpractic0. Referenceto
iydrologic modifications as ources Of nonpoint palution.shouldenot be
mis-_construed as eliMinating them from consideratibri as point sources'
with respect to certain "aspect, which requirccontrol under the NPDES
and 404(e )111pimit progr'ams:

4

Channel Modifications

Channel modifications are implemented primarily for flood control;
erosion redu6tion or or drainage purposes. Such sittuctural'changes
as, dikes, 'levees, piers' docks,' bridges and road filN. may'pequire or
result in chann4 modifications whin would not othe/wise have occure'd.
There are sevenVifferent types of modifications w h are potential
noripRint sources of pollutants. ihey area ^-

1. Clearing and snagging operations to restgire the formev:hydraulic--
capacity of a streambed. This is basically a perxlic maintenance

'operation.

2. :Channel excavations which enlarge'and resh =an existing
channel, or which provide a new channel in

3. Channel realment to eliminate meanders that have developed '-
in the natural siteambea.*

Construction of floodways to relieve, the streambed of excessive
floWs of stornsrwater.' These' are normally tipy.' ..

5. Construction ollbeta`rding basins for the temporary torage of
excess flows .-of stOrtn water.

Constraction of debris retention basins to hold baCk deb4
duripg periods of high water, which Might oth'erwise result
in extensive dbwnstrea{n erosion and pollution.

7. Cdnstruction ofdrainage'tlitches or deepening exiSiing..ditchee.

IN
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D are constructed to impound surface waters for water supply,
flood c tol, fish and wildlife, hydropower, navigation, irrigation,
flow diveIrsiorl, low flow augmentation, and combinations of some or all
of these' reasons. They are usierity assigned to one of the`two following
categories:. . .

.. .

1. Ril..m-ot-the-ri,ver impoundments, 'which characteristically have
14W heads and water detention times limited to a few dayStk

.

2..-. Storage reservoirs, which are ustinly located on tributaries,
with high heads, .and encompassing an extensive area outside the
original channel. .

4..
.

Various Construction Activities

All types ofground-disturbing construction activities result in
modifications to existing drainage flows, and if not even adequate design
consideration, such hydrologic changes may become sources of water
pollution. Construction nonpoint sources of pollution are the subject ,

of a separate guidance document, and will not be covered here in detail:
When a construction project includes-potential nonpoint sources result-
ing from hydrologic modifications, those best managfement practices
recommended in that document need to be implemented.

Resource Recovery OperationZ

The resource recovery activity of primary importance is that of
the sand and,gravel operation. However, mineral recovery operations
of any kind which will disturb the existing streambed must be considered,
as well as should oil and gas wells .(exploratorfy and production), located
in bodies of water.

Withdrawal and Recharge Activities ,
.. .

Surface and ground water withdrawal and recharge activities may
produce undesirable effects such as reducing waste assimilative capacity,
damage to fisheries, saltwater encroachment, surface subsidance, induced
recharge, and mixing of water in aquifers of differing water trlity.

1.

OthertTypes of Activities .

...:.,-,

Concutrently prepared best management practices guidelines are'
available for activities, incorporating hydrologic modifications in
agriculture, silviculture and other categories, in addition to construction.
However, best Management practicps should be applied for all other
activities ,involving hydrologic modifications, even if they are not
specifically-identified by guidelines.

, ..

e
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Identification of Pollutants

Six general types elf ncinpoint source pollutants.that result from
'hydrologic modifications are: -

(
1. Sediment- Sedirnentsare one of the most prevalent non-point

source-po ThYrt.ants, dccurring ass result of most types of hydrologic
'modification activities to varying degrees.- The degree of. pollution
from sediments will vary with streamflow, snowmelt and rainfall runoff,
soil types, and bedload charaCteristics, and be most intense during the
period when construction activities have removed vegetative cover;
until it can b'ecome re-established. Since they are a natdra4 4.y occuring

,phenomenon}, present due to erosional processes, they will normally be
evident to some degree even with application of best management practices .

to control manmade sources. Where the sediments settle, bottom organisms
can be smothered, and spawning beds can be destroyed. The increased
turbidity during the transport phase will interfere with ligh penetration,
'hindering photosynthesis, and is a hazard to'boaters, swimmers and
water skiers. Sediments are also carriers of nutrients and pesticides
which may have become adsorbed to their surfaces.

2. Nutrients-Where Hydrologic Modifications located,in Agriculture-
intensive,areas result in increase runoffrates and streamflow'velocities,
the natral level of nutrients may be increased. In urban areas, similar
circumstance will increase nutrient levels as a resultof fertilization of
la is and gardens, but the amount of increase will be lower. Soil
erosion aldp contributes to the problem,by carrying adsorbed nutrients
well beyond the areas that would normally be affected.'

3. Pesticides- 'A ppllution problem may be experienced with
respect,to pesticides as was described for nutrients, unless integrated
pest management has been instituted.

4. Thermal- This form of pollution ma resulffrom channel mod-
ifications or impoundment construction. Not only is the temperature
change that might occur a problem by, itself with respect to sensitive
aquatic life, but it can load to.serious changes inthe dissolved oxygen
level in the water body. As an example of the type of. problem that might
be experienced in channel modification, if the normal tree cover is
removed, and the channeris widened to handle design flood flows, the
resulting shallow normal flow will be exposed to increased polar radiation,
with attendant temperature increases, andAyeduced capacity for dissolved

fieoxygen. Impoundments that becqme stratified during.the summer and
winter may become oxygen deficient, which can, in turn, cause low
dissolved oxygen problems downstream of the discharge.

289
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5. Chemicals- Hydrologic modifications such as dredging, with the

attendant r-T.7to.suitably dispose bf the spoil, may result in
release of pollutant chemicals from the spoil through leaching
or, percolation. The fines re-'AuSpended,in the streambed are another.
potential source of pollution'if adsorbed chemiCals' are released. Change
in pH and disso,lved oxygen levels that may occur in impoundments may
cause release into solution of certain types of chemicals previously
insoluble. Modifications that lowered the groundwater table sufficiently
in coastal areas could result in saltwater intrusion into a freShwater
aquifer, -with attendant salinity degradation.

Chemical stabilization techniques applied f9r,contro1 of fugitive
dust and/or nonpoint source pollution will require coordination.
Techniques selected must be complementary, rather than conflict , with
the choice of action selected being that which produces.the best total, end

presult, with respect to'control of both nonpoint source pollution and
'fugitive dust:.

6. Microorganisms- Modifications,co4d result in-pathogenic
microorganisms entering the water from runoff or percolation and
seepage. Changes irtjhe existing flow regime must consider the effect
on potential sources $7! such organisms.

a s, It41

Considerations For Best Management Practices Selection

Best Management Practices for hydrologic modifications is the Most
practical and effective measure, or combination of measures, which
will preventor reduce the generation of pollutants, upon implementation,
toa level compatible with water quality goals.

The BMP selected for a specifiC hydrologic modification will not
necessarily be the same in different areas of the country. Soil types,
topography, climate; existing condition, local zoning and land'usa e

..../' regulations, etc must be considered in assessing the problem. The 41
ai"-',.. _ final determinatiqn of which BMP alternatives to apply in any specific

). ...e Case must syit the site conditions, and include appropriate public part-
icipation. BMP must be considered at the earlitst stage practicable,
and throughout the problenvidentification and analysis plantitng, deSign
and construction phases: . * ,

. . . .
) v

, .
1

,

Tb.e principal emphagis shoulerbe placed oh measures that will
prevent; or minimize nonpOint sburce pollutants which, would be
generated by, the specific hydrologic modificatioh. All preventive measures
must be fully integrated into tht total management system for every
hydrologiNnodification. In brief, the cijiknges introduced should
produce -conditions similar'to those existing in'nature which past
experience has proved will effectively control the potential pollutants,
and maintain or improve (the water quality, while avoiding changes which
would be detrimental. . t

)
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As in other areas of nonpoint source pollution, erosion control
measures are an. essential feature of most hydrologic modifications.
Controlling sediment-bearing runoff will reduce the amount of adsorbed
nutrients, pesticides-and other chemicals that reach the nation's .

waters. Designs for modification- us't recognize this,problem and
provide suitable construction pr ions as a part of the(project.
(With respect to pesticides, integrated pest management must be
given suitable consideratidn. ) Subsequent operation and maintenance
activities must contintieto apply best management practices to assure
the continued success of the pollution prevention measures. .

The potential for ther4nal pollution problems must be assessed
for some types of hydrolo modifications, and suitable cdritroI
measures ):ntst be applie i . The choice of type of modification may
even be determined by the eed to control pollution of this type.

Prevention and -Reduction easures

tThe-measures which c-in be applied to hydrologic modifications to
prevent or reduce pollutan s from reaching surface or ground water's

. may be vegetative, structural or institutional or a combination, in
addition to those mentioned for agriculture, silviculture, etc., in the

_documents developed for pollutants related to those activities. Institut-
ional measures. relating to land use should not be overlooked, but will
be more easily applied in non - urbanized locations. The variety of
structural and vegetative control measures will,be .discussed in detail
in applicable sections of this handbook.

A
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BEAT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
MINING NON POINT SOURCES

\ATER POLLUTION

Mining activities in the United States have affected approxi-
mately 13 million acres of land' according to estimates by the U.'S.
Department of thetnterlor. This acreage includes almost 7 million
acres which have been undercut b37' mining activitie0, and more than
3 million' acres disturbed by suface ining activities. The remaining
acreage represents_ land used for. containing mining related mineral
waste accumulations. By the year 2000, the Department of the Interior,
estimates that 30 million acres'will be affected by mining,operations.'
While the land area presently affected by mining represents only about
0. ne of the United States, the effects of mining Upon wace'r quantity
and quality are spread over large regions.

Introduction.
4,

Pollution from mining operations arises because the hydrology of
surface and subsurface waters is altered when the earth' crust is
disturbed to gain access to mineral values held within., The quality
of these waters xery often deteriiii.ates, and the quantity is often re-
disturbed as a result Qf.mining operations. Water quality deteriorates
when water supplies are'contamihated with Soluble products present in
or generated from Mining wastes. Water quantity is affected because
natwral drainage patterns for surface and subsurface waters are altered.
Any-disturbance of the earth's crust will alter the environment in the

°vicinity of the disttirbance. The degree to which the environment is
altered depends upon the size and depth of the disturbance, the.method
TT the disturbance, and' the nature cet the disturbed materials. The
purpose of disturbing the earth in mining is to extract mineral deposits.
'Methods used are determined by the placement of the minerals it the
earth. Similarly, size .and depth of the mine are determined by the
distribution of the mineral at the mining site.

The extraction of minerals from.the earth's crust can be accomplished
by a variety .of techniques. For minerals deep in the earth, mine shafts
are sunk to gain access to the deposit. This method is usually not
used if' mineral deposits are available for recovery by surface mining
techniques. Underground mining techniques tend to retrieve most of
.the values in'the depoSit compared to surface mining techniques:

Surface mining creates ,more visible defacement of the earth's surface,
and results in disturbance of large land curves.

../
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. The most serious pollutant arising froni mining activities is the
mine drainage generated by oxidation of pyritic materials with air in the
presence of water; this drainage is an acidic mixure of iron salts,
other salts and sulfLiric acid. -Mine drainage arises from both
uridergeound and surface. mining sources, and from coal and many P'
metaltrnining Operations. Coal deposits and' so-called hard rock mineral
deposilsare commonly associated with pyrite and marcasite, which are
'disulfides of iron. Acid' mine drainage can find its way into surface
waters, where the acid and sulfate may result in severe deterioration
in stream quality. The acid can react with clays to yield aluminum
concentrations sufficieui for fish kills, and with'limestorre to yield
very hard waters expensive to soften. The acid can also sel6ctively
extract heavy metals present in trace quantities in mineral and soil

. 7 formations, resulting in toxic conditions in lakes and streams.

.. Mining refuse waste materials left near the mining site after
raw minerals have been cleaned or concentrated is another ,source,of..

. pollution. Much of thig refuse contains pyritic material which can ber oxidized to acidic substances. The resultant acid water may remain
in the pile until a rainstorm, at which time it is flushed into nearby
watercoUrses. Mine drainage "slugs" during storms are very detriment al
to aquatic life in surface- waters. 5

Mining operations-also generate wastes, commonly called spoil, in
the form of disturbed rook and soil. U this spoil is left-in piles, erosion.
and runoff will carry sediment into streams. This sediment is capable
of destroying life in streams, results in decreased capacity of streams
and reservoirs, and destroys fish and wildlife habitats.

,-.....

Iniproperly impounded sediment may be released suddenly-as-a
mud slide and thus poses a direct threat to life and property.

Mining activities have a pronounced effect on groundirater supplies.
The variqus operations' used to mine the mineral' deposits can result
in alteration of groundwater distribution patterns. Aquifers containing
good water can become contaminated because some mining may
disturb bedrock formations, whiqh permit mixing of contaminated water
with gEiqd. i

reDescription. of Mining. pollution

i

-2-

/
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Water pollu!ron caused by drainage fromrriining activities occurs

when dissohred, suspended, or other solid mineral wastes and debris
from mining and related operations- enter, eceiving streams or ground'
water. Mine drainage includes both water, owing by gravity or pumped
from underground mines, and runoff op' s age from surface mines' .

and frbm excayated waqte materials. Pollu Mg drainage is often corrosive,
high,ly mineralized, toxic to. aquatic li,fe, aria may be laden with chemical
and/or soifsediments. 1'

. r
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Pollutants may be generated during all Rhases of the mining-cycle,
whether the Thilmodity is coal, salici-and gravel, uranium, metallic, ore
or nonmetallic ore; exploration, development, mine operation, closure;
and reclamation. In many cases, water pollution can, continue long
after a mine has ceased operation. Pollution caused by Inactive or %-*
abandoned Alines ("orphans") presents special problems' of abatemant:

Mine drainage pollutants include such dissolved and suspendti
constituents as acid, alkali, iron, copper, arsepic, cadmium, nickel, 'N
phosphate, sulfate, chloride, radioactive minerals, sediment, ami_colloidal
contaminants; The Ands, alkalies, metals, and other minerals in mine
drainageaffect water quality and water use in various ways. To many
the most dramatio eTfects of mine drainage pollutionare the destruction
c fish and other aquatic life and impairment to aesthetic features. Mine

ti drainage pollution may affect the use of water for nitmicipal, industrial
and agricultural water supply by increasing the costs far water treatment

Identificati9n of Sources of Pollutants

-Various active unit operations with a surface or underground
mining operation produce pollutants tha cah ultimately. enter both
surface\and ground waters causing a lowering of water quality. The
discharge of pollutantsfrom certain of these unit operations have been
classified as point sources by EPA, and certain of them have been classified
classified as nonpoint sources. Inactive and abandoned mine sites

'can be considered nonpoint sources..>*
A

Nonpoint pollution from mining activities are strongly dependent on
precipitation events although there may be a significant response delay
when the ground water is the source of seepage water. The sources' may
be intermittent or continuous in nature. The nature and amount of pollutants
ate dependent on such factors as soil type, topography, geology, methiid
of mining, anti hydrologi characteristics of the site.

Mining Activities

. The basic mining activities that are potential causes of nonpoint. pollution sources are:

Exploration is conducted to locate a, seats or other economic
deposit and to obtain quantity/quality data on that-deposit. Site 'access,

. 2 9.4
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excavation, and drilling activities can cause surface denudation and
erosion, Mineralized ground water discharge, leaching of exposed
mirieralogic materials, and chemicals seepage or release.

Construction of the mine and support facilities including roads
can be a major generator of p'ollutants.

Runoff and seepage of ground or surface waters may contac\ mineral
matter exposed by the operation and result in mineralized drainage. Slides

of unstable spoil piles or disturbed steep slopes n occur causing further
landscape 'and stream damages.

''ollovfing the mining operation the improper sealing of underground
mines as well as unsucessful revegetation and reclamation of inactive
surface mines.

Pollutant Generation and Their Causes

Land disturbed by surface mining is a major Source of sedinagnt in
mining regions. Studies have shown that erosion and sedimentation rates
on strip-mined land are 500 times as great as those on neighboring land
'that has not been stripped. Overburden dumped on the downslope areas
is one of the largest sources of sediment. The post-operative mining
period can be the period of most severe erosion. When eroded sediment
is transported to a receiving stream it can smother bottom organisms,
interfere with photosynthesis by reducing light enetration, and contribute
to flooding by filling stream channels.

Acid mine waters result from oxidation of pyrite and other iron-bearing
minerals in depo4its. of anthracite and bituminous coals. The reaction
of these exposed sulfur-bearing minerals (usually sulfides) with
atmospheric oxygen and water frequintly fdrms a sulfuric acid solution
that reacts with soil and rock materials to leach out other pollutants;
commonly metals. The acidic water can be toxic to aquatic life and corrosive
to manmade structures.

Dissolved minerals contained in mine waters can be present in,sufficient
concentrations to be toxic to aquatic life. Heavx metals such,a's copper,
nickel and zinc may be present in toxic concentrations, as well as chloride,
sulfate, or other troublesome'ions. Even though one or more constituents '.
is.itot present in toxic amounts considered singly, toxic conditions can

.. result from synergestic ,effects among various constituents.

The total mineralization,' total dissolved solids content, of a water
can present a ,salitity problem. It normally occurs when salts contained
in geologicformations are penetrated by mining and the resulting saline
mine runoff waters enter into receiving streams or ground waters.
Aquatic life can be harmed-and expensive treatment may be required
for certain uses of that water.
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The control (If water pollution from mining activities 1is aihieste'd
through proper operational management and utilization, of prtventive
techniques, and by mine Water treatment. Control of 'mining nonpoint
pollution sources is best achfeved through prevention or avoidance. The
utilization of preventive and management techniques is the primary thrust+
for the control of nonpoint mining pollutants.

There are four premises upon which mining pollution control of
nonpoint sburces is based: , . . a / .

1. That any disturbance of the earth, for mineral extraction lters
the hydrologic environment to form some amount of water pollut nts;

2. That ,each mine site represents a unique sit of chemical/Ph sical
and hydrologicconditions; "ta .

110
o-

3. That effective and
,
etficien environmentalprotection from mini

impact requires a total mining pl n before extraction occurs that cover
management control and prevent ve measures implementation -throughout
line mining cycle. Thus, the gl -must cover activities Pttitiated and
implemented during the pre-ex-fraction and extraction phases, and '
conclude after extraction has terminated,and adequate restoration of the
site has been accomplished;

4. That a combination of several management and engineering techniques
is usually required to effect a complete pollution control plan that prevents ''
or minimizes pollutants reaching ground Or:surface waters.

Basis For Best Management Practices Development for Mining Activities

"Best Manageme1nt Practices" (BMP)'means a practice, or -combination
of practices, that is determined after problem assessment and
of alternative practices, to be the most effective, practicable (inclu g

technologic , economic, aid institutional'considerations) means of preventing
or reduchit the amount of pollution generated by nonpoint sours to a
level co atible with"water quality goals.

*
I .

Best Management Practices 'for mining activities are the most practical
and effettive measures,..or combination of measures, which when applied
to a mine production site,will prevent er reduce the 'generation of pollutants

.-, to a leVel compatible with water quality goals.
4

,. .
. , /. .

Each identified.BMP will differ with the kind of mining; geographic
,

area and conditions, and the extent and age of the mine. A new mine may
have a different BUMP than an older mine in the s locale. BMP
judgements for any specific site will recognize sPI-Edialiproblems such,
as poor soils, unstable slopes, toxi'c conditions, and,unfavorable geologic %

structure. Existing regulatory requirements, future land use, and economic
effects will influence BM1? developments. ..

\ .. /

I
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There are ,a wide variety ofoineasures available that will materially
reduce the amount of pollutants generated at a surfade or undergroundmine site. Selection and blending of the appropriate measures through
the mining cycle can be categorized ih terms of four objectives.

A -l. Prevention of an increase in the mineralization of the ground or
- surface waters intercepted by earth disturbance activities:

The quantity and quality of mine _water produced can be ,greatly influenard
by-various techniques of surface diversion, subsurface dewatering and
collection, segregration of toxic mineral matter,' and prOper management
an,d handling of intercepted water.

2. Minimization of erosion and sediment transport,from all
'surfaces necessarily removed of cover:

Erosion and sediment transport are pro lems of surface mining and
surface facilities of underground mining. Measures to mitigate these
phenomena should include grading, compaction, sediment traps and early
reyegetation of disturbed areas.

., . .3. Careful residuals management of all raining wastes to prevent
leNihingland erasion: '.

. . . _. Measures to control the-adverse affects of residual materials stored
on the\land.surface are generally the same as tired in water diversionand erasion control.

.

. ,
4. P evention of,post-operative pollution via proper,rnine clositred/r rec mation mea`sures:

Mine clo re and la n reclamation are critical processes in the toilg plan. losure of underg round mines to prevent continued pollutingage is mo difficult thanfsurface activity but a number of sealing
iversion to niques are effective in preventing or reducing continuing
ins. A mul tude of surface reclamation practices are effectiveailable. The can be classed as measures to segregate overburden
y toxic,mater ls, return topsoil, control erosion and sedlinentation,
to topography stabilize disturbed areas, and permanently revegetate /

a
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Information Sources

as published vaTious reports describing methods for management,
and preventive techniques for the control of pollutants fromivities. The titles of current publicatiesnd include:

IT
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ci Processes; ,procedures, and Methods p:: Control Pollution
from Mining ActiIritiea, EPA-430/9-7-011, October 1973.1-

o Methods for Identifying and Evaluating the Nature and Extent
of NOnpoint Sources of Pollutants, EPii-430/9-73-014, .

.October 1973.

o Analysis of Pollution Control Costs, g PA -670/ 2-741009,
February 1974.

o Environmental Protection in Surface Mining of Coal,
EPA - 670/2 -'74 -093, October 1974.

o Ipactive and Abandoned Underground Mines, Water Pollution
Prevention and Control, EPA-440/ 9-75-007, June 1975.

o Criteria for4Developing Pollution Abatement Programs
for Inactive and Abandoned Mine Sites,' EPA-44(9775-0 ft,
August 1975. -

.

o CompilaticA of Federal, Stage and Local Laws Cgntrolling
.

Nonpoint Pollutants, EPA-440/ a-7 5 -QU, September 1975.

Additional information on features anck design of specific measures
is available in the publications arid handbooks of other Federal and State
agencies and in various mining.industry publications.

EPA is comnaitteg to the management, preyention and control of"
pollutants from mining sources. Authority exists under sectilons 208; 209,
303(e) and 313 of P. L.92-500 for PA to initiate a program in conjunction
with the States to manage nonpoint sources, although the the primary-----------.
responsibility for'nonpoint source managementf e-sts with the State1,,

Establishment' and implementation of nonpoint source, management programs
will be ,a part of the areawide planning process in designated 206 areas ':.'i

as well as a part of the State water quality management respOnsibiriiies t

ii) non-designated areas. : , _ .

4

A Pollution Discharge Elimination System Permit Program.
* #

Point Sources of Mining Pollutants will bre controlled thru the National

4%



Best Managenient Practices
Silvicultural Nonpoint Sources of

Water Pollitibn

.,

04,
-". '111

Silviculthre is the cultivatiardn4 harv.esting of ;ember for commercial
purposes. As such, the term iin41,1d,*-A ac14vit4ts related to its
purpose from the planting of see s, thriidetthoW:inVolved in the m turiri
of the crop, its harvest and iftzlispo-rts.tiOn from the growing area..
addition to being performed on approximately 500' million acres of
commercial forest land utilized for the continuous production of marketable..
timber, portions of the overall silvicultural activity take.place04.a number
of lands being transferred from a wooded state to anOther use.

,.Introduction .
This guidance Is intended to provide inforTation regarding the control

of pollution feom silvicultural nonpoint sources, and to supplement
infoi-mation regarding control of silvicultural associated discharges
regulated under the provisions of the NPDBS and 404(e) permit programs.

411. is
SilVicultural activities can result in the deveqqpment of significpt ,_

-, , .sources of pollutants w ich may reach surface Or Bound Ver, most `-

often due to a clima c event, although certain construction or hxdrographie
modification activities have been r Effcognized dicier the 404(e) program
as being essentially due to a specific activity of man.

..0

4

While all silvicultural activities are inter-related, those activities
producing pollutants can be divided into four classes: (1) Access systems
(log roads and other access and transport systems); (2) harvesting; (3)
crop regeneration; and (4) intermediate practices and activities. The,
-amount of pollutants- generated by these activities are strongly dependent
'upon the magnitude and characteristics of climatic events, the physical ;
characteristics of the area (soil type, topography,./etc. ), andthe
charactoristics of the individual operatitns as the practiced in a
specific area.

Description of Silvicultural Activities
.

The foul general classes of activities associated Wp silviculture which
may .produce pollutants are: - 4

1. Access Systems- The forest access road system is constructed to
provide access for man, materials and equipment to pfoduction units
and to serve as routes for' transport'of harvested logo from the;.production unit. Such roads are also used for manegementand
protection of successive timber crops, and for other access purposes,
including recreation.' In terms of construction, these r'ads rahge

299
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. ,
froln very narrow tsails, thrpu-kh unsurfaCed roads tb higher speed

;'paved roads. The frequency,of use is highly variable'ranging from ,

intensive use to only occasional -usage over a- number of years.
do-

Nationally, and in certain specifications the forest road s'Sretem
is the major contributor of sediment to the strearksin forested areas.
These sediment loads may originate as a result of road construCtibn
(inclidingStream crossjngs), 'direct erosion from the roads, indireCt
erosion caused by thanges in drainage patterns and systems, and
mass soil movement due to slides and slips..

, /
In addifkon to the sediment problems additiortal pollution

may be Created due to tiebria.(organic pollution)' resulting fro
and log transports and fitm herbicides used to control re-gr
the right-of-way. ". . 10.

2. Harve.sting Systems--' The harvest system includes The process
of felling the tree, preparing it by de-limbing and, cutting into desired-

_lengths, and moving it to atzentral accessable location for tran ortout of the forested area. The four bagic harliest systems used n th
United States include seed tree; shelterwood, selection and, Ilea -cutting.%

The harvesting of timber results in removal .of -cover,. to sonle degree,
from the forest floor. Improper choice .(or performance )` of the harvesting
system may seriously increase the erosion phenomena an onsequently,the potential for sediment pollution. Similarly soil move nt may occur
due to increased percolation resulting from removal- of th veggtative cover'.

.After felling, the timber is moved (yarded) to a temporary storage site
.o "landing" by one of three basic general methods--tractor (on skid trails ).,
high lead, or skyline cable. Recently, ,timber producers have also expolir-
ixoented With ballon and helicopter,. Obviously, tMriiagnitude, the 'disturbanceof earth, andvegetative cover would be reflected on the erosive tezfdency,
With its consequent danger of sediment polltiori. Each system, when
properly chosen and operated can minimize environmental problems.

In addition to the sedivient.pollutiOn,dthe harvesting syStem can create
organic pollution problems due to debrit and slash washed froth the fOresti floor or otherwise reaching rams,pollution due to various. chemicals. ' used in the growing and hary ting operation, and thermal pollution due to
removal bf the canopy -over streams. ,

3. Crop Regeneration- Regeneration of a harvested area includes both
the natural. regenerative process and man's activities in reparing and improving
the site followed by pl.d.ntingpr reseeding. The major activities include °(a ).4 .
debris 'removal to reduce fire hazard and allow-use of equipment for sub- ,
atqhent opera:tions;,(b) reduction or removal of brush cover and undeSireable .

, , species of trees and, (c y cultiVation of the soils.....

I

.
-.
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The use of fire,. chemicals and soil disturbing:machinery 'increase
the potential for sediment and other pollution to occur. The time span
for such pollution to occur is variable depending upon the climatic factors.

and opevatknal schedule.

Interopediate Practices:- Othel silvicultural processes relating to
thinning of afrimmaturelorest,, fertilizer aptplication and, pesticide treatm_ents
are unataken during the crop cycle. In general these actrVities are
infrecALIVit during the'crop 'cycle. ,

The thinning process inv,olvep the removal of selected trees from
an immature forest, in essence atype of harvesting, which would tend Ito
generate sediment pbllution, but at a`lesser rate than harvesting.

-

Chemical application, (fertilizers and pesticides) can result in water
pollution, if improperly carried out or adversely affected by extreme and
unexpected natural event.

Pollutants Originating from Silvicultural Activities
,

The principle pollutants generated by silviculturil activities are
sediment's and debris; chemicals, including nutrkents, pesticides, and

..fire-retarda.nts; and thermal effects. The origin of the pollutants is generally
related to more than one of the activities of the total.silvilcultUral operation.

Sediment -- Sediments :are the most common litolltliants resulting
. ,

from silvioultural activities. -The sediments principally result from the
erosion of*soils, but may also include debris and other p-rganic waste.
Sediments upset balanced ecolpgrt<within streams by smothering bottom
organisms in Water bodies throtigh the formation of bottom blankets,'
interfere with the photospthesis processes by reducing light pentration,
serve as carriers of nutrients and pesticides, inhibit fish reproduction of
many important species; and by altering stream now and speed.

a.

,

2. -Nutrients-- Nutrients, above the natural levels of an area, gerferally
result from the application of fertilizers. Soluble nutrients may reach
surfape or ground water through runoff, seepage, and percolation. Insoluble
forms may-be adsorbed on soil particles and reach surface water through
-erosiOirproOesses. Nutrie.pts may also reach surface water by direct washoff
'of' slastuilebris, and recen dy. applied fertilizer. Exdessive nutrients Cant
lead toolnibalance in the natural life cycles of water bodies and in some caries
can'be-a health hazard.

3. Pesticides -- Pesticides applied during forest management activites
may be insoluble or soluble. ,-The entrance of pesticides into the surface
or ground waters follows approximately the same pattern as nutrients.
Pesticides may result inaente toxicity problems in the water tiodiesi or
insidious toxicity problems through the entire food chain'from lowest to the
highest forms of life.

301
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4. Organic 'Pollutanta-- Debris, e. , 'slash and other non-
merchanable.materials; are the principle organic pollutants that result

from silviculttral activities. The pollutants may reach surface waters
#through direct dumping, 'washoff, and lea.chate from log storage. The

. organic materials place 'an oxygen demand on the receiving waters
during their decomposition. In addition they may lead to other problems
such as fasks, odors, color, and nutrients'.

Thermal-- Thermal pollutiorrfrom silvicultural activities most
oftensiiiiat7Fom the removal of canopy cover from stream bodies
causing water temperature to rise. Temperature is a, significant water
'quality',parameter. It strongly influences dissolved oxygen concentrations
and bacteria populations in streams. The saturated dissolVed oxygen
concentrations in streams is inversely related to temperature.

Best,Management Practices for Pollution from Silviculture

Best Management Practices ft./. silvicultural sources is the most
practical and effective measure or combination of measures,which,when,
applied to the forest management unit, will prevent ors reduce the
generation of pollutants to a level. compatible with water quality goals.

In BMP selection, it should be recognized that the variability in
sources, topography, climate, soils, etc.,, will in most cases preclude
a single BMP,,,coyering all activities or situations. The .BMP must be
tailored to the needs of the partibular source and physical conditions.

.

The principle emphasis should be placed.9n measures that will.
prevent or reduce the Pollutants in he runoff); seepage, or percolation
from the ,forest management unit. The preventive measures must be
fully integrated into the total management system for the particular
forest management unit. In essence, -the soils, nutrients, pesticides',
and` other chemicals must be kept on. the land area where they perform
their intended function of assisting tree growth.

Because of the widespread nature of sedlient runoff, erosion control
measures must be ,a principle thrust of the preventive program of each ,

management unit. Particular attention must be paid to .erosion prevention
measures for logging roads-end harvesting activities. In' addition to primary
control measures, supplemental measures such as debris and sediment
basins should be included where necessary to further reduce or prevent th
entrance of sediments, slash, and debris into water bodies. Where nutrients,
pesticides and other chemicals' cause particular problems in surface or
ground waters, further control measures, may be necessary. The measures
would principally,relate fo the application (timing, method, and _Amount),
utilization, and management of the feeilizers, pesticides, and fire. retardant
chemicals. Care must be exercised 13 insure that thermal problems in
streams'are not created by removse of'shade canopy.. Attention to proper
forest management, engineering and harvesting principles can substantially
reduce all pollution attributable to silviculture.
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Prevention and Reduction Measures

The measures_which can be applied to a timber management unit
to prevent or duce
waters can be ss,ified as two (2) general types. ,These are (I) non-
structural

pollutants from reaching surfacenrface and/or ground

structuril or management decision,meatres, and ,(2),structural or
physical measures.

Management decision measures involv ncorpgration. of,,water
quality protection considerations intb the pla ng and design of activites
'within the timber managemtnt unji: It is at this stage that logging access
roads locations and design, haryfTting methods, and reforestation
decisions must be made. Structdral measures generally involve some
physical method or technique utilized to reduce erosion and prevent 4e

sediment runoff. ,
Nonstructural measures can be effective me\thods.of reducing pollutiOri

generated by silvicultural activities, e. g. :

A. Polluti8n emenating from access ssterris may be greatly decreased
boy careful location, design, construction and maintance of the roads.
The importance of not utilizing waterways or normally wet areas as
part of the road-access system, cannot be over emphasized.

B. .Pollution caused by the harvesting operation can be redUced,
under certain soil conditions, by minimizing the disturbance or
compaction of the soil. ,Careful location and -.use of skid trails,
particular when the giound is wet, .will reduce sediment gen-
eration due to the skidding operation: As in the case of roads,
skid trails should' not be located in normally wet areas, nor should
they utilize streams as part of the route. Like road, the trails
slibuld follow the countcrur of the land rather than provide long steep
grapes. Careful handling of debris-will prevent accumulation,
which tend to act as dam's in streams, and which on breakup, result
in high stream velocities causing cbannel erosion. Early reveget-

n of disturbed areas will provide btatfilization of the soil, thus
imizing erosion. ,

C. Pblldtion caused by the regeneration activity and intermediate,
practices can be. minimized by application, of proper technicities
under fairorable conditions by well trained and supervised
personnel. Additional techniques, such as provisions of buffer
'strips along streams may be 'useful.

76
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Structural measures are utilized when necessary to further reduce
erosion and prevent sediment runoff. These measures include culverts,
ditches, berths, catch basins, slope stablization, and' varioiis road
building techniques.

Information Sources

ReduCtion measures and preventive techniques are generally
described in "Processes, Procedures, and.MethOds to Control
Pollution Resulting from Silvicultural Activities" EPA 420/9-73-010
More Specific information op logging roads is contained in'"Lcigging
Roadg and Protection of Water Quality", EPA 910/ 9-75-008, Region X,
Environmental Protection Agency. Additional information on featurgs

.and design of specific measures and management practices may be
obtained from other Federal agencies, Slate agencies, and various
forestry associations and publications.

<
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BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

CONSTRUCTION ,NONPOINT spultcEs
WATER POLLUTION DRAFT

_DEC I 191-)

Construction is a broad category covering the alteration and
development of land for a ,different use including the installation of
structures on the land. The types of projects within the category
generally have two common characteristics, namely; (1),They, involve
soil disturbance, resulting in modification of the physical, chemical,
and biological properties,of the land; and (2) They are short-lived in the
sense, that the .'construction phase" closes when the development and
building activities are completed.- Storni waters should be controlled
fqr the life of the facilities to protect dowdstream areas.

Ye

rptrod.ctioh

Thisguidanc is, intended to provide Information regarding the control
of p iition fro nonpoint source construction activities, and to.supplerneni
inf rmation reg rding control of construction associated descharges

er the 'provisions of NPDES and Section 404(e) of the FWPCA.
. . f

Construction activities can result in the development of significant .
sources of,pollutants which may reach surface or ground waters. AboUt
one Million acres of land are bbing disturbed for construction purposes
each year in the United .States. Pollution resulting from these construction
areas can be catastrophic in downstream areas, particularly in small

'4,, drainages. This statement is intended to provide guidance in the contrOl '' of construction nonpoint' sources and for the selection of pollution prevention
. or reductionmeasures that are useful in reaching water quality goals.

%-6oniAuCtion nonpoint sources are the land development and building
projects that result in the runoff, seepage or percolation of p9ilutants to
the surface arid ground waters.,1 The runoff of pollutants generated by
the project is strongly, dependent-on "climatic events such' as rainfall or

. snowmelt.' In general,, the runoff is intermittent and does pot provide
, .a continuous discharge. The nature 'of the pollutants deptnds on the .

particular activities underway at the'time of the rainfall or snowmelt.
Bbth the nature and amount of pollutants are also dependent on other

. factors) such as soil types, topography, project characteristics, and theop.

nureper of people and' equipment involved.
4

. .
DestFiptiOn 9f Constructpn Activities .,,

I I
,

i:) ;_ 'there are ii'lany types otprojects 'that fa)1 within the construction
Categp,ry. They generally cad 13 classified into the following. sub-
categories :

1. nd'Develop.rnent Ltand development involves the constructionsr- & of hpu ng subdivision shopping centers, schools, recreation areas,
and related facilities. The areal extent of the land affected is generally
large although a'procect may be completed in segments. Topogratic
,Slopes are usually gentle with cut and fill section's relatively mint.
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2. . Transportation and Communication Networks -- Construction of
transportation and communication facilities involves disturbance of the
land principally in a line-air direction. Areas maybe ,quite Large but the
width 4the distutbed areas is minor compared to their linear, extent.
Theseiricilities often are located'in areas of high relief 'where slopes,
.thaybe steep and, rugged.Climatic different are extremely' diverse
in many of, these areas with torrential rains. valerlt in higher a tittides.

, "-
r . 3, Watef Resodrc Facilities -- Constructionvof Water rpso h e 1 ,

facilities involves disturbing the grouhd surfae for installation of clams,
aqueducts. and their appurteniant squctures. bain's rn1y be locatethin
relatively steep river valleys or canyons, or in areas 'of ftirly low relief.
Aqueducts have a great linear 'extent'anikare-ggnerally located along
valle,y,Lo foothill areas. 'Cli9atic:cliffe.rences at these sitess fmay be
eidretnelyiyariable with intense rainfall occurring in mourgain areas.

, .,I, 1 . ,

ibarns inshighei topagaphic area,s..

rn'qy be underlaiisby fiard,:ridn,-
erodible bedrock. Darhs and .aqueducts IA loyeK, areas teneralibr-are' ..

I located in...erodible soils Atisitor parent materials. ' ...;% ;,
1 . , , .

01 ,4. Other 11- Constructi6n of factories, tre.,j6office builtlin4s; ''
e i forairports, power plantS etc. is (ncfiaded 111 Lis Aillr'ategoek: 'Exc p

'. airports,, the areal extent of these facilities is !generally: liknited and
almost all require 'extensive aubgurfpice:excovatieen. They. kre genk
located in areas' of fairly low relief vgi,th relatiVely lciw. Cut afictill Slope's: t,

involved . .'- .... - :',,,7 '* -' _ ., '- ' -
_

'.
-Identification o Pollutants

.

, ... : ,TV : ,I . .k i , i .** ' : : * t
Sediment, resulting fromerosion of diStarbed galls 6nitonstruciion',, , ,

sites, is ohe of the' principal pollutants. It ntlucles solid mineraI artd i
.organic mate'riais which are trEtnAPoifsted.b urioff Water, :4;4 I gid , ice, ..61!
the effect of gravity' Chemical pollut4hts d 4ve d fi-oin construction
activities originate fro71. inorganic .a.pd.org is 'Sources and occur .n solid
fctrm such as asphalt; boards, ;fibers; :cti%meta:10,; o,r in iqiiid fpi-rrt such
as paints, oils, glues,' pesticides, azkl.ferti.liAet* s..13fologicl palutarits -
include organisms resulting frpni..soilsfanirriar;oeshurhe.n brigins:...They . 4

triay be bacteria,. fungi; or viruses: ,Excess ,,sfarriVA/rater runoff Can be a
x.levere cause of pollution. It r4'ults froth' ciianged cenditionS duc tb
:construction activities:- ' °. ' ' .. k . '

1 V , . ,
t ,

. i --1. Sediment "- Sesdfment exerts phyaic ar,%cifeniteal, and biorogieal '
effects on the receiving ,stream and water bodied. *Physical dainage
resulting fro!** sediment deposition iriclude's:'-redtiction.of reservoir
storage capacity, filling harbors and ,na:vigaticm channels', .increasing the -
frequency of floocling apd,causing bank erosion, ine reasing ;turbidity in.

. e---- r .. , . :

/.1
.

.

I .

.
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water and reducing light penetration, increasing th-cost-of water
treatrfrerit, damaging fish life; destroying and covering organisms on
the bottom'of streams, reducing the flowing speed and carrying capacity
of streams, and impairing'opration of drainage ditehest, culverts, and
bridges,, alterin4 the shape and direction of stream channels,% destroying
water recreational areas, and imparting undesirable taste to water.

2. Chemicals The, major categories' of .chemicat pollutants
are: petroleum products, p6Sticides, fertilizers, synthetic materials,
metals, soil additiveS, construction,chemicalse and miscellaneous wastes
from construCtion.

1

Some petroleum products impart a persistent odor and-taste to water,
impairing its use for inking water and contact sports' Many oils have

'the ability to block t e transfer or air from the a rnosphere into water,
resolting in the suffocation of aquatic plants, or'g isms, arld fish Some
petroleMn produCts cdntain quantities of organo-'m tallic co ounds
(nickel, vanadium, lead, iron, arsenic) and other impuritie which can
be toxic to fish and other organisms.

The three ffiost commonly used pesticides at construction' sites are
herbicides, insecticides, and rodenticides. The unnecessary or improper
application of these pesticides may result in direct contamination of water, -
or indirect pollution by dirt 'which settles in surface waters, or transport
off soil surfaces into Water.

Nitrogen and phosphorous are the major plant nutrients \/sed for the
successful establishment of vegetation/on disturbed soils of construction
sites. Heavy use of commercial fertilizers can result in these materials
reaching water bodies to accelerate the euti4iphication process.

The construction indus'y utilizes many different types of synthet,it
products. These include structural frames, Window pane, wall hoard,
paints, and many others. Heavy duty construction materials are synthesized
from nondegrad6ble organic materials. They are little affected by bidlogical
'or chemical degradation agents, 'and are (sually designed towithstand the
mos-t severwphxsiCal conditions.

f The concern over-Metal pollution of,water boiesiis associated mostly
with the heavy metals (mereury, lead, zinc, silVer, cadmium, arsenic, ,

-copper, aluminum, iron, etc.'). Metals are used extensively in construction
activities for structural frames, wiring, , du-cts, pipes, beams,, and many
other uses. Construction vehicles, gasoline, paints, pesficide, fungicides,
and construction chemicals are also potential sources of heavy metals pollutants.
When these latter materials are weathered, decomposed and disirftegrated.
by variou's agents, they, ultimately form oxides and salts that can affect
aqua tic organisms.
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Soil additives are ohemicals'and materials- that are applied to the soil
during construction activities in order to obtain desired soil chdracteristics.
Often construction activities cover large areas consisting of.se've.ral
Oifferent type's of soils. The nature of soils is dependent on'the climatic,
topographic and/geological conditions. The type of soil additiVe applied
depends on the objectives of the ,construction activities. Sbi Is may vary from
one location to another in the amount d water 'they contain, particle size
distribution (clays, silt, sand:and gravel), water infiltration rate, ability
to support heavy structures, and resistance to compaction by construction
equipment. Soil additives' are used to contrdl the amount of moisture
abSorbed by rotiNirliturfaces, to reduce the degree of shrinking and
expanding of clay in order to prevent structural &image of buildings-
and air field runways, and to increase the firmness of soils. Several
materials are used to obtain desired soil properties, Co ly used
materials include_lime, fly ash, asphalt, phosphoric acidr:Inst, and
calcium chloride./ The soil additives carried-in runoff from construction
sites alter the quality of receiving waters. However, little work has been
conducted to show the net environmental effects of these soil additives.

, 1

Many other chemicals are used in construction for purposes such as :*
pasting boards together, sealing cracks, surface treatment, solvents for
oils and paints, and dyeing and cleaning. The amounts of chemicals .

leaving construction sites as pollutants have, not been established. Poor
construction activities that are liable to contaminate water resources include.*
the following practices: dumping of excess chemicals aid wash water
into storm water sewers; indiscriminate discharging of undiluted or-
unneutralized chemicals; disregard for proper handling procedures
resulting ih major or minor spills at the construction site; and leaking
storage containers and tbnstruction equipment:

Miscellaneous pollutants include concrete wash froth .Ccacrete mixers,
acid and alkaline*solutakt from exposed soil or*rock units high in acid,
and alkaline-forming natural elements. Cuts through coal beds have
resulted in the seepage of mine acids into streams. High lime areas
often'increase the alkalinity of receiving waters. ,

3. gtiologiegl.Materials -r pollttants from -coristruction
incladeloil organisms and organisms of human' and animal origin. They
inclkle bacteria, fungi, and viruses. The majority of biological pollutants
are found in the topsoil layer where-they can feed'on dead plants, animals,
birds and other organisms.

-*AD
. The biological pollutants resulting from 'construction activity indicate

that the greatest pollution potential are of .animal and human origin.They
rare more prevalent on construction sites where improper ,sanitary
conditions exist.
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Basis For Best Management-Practices.Development

Best Management Practices for construction are the most practical.
. and effective measure or combinatiop of measopres which, when applied
to the land development or-building project, t or reduce the ,i
runoff ,of pollutants to a level compatible with Water q ality goals.

Since the amount of pollutant runoff from construction sites depends
on numerous. variables such as the type of construction involved, the
quantity and intensity of rainfall, the soil characteristics,,etc., it is
recognized that those particular types of control measures that will pre-
vent this runoff must be installed on the site; The proper mix of control
measures must be established on site-spe.cific basis. Whether they are
properly installed and maintained mist bvthecked by on-site inspection
as there is no way that effluent monitoring can accomplish thig:--,

Al

Best Management Practides for construction actiFitieS consist of
measures which v/911 prevent the movement of pollutants from construction
sites: While sediment is the principal pollutant resulting from earth-
disturbing construction activities, chemicals, hydrocarbons, solid,
wastes, and other materials must also be considered.

Desqription of Preventive and Reduction Measures

There are essentially three basic measures for controlling the runoff
of sediment from construction sites. They include: Q) preventing. erosion
of exposed sail surfaces, (2) restricting the transport of ertoded particles,
and (3) trapping sediments' being transported. Measures developed for
controlling movement of sediment and other materials by water generally
are also useful for controlling that generated by wind action.

Preventing erosion of exposed soil surfaces is achieved by protecting
these surfaces with such coverings as mulch; sheets of plastic, fiberglass
roving, burlap, rock blankets, or jute, netting; temporary growths of fast-
growing grasses; or sod blankets. Mulch consists of hay, straw; .wood
chips bark, or any other suitable protective material. Sheets of plaistic
and I etting materials are generally used on steep slopes where vegetation
is ficult to 'establish or erosion rapid. Seeding of temporary fast-
growing grasses is most desirable when final grading cannot be done until
a later date and climatic conditions permit. Sod often is used as a covering
in critical are susceptible to erosion.

Limiting the areal extent of soils disturbed at any one tim usable
mechanism for minimizing erosion. It can be achieved by plan and
carrying out the job so that as work progresses existing vegetation is removed
only on that area of soil surface essential to immediate work activities.
Construction activities are completed on each exposed area and revegetation
accomplished as rapidly as feasible-.
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Solid wastes should bee c ected at. the- site and remo ed for
disposal in authorized diSpos areas. Frequent garbage repi6val
is, essential. Any useful /hater]. s can be salvaged or r cycled.
Often, borrow pits, or excavati s can be filled with in rt solid

, wastes.*

Runoff pf, construction chemicals
solvents, CoFrete curing compounds,
be largely restricted by sediment cont
materials are carried by sediment parti
procedures such as proper disposal of e
cleanup _accidental apills, and_neuthaliz
excess cjnicals and wash Waters shOtIld m
remaining materials.

resulting from pal
and petroleum p

1 theastres as
les. Good "h

ty containe
on or de

mize r

Information Sources

Nonpoint source pollution control practicee..dis
summary 'form are described In more detail in
publications?

Irt

"Processes, Procedures, and Methods to Control 111tion
Resulting From All Construction Activity" .EPA 430 -73-007,
October 1973 a

ts, cleaning
oductk, can

ma of these
se eping"

s, mpt
tivati n of
off of the

ussed above in
llowing,

A

'"Comparative Costs of Erosion and Sediment Control,
\

Construction Activities" EPA 430/943-016, July 1973

"Guidelines for ErosIon and Sediment Control Planning and
Implementation" EPA R2-72-015; August 1972

Additional data regarding design of structures, specifications f
vegetative practices, instructions for installation of surface pro-
tective coverings, and other useful measures are available in
numerous published standards and specifications, manuals, hand-
books, or guides. They are generally prepared and issued in local
areas by States, Counties, or Conservation Districts, with the
assistance of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service.
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REST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
GRICULTURAL NONPOINT SOURCES

WA, R POLLUTION

3
1V-1ioEt

Agricultural non oint sources are' broad categoeY covering all Crop
.and animal pr' ucti n activities. Crop roduction includes both
irrigated and, non-irrigated production, uch as row crops, close
grown crops, orchards and vineyards, a fallow land temporarily
out of production. Animal production inclu es such 'syStems ets pasture
and rangeland grazing, semiconftned feedin and grazing, and con -
centrated animal feeding operations.

Introduction

This guidance' is intended to provide information regarding the
control of pollution from a agricultural nonpoint sources, and.to 4
supplement information regarding the control of agricultural discharges
regulated under the requirements of NPDES. Agricultuttal production
activities-provides, on a national scale, significantsOurces of pollutants
which retch both surface and ground waters. These may be either
point sources or nonpoint sources, or combinations of the two.

DesOription of Agricultural Activities

Agricultural nonpoint sources are the crop and animal production
systeettis that.result in diffuse runoff, seepage, or percolation of
polliOits to' the Surface and ground waters. There area number of
difttr activities within each of the systems that may cause water

'llutiot. The runoff, seepage or percolation of pollutants generated
y the adtivities are strongly dependent on climatic events such as rain-

fall and spowmelt. In general, they are intermittent-and do not represent
a continuous discharge. The nature of the pollutants depends on the
particular \activities underway at the time of the climatic events. Both
the nature and amount of pollutants are also dependent on other factors
such as soil types, topouaphy, crerririd animal types, and crop and
animal productionmethoWs. .

Crop Production

There are five general categories of activities associated withacrop
production which can produce the potential for nonpoint sdurce pontion:

1. The disturbance of the soil by tillage ox- compaction by
machineryi.

2. The alteration of natural vegetative patterns by substituting
crop plants for natural vegetation or leaving the soil without vegetative
cover.
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3.. The increase in available nutrients, over the quantity availab
through natural cycles, by the application of fertilizers'. Ii

.
- \

4. The introduction .of chemical compounds ndt found in significakt
quantities under natural conditions such as by the application of"---,-,
pesticides. .

t rt

5. The application of surface or ground waters for the purpose of
. irrigating crops.

Animal Production
. )

There are three'general categories of activities associated' with
animal production which can produe'e' the potential for nonpoint source
pollution:

1. Concentration of animals (and their wastes) in a particular
location for an extended period of time such as at feeding areas.

2. Overgrazing of range and pasture lands that removes vegetative
cover from the land.

3. Qoncentration of at instreams or along stream banks
in such numbers as to cause disturbance of the Stream bottoms or banks,
_or result in direct deposit of manure into streams.

,Identificatibn of Pollutants

Six general types of nonpoint source pollutants that may result from
activities associated wit14 agricultural production systems are:

1. Sediment: Sediments, by vol e, are the most serious
pollutants resulting from agricultural production. They4riclude prin-
cipally mineral fragments resulting from the erosion of soils bit may
also include crop debris and Animal wastes. Sediments can smother.
organisms in water *dies by forming bottom blankets, interfere with
t.il photosynthetic processes by reducing light penetration, and act as
carriers of nutrients and pesticides. Deposits also may fill reservoirs
and hinder navigation. ,

P :

2.Nutrients: Nutrients, above the natural trackground'levels of an
ea may result from fertilizer applications'and animal wastes. Soluble

utrients may reach surface and ground water through runoff, seepage,

7
and percolation. Ions may be adsorbed on soil particles and reach surface
water through sedim6htation processes. Nutrients may also, reach surface
water by direct washoff of animal wastes and recently applied fertilizer.
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Ektessive nutrients caniead tocimbila,nce in the natural trient cycles
.and cause eutrophication. In some cases, excessive nutrie is can be
a ttealth hazard.

.f-

3. Pesticides: Pestitidee which are applied in the agticOural
production unit may be insoluble or soluble. The entrantel5f
pesticides i,nto the surface or ground waters follows approximately
the same patterns as nutrients. Pesticides may cause/Acute
toxicity, problems in the water bodies or insidious toxicity problems
through the entire food chain.

4. Organic Materials: Animal wastes and drop debris are the
principal organic pollutants that result from agribultural production.
They may reach surface waters through direct washoff,
or, in their soluble form, reach both surface and ground waters
thrOugh runoff, seepage or percolation. The organic materta1s place
an oxygen demand on the receiving waters during their decomposition.
In itddition, they may lead to other problems such as tastes, odors,
color, and nutrient enrichment.

5. _Salinity (TUG): The necessity of leaching to remove, or prevent
the damaging accumulation of salts in the root zone of plants has the
potential of induoing subsequent quality problems,in both surface and
ground waters if agricultural waters:are not properly managed.' Percol-
ating water may reach ground water through further deep percolatiort,
or move laterally into.surbice water bodies. The problem become
more pronounced when the applied irrigation water initially contains
dissolved solids which will become More concentrated as the
plants remove water for theleuse. 'Severity of pollution depends
only on the nature of the receiving waters but also on the nature of
the uses of the receiving waters.

6. Microorganisms: Any potential disease-causing micro=
organisms (pathogens) in water are a matter of Concern to the health
and safety of the water users. Animal wastes are the principal source
of pathogenic microorganisms resulting froth agricultural production.
Pathogens reach the water bodiehrough the same routings as
the animal wastes.

Basis For Besi:Manaement Practices Development

Best Management. Practices for agricultural pro ion are the
most practical and effective measure or combination of easures, which
when applied to the agricultural management unit, will pr ent or reduce
the generation of pollutants to a level compatible with water quality goals.
They often enhanett the productivity of the,soil as well as control pollution.
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Because of e variability in production methods, crops and
animals, soil t pes, topograplIzclimate, etc., the B1 ViP for any specific
agricultural /ha agement unit or area will vary. The seledkon of Best
Management pr ctices for a particular agricultural management unit or
area is a cOmple process. Any measure or combination of measures
applied to an agr cultural manag,ernent unit or area which will achieve
water quality go is is a potential BMP. Ho Wever, the measures are
generally the typ that are. incorporated into* a soil 'and water con-
servation plan as developed ,by a landowner or land user, with the °'

assistance of a c nservation district and/or the Soil Conservation Service,
ExteAsion Servic , Forest Service, and others.

The principal emphasis should be placed on measures that will
prevent or control the runoff, seepage cir,percolation of pollutants
from crop or animal production management treventive measures -
must be fully integrated into the total prpdticticamaNgement:
system of the agricultural management units. 7! essence, the soils, '

nutrients and pesticides should be kept on the land where-they perform
their intended agricultural function.

,Because of the widespread nature of sediment runoff, erosion control,
measures should be a principal means of controlling pollution from
each agricultural management unit. ,Control of erosion not only will prevent
soils from leaving the land, but also will materially reduce the nutrients
and pesticides that 'reach the nation's waters adsorbed to soil partiples.
Where n_eessary, to further prevent or reduce the entrance of sediments
into water bodies, supplemental measures such as debris aMd sediment
'retention basins should be utilized.

..
,In cases where excess (amounts of nutrients, pesticides and animal wasSes:

cause particular problem in' surface or groundat .waters, additional control
meagtres May.be necest y. These measures might'relate,"for.example,
to the application (timing'and amount),of,fertilj.zers and pesticides, the
prevention of the ctoncentration of animals, and the col%ction and adequate
disposal'of the animal wastes. Salinity buildup resulting from irrigation
must be analyzedin terms of the particular problem with subsequent develop-
ment of appropriate meastires.

... . . .
Description' of Prevention and Reduction Measures,,

. . - ., .

11,Measures'which can be applied to an agricultu'ral management unit
'to p!event or reduce pollutQ.nA from reaching surfaCe. or ground waters
'can iSe generally classified into fdtir, categories. They are: a) structural
measures, (2) conservation cropptig sYstrts and animal management
systems, (3) quantitative nd qUalitative management of cropping system
inputs,',(4)vegetAive mea sUreS.'
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. Structural measures generally involve some'p hysical method designed
to reduce erosion or prevent sediment runoff. They include such things
as barriers applied at the source such as terraces, conveyance.systems

enhance non-erodable flows such as waterways and cir* structures,
and catchment systems for the final clarification such.as debris basins.

, Off-stream watering points, 'controlled access watering points at water
bodies, diversions around feeding areas, and manure trapping basins
are con§idered1Obe structural measures.

Cropping systems and animal management systems involve .the spacial
and sequential arrangement of crofs'plant and-animal pop-
ulations. The arrangement of crops on a field such as strip cropping,
crop rotation'such as sod-forming grass rotation systems, and tillage

. methods such as minimum tillage can significantly reduce115-611utant trans-
; port. Control of animal populations so-as to prevent overgrazing or the

cbnOntration of animals in particular locations :can reduce erosion,
sedimiint.runoff, and the: runoff of concentrated,animal wastes.

Inputs into cropping systems which are not efficiently utilized can
become potential pollutants. Nutrient and pesticide applications should
be to the immediate 'needs of the agricultural production
systems. The timing of the applications should take into consideration
external hydrologic forces. The efficient use of irrigation water can .

;materially, reduce the salinity buildup problems associated ,with'runoff,
and nd p'ercolation of the water 'riot utilized by the plants.

Vegetative coVerin&ori bare; or expOsed soils is any crop planted
solely to prevent, o contrbd erosion and sediment runoff. It can be
used during the wintei- mohtfis, between regular drops during the growing
seasbn, or where denuded'a.t4s. have resulted from overgrazing or
some other activity.. 'Ike vegetative'cover protects the bare gt ound
from the erosive ene-rgy of falling rain and flowing runoff water" and Miters
Out sediment acidal.lx,being transported in the runoff v{ater leaving the site.4: .

,.

Information Sources

The prevention.and reduction measures outlined in the foregoing are
generally described in "Methods and Practices for Controlling Water
Pollution frIm Agricultural Norippint Sources,." EPA-430/9-73-015. Oct 1973.
Data on.centrol of dust is presented'in "Investigation of Fugitive Dust,
Volume 1: Sources, Ernissions, and Control" EPA-45.0/3-74-036a
June, 1974,' Specific-ih*formation on the application of the measures for- agricultural nonpoint souroesand water quality. management is ,contained in
,"Control of Water Pollution from- Cr,epland, Volume I " USDA, ARS . 7
and EPA, ORD. November '1975. "Interim Report on Loading Functions

or Assessment of Water Pollution frOm Nonpoint Sources1LEPA; ORD.
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,,November, 1975 provides data for assessing the problem. Information
1----On specific aspects o ricultural nonpoint source pollUtants and their

control can be found in research reports of EPA, US , and Other Federal
agencies, State and local agencies, colleges and ersities, and agricultural
trade assetiations and in grazing and range ma gement documents by these
groups..

Designkinformation on various conservation methods can be °

obtained-from Soil Conservation Service handbooks. Specific infor-
mation on particular locations can be obtained from SCS Field Offices,
the Extension Service, soil and water conservation district offices, and
other informed agencies and groups.
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